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0.1. PREFACE:
0.1.0. PRELIMINARIES:
THE PROBLEM OF THE AFFECT AND THE SOUL'S
DYNAMIC STRUCTURES:
SANJUANIST PERSPECTIVES

Only he who has passed through the experience would know how
it feels...
Canticle, pro. § 1.
The will must be purged and annihilated of its affection and
feelings...
Night, 11.9. §3.
0.1. Affectivity in the Doctrine of John of the Cross
The writings of John of the Cross treat affectivity in all the
various divisions within the individual and during every phase of
spiritual advancement. Even with an uncritical reading of these texts
one is immediately struck by the mystic's passionate description of
the experience of spiritual conversion. While everyone takes for
grantea the sensations of the body; yet, once one has a proper
concept of what St. John understands by the soul, one realizes how
the feelings of the soul are a major concern for him. Whether St.
John calls the soul to denounce its affections, long for the Ineffable,
or delight in union with God, he describes what the soul is feeling.
Many readers find St. John's affective characterization too emotionally packed with his uncompromising stance on renunciation;
yet these affective characterizations give life and fullness to the
'feeling rapport" between God and the individual, as the soul strives
for the Divine and the Divine incarnates Itself in the soul.
We begin this study with a preliminary notion of affectivity. '
Two elements are common to any description of affectivity. First,
the dynamic value of emotions is implicit in all cases of affectivity.
Feelings are potent, instilled with force and filled with meaning.
Second, affectivity denotes relationship: the individual with self, with
the other, and with the material and spiritual realms. Thus affectivity
must be understood as an essential element in relationship and in
love itself.
With this preliminary notion of affectivity we turn to St. John's
doctrine. It requires the entire conversion of each of the superior
1
We refrain from rushing to a definition of affectivity in St. John's writing
without a careful examination of the saint's texts; such an examination is precisely
the first intention of this study.
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faculties: intellect, memory and will. The affective life is present
within the superior faculty of the will and the faculties which it
commands: appetites, passions, affections; thus all the stirrings of
emotions, desires, and drives emerge out of or are governed by
will. The will is also the faculty of volition. In St. John's doctrine
the intellect knows, the memory recalls and projects, but it is the
will that chooses. Most importantly it is the will that is to be
transformed into love. All this reveals the will as the seat of the
affect.
To study the role of the affect in St. John this inquiry must
focus, then, on the will and its faculties. We examine key moments
in the development of the affective life by considering the conversion
of these lower faculties, appetites and passions, as well as the
superior faculty of the will and its affections. Moments of affective
stirrings and affective cognition are important to this study. The
introductory overview of St. John's doctrine which follows will serve
to situate our presentation within the context of conversion of the
other superior faculties.
Four questions focus our study of the affect in the doctrine
of John of the Cross: First, how does St. John's language express
affectivity?; second, what role does affectivity play in the desire for
God?; third, what part does affectivity take in the dynamics of the
love relationship?; and fourth, what kind of affectivity cognition flows
from the soul's relation with God? Together these questions illuminate the implications of affectivity and aid in the selection of
texts. They also form the framework for the consideration of this
study.
First, how does St. John's language express affectivity? In
common parlance affectivity is understood as a stirring of sentiments,
feelings, emotions, passions, and desires. While these terms capture
a certain aspect of the affective dynamic, a far more encompassing
horizon is also present. The attraction or repulsion of all subjectobject relationships in their most expansive, intimate, and often
incomprehensible facets is implicit in the term affectivity. The
language of affectivity points to the dynamic tension between a
specific subject and a particular object, since all emotions must have
an object. One cannot conceive of an impulse without an aim, a
desire without desired fulfillment, a lover without a beloved. Affectivity presupposes all the interior components of the human
psyche: motivation, drive, self-identity, and consciousness itself. Thus
our first point of entry is the common language and expression
of affectivity used in St. John's writings.
Second, how does St. John view the role that affectivity plays
in the desire for God? This second point of entry takes a look at
the soul's desire or attraction for God, so powerfully expressed in
the mystic's language. The poet dedicates the second line of his
poem "The Dark Night" to desire, the force which attracts, propels
and strengthens the soul; he calls it "Fired with love's urgent longing"
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(Con ansias en amores inflamada)2 This point of entry casts an
appreciative eye on that special kind of love which perceives
harmony between the one loving and the beloved person or object,
2
Some consideration must be given to St John's concept of desire and
the Greek tradition of eros, since the two concepts seem closely associated Like
Thomas Aquinas, St John never employs the term eros This has provoked vast
discussion since St John was well aware of the Pseudo Dionysian and Augustiman
traditions (v Gerald Brenan, Si John of the Cross Hts Life and Poetry,
[Cambridge University Press Cambridge, 1976 ed ] 7-8 ) When one realues the
vast influence that Pseudo Dionysius had over St Johns one must wonder why
the term is not used, the scholarly perspectives and hypotheses on this topic
are many and complex Since this problem is not directly related to this study
we simply wish to make some distinction We recognize desire as the "force
of love (fuerza del amor") described by St John Yet we refrain from drawing
a complete equivalence between desire ("fuerza del amor") and ems for two
fundamental reasons First, putting aside the possible textual and translation
problems, we see no value in imposing upon the Sanjuamst text the Greek term
eros We accept "desire" and the phrase 'fuerza del amor' as a distinct concept
for St John Further, we maintain St John deliberately intended to communicate
something quite specific by the term "desire " St John is extraordinarily original
in his doctrine and also in his vocabulary His terms are best understood from
his own usage In this study we draw attention to the complexity of the issue
and hope to demonstrate the uniqueness of St John s concept of desire In
the most blunt terms, if St John had wanted to employ the term eros we believe
he would have done so We respect its absence
A variety of opinions exist as to whether St John's concept of desire is
the same as that of the Greek concept of eros Marilyn May Mallory presupposes
that St John was well aware of the concept of "eros" because of his familiarity
with Pseudo-Dionysius, she attributes his omission of the term eros to comihcations m translation She says, "Spanish has no satisfactory word for transating this Greek word eros Latin too has no real equivalent for eros Thus
in quoting the text from Pseudo-Dionysius which says that it is eros which leads
to ecstasy, John of the Cross says to Doña Ana de Peñalosa that it is love
(amor) which leads to ecstasy" (Marilyn May Mallory, Christian Mysticism
Transcending Techniques, [Asssen Amsterdam Van Gorcum, 1977] 125 ) We find
this assumption insightful, though difficult to fully accept We do not discount
the possible difficulties in translation, but for the most part would contend that
despite such difficulties the eros tradition would certainly have been part of St
John's educational formation Stephen Payne, О С D , find Manlyn May Mallory's
Christian Mysticism seriously flawed, but we accept, with David Centner, О С D ,
her observation concerning the relation m the Sanjuamst text of the term deseo
and fuerza del amor (Christian Mysticism, 169-170 ) Cfr Stephen Payne, О С D ,
"Eros and Contemplation" Spiritual Life 24 [1978] 126-136, and David Centner,
О С D , "Freedom and the Nights of St John of the Cross" Carmelite Studies,
(ed by John Sullivan,) [ICS Publications, Washington, D C ] 77 )
In response to Andres Nygren's Agape and Eros, (Andres Nygren, Agape and
bros, trans Philip S Watson, [New York Harper Torchbooks 1969 ]), Henri
Sanson takes a completely different perspective He approaches the issue from
the context of scholastic philosophy Sanson contends "Il serait trop simple
d'assimiler l'erôs grec a 1 appétit des scholastiques " (Henn Sanson, L'Espint
Humain selon Jean de la Croix, [Paris Presses Universitaires de France, 1953]
249 ) The appetites for the scholastic may be natural or elicited A natural appetite
"dans un cas, on a affaire a un appétit qui se porte spontanément, mais
aveuglement, vers le souverain Bien auquel il est ordonne ontologiquement", an
elicit appetite "dans l'autre, on a affaire a un appétit qui connaît ce qu il poursuit
et qui poursuit un bien clair et distinct, comme dirait saint Jean de la Croix"
(Ibia, 249 ) Eros cannot be an elicited appetite because such an appetite knows

f
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it sees a reaching out or desire for that object or person which,
for St. John, focuses upon God; a focused aspiration towards the
Other liberates the individual from self.
Third, what part does affectivity take in St. John's writings in
the dynamics of the love relationship, especially when the soul is
in union with God? While the prior point of entry considers the
drive for God and the transformation process itself, this third point
of entry weighs the dynamics of the soul's loving relationship with
God as it passes through the extended process of transformation
which reaches completion in union with God. It judges the opposition
and harmony of the soul's faculties, the nature of the soul's union
with the Beloved, and the endless transformation of love. Since
affectivity is grounded in all relationship, especially love, the state
of loving union serves as the paradigm of affectivity and its dynamics.
We call this the dynamics of loving.
Finally, what kind of affective cognition flows from the soul's
relation with God according to St. John? There is a knowledge that
comes from feelings, best grasped as an affective understanding or
comprehension (as opposed to the acquisition of data). This affective
knowledge bypasses the rational process and implies a kind of
intuitive comprehension. As does the comprehension between any
two lovers, this non-rational cognition or "feeling knowledge" so
evident in St. John's description of the soul's experience, plays a
key role in the soul's relation to God. As the soul and God become
enamored, the soul is nurtured by a very particular kind of intimate
knowledge of the Beloved.

what it pursues, i.e., a particular good. Furthermore, Sanson continues, neither
is ems a natural appetite: "En soi il n'est ni èros ni agape, désir ou Charité;
il ne devient érôs que dans la mesure où, pour satisfaire son besoin de Dieu,
il cherche à se le procurer à l'aide d'appétits élicites" (Ibid., 250.) In the end
Sanson seems resigned to presenting eros as something akin to natural appetite:
"Appelons eros cet appétit naturel, mais en remarquant bien que, dans son être,
il η est encore teinté ni d'amour ni d'amour-propre, mais qu'il est indifférencié"
(Ibid.) St. John's usage of the term "natural appetite" varies. We disagree with
this interpretation, because it imposes a scholastic system and vocabulary upon
St. John's doctrine.
Other authors take a different point of view. For example, Alain Cugno gives
a fine summary of desire in the doctrine of St. John without the traditional
philosophic terminology. "God is neither the aim nor the end of desire, but
its beginning... desire is infinitely extended into its own nature. But... the infinite
is contained in desire, and so, by another paradox, desire extends within itself
as it docs outside of itself, and its outwardness lies in its inwardness" (Alain
Cugno, Saint John of the Cross: Reflections on Mystical Experience, trans. Barbara
Wall [New York: Seabury Press, 1982] 85.) Paul Gilbert, S.J., perceives desire
as the core of what he refers to as an "anthropologique proprement mystique
de la relation de l'âme à Dieu" (Paul Gilbert, S.J., ' Une anthropologie à partir
de saint Jean de la Croix" Nouvelle Revue Tliéologique 103 [1981] 551-562.)
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0.1.2. The Various Methods of Sanjuanist Study
To better understand the methodological perspective of this study
we must first review other methodological approaches. A brief review
of the advantages and limitations of each method, along with citing
of sample works, illustrates why this study employs the structuraldynamic method of interpretation. This method offers an original
interpretation and makes a significant contribution to the Sanjuanist
studies; the structural-dynamic method also raises questions which
may enrich and challenge other schools of Sanjuanist thought.
Each methodological approach is valid in and of itself as are
the scientific tools each method employs. Each method makes a
significant and distinct contribution to Sanjuanist study. All methods
work together to advance the Sanjuanist field. This inquiry evaluates
these various methodologies from one perspective: How well does
each deal with or advance the study of Sanjuanist doctrine? We
limit ourselves to the consideration of the major movements and
authors of this century.
Since the first publication of St. John's mystical treatise few
other theologians have attracted such a multitude of differing interpretation. Sanjuanist methodologies may be grouped into five
general catagories: 1. the historical method; 2. the thematic method;
3. the theological/philosophical method; 4. the literary/poetic method
and 5. the psychological method. 3
0.1.2.1. The Historical Method
The historical method considers the chronology of events and
influences upon St. John's life. These influences include the immediate impact of personal experiences, family, friends and edu3
There are various Spanish editions of St. John's works. These works are
made up of his poetry, commentary, and minor works precautions, counsels,
sayings, maxims, censures, opinions and letters. Each edition contains various
aids for reading the text· (Obras Completa!,, Textual revision, introduction and
notes to the text by José Vicente Rodriguez; Introductions and doctrinal notes
by Federico Ruiz Salvador, [Madrid Editorial de Espiritualidad, 1980 ed and
1988 ed ]), (.Vida Y Obras de San Juan de la Cruz, Biography by Crisógono de
Jesús, revised and augmented with notes by Matías del Niño Jesús, editions of
the works and notes by Lucimo Ruano, (Madrid. ВАС, 1978 ed ])
St John's texts are translated into almost every language. This study employs
two major English translations. Kieran Kavanaugh and Otilio Rodríguez, The
Collected Works of St John of the Cross, [Washingtion, D С Institute of Carmelite
Studies, 1979 ed.],
E Allison Peers, The Complete Worfcs of John of the Cross,
[Anthony Clarke- Wheathampstead, Hertfordshire, 1978 ed.]
A Spanish concordance exists which gives limited assistance m locating
quotations (Concordancias de las obras y escritos del doctor de la Iglesia San
Juan de la Cruz, Compilation by Luis de San José, [Burgos. El Monte Carmelo,
1948 ]) A new and far superior concordance is presently being prepared and
is scheduled to be published for the centenary of St John's death in 1991
An Italian bibliography (Pier Paolo Ottonello, Bibliografia di S Juan de la
Cruz, (Roma. Edizioni del Teresianum, 1967 ]) is well out of date.
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cation, as well as secondary factors such as the background of the
period and cultural determinants. This method generally takes the
form of biography.
The primary advantage of the historical method is that it paints
a clearly defined picture because it relies upon data of St. John,
of which we have a great deal. This method offers rich insight in
the personality and thought of the saint. Key events such as St.
John's lengthy imprisonment in a dark cell, for example, provide
invaluable clues for understanding the saint's doctrine of the dark
night of the soul. The facts which form the base of this method
and the ability to relate to the experiences of the saint, such as
his friendship with St. Teresa or being subject to so much misunderstanding in his life, make this method the easiest to enter
and explain St. John's text.
The primary limitation of this method is that it is not intended
to deal with St. John's mystical doctrine. It forms the context for
doctrinal inquiry portraying the historical events and responses of
Fray Juan that made him a saint. Furthermore it is a difficult task
to let the historical facts speak for themselves, they are subject to
all manner of interpretation and manipulation; as in the case of
any saint there is the well intentioned temptation to engrandize or
spoil with pietistic sentiment. In the end,
history can only serve
as the foundation for doctrinal inquiry. 4
0.1.2.2. The Thematic Method
The thematic method discerns the dominant trends in the
doctrine of St. John. This method responds to the question: In the
doctrine of St. John how does he develop and what does he
understand by the theme of i.e., darkness, contemplation or conversion? This approach is primarily developmental, tracing the stages
of and defining the full meaning of various themes.
The advantage of this method is that it successfully and clearly
develops a specific area of the saint's doctrine. It generally respects
the progressive nature of the texts as well as St. John's pedagogical
intent. Furthermore, for the most part it leaves the specific aspect
of the doctrine intact, not subjecting it to over analysis or systematic
4
We list some examplary historical works: (Gerald Brenan, St. John of the
Cross. Trans, of poetry, Lynda Nicholson. [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
1976.]); (Richard P. Hardy, Search for Nothing. [New York: Crossroad 1982.J) Both
these authors give a comprehensive, well written, modem presentation of St.
John's life in English. Then there are those works of the previous generation,
often flavored with pietism and sentimentality. For example, the work of Crisógono de Jesús is still considered the standard biography in Spanish and is included
as part of the preface to the B.A.C, translation of St. John's texts. The work
is dated. We list the English translation: (Crisógono de Jesús, The Life of St.
John of the Cross. Trans. Kathleen Pond, [New York: Harper and Brothers 1958.])
Other works available are: (Fr. Bruno, Si. John of the Cross, Ed. Benedict
Zimmerman. Intro. Jacques Maritain. [New York: Sheed and Ward, 1932.]);
(Robert Sencourt, Carmelite and Poet, [London: Hollis and Carter, 1943.])
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reduction. Since it generally deals with just one theme, another great
advantage of this method is the relative ease employed to follow
its development.
The limitation of this approach is that it can be one sided,
developing a singular theme, without a balanced overview of the
entire doctrine. Thus it can ignore the subtleties and complexitiess
of St. John's entire doctrine. This method can also tend to moralize.
0.1.2.3. The Theological/Philosophical Method
The theological/philosophical method works through deductive
reasoning to study and expand the meaning of St. John's doctrine.
It generally applies a particular theological or philosophical system
to interpret St. John's doctrine; Thomism is that system by which
the vast majority of theologians probe the mystic's thought. At its
best it instructs and inspires the reader in the ways of the mystical
life.
There are three impressive advantages to this method. First,
it deals directly with the mystical doctrine of transformation. Second,
its systematic deductive approach offers a clear, uniformed, step by
step representation of the spiritual journey. Third, when Thomas
is used, it seemingly employs the same philosophic principle and
language used by St. John.
Nevertheless, the limitations of the theological/philosophical
method are also significant. While St. John does employ Thomistic
rinciple and terminology, his particular adaption of these differs
om traditional interpretation. St. John has his own unique theological language and method, and complicates the issue in his treatise
by often giving the impression of apparent contradiction; in one
place he says something about the mystical life which seems inconsistent to what he says in another place. Finally, St. John uses

E

5
Some of the finest pieces of Sanjuanist study come under this category.
Two of the outstanding works, which are the inspiration in both methodology
and content for this study are (E W. Trueman Dicken, The Crucible of Love,
[London Darton, Longman and Todd Ltd , 1963 ]); (Juan de Jesús Mana, « Le
Amará Tanto Como Es Amada », [EphC, 1955.]) Fedenco Ruiz Salvador is another
major contributor to Sanjuanist study who employs, for the most part, the
thematic approach We list some of his works (Federico Ruiz Salvador, Introducción a San Juan de la Cruz, [Madrid· La Editorial Católica, S.A., 1968 ]),
(Mistico y Maestro San Juan de la Cruz, [Madrid Editorial de Espiritualidad,
1986 ]), ( Revisión de las purificaciones sanjuanistas". "Revista de espiritualidad
31 [1972] 218-230), (Vida teologal durante la purificación interior en los escritos
de San Juan de la Cruz, [Madnd. Extractos de Tesis Doctoral: 1959 ]) Since
Fr Ruiz's teaching has been a significant contribution and inspiration for many
we included his classnotes. (S Giovanni della Croce esperienza e dottrina,
Unpublished class dispensa. [Roma: Pontificio Istituto di Spintuahtà del Teresianum ]) A final superb, but somewhat unknown, expositor of the thematic
approach is Max Huot de Longchamp His work deserves consideration' (lectures
de Jean de la Croix, [Pans Beauchesne, 1981 ]), (Saint Jean de la Croix de l'Image
à la Ressemblance de Dieu, [Diss. Gregonana, 1980, Gregonana: Rome, 1981 ])
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poetry and symbol to teach his theology as authoritatively as he
does philosophy; that means that a poetic symbol is as important
to St. John as a philosophic premise. To further complicate the
matter with frequency he indiscriminately combines the philosophic
and the symbolic language in a single presentation. Overly systematic, the theological/philosophical method is at times unequipped
for properly addressing these necessary complications. Its pre-set
categories have little room for poetic and symbolic as well as the
intuitive, spontaneous and affective elements, which make up so
much a part of St. John's treatise. Confronted with these complications this method may down play these elements or misinterpretate, manipulate or even disregard them. Lastly, because the
theological/philosophical method prioritizes precise analysis and description, it tends to abstract and distance the reality of mystical
experience which St. John insists defies description. Thus the theological/philosophical method has been one of the main contributors
to characterizing St. John's doctrine as a theological labyrinth
reserved solely to the intellectually or mystically elite. This approach
often reduces 6 the spiritual experience and the spiritual journey itself
to a system.
0.1.2.4. The Literary/Poetic Method
The literary/poetic method refers to that area of study which
recognizes St. John of the Cross as a major author and poet of
Spanish literature; his works belongs to the unique genre of mystical
poetry. This method studies upon the literary techniques, style and
manner of articulation of the author's works and employs the tools
of modern literary analysis of the Spanish language.
The major advantages of this approach is that it studies the
text itself, especially the text as poetic text. It offers valuable insight,
especially technical insight, into the inner workings and interplay
6
The following works are some classic examples of the systematic and
specifically Thomistic interpretation of St John (André Bord, Memoire et espérance chez Jean de la Croix, [Pans Beauchesne, 1971 ]); (R Gamgou-Lagrange,
Christian Perfection and Contemplation, Trans Sister M Timothea Doyle, О S В
[London Herder Book Co , 1937 ]), (George Morel, "Nature et transformation
de la volonté selon Saint Jean de la Croix" Vie spirituelle [Supp 10 [1957]
383-398 ), (Le Sens de l'Existence, 3 vols [Aubier Études Publiées sous la
Direction de la Faculté de Théologie S J de Lyon-Fourvière, 1960 ]) Henri
Sanson's contributions are among the finest of these works His study includes
some minor treatment of a Thomistic interpretation of affectivity in the doctrine
of St John (L'Espnt Humain selon Saint Jean de la Croix, [Pans Presses
Universitaires de France, 1953 ]) We must include in this category Edith Stein's
works, which are not Thomistic though certainly philosophic (The Science of
the Cross, Trans Hilda Graef Ed Dr L Gelber, Fr Romaeus Leuven, О С D
[London Burns and Oates, 1960 ]) The final entry in this category is a supnsing
one (Thomas Merton, The Ascent to Truth, [New York Viking Press, 1951 ]) Merton
who was not a philosopher, struggled and finally completed this work only under
the vow of obedience It is considered by cntics to be one of Merton's worst
books and which he later came to consider a poor treatment of St John
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of the poetic and commentary texts. This method generally appreciates the beauty and affective content of St. John's works.
The limitations of the literary/poetic method is that it does not
deal directly with mystical content. Although it does treat the
commentary its main concern is St. John's poetry. Futhermore this
method can become too technical, focusing upon the word analysis
or the meter of poetic verse of a sixteenth century poet for example. 7
0.1.2.5. The Psychological Method
The psychological method acknowledges St. John's doctrine as
a valid presentation of the human psyche, offering what might be
referred to as mystic psychology. Employing different schools of
psychology, it analizes both St. John himself and interprets his
doctrine.
The advantage of this method is its great contemporary appeal;
it uses the contemporary language and thought. Its analysis provides
a fresh, relevant and often acute appreciation for the mystic s work.
Because St. John was so carefully descriptive of the inner workings
of the psyche, his works provide much raw data for psychological
anaylsis. Another example of its focus is the rich implications of
St. John's use of symbol. This method also gives insight into the
complexity of St. John's personality, such as his introversion, effect
of significant events in his life, on his mystical view, self-image,
motivation and relationship with suffering.
The psychological method presents some serious limitations. The
vast number of conflicting schools of psychological thought confuses
and thus limits the psychological method. Which schools of thought
ought to be considered and which to be disregarded? Next, while
the psychological method does give many insights it may at times
compromise St. John's doctrine; this method can be surprisingly
superficial and "trendy". As an interpreter of experience, here too
the limits of the psychology schools must be recognized; St. John's
doctrine is more encompassing than the parameters of a psychology.
While certainly St. John acknowledges the need for psychological
conversion, his objectives and operating principles are spiritual and
mystical. St. John goes beyond psychological conversion to spiritual
conversion and the two must not be confused. Again, the insights8
of the psychological method are but the preamble of doctrinal study.
7
One exemplary work will suffice to illustrate the literary/poetic method:
(Rose Marie Icaza, The Stylistic Relationship Between Poetry and Prose in the
Cántico espiritual of San Juan de la Cruz, Diss. Catholic University of America,
1957. [Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 1957.])
8
We select two very distinctive applications to the use of psychology. The
first work employs the Jungian school of psychology to study St. John and to
interpret his works: (James Arraj, John of the Cross and Dr. C.G. Jung, [Chiloquin,
OR: Tools for Inner Growth, 1986.]) The second example employs the tool of
modem psychology as a way of examining spiritual experience discussed by St.
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0.1.3. Which Method To Employ?
While all Sanjuanist methods certainly contribute in part to our
inquiry, we look for a specific method which will meet the particular
demands of a study of the affect in Sanjuanist doctrine. The historical
and literary/poetic are disqualified because they do not deal directly
with the doctrine. Although the study of the affect is closely associated with the field of psychology, the psychological method is
also inappropriate because our study deals with more than psychological conversion and with more than the tools of inquiry offered
by that field.
The two methods that come closest to the needs of this study
are the thematic and the theological/philosophical. In their favor
both deal directly with the doctrine. The thematic appears at first
to be an appropriate approach. With this method the theme of the
affect could be examined and developed. Yet the study of the affect
reveals a very particular kind of logic employed by St. John which
also requires an overview of the doctrine. The thematic method lacks
this panorama. Furthermore St. John's logic requires a more
systematic approach, though this system cannot be overly rigid. The
theological/philosophical, while offering a systematic means of study,
is limited by this same systematic rigidity. Furthermore its lack of
appreciation of the affective, intuitive, symbolic and poetic. Its
perspective is too often reductionist: treating these dynamic, elusive
yet essential, elements of Sanjuanist doctrine as the predictable parts
of its preconceived system. Thus theologic/philosophic method is also
unacceptable.
After consideration of the various Sanjuanist methods we realize
that none sufficiently meet the singular demands of a study of the
affect in Sanjuanist doctrine. This study requires a unique methodology. We look for a method that successfully: 1. appreciates the
affective and intuitive as well as the poetic and symbolic; 2. gives
an overview so as to perceive the special logic of St. John's
presentation of the affect, but not be overly rigid so as to enclose
the Sanjuanist doctrine. This method must also respect the integrity
of the text, and illuminate the developmental and pedagogical aspects
of Sanjuanist doctrine.
0.1.4. The Structural-Dynamic Method of Interpreting Mystical Texts
This study adapts the structural-dynamic method of interpretation fundamentally articulated in a document published by the Titus
Brandsma Institute, Spintualiteit en Mystiek in Dynamùch-Structureel
John: (Marilyn May Mallory, Christian Mysticism Transcending Techniques,
[Assen-Amsterdam: Van Gorcum, 1977.])
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Perspectief. 9 The main advantage of the structural-dynamic method
is its insight and treatment of the spiritual journey. Based on three
fundamental insights which determine its operation, the structuraldynamic method views the spirituality and the spiritual journey as:
1. dynamic; 2. a process; 3. tense and 4. structural.
The structural-dynamic method is founded upon the principle
that spirituality is the study of the person seeking the divine form
(Imago Dei) of his or her being. The purpose of the spiritual journey
is to find oneself, by losing oneself, in God. Since the Divine is
infinite and can never be fully attained, this conversion is dynamic. 10
The structural-dynamic method considers the spiritual journey as
dynamic because: 1. it considers conversion a never ending process
and 2. because the instilling of the infinite divine into the finite
human is by nature continuous. First, the soul that sincerely seeks
God always needs further purification to reach God who is infinitely
pure, good and holy. Transformation from imperfection to perfection
is continual or in the vocabulary of the structural-dynamicist, dynamic. Transformation is also, in a sense, a re-enactment of the
incarnation in the human soul. God joins the human and divine
by instilling in the soul a morsel of His infinity. This make spiritual
experience infinitely potent: it makes all things possible for the soul.
So in this way too the conversion experience is dynamic.
The spiritual life is a process. This transformation from the old
person to a new person is seen first and foremost as a process. "
Not merely a single process but numerous developmental operations
working together, gradually transforming the soul. The structual9
Spiritualiteit en Mystiek in Dynamisch-Structureel Perspectief, unpublished
English trans, available from Titus Brandsma Instituut. Nijmegen, 1988.
10
"Spirituality is the process in which man discovers that he is no longer
an independent form that can control his own life (causa sui); man is a form
that incessantly seeks after the Divine form as the essence of its own being
(Imago Dei). Spirituality is dynamic in as far as it is an incessant transformation
process that starts from the first origin of mental awareness and continues to
the highest reaches of mystical union. A process which can never be fulfilled
because the Divine form can never be attained as the form of spiritual experience
in this life, and will always be a goal ahead of us. Any research method in
the field of spirituality should keep in mind this infinite process of transformation.
When we say that we take the structural dynamic approach in spirituality research
we mean by dynamic that the « working » of the infinite, divine [Dynamism]
in man is taken as the point of departure. This dynamic nature should be included
in the scholarly discourse of spirituality and should not be excluded because
of the apparent rationality of a scientific « model »..." Ibid., 6.
11
"Experienced spirituality is not something vague and undifferentiated which
can only be experienced immediately and which dissolves in essential indefiniteness. It is a transformation process that takes the place during the continued
transition from the old form to the new. Thus we can distinguish between
processes of decomposition of form and acceptance of form, destruction and
construction, imagination and de-magination. It is these two processes of dynamic
structuring that can be investigated in scientific research . Ibid., 7.
See also Hein Blommestijn, Dictionnaire de Spiritualité, vol. 12, col. 23832405, Paris, 1986.
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dynamic method's main focus is to trace, describe and evaluate these
various processes of that ongoing transformation.
The spiritual life is tense. By tension the structural-dynamic
method refers to opposition between the imperfect soul and the
perfect God. The structural-dynamic method understands all authentic spiritual transformation as characterized by an organic,
creative and holy tension. 12 While struggling to reach God, the soul
finds itself also in a taut struggle to liberate itself from that which
keeps it from its own fulfilment. The structural-dynamic method does
not see a duality between the human and the divine; quite the
opposite, the spiritual conversion is the harmonization of the two.
Still tension for the structural-dynamic method typifies the spiritual
journey and is a constant focus of observation for this method.
The spiritual life is structural. The dynamic processes of conversion, when isolated, observed and studied, have an order. Yet
this order is not always sequential or deductive. The structuraldynamic method appreciates and affirms the special kind of logic
these processes involve. This method understands this special mystical logic as an expression of, and in fact, characteristic of authentic
spiritual experience. The structural-dynamic method acknowledges
that most mystic's presentation is "system resistant" ,3 . Rather than
imposing a theologie or philosophic system from the outside to
interpret mystical works, the structural-dynamic method looks for
what we refer to as "an inner logic". This means that the structuraldynamic method adapts itself to each particular mystic. Our method
of study is to: 1. enter into the text and discover how a mystic
describes and characterizes the processes of his or her own spiritual
journey and thus to discover a particular mystic "inner logic"; 2.
to employ this special logic to explain the mystic's teaching. The
structural-dynamic method employs the method of informed commentary upon the text; by this we mean approaching the text, after
careful study and preparation, to observe the various processes of
transformation and to trace and outline their development or structure. This manner of inquiry is characterized by description rather
than analysis; it is an exposition of the mystic's thought rather than
an argument for a particular theological point of view. Since a mystic
work may be destroyed by analysis the structural-dynamic method
does not attempt to assemble a cohesive deductive presentation,
unless it is the manner of the mystic's presentation. Thus this method
seeks to respect and ponder the elements
and the interrelation of
the processes, not just analyze them. 14
12
"Spiritual texts are primarily concerned with processes of transformation
and not with the contents of beliefs, spiritual teachings, history of ideas, systems
of values, standards of behavior, psychisms or contents of consciousness. Spiritual
texts - linguistic and non-linguistic - are the articulation of dynamically structured
processes Spiritualiteit en Mystiek in Dynamisch-Structureel Perspectief, 24.
13
Ibid., 12.
M
We distinguish between "system" and "structure". A system follows stringently a set of rules, principles or facts in order to classify or explain a reality.
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While the structural-dynamic method of interpretation differs
from other approaches, it also integrates aspects of these other
approaches. 15 By combining methods the true significance of a
mystic's writing can be understood. 16 Having examined the strucThe classifìcation or explanation of that reahty must conform to and be found
within that system, when the classification or explanation proves inadequate,
a more comprehensive system must be found St John employs all the tools
at his disposal, including various philosophical, theological, pyschological and
symbolic systems He allows these systems to overlap, adapting premises and
terminology from several As this study will demonstrate, in his attempt to describe
or explain the soul's divine experience, St John pushes these means of expression
to their limit and, in reaching the limit of these systems, he destroys them by
surpassing the very systems he employs In contrast, "dynamic structure" refers
to principles of organization which are more malleable and adaptable m describing transcendent realities and experiences We employ the term "structure"
because it relates different parts to the whole, as the "structuring" of a constellation m the skies relates the vanous stars to one another to form a single
unit This structure is "dynamic" because it accumulates new insights during
the course of investigation, incorporating them into changing a horizon or
viewpoint, which m turn modifies the structure We believe St John's doctrine
cannot be described or contained by any single system or combination of systems,
but only in a dynamic-structure An adequate interpretation of his writings must
begin with an appreciation of these dynamic elements, free to penetrate the
mystic's work unfettered by the premises of a particular system The structuraldynamic method employed focuses upon exploring and comprehending of the
transcendent experience as embodied in the dynamic elements disclosed in the
doctrine and text of the mystic
κ
Previously we considered vanous methods of Sanjuamst study Now we
review basic spirituality approaches of study as presented in Sptntuahtett en
Mystiek in Dynamisch-Structureel Perspectief
"[The structural-dynamic method] differs from the other forms of research
that were used in past spirituality research the cognitive theological approach,
the ascetic volitive approach, the functional psychological approach and the
historical biographical approach Of each a brief outline is given
1 The cognitive-theological approach concentrates on the central concepts
of belief or spiritual themes (prayer, meditation, etc ) m the Jewish-Christian
tradition, and tries to discover the underlying patterns of thought It is mainly
used to bring out the orthodoxy or heresy of a particular kind of spirituality
2 The ascetic-vohtive approach defines phases or penods in the devel
opment of a spiritual or mystic tradition The lines of development thus found,
are used as a matrix for the analysis of spiritual texts, m which ascetica! and
dualistic aspects of spiritual life dominate
3 The functional-psychological approach deals with matters that are closely
hnked-up with the psychological structure of the individual Here also we see
schematic approach psychological theories (Freud, Jung) supplied as a basis
for a study of a text
4 The historical-biographical approach treats personal matters, historical
facts, theological movements and contextual relationships that form the inevitable
setting and the specific language in which a particular form of spirituality or
a particular form of mysticism exists This, however, does not mean that the
dynamic nature of this form of spirituality can be explained from the historical
and biographical data" Ibid, 4-5
16
"The structural-dynamic approach does not differ from other methods in
that it rejects them, nor does it take a different point of view, but it combines
all the approaches in a structural-dynamic method Thus description of the essence
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tural-dynamic method of interpreting mystical texts in general, we
present our adaptations of the method for the concrete and very
original study of St. John's writings.
0.1.5. The Structural-Dynamic Method of Interpreting Mystical Texts
Applied to St. John's Writings
The present inquiry is an informed commentary upon specific
moments in the soul's transformation as described in the writings
of John of the Cross. The structural-dynamic method as applied in
this study has four steps: 1. It carefully examines the systems through
which mystics present their doctrine; 2. It observes apparent contradictions within those systems as well as the tensions and processes
of conversion operative in the doctrine; 3. It seeks to understand
these contradictions, tensions, and processes by structuring them
to one another; 4. It concludes that these various elements indicate
the dynamic nature of mystical experience to the extent that they
point to the Divine.
The first step of the structural-dynamic method of interpreting
mystical texts, as applied to the writings of John of the Cross,
examines his systems of expression. While following scholastic
method to some extent, St. Jonn departs from this framework with
stunning originality. Careful and precise attention must be given
to the manner by which the mystic uses scholastic philosopnical
and theological categories and terminology, but due consideration
must also be given to his own psychological and symbolic systems.
The second step articulates three operations in the texts: 1.
conflicts in the systems employed by St. John to express mystical
experience; 2. expression of the tensions involved in the soul's
conversion in these texts; and 3. decriptions of the processes of
the soul's conversion in St. John's writing.
When examining St. John's symbolic and psychological systems
one is immediately struck by a curious fact: there are irresolvable
conflicts among, between, and within these systems he employs to
articulate mystical experience. Numerous instances occur in which
such conflicts not only manifest themselves but are prominent
features of St. John's doctrine. 17 We offer two examples: First, St.
of belief, the system of spiritual doctrine, the complex analysis of the history
of ideas, the descriptions of the system of values and the rules of conduct, the
registration of spiritual « experience » of thoughts are studied in one system of
analysis of the dynamic process of spiritual transformation. It is the combination
of all aproaches with the dynamic that the true significance is revealed. The
dynamic element cannot be reduced to one of the other elements. The spiritual
transformation process takes place at various levels, each of which has its own
method of approach, but most important is to discover the dynamic character
which gives structure to the transformation process" Ibid., 5.
17
"The risk of reading mystical texts as just interesting documents of
irrational thinking or « alternative thinking », as just a source of information on
theological-cognitive thought or as just homilies encouraging an ascetic-moral
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John may employ a symbol repeatedly in various texts but may give
that symbol multiple and sometimes conflicting meanings. Secondly,
though he may found an argument upon a particular philosophical
premise, St. John may suspend or even contradict the premise later
in the discussion. Therefore, attempting to interpret these incongruities has yielded considerable discussion,8 and argumentation
throughout the history of Sanjuanist inquiry. Thus, the first part
of this second step acknowledges these inherent conflicts within the
system employed to communicate St. John's doctrine.
This step observes the numerous ways St. John expressed the
tensions of conversion. These tensions result from the continuous
opposition any soul experiences as it advances in the spiritual life
and are present on every level of conversion: e.g., desire opposed
to fulfillment,
the spiritual against the material, detachment versus
possession.19 They need not require a dualistic interpretation; while
there is tension, mere is harmony. Accord between these oppositions
is also characteristic of conversion.
Finally, this step presents St. John's description of the processes
of conversion. These are the changes and experiences which touch
course of action is considerable. Such a uni-dimensional interpretation is indeed
based on information in the text but does not take into account its unique dynamic
process, which often operates through the articulation of the tensions of opposition. Paradox, antithesis, negation and ambiguity are not irrational or emotive
modes of expression, but facilitate the analysis of the inner « logic » of the text"
Ibid., 19.
18
The scholastic system of interpretation contributed greatly in understanding
the mystic's doctrine, but unfortunately it has, in some cases, also led to
misinterpretation. In its effort to conform St. John's doctrine to itself, scholasticism "justified" or "corrected" incongruities. Furthermore, it contributed to
a dualistic interpretation of the tensions of conversion; its systematic approach
often reduced tne dynamism of mysticism to an ascetica! formula or mere
discipline or purely a doctrinal treatise. Spiritualiteit en Mystiek in DynamischStructureel Perspectief states, "Modern rationalism, which first revealed itself in
scholastic theology, has in fact caused the exclusion of spirituality and mysticism
from theological discourse, of which they had up till then been the heart.
Subsequently spirituality was robbed of its scientific importance and theology
disconnected itself from its mystical tradition" (Ibid., 3.). Furthermore it says,
"Spirituality and mysticism are not reduced to a creed, a set of values, a
psychological or cultural reality, but are understood as typical processes of change
in which all these aspects are involved. The approach that does most justice
to this understanding of spirituality as a process of change, turned out to be
the structural-dynamic approach. This means that the structure of a text, a
biography, a dialogue, patterns of interaction and cultural processes are treated
in such a way that the dynamic nature which encompasses them all, is made
visible. We are faced with the problem that this dynamic nature can (to a certain
extent) be analyzed in structural data but cannot be defined by them" (Ibid.,
1.).
"Spirituality is in principle a process of transformation, and this implies
simultaneously the surrender of an old form (the old self) and the realization
of a new form (the new self). In the field of tension between the old and the
new state, transformation takes place as a mental process in which the existing
form, in which the possible form is as yet unrealized and which is not ordered
in so far as it is deviant from that form (sin), voluntarily surrenders to the
new form, the form of divine spirit (spiritus)" Ibid., 6.
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and ontologically transform the soul, disposing it to an ever richer
divine infusion. Different phases of these processes extend over the
entire course of the soul's advancement.
Because we see St. John as both a theological and poetic genius,
we take the points of conflict in his writings not as methodological
or stylistic inadequacies, but as positive indications that something
else is operative.
When viewed individually, such conflicts and tensions might
suggest confusion or error on the part of the author, but when
considered in relation to one another, they disclose a deeper mean
ing. The third step of the structural-dynamic method of interpretation
applied to St. John's writings is to understand the expressed sys
tematic conflicts and conversionary tensions, rather than to discount
or to justify them. Instead of viewing incongruities in the texts as
individual points to be corrected, we ask what we can discover when
we relate or structure these incongruities to one another: What do
they communicate? Likewise, we ask the same question regarding
the tensions and processes of conversion described by St. John.
The fourth and final step declares the meaning of St. John's
teaching for the present-day reader. The various operations in St.
John's text (meaning the apparent contradictions, repetitions, tension,
and processes) disclose a dynamism within his doctrine and form
what we refer to as the doctrine's dynamic structures. These are
the means by which St. John communicates the divine experience
in human expression.
Openness to on-going transformation is characteristic of the
spiritual life and of reality itself. St. John himself clearly stated,
that his doctrine expresses itself in human living rather than as
an abstract spiritual or theological theory. St. John is a teacher:
20
his desire to instruct disciples in mystical love. We must interpret
his text in a way that is faithful to the transcendent quality of
21
mystical experience and of life itself.

20
"The text is not meant to « inform » the reader on this (lonely) pilgrimage,
but to absorb the reader and to take him by the hand. The text « wants », Ъу
way of its linguistic articulation, to provide the reader with a language witn
which he may articulate and understand his own experience. Within mystical
hermeneutics, therefore, not the « cognitive content » but the dynamic structure
of the text must be read » Ibid., 19.
21
"Spirituality is not « somewhere out there », but actually takes place in
the minds of experiencing individuals, who communicate their experience in
certain forms of expression. They are wrapped up in a continuous process of
interpretation: on the one side there is the experience which structures the
personal and cultural expression, while on the other hand the forms of expression
structure the experience undergone" Ibid., 6.
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0.1.6. Exploring AfFectivity in St. John of the Cross's Writings
Employing the Structural-Dynamic Method of Interpretation
Spiritualiteit en Mystiek in Dynamisch-Structureel Perspectief refers to mysticism as "system-resistant". This study demonstrates how
the theological, philosophical, psychological and symbolic systems
employed by St. John to communicate his teaching inevitably confine
the transcendent experience and thus prove insufficient for expressing
the expansive reality the mystic so intensely desired to teach. 22 St.
John's doctrine is more dynamic and expansive than any of the
systems and expressions which are contained in it. Acknowledging
these limits of doctrinal and textual expression and system, provides
the key for interpreting these texts. While the systems eventually
reach a 23point of enclosure, the processes or conversion are
on-going.
This study is not an exposition of the soul's entire journey
towards God; it limits itself to illuminating three moments in the
soul's affective transformation.
The first moment is the soul's rapport with the senses. It begins
with renunciation, but, as the soul progresses, this dynamic changes
radically. The second moment considers the soul's rapport with the
spiritual realm, which comes to dominate the soul's existence. The
final moment is the union of the soul with God. Here the renunciation and transformation of the soul and, thus affectivity, attain
a perfect, harmonious balance. There is a subsequent chapter which
treats the on-going dynamics of affectivity in mystical union.
Significant sections of text will be commented on to appreciate
the text's context and the various textual dynamics operative within
22

"The mystical text continually materializes itself in the [recurrent] circumscription of the fundamental [ineflableness] of experience, which in the text,
is signihed by negation, paradox, metaphor or allusion. Only at first instance
the text appears to be pointing out to an objective mystical experience, while,
instead, the author puts to word his renewed relation to what has happened
to him time and again, which in its turn contributes to his becoming aware
of his experience. While writing, the mystical author creates a language for the
experience of himself and others, and tries, in a continual confrontation and
discussion with the reality of thought and language that surround him, to
implement subtle differentiations. Using the accepted « social » language, the
mystic continually transgresses all systems of thought in attempt to put into
words the « ineffable » and that which cannot be organized" Ibid., 19.
23
By giving a spiralling exposition as opposed to a linear exposition, St.
John presents these aynamic structures in the form of an unique logic. A linear
exposition, characteristic of much of the scholastic methodology, moves, by either
inductive or deductive logic, from point A to point B. In contrast through the
seeming repetition of his teaching, St. John presents the same tensions and
processes at each new level of the soul's maturation and thus draws the varied
effects and moments of the spul's conversion into the focus of a single spiritual
dynamic. Through these repetitions, his logic finds its inherent unity and upward
aspiration even though, on the surface, it can give an impression of confusion,
and even of contradiction. In the light of this spiralling logic, the present study
focuses on key moments relative to its topic rather than tracing the entire itinerary
of the soul's conversion.
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the passage. Interpretation of a particular text varies according to
the intricacies of tne text itself. An introductory explanation of each
text is given. When placed in apposition, these texts form an evolving
perspective which illuminates both the soul's affective conversion
process and the development and methodology of St. John's doctrine.
These texts are multi-layered strata, each layer building upon another.
The selection of texts is determined by three major determining
factors: 1. the thematic or doctrinal content of the text; 2. the text
which best illuminates and advances this study; and 3. the size and
workability of the text for commentary.
The thematic content of the text is the first factor considered
when selecting texts. The study of the affect is concentrated primarily
upon the third superior faculty i.e. the will and its faculties: appetites,
mssions and affections. Therefore the texts which discuss the afÎective movements of these faculties are the first considered. Since
St. John has extensive discussion upon the conversion of the intellect
and moderate discussion upon the conversion of the memory, one
must realize that the concentration upon the will and its faculties
greatly focuses the study and narrows the possible selections of texts.
Another way to look at it is, while this study does give an overview
of St. John's doctrine, it focuses upon a third of his doctrine.
This study is further focused by four questions regarding affectivity and the three moments of conversion which this study
considers. The four questions regarding affectivity in the doctrine
of St. John are: 1. How is afrectivity expressed in his use of
language?; 2. What role does affectivity play in the desire for God?;
3. What part does affectivity take in the dynamics of the love
relationship? and 4. What kind of affective cognition flows from
the soul's relation with God? The three key moments in the soul's
conversion which will be examined are: 1. The soul's rapport with
the sense; 2. the spiritual realm and 3. the union with God, plus
a final chapter on the on-going nature of the affective dynamics.
The focus in both theme and moments of consideration in the soul's
transformation limits and controls this study. From that one third
of the doctrine of St. John which treats the will and its faculties
these questions further narrow the possibilities of texts. Now through
a simple process of elimination three or four texts emerge for each
point.
With the three or four possible texts, very practical factors come
into play such as: 1. Is the size of the text too large or meager
to comment upon?; 2. How does the text relate, contrast or complement other texts?; 3. How does the text employ specific symbols,
metaphors, language and philosophic terminology? Thus a judgement
is made: after carefully examining various texts, which one best
works in illustrating the specific point at hand as well as advances
the entire study? To help clarify this process a footnote at the
beginning of each commentary presents other possible texts as well
as gives the rational for the selection of each.

0.2. INTRODUCTION:
0.2.0 TWO SANJUANIST PERSPECTIVES

0.2. The Purpose and Nature of this Introduction
The following is a twofold introductory presentation of the
doctrine of St. John of the Cross: 1. Three Mystic Symbols and
2. St. John's Faculty Psychology.
These introductions serve various purposes. First, they present
a overview of St. John's doctrine to orientate the reader in preparation to the commentary that follows. Sanjuanist symbols, poetic,
philosophic and theologie language and structures all require some
explanation. These introductions survey the Sanjuanist tradition and
offer explanations for areas of possible confusion.
Second, they offer complementary perspectives. Part One: Three
Mystic Symbols, employs a thematic method, and Part Two: St.
John's Faculty Psychology, employs a theologic/philosophic method.
Together they form a comprehensive and balanced perspective on
Sanjuanist doctrine.
Third, while both present Sanjuanist doctrine from a specific
method, each also illustrates why its particular approach proves
inadequate in explaining certain Sanjuanist inconsistencies.
Fourth, in this study these introductions replace a reference
to secondary Sanjuanist literature. More specifically, these introductions take the place of footnotes in the commentary that follows.
This has been a conscious decision. Why? First of the drawbacks
of other methods is precisely where the structural-dynamic method
begins. For example, other methods unsuccessfully treat, simply
overlook or attempt to justify apparent problems of the Sanjuanist
doctrine, while the structural-dynamic method looks at these seeming
conflicts and sees in them an expression of the dynamism and mystic
transcendence which give key insight to understanding St. John.
Therefore the limitations of these methods restrict the applicability
of the other approaches to this study. It is felt that footnotes based
on too narrow methods of studies have proved unhelpful and even
cumbersome to this presentation. Next, the validity of the structuraldynamic method is based upon the text and the doctrine found
within. This method presents a consistent interpretation founded
upon the text: that means, an interpretation that works throughout
St. John's doctrine, while still remaining within the Sanjuanist
tradition. Since the text and doctrine are the main focus of this
method the Sanjuanist secondary literature and orientation is limited
for the most part to these introductions. The working consistency
of the structural-dynamic method is the first and foremost proof
of its own validity, not footnotes.
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These introductions demonstrate the commentary that follows
to emerge out of an informed Sanjuanist consciousness and sensitivity; great care has been taken in these introductions to orientate
the reader to the tradition and orthodoxy of Sanjuanist study.

O.2.A.O. Part One:
0.2.A. THREE MYSTIC SYMBOLS

O.2.A. Three Mystic Symbols
For who can write down that which He reveals to loving souls
wherein He dwells? And who can set forth in words that which He
makes them to feel? And lastly who can express that which He makes
them to desire? Of a surety, none; nay indeed, not the very souls
through whom He passes. It is for this reason that, by means of figures,
comparisons and similitudes, they allow something of that which they
feel to overflow and utter secret mysteries from the abundance of
the Spirit, rather then explain these things rationally. '
Canticle, pro. § 1.
Three of St. John's mystic symbols express the totality of his
doctrine or itinerary: 1. The dark night employed in Ascent and Night;
2. The relationship of the lover and the Beloved portrayed in the
Canticle and 3. The ardent flame that b u m s the soul into perfection
described in Flame. Volumes abound analyzing almost every aspect
of the significance of these symbols. We summarize here those salient
aspects of interpreting these symbols relative to the progressive
nature of St. Jonn's doctrine to give background not founa in the
textual commentary.
1
"Porque ¿quien podrá escribir lo que a las almas amorosas, donde él mora,
hace entender? y ¿quién podrá manifestar con palabras lo que las hace sentir?
y ¿auién, finalmente, lo que las hace desear? Cierto, nadie lo puede; cierto,
ni ellas mismas, por quien pasa, lo pueden; que ésta es la causa por que con
figuras, comparaciones y semejanzas, antes rebosan algo de lo que sienten y
de la abundancia del espíritu vierten secretos, misterios, que con razones lo
declaran" (Canticle, pro. § 1. 861.)
San Juan de la Cruz, San Juan de la Cruz Obras Completas, textual revisions,
intro, and textual notes José
Vicente Rodrigues, intro, and doctrinal notes
Federico Ruiz Salvador, 3 rd ed. (Madrid: Editorial de Espiritualidad, 1988.)
Hereafter all references will be in the following form: abbreviated title of work
(Subida del Monte Carmelo: Ascent; Noche Oscura; Night; Cántico Espiritual:
Canticle; Llama de Amor Viva: Flame), book number, chapter, paragraph and
page; e.g., (Canticle and Flame are divided according to commentary on each
verse rather than chapter.) the above quotation will appear as: (Ascent I. 6.
§1. 181-182).
All English translations of Ascent, Night, and Flame are taken from: St. John
of the Cross, The Collected Worts of John of the Cross, ndtrans. Kieran Kavanaugh,
O.C.D. and Otilio Rodriguez, O.C.D., intro. Kavanaugh, 2 ed. (Washington, D.C.:
ICS Publications, 1979); English translations of the Canticle are taken from: St.
John of the Cross, The Complete Works of Saint John of the Cross, trans, and
ed. E. Allison Peers, 3 vol. (Wheathampstead - Hertforashire: Anthony Clarke,
1978) vol. 2.
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О.2.А.1. The Dark Night of the Soul
One dark night,
Fired with love's urgent longings
— Ah, the sheer grace! —
I went out unseen,
My house being now all stilled;
In darkness, and secure,
By the secret ladder, disguised,
— Ah, the sheer grace! —
In darkness and concealment, 2
My house being now all stilled;
Night, verses 1-2.
The single, stunning symbol of the night encompasses for St.
John an entire theology; indeed, the whole commentary of Ascent
is the exposition of the first stanza of his poem, "The Dark Night."
Ascent I. surveys this stanza as a whole; Ascent II. and Ascent III.
concentrate on3 the more precise detail of the night expressed in
the first line.
Night I. begins with the identical stanza, though St. John applies
it to another level of conversion. Night II. directed to the proficient,
develops this same theme and introduces the second stanza of the
poem. The commentary on these first two verses of the poem centers
2

"En una noche oscura
con ansias en amores inflamada
¡oh dichosa ventura!
salí sin ser notada
estando ya mi casa sosegada;
A oscuras y segura,
por la secreta escala, disfrazada,
¡oh dichosa ventura!
a oscuras y en celada,
estando ya mi casa sosegada."
("The Dark Night", verses 1-2. 437-438.)

3

We must clarify from the onset a misleading notion implicit in the symbolic
title of the Ascent. From the title one would think the work describes the spiritual
life by means of the metaphor of climbing a mountain. Yet the allegory of a
spiritual mountaineer hardly appears in the work. The central symbol of both
the Ascent and the Night is not the climbing of the spiritual Mount of Carmel,
but the dark night. This immediately brings into question the famous drawing
of the mount with three ascending paths and with the words of Ascent quoted
at the bottom. This drawing, though original, can be misleading because it
presents a different itinerary from the one given in the written text. For a more
extensive discussion sec E.W. Trueman Dicken, The Crucible of Love, (London:
Darton, Longman and Todd, 1963) 237-244. Contemporary scholars often employ
this famous sketch. See drawing facing the tide page: Ruth Borrows, Ascent
to Love, (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1987.), also Emest E. Larkin,
preface, John of the Cross, The Selected Writings, ed. Kieran Kavanaugh, (Paulist
Press: New York, 1987) 43-45.
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upon the touchstone symbol of "the night." If we lose sight of this
poetic metaphor wc are apt to miss the heart of these works
embodied in this imaginative link. 4
Spiritual darkness, St. John explains, may be called the night
for three fundamental reasons: 1. because the appetites are being
mortified; 2. because it is a journey in faith, not certainty; and 3.
because God's manner of communication to the soul is enigmatic
and paradoxical.
First the "dark night" is a privation of the appetites which causes
an intense darkness for the soul.
Just as night is nothing but the privation of light and, consequently,
of all objects visible by means of the light — darkness and emptiness,
then, for the faculty of sight — the mortification of the appetites can
be called a night for the soul. To deprive oneself of the gratification5
of the appetites in all things is like living in darkness and in a void.
The second meaning of "the night" alludes to the means or
road by which a person travels to union with God. With the emptying
of the senses all rational means are obscured. This leaves the intellect
in profound darkness; it is forced to depend on faith as its only
guide.
The second reason [for calling this journey towards union with
God a night] refers to the means or the road along which a person
travels to this union. Now this 6 road is faith, and for the intellect
faith is also like a dark night.
Third, with the senses withered and guided by faith, the soul
is disposed for a more perfect and divine communication. 7 Ac4
Judson Mather, "Detachment in the Ascent of Mount Carmel, "Review for
Religious, 38 (1979) 641-642
15
".. porque, así como la noche no es otra cosa sino privación de la luz,
y, por el consiguiente, de todos los objetos que se pueden ver mediante la luz,
por lo cual se queda la potencia visiva a oscuras y sin nada, así también se
puede decir la mortificación del apetito noche para el alma, porque privándose
el alma del gusto del apetito en todas las cosas, es quedarse como a oscuras
y sin nada" (Ascent I. 3. § 1. 171-172 )
6
"La segunda, por parte del medio o camino por donde ha de ir el alma
a esta unión, lo cual es la fe, que es también oscura para el entendimiento,
como noche" (Ascent I. 2. §1. 170.)
7
"La tercera, por parte del término adonde va, que es Dios, el cual ni más
ni menos, es noche oscura para el alma en esta vida Las cuales tres noches
han de pasar por el alma, o por mejor decir, el alma por ellas, para venir
a la divina unión con Dios
En el libro del santo Tobías (6,18-22) se figuraron estas tres maneras de
noches por las tres noches que el ángel mandó a Tobías el mozo que pasasen
antes que se juntase en uno con la esposa.
En la primera le mandó que quemase el corazón del pez en el fuego, que
significa el corazón aficionado y apegado a las cosas del mundo, el cual, para
comenzar a ir a Dios, se ha de quemar y purificar de todo lo que es criatura
con el fuego del amor de Dios. Y en esta purgación se ahuyenta el demonio,
que tiene poder en el alma por asimiento a las cosas corporales y temporales.
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cordingly God grants a very particular kind of encounter to the
soul that can be understood only by those who have experienced
it. St. John calls this experience a "dark, general a n d obscure
knowledge" or contemplation. Faith supplies this non-discursive
activity by a hidden means. When speaking of contemplation St.
John adopts Dionysius' descriptive pnrase ray of d a r k n e s s . " 8
. . . when the divine light of contemplations strikes a soul... it causes
spiritual darkness, for it not only surpasses the act of natural unclerstanding but it also deprives the soul of this act and darkens it.
This is why St. Dionysius and other mystical theologians call this
infused contemplation a "ray of darkness". For this great supernatural
light overwhelms the intellect and deprives it of its natural vigor. 9
Apart from these three fundamental significations of the night,
St. Jonn refers to the "point of arrival" or this long dark journey,
namely God. He states, "And God is also a dark night to m a n in
this life." 1 0 For St. John, God is so vast that He is beyond all of
man's ways of reaching and understanding. No matter how intimately
or powerfully present God is experienced to be, somehow He remains
always out of reach, incomprehensible, obscure, veiled in mystery
like the night.
О.2.А.1.1. The Itinerary of the Dark Night
The experience of the night is traditionally divided into two
phases, which correspond broadly to the twofold division of the soul
En la segunda noche le dijo que sería admitido en la compañía de los santos
patriarcas, que son los padres de la fe. Porque pasando por la primera noche,
que es privarse de todos los objetos de los sentidos, luego entra el alma en
la segunda noche, quedándose sola en fe — no como excluye la caridad, sino
las otras noticias del entendimiento (como adelante diremos) —, que es cosa
que no cae en sentido.
En la tercera noche le dijo el ángel que conseguiría la bendición, que es
Dios, el cual, mediante la segunda noche, que es fe, se va comunicando al
alma tan secreta e íntimamente, que es otra noche para el alma, en tanto que
se va haciendo la dicha comunicación muy más oscura que estotras, como luego
diremos. Y pasada esta tercera noche, que es acabarse de hacer la comunicación
de Dios en el espíritu, que se hace ordinariamente en gran tiniebla del alma,
luego se sigue la unión con la esposa, que es la Sabiduría de Dios. Como también
el ángel dijo a Tobías que, pasada la tercera noche, se juntaría con su esposa
con temor del Señor; el cual temor de Dios cuando está perfecto, está perfecto
el amor, que [es] cuando se hace la transformación por amor del alma [con
Dios.]" (Ascent I. 2. §§1-4. 170-171.)
8
Pseseudo-Dionysius Areopagita, De Mystica Theologia, с 1: PG 3,999.
9
"... cuando esta divina luz de contemplación embiste en el alma... le hace
tinieblas espirituales, porque no sólo la excede, pero también la priva y oscurece
el acto de su inteligencia natural. Que por esta causa San Dionisio y otros
místicos teólogos llaman a esta contemplación infusa rayo de tiniebla, conviene
a saber, para el alma no ilustrada y purgada, porque de su gran luz sobrenatural
es vencida
la fuerza natural intelectiva y privada" (Night II. 5. § 3. 485.)
10
"Dios... es noche oscura para el alma en esta vida (Ascent I. 2. § 1. 170.)
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into a lower sensual part and a higher spiritual part. Within this
twofold division of the night exist various sub-divisions. "
The first darkness, the night of the senses, is the renunciation
of all disorienting sense gratification.12 All the physical stimuli which
hinder rather than advance the soul must be set aside. This includes
eliminating all distractions arising from exterior and interior senses,
appetites and passions. The experience of sensual renunciation is
for the senses like the night in which the soul is gradually transformed.
The soul may actively work to bring on this night of the senses
through asceticism and active modes of prayer. This phase, appropriately called the "active night of senses," is the first sub-division
of the night of the sense. The second sub-division refers to the activity
of God upon the soul. Thus it is called the "passive night of the
senses," since in it the soul finds itself in a state of helplessness,
totally dependent upon God. Within each of these active and passive
nights of the senses there are particular movements of the soul,
or of God's action upon the soul, corresponding to different types
of prayer. It is beyond our purpose here, however, to explicate the
details of these movements. 13
Once the beginner has passed through the first darkness of the
sensual, the soul now faces an even more tempestuous and holy
purification. The proficient soul must brave the night of the spirit,
St. John's second major division of the night. Like the first night,
the night of the spirit promotes a renunciation but of a far more
intense caliber. This night negates all spiritual distraction, be it
consolation or other than consolation. In this night the spiritual
faculties of the soul (intellect, memory and will) renounce their
attachments and redirect their operation totally towards God. Consequently, the soul is wholely purified and thus liberated for union
through the recollection of each faculty in a corresponding theological virtue. The intellect suspends its dependency upon the rational
epistemologica! process. Elevated to a superior, though dark, manner
or knowing, the intellect reaches its perfection through faith. St.
John understands memory as carrying out not only the process of
recall, but also that of future projection. Recollected totally in hope
this second faculty casts off its disorienting reliance upon remembrances and anticipation. The will, as the faculty of choice, is the
master of all desires, appetites, passions and affections, and the entire
soul. It is through the will that the soul redirects its energies on
God. The will achieves perfection in charity.
11
"La primera noche o purgación es de la parte sensitiva del alma, de la
cual se trata en la presente canción, y se tratará en la Primera Parte de este
libro. Y la segunda es de la parte espiritual, de la cual habla la segunda canción
que se sigue... " (Ascent I. 1. §2. 169.)
12
Ascent I. 3-15.
13
"... y de ésta también trataremos en la Segunda y Tercera Parte cuanto
a lo activo, porque cuanto a lo pasivo, será en la Cuarta" (Ascent I. 1. § 2. 169.)
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The dark night of the spirit likewise has an active and a passive
phase,1 4though they are not as clearly distinguishable as in the first
night; this is due to the overlapping of these phases which we
shall discuss presently.
О.2.А.1.2. The Dynamic Structure of the Dark Night
For centuries scholarship has recognized complexities concern
ing the different phases of the night. St. John's presentation of the
night starts systematically, but then seeming inconsistencies develop.
A consecutive reading of the combined works leaves the reader of
the Ascent and the Night sorely confused as to the number of nights.
First, it is necessary to see the Ascent and Night as a 1Ssingle work,
or, at least, to see the Night as a sequel to the Ascent. Secondly,
it is necessary to review St. John's different meanings and phases
of the night if we hope to comprehend these seeming contradictions.
From the start of the Ascent, "the night" has two principle
phases: the nights of the senses and of the spirit. These two nights
are subdivided into four nights: the active then the passive night
of the senses, followed by an active and subsequent passive night
of the spirit. They are depicted as progressing in that order. A
reading of the Ascent-Night presents the nights following a different
sequence: active night of the sense, active night of the spirit, passive
nignt of the sense and passive night of the spirit. This contradicts
what St. John said earlier. In two passages, St. John further
complicates the issue by referring to three nights, or at least three
parts of the night;
they are the early evening or twilight, midnight
16
and early dawn. These correspond to the traditional mystical ways
of purgation, illumination and union. In concluding, after the pre
sentation of the1 7 three nights, St. John states that there is really
only one night. The reader and scholar maybe confounded by the
seeming inconsistencies of St. John's enumerations.
Such confusion surrounding the central symbol of St. John's
work becomes even more inconceivable when one appreciates the
precise and systematic nature of John of the Cross's mind and the
definitive evidence that he corrected the text himself. St. John did
not make those revisions which would have brought the work into
consistency. Repeated instances are left in which the logical pro14

Night MI.
On more than one occasion St. John suggests the unity of these two works.
For example, in the Flame, which postdates the Ascent ana the Night, St. John
refers to these works with a single, combined title: "Noche oscura de la Subida
de el Monte Carmelo." {Flame 1. §25. and Dicken, Crucible, 216-222.)
16
"Estas tres partes de noche todas son una noche; pero tiene tres partes
como la noche. Porque la primera, que es la del sentido, se compara a prima
noche, que es cuando se acaba de carecer del objeto de las cosas. Y la segunda,
que es la fe, se compara a la media noche, que totalmente es oscura. Y la
tercera, al despidiente, que es Dios, la cual es ya inmediata a la luz del día"
{Ascent I. 2. § 5 [v.n. 8.]; II. 2. §§1-3.)
17
Ibid.
15
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gression seems to collapse or to contradict itself. How many nights
are there: four, two, one, or three? Without a clear answer to 1this
question, how are we to interpret the symbol of the night? 8
О.2.А.1.З. The Interpretation of the Structural Dynamics of the Dark
Night
Many have advanced interpretations which aim at relating these
nights to one another, but none have successfully integrated all the
meanings and phases. When an orderly sequential progression of
all these nights preoccupies a commentator's intention, the doctrine
itself generally is disturbed and the issue further complicated.
In our opinion, the best approach to this complex problem is
to center on the meanings of the concept of the night itself:
mortification of the appetites; the journey in faith; and the manner
of God's communication to the soul. Of these three motifs the first
is the best clue for addressing this problem. St. John calls the night
"a deprivai of the gratification of man's appetites in all things. 1 9
The journey in faitn and God's communication depend upon this
experience of deprivai as a starting point. Furthermore, the word
"appetites" must be understood in its widest sense in order to apply
to 'all things." St. John sees the entire transformation process called
"the night' as an experience of deprivai. The night is one, single
experience of privation with an intrinsic unity. Thus no matter
whether the deprivai is sensual or spiritual, no matter whether the
soul is called to activity or passivity
in its conversion, the principle
experience remains the same. 2 0 St. John divides the night so that
the various facets may be understood in depth; nevertheless the
essential unity2 1 of the night as a continuum of privation must never
be forgotten.
Yet while the night is one passage, it would be a mistake to
envision it as homogenous. The various meanings and phases are
18

Dicken, Crucible, 223.
"Llamamos aquí noche a la privación del gusto en el apetito de todas
las cosas..." {.Ascent I. 3. § 1. 171.)
20
One might ask, does not such fluid application of this symbol disturb
the integrity or impact of the doctrine? The enduring symbol has the remarkable
quality of embodying an entire theology and can still be nuanced for a specific
application. Symbols obey the laws not of logic but of image and feeling. They
do not move on a single track or on some single level, out condense into a
striking and powerful unity all that they suggest. Symbols are dynamic. (See
Bernard J. F. Lonergan, Method in Theology, [Herder and Herder: New York,
1973] 66ff.) This is the very nature and beauty of a symbol. St. John employs
"the night" in this manner. Practically speaking, we may say there is only one
night, though it embodies a spectrum of shadows, darkness and variations
extending from sunset to sunrise. Sometimes the night is active, at other times
it is passive, at most times both dynamics are fused! Furthermore, it penetrates
to every level of the soul's lower and higher faculties. Finally, it may vary like
a real night with its twilight, midnight and dawn. Which of these analogies
most correcdy depicts St. John's night? All of these nuances lend themselves
to correct interpretation and no single aspect excludes the other.
21
Dicken, Crucible, 468.
19
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all present in the night but not easily isolated. For example, the
unity of privation of the night holds true under closer examination
of the active and passive phases, especially when speaking of the
night of the spirit. These phases are found both in the nights of
sense and spirit, without clear distinction. While the soul must always
work actively to sustain its rapport with God and to advance, the
major part of this relationship and transformation depends upon
the action of God, while the soul remains recollected in a passive
state. Since the soul is a united organism, this implies that the
active and passive nights of sense and spirit must also be seen as
somehow united. These active and passive phases do not begin and
end with a particular division of the soul, but are constants throughout the entire progress of transformation. Each is uniquely present,
but not constrained to one period or step of development.
Thus the night may be seen as a symphony with multiple phases
forming one musical composition. Every part of the symphony
portrays a distinctive tone, level of intensity or complementary
harmony. So too the night has many phases: all distinctive, all
dynamic and all overlapping. Dissecting and isolating one dynamic
results in contradiction and misinterpretation. It would be as if to
play a single line of a symphony without its complementary parts,
rendering the whole absurd and meaningless. The organic unity of
the symphony made of many parts must be kept in mind, and so
too with St. John's all-embracing symbol of the night.
Since each individual soul experiences the night uniquely, St.
John himself admits that the order of the experience may vary. 22
Certainly the order of the nights remains secondary to the encounter
itself. Once a disciple has experienced one or more phases of these
dark privations, the order or the number of these privations or nights
becomes less and less important, even to St. John. Since these phases
overlap, the night is often experienced as a repeated expression of
this dark privation. In the night the soul advances into an ever
more intense mode of privation, obscurity and holy darkness. The
night must be envisioned as a fluid, malleable symbol describing
a transformation which cannot be systematically programmed.
What at first appears to be an incongruity in St. John's writing
is, when pondered more carefully, an illuminative insight into both
the dynamic nature of the soul's experience and the structural
dynamics at work in the text.
22
"Todo este trabajo de perfeccionamiento espiritual, precisamente porque
se ha de ir haciendo al modo de la misma alma, no puede menos de estar
condicionado por la realidad del complejo humano, con sus diversas fuerzas
y tendencias en las dos partes, sensitiva y espiritual, y con la infinita gama
de interferencias, resonancias entre las mismas en que puede concretizarse una
situación o manera de ser psicológica en un determinado individuo. No es extraño
que a lo largo del camino haya sus altos y bajos, hasta llevar la vida del alma
a tal perfección, míe triunfe y domine plenamente en ella la parte espiritual
llena ya de pura luz, calor y fuerza de Dios" (P. Juan de Jesús María, "Le
Amará Tanto Como Es Amada," EphC, 1955, 83.)
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О.2.А.1.4. The Structural Dynamics of the Apophatic Experience
The night as darkness of faith suggests another image. In this
darkness the soul experiences a spiritual dryness so intense that
it feels it will die of thirst and longing for God. Certain that God
has abandoned it and resisting the temptations to grasp some lesser
fleeting consolation, the soul loses its objective perspective, feels it
is retreating rather than advancing. This is the apophatic night in
which the darkened intellect must recollect itself purely in faith.
Only by recollected faith can the soul continue to find its way along
the via negativa to God.
Another image used to comprehend this is God as light. The
soul approaching
God is blinded by His intensity and left in
darkness. 2 3 Overwhelmed by the Ineffable, the soul feels as though
it is nothing and God is absent. The abandoned soul holds itself
in faithful readiness for the Infinite in this terrible abyss.
In turn, God fills the soul to the extent that it is empty. St.
John calls out during the night "Oh dichosa ventura!", for, despite
the experience of terror during this darkness, this is truly a time
of profound grace and even safety for the soul. While the apparent
divine abandonment exposes the soul's wretchedness, it also initiates
or reinforces its intimate rapport with the Unknowable. God uses
this night to secretly liberate and lead the soul into His communion.
Recollected in faith, the soul can do nothing more for itself;
it rests securely in the protection and guidance of the Lord, though
it does not appear so. Thus the active and passive elements of the
dark night fuse; the soul has actively negated all sensual and spiritual
stimuli while it passively and helplessly experiences a void of
transformation. This is the dark night paradox where everything
moves in reverse and all becomes nothing.
This is a very particular call to know God alone and no
substitution will suffice to fulfill the soul's longing. In this experience
the soul must consistently spurn all that might distract it from its
final and supreme end. This pertains not solely to sensual delight
but also to all imagery, affections and operations which might
disorientate the intellect, memory and will. The experience may be
likened to the sculptor cutting away dead stone to reach the living
23

"La fe dicen los teólogos que es un hábito del alma cierto y oscuro.
Y la razón del ser hábito oscuro es porque hace creer verdaders reveladas por
el mismo Dios, las cuales son sobre toda luz natural y exceden todo humano
entendimiento sin alguna proporción.
De aquí es que, para el alma, esta excesiva luz que se le da de fe le es
oscura tiniebla, porque lo más priva [y vence] lo menos, así como la luz del
sol priva otras cualesquier luces, de manera que no parezcan luces cuando ella
luce, y vence nuestra potencia visiva de manera que antes la ciega y priva de
la vista que se le da, por cuanto su luz es muy desproporcionada y excesiva
a la potencia visiva; así, la luz de la fe, por su grande exceso, oprime y vence
la del entendimiento, la cual sólo se extiende de suyo a la ciencia natural; aunque
tiene potencia para la sobrenatural, para cuando nuestro Señor la quisiere poner
en acto sobrenatural." (Ascent II. 3. §1. 210-211; cfr. II. 14. §10.)
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image embedded beneath. 2 4 St. John explains: "The soul must
journey by knowing
God through what He is not, rather than through
what He is..." 2 S
О.2.А.1.5. The Logic and Language of the Apophatic Structural
Dynamics
St. John makes some perplexing use of the apophatic language
or modes of expression while discussing the dark night. Of course,
paradoxical terminology is common throughout the mystic tradition.
St. John's mystical treatise offers a prime example of the dynamic
of his doctrinal structure, because seeming contradiction expresses
the essences of the teaching. It also offers an example of the dynamic
of the text itself.
We can hear the mystic's frustration, vocal grasping and, in
comparison to his experience, the feebleness of expression for that
which exceeds the bounds of articulation. The result is often a
paradoxical turn of phrases. For example, we have repeated usage
of the "all" and, of course, the famous "nada." The celebrated chapter
13 of the first book of the Ascent gives a fine example:
To reach satisfaction in all
desire its possession in nothing
To come to possess all
desire the possession of nothing.
To arrive at being all
desire to be nothing.
To come to the knowledge of all
desire the knowledge of nothing.
To come to the pleasure you have not
you must go by a way in which you enjoy not... 2 6
These lines move in reverse. St. John writes an apophatic
doctrine that looks back after his ascent of the Mount of Carmel.
In order to pull his disciple through to the other side, the mystic
teacher must give him a totally different perspective, one wnich
24

Robert Payne, The Holy Fire, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957) 242.
'Ύ así, siendo verdad, como lo es, que a Dios el alma antes le ha de
ir conociendo por lo que no es, que por lo que es..." (Ascent III. 2. § 3 . 327.)
26
"Para venir a gustarlo todo,
no quieras tener gusto en nada.
Para venir a poseerlo todo,
no quieras poseer algo en nada.
Para venir a serlo todo,
no quieras ser algo en nada.
Para venir a saberlo todo,
no quieras saber algo en nada.
Para venir a lo que no gustas,
has de ir por donde no gustas..."
(Ascent I. 13. § 11. 204.)
25
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s u r r e n d e r s t h e veil of v a n i t y a n d illusion. St. J o h n ' s d o c t r i n e is a n
initiation i n t o t h i s i n v e r s e vision, a n i n d u c t i v e a n d n o t d e d u c t i v e
n u r t u r i n g . H e d e s c r i b e s h o w this e x p e r i e n c e w o r k s in t h e s o u l in
the
Flame:
... the soul knows creatures through God and not God through
creatures. This amounts to knowing the effect through their cause and
not the cause through its effects. The latter is knowledge a posteriori,
27
and the former is essential knowledge.
T h e s e c r e t w o r k i n g s of G o d u n f o l d i n i n e x p l i c a b l e w a y s , i n a
logic w h i c h will n o t b e t a m e d b y s y s t e m s o r s c h e m e s . It r e m a i n s
a l w a y s veiled i n d a r k m y s t e r y .

O.2.A.2. T h e S p i r i t u a l C a n t i c l e

28

Whither hast thou hidden thyself, And has left me, О
Beloved, to my sighing?

27

"... todas a una parezcan moverse, al modo que al movimiento de la tierra
se mueven todas las cosas materiales que hay en ella, como si no fuesen nada;
así es cuando se mueve este príncipe, que trae sobre sí su corte y no la corte
a él" (Flame IV. §4. 849; §5.)
28
Two redactions of the Canticle exist, commonly referred to as Canticle
A (CA) and Canticle В (CB). The two differ in the number and the sequence
of stanzas and commentary. Briefer than B, Canticle A was written at an earlier
date and follows a more strict developmental order. Scholars questioned the
authenticity of Canticle В in the early part of this century· Criticism of the
lengthier second edition focused on the perceived inconsistencies in the de
velopmental phases of the rapport. As we have seen, such irregularities are to
be found in any Sanjuanist text and these inconsistencies do not disrupt the
overall doctrinal content.
The major changes of the second edition are: 1. The rearrangement of stanzas
in the middle section of the poem which accentuate the contrasts between spiritual
betrothal and spiritual marriage; 2. an additional introduction to most stanzas
which links the verses and commentary by adding contextualization and synthesis
that link the stanzas with the explanations that follow; 3. the last five stanzas
have a new interpretation of the aspirations of the soul towards the life of glory;
and finally, 4. the second edition nas a new stanza (no. 11) which brings the
total number of verses to forty.
For this study we use Canticle A because we understand it to be closer
both to St. John's original experience and his poetic expression. Uncomplicated
by the rearrangement and addition of verses (which poses so much controversy)
it reflects a fresher expression of the mystic's thought and experience. Finally,
it is without doubt that this text was written by St. John.
Sister Rose Maria Icaza gives a succinct but comprehensive presentation
of the different schools of thought regarding this conflict and agrees that Canticle
A is the superior text for study. (Sister Rose Maria Icaza, C.C.V.I., M.A., The
Stylistic Relation Between Poetry and Prose in the Cántico espiritual of San Juan
de la Cruz, diss., [Washingtion, D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press,
1957] 2-5. See also, Dickens, Crucible, 432-462; Peers, The Complete Works, vol.
2., 18-21.)
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Thou didst flee like the hart, having wounded me: I
29
went out after thee, calling, and thou wert gone.
In the cramped enclosure of a dark prison cell in Toledo, St.
John discovers the meaning of the internal expanses expressed in
the pastoral images of the Song of Songs. Images of mountains,
valleys, rivers, fountains, flowers and caverns fill his mind as he
repeats the passages of Solomon's Song which he knew by heart.
These biblical images become the vocabulary which enables St. John
to express
his mystical experience. The result is the sublime Spiritual
Canticle.30
This lyrical dialogue voices the loving exchange of Bride with
Bridegroom. Most scholars believe the bride is the soul of John
of the Cross, though he seldom, if ever, directly states that this
experience is his own and the Bridegroom is clearly identified as
Christ. In dramatic fashion they searcn for and are lovingly moved
toward one another. The primary narrator is the bride; the Bride
groom speaks only three times, and, in one stanza, the creatures
themselves speak. The bride utters her urgent longings as she
constantly searches for her Groom. By contrast the Groom, having
stirred up love within her, only hides and makes her love and desire
Him all the more. Thus the urgent longing, the passionate searching
is found in the famous question which announces the theme,
"Whither hast thou hidden thyself, And has left me, О Beloved, to
my sighing?" 3 1 Although the Bridegroom seems far away and passive
in the Canticle, union with Christ lies at the core of this mystical
masterpiece.
These intimacies are expressed in the poetic dialogue and in
the explanation that follows each verse. In the Canticle the author
interprets the spectrum of the spiritual life in terms of a loving
rapport. St. John himself
stresses that interpretations on multiple
32
levels are possible.
However, the poem primarily deals with the
29

"¿Adonde te escondiste,
Amado, y me dejaste con gemido 7
Como el ciervo huíste,
habiéndome herido,
salí tras ti clamando, y eras ido "
(Spiritual Cattitele, verse 1, 863 )

30

Kieran Kavanaugh, ed. and trans., John of the Cross (New York: Pauhst
Press, 1987) 213
31

"cAdónde te escondiste,
Amado y me dejaste con gemido?"
(Canticle I, verse 1, 25 )

32

"Por haberse, pues, estas Canciones compuesto en amor de abundante
inteligencia mística, no se podrán declarar al justo m mi intento será tal, sino
sólo dar alguna luz en general, pues Vuestra Reverencia así lo ha quendo Y
esto tengo por mejor, porque los dichos de amor es mejor dejarlos en su anchura,
para que cada uno de ellos se aproveche según su modo y caudal de espíritu,
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more elevated spiritual phases with their particular forms of prayer
and with the manner that brings about union.
Amid the symbols and images abounding in the Canticle, one
primary symbol serves as the context for all the others: the love
affair of the Bridegroom and His bride. This allegorical repre
sentation of the soul and Christ embraces all the intricacies, multiple
dispositions and developmental phases of a loving rapport.
О.2.А.2.1. The Structural Dynamics of the Spiritual Canticle
Since the Canticle is itself almost entirely about the affective
relationship between the God and the soul, the structural dynamics
of this relationship play a dominant role in the Canticle's char
acterization. This study specifically focuses upon St. John's use of
the term and the concept of union.
St. John is never explicit about when this essential, consummate
union occurs. In the Canticle he speaks of three distinct, though
overlapping, periods of the soul's progress: the proficient, the be
trothal and marriage. He characterizes union rather indiscriminately
as a quality of each of these states. Union, for St. John, does not
occur in an ecstatic moment of religious experience, but within the
progressive development characteristic of the soul's divine relation
with God. St. John's subtle portrayal of the soul's evolving rapport
makes it clear that the affective relation of the soul's union cannot
be grasped in terms of a metaphysical change. Instead the Canticle
provides a splendid example of how St. John employs seemingly
contradictory descriptions of experiences or reveals the spiritual
dynamics at play. Our commentary on these texts in the body of
this study detail this development.
O.2.A.3. The Living Flame of Love

33

О living flame of love
That tenderly wounds my soul
In its deepest center! Since
Now You are not oppressive,
que abreviarlos a un sentido a que no se acomode todo paladar; y así, aunque
en alguna manera se declaran, no hay para qué atarse a la declaración, porque
la sabiduría mística, la cual es por amor, de que las presentes Canciones tratan,
no ha menester distintamente entenderse para hacer efecto de amor y añción
en el alma, porque es a modo de la fe, en la cual amamos a Dios sin entenderle"
(Canticle, pro § 2 . 862.)
33
The Living Flame of Love comes to us in the form of two redactions
known as Flame A (FA) and Flame В (FB). Scholars are finally in agreement
regarding this second edition. They see it as simply an expanded version of
the first redaction There are no organizational rearrangements or major con
tradictory developments. We follow this Sanjuamst scholarly tradition by em
ploying Flame B. (See Rodríguez, Obras Completas, 757; Kavanaugh, Collected
Works, 574-576, Dicken, Crucible, 464-465.)
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Now Comsummate! if it be Your will:
Tear through the veil of this sweet encounter! 3 4
While the Canticle describes the progression to union as betrothal, and union itself as spiritual marriage, Flame explains the
further degrees of that same union. The author announces his
intention in the Prologue as he compares the Canticle with the Flame:
Although in the stanzas we have already commented on [those
of the Canticle], we speak of the hightest degree of perfection one
can reach in this life (transformation in God), these stanzas treat of
a love within this very state of transformation that has a deeper quality
and is more perfect. Even though it is true that what these and the
other stanzas describe is all one state of transformation, and that as
such one cannot pass beyond it; yet with time and practice, love can
receive added quality, as I say, and become more intensified. We have
an example of this in the activity of fire: Although the fire has
penetrated the wood, transformed it, and united it with itself, yet as
this fire grows hotter and continues to bum, the wood becomes much
more incandescent and inflamed, even to the point of flaring up and
shooting out flames from itself.35
By dealing with the sublime levels of the spiritual life in the
Flame, St. John focuses on the progressive intensity of union itself.
The central symbol for this growing intensity is a flame of love
burning the soul.
Rather than the five lines that were characteristic of St. John's
lyric poems, the work consists of four poetic stanzas with six lines
in each. Extensive commentary follows each stanza. The stanzas
describe the flame consuming the soul itself as if it were flesh and
blood. The explanations portray the soul as a log of wood consumed
in fire. Thus, in the poem, the effect of the fire is to wound and
cauterize the flesh. In the commentary, however, it is more complicated. First, the fire heats the wood and drives off its moisture
34

"¿Oh llama de amor viva,
que tiernamente hieres
de mi alma en el más profundo centro!;
pues ya no eres esquiva,
acaba ya, si quieres;
rompe la tela de este dulce encuentro."
(Living Flame of Love, verse 1. 773.)
35
"Que, aunque en las Canciones que arriba declaramos hablamos del más
perfecto grado de perfección a que en esta vida se puede llegar, que es la
transformación en Dios, todavía estas Canciones tratan del amor ya más calificado
y perfeccionado en ese mismo estado de transformación; porque, aunque es
verdad que lo que éstas y aquéllas dicen todo es un estado de tranformación,
y no se puede pasar de allí en cuanto tal, pero puede con el tiempo y ejercicio
calificarse, como digo, y sustanciarse mucho más el amor; bien así como aunque,
habiendo entrado el fuego en el madero, le tenga transformado en sí y está
ya unido con él, todavía afervorándose más el fuego y dando más tiempo en
él, se pone mucho más candente e inflamado hasta centellear [fuego] de sí y
llamear" (Flame, pro. § 3. 772.)
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and sap, blackening it and causing it to smoke and steam and smell.
Then, as the wood becomes dry and hotter, the fire kindles it and
unites with it and turns the wood itself to a flame. Finally, the
log glows and becomes hotter as it becomes itself the fire, burning
with intense heat and throwing out the light, heat and flame ot
36
its own s u b s t a n c e .
Both poem and commentary agree that the
flame is a symbol of the growing intensity of love. To grasp the
aptness of the saint's metaphor, we must rid our minds of a modern
chemical notion of combustion and enter into an age which un
derstood earth, air, and water as elements. Thus the process of
burning is not a matter of combining with oxygen, but of the
37
transmutation of one element into a n o t h e r .
The very fire of love which afterwards is united with the soul,
glorifying it, is that which previously assails it by purging it, just as
the fire that penetrates a log of wood is the same that first makes
an assault upon it, wounding it with its flame, drying it out, and
stripping it of its unsightly qualities until it is38 so disposed that it
can Ъе penetrated and transformed into fire.
О.2.А.З.1. Structural Dynamics of the Flame
The structural dynamics of this study operate by means of a
continual cycle of purgation, illumination and union of the soul,
taking place within a the unitive state. St. John refers to this spiritual
"burning" as part of the "purgative way" associated with the passive
night, although clearly he now deals with the most advanced phases
of perfection, which supposedly follow the earlier purgative phases.
The saint views purgation as continually operative on every level.
Poised between earth and heaven, the soul is tortured both by
privation of the sensual and by a purgative longing for the celestial.
Thus the constants of the night - purgation and illumination, active
and passive, sense and spirit - swirl about the soul as familiar a n d
constant dynamics even in the most elevated phases. In other words,
the state of union must not be viewed as the end to a long journey,
but as a state so dynamic that it fosters conversion unto infinity.
St. John envisions the soul within a cycle of endless transformation
and love.
Another example of this structural dynamic is the context of
St. John's use of the key term, substancia. It may refer to any n u m b e r
of things: the center of all the faculties, the center of the soul;
36

37

38

Dicken, Crucible, 465.
Ibid.
"Porque es de saber que el mismo fuego de amor que después se une

con el alma glorificándola, es el que antes la embiste purgándola. Bien así como
el mismo fuego que entra en el madero es el que primero le está embistiendo
e hiriendo con su llama, enjugándole y desnudándole de sus feos accidentes,
hasta disponerle con su calor, tanto que pueda entrar en él y transformarle
en sí" (Flame 1. §19. 782.)
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the innermost part of man; the center of the soul which is God
Himself, and so forth. Because St. John's application of this important term is so fluid, it represents an important example of St.
John's method of explanation.

0.2.B.0 Part Two:
O.2.B. ST. JOHN'S FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY
0.2.B. Perspectives on St. John's Faculty Psychology
In discussing this dark night..., I shall not rely on experience or
science, for these can fail and deceive us. Although I shall not neglect
whatever possible use I can make of them... '
This section presents: 1. A sketch of Sanjuanist structure of the
soul and the fundamental operations of its faculty psychology; 2.
definitions of significant terminology; 3. areas where St. John's
concepts differ from modem or scholastic concepts and 4. indications
of the structural dynamics operative in philosophical, psychological
and theological approaches.
St. John directs his doctrine to those called to a total and
uncompromising spiritual transformation. Essential to appreciating
this transformation is St. John's concept of the soul and of his faculty
psychology within the soul, since these concepts differ radically from
contemporary notions. Serious problems occur when modern psy
chological terminology such as person," "spirit," "soul," "passions,"
and 'affections" are applied to a sixteenth century mystical text.
The presumption that St. John uncritically adopted the understanding
of his own contemporaries brings about its own errors. John of
the Cross was thoroughly a scholarly philosopher and theologian
whose training
and background were rooted in the traditions of
scholasticism. 2 The technical distinctions which he makes in psy3
chology are the result of the careful deliberations of an expert mind.
It is generally agreed that his doctrine is primarily an adaptation
of Thomistic theology; yet, in analyzing the text at close range, this
study illustrates the stunning originality of Sanjuanist philosophy,
psychology and theology. They have a unique and clearly delineated
1
Ύ, por tanto, para decir algo de esta noche oscura, no fiaré ni de
experiencia ni de ciencia porque lo uno y lo otro puede faltar y engañar; mas,
no dejándome de ayudar en lo que pudiere de estas dos cosas..." (Ascent pro.
§2. 165.)
2
Gerald Brenan summarizes well St. John's educational formation and the
scholastic influences at Salamanca: "The philosophy in Salamanca at this time
followed strictly scholastic lines - Aristotle and Aquinas with a certain leaning
to Plato and St. Augustine. Little attention was paid to St. Bonaventure, whom
Juan would have found to his taste, and Occam and his successors were neglected,
though at the college of San Andrés lectures were given on John Baconthorpe,
the fourteenth-century Averroist, because, though of doubtful orthodoxy, he had
been provincial of the Carmelites." Si. John of the Cross. His Life and Poetry,
(Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1976 ed.) 7; cfr. Crisóeono de Jesús,
The Life of St. John of the Cross, trans. Kathleen Pond, (London: Longman,
1958) see chapter 4, "Salamanca University" 26-40.
3
Dicken, Crucible, 328.
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perspective. Thus it is important to appreciate St. John's particular
usage of technical terms and his understanding of the structure of
the soul.
Moreover, his system of faculty psychology is, in a certain sense,
a system bound for destruction. Imperative for its procedure and
terminology are an expression of the mystic's thought. Equally
imperative is an appreciation of its inadequacy in explaining the
soul's transcendent experience. Beyond the enumeration of divisions
and the technicalities, St. John is unwilling to be fenced-in or bound
to the scholastic tradition.
His faculty psychology not only overlaps with the symbolic and
allegorical, but presents the same material from a different vantage
point. This mystical overlapping of the symbolic and the philosophic
bursts the seams of scholasticism and offers a bird's eye view of
the workings of the dynamic structure in his doctrine. By entering
into the technicalities of the workings of St. John's faculty psy
chology, we can make our way to its other side.
О.2.В.1. The Soul: A Tri-Partite Entity
For John of the Cross, the human person is a tri-partite entity
composed of body, a lower part and a higher part of the soul.
The body does not receive analysis in his writings, but is essential
to his doctrine as it relates to the sensual. The other two parts
of the soul are made up of faculties, potencias. This term often
refers to either the sensible faculties of the lower part of the soul,
or the spiritual faculties of the higher part of the soul. A qualifying
adjective does not always accompany the term so the particular
reference must be derived from the context.
The lower part of the soul, la parte inferior, is concerned with
the sensory or corporal, often considered the "animal" part of man.
The lower part of the soul consists of: 1. external senses; 2. internal
sense faculties; 3. appetites and 4. passions.
The higher part of the soul, la parte superior, is made up of
three rational faculties: intellect, memory and will. They are separate
functions but interact with one another and the lower part of the
soul. Intellect and memory are cognitive and work together in the
noetic process. The will, an appetitive faculty, commands the ap
petites, desires, passions and affections. As the seat of love and the
home of the affect, the will is of primary concern in this study.
Though the term "soul" technically refers to the entire person,
St. John commonly calls the higher part of the soul simply "the
spirit", el espíritu. St. John's tri-partite understanding of the human
person, however, is neither the Pauline trichotomy of body, soul
and spirit, nor the Stoic division into body, soul, and mind.
To grasp the operation of this complex reality we must examine
St. John's division and sub-division of the soul in more detail. 4
4
"As a guarantee of completeness in his treatment of the subject matter,
the mystical doctor habitually, indeed almost invariably, divides and sub-divides
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О.2.В.1.1. The Lower Part of the Soul
0.2.В.1.1.1. The Exterior Senses
The exterior sense faculties are sight, hearing, smell, taste and
touch, collectively termed "exterior senses" or "los sentidos corporales
exteriores." These faculties work
actively to supply the intellect with
data of the material world. 5
0.2.В.1.1.2. The Interior Senses
Though a modem perspective would consider the imagination
and fantasy as rational and part of the non-material realm, scholastic
philosophy saw it as part of the lower part of the soul. They
considered them as non-rational and, thus, belonging to the material
realm. The act of "picturing" is like that of the five senses, but
carried on interiorly. Thus it is termed an "interior" sense, (Zos
sentidos corporales interiores). 6 Since imaginación and fantasía are
his material. As he makes each dichotomy, the saint goes on to expound each
part in order, sub-divide again and again as necessary to his material. Tortuous
as it may seem to many modem readers, the procedure is one of impeccable
philosophical orthodoxy, altogether usual in Scholastic writing." Dicken, Crucible,
227.
5
"Pongamos ejemplo en todas las potencias: privando el alma su apetito
en el gusto de todo lo que el sentido del oído puede deleitar, según esta potencia
se queda el alma a oscuras y sin nada. Y privándose del gusto de todo lo que
al sentido de la vista puede agradar, también según esta potencia se queda el
alma a oscuras y sm nada. Y privándose del gusto de todo la suavidad de olores
que por el sentido del olfato el alma puede gustar, ni más ni menos según
esta potencia, se queda a oscuras y sin nada. Y negando también el gusto de
todos los manjares que pueden satisfacer al paladar, también se queda el alma
a oscuras y sin nada. Y, finalmente, mortificándose el alma en todos los deleites
y contentamientos que del sentido del tacto puede recibir, de la misma manera
se queda el alma según esta potencia a oscuras y sin nada. De manera que
el alma que hubiere negado y despedido de sí el gusto de todas las cosas,
mortificando su apetito en ellas, podremos decir que está como de noche, a
oscuras, lo cual no es otra cosa sino un vacío en ella de todas las cosas" (Ascent
I. 4. §2. 172.)
"Sigúese tratar del gozo acerca de los bienes sensuales, que es el tercero
género de bienes en que decíamos poder gozarse la voluntad; y es de notar
que por bienes sensuales entendemos aquí todo aquello que en esta vida puede
caer en el sentido de la vista, del oído, del olfato, gusto y tacto, y de la fábrica
interior del discurso imaginario, que todo pertenece a los sentidos corporales,
interiores y exteriores" (Ascent III. 24. § 1. 369-370.)
6
"Y es de saber que, debajo de este nombre de visiones imaginarias,
queremos entender todas las cosas que debajo de imagen, forma y figura y especie
sobrenaturalmente se pueden representar a la imaginación. Porque todas las
aprehensiones y especies que de todos los cinco sentidos corporales se representan
a él y en él hacen asiento por vía natural, pueden por vía sobrenatural tener
lugar en él y reprentársele sin ministerio alguno de los sentidos exteriores. Porque
este sentido de la fantasía, junto con la memoria, es como un archivo y
receptáculo del entendimiento, en que se reciben todas las formas e imágenes
inteligibles; y así, como si fuese un espejo, las tiene en sí, habiéndolas recibido
por vía de los cinco sentidos, o, como decimos, sobrenaturalmente; y así las
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in the service of one another, there is no practical differentiation
7
made between them. The term imaginaciones, which St. John
generally employs in the plural form, denotes the interworking of
both faculties as the whole interior sense.
О.2.В.1.1.З. The Appetites
The will commands the appetites. St. John gives the term
"appetites" both a negative and positive connotation: appetite may
be the disorientated drives, but it may
also be the holy desire for
God or the drive to imitate Christ. 8 This is highly significant for
an appreciation of the affective transformation. Here we discuss the
sensible appetites which are desires, or what might be referred to
as drives today. St. John establishes a hierarchy of appetites divided9
into two main groups: involuntary appetites and voluntary appetites.
representa al entendimento, y allí el entendimiento las considera y juzga de
ellas. Y no sólo puede eso, más aún puede componer e imaginar otras a la
semejanza de aquellas que allí conoce. (Ascent II. 16. 255: see also Ascent II.
23
·)7 .
"Es, pues, de saber que los sentidos de que aquí particularmente hablamos
son dos sentidos corporales [interiores], que se llaman imaginativa y fantasía,
los cuales ordenadamente se sirven el uno al otro; porque el uno discurre
imaginando, y el otro forma la imaginación o lo imaginado fantaseando; y para
nuestro propósito lo mismo es tratar del uno que del otro. Por lo cual, cuando
no los nombráremos a entrambos, téngase por entendido según aquí habernos
de ellos dicho." (Ascent II. 12. 241.)
8
Federico Ruiz, Mystico y Maestro San Juan de la Cruz, (Madrid: Editorial
de Espirtualidad, 1986) 159.
9
Parece que ha mucho que el lector desea preguntar que si es de fuerza
que, para llegar a este alto estado de perfección, ha de haber precedido
mortificación total en todos los apetitos, chicos y grandes, y que si bastará
mortificar algunos de ellos y dejar otros, a lo menos aquellos que parecen de
poco momento, porque parece cosa recia y muy dificultosa poder llegar el alma
a tanta pureza y desnudez, que no tenga voluntad y afición a ninguna cosa.
A esto respondo: lo primero que, aunque es verdad que no todos los appetitos
son tan perjudiciales unos como otros ni embarazan al alma cuando no son
consentidos, ni pasan de primeros movimientos todos aquellos en que la voluntad
racional antes ni después tuvo parte, porque quitar éstos, que es mortificarlos
del todo, en esta vida es imposible, y éstos no impiden de manera que no se
pueda llegar a la divina unión, aunque del todo no estén, como digo, mortificados;
porque bien los puede tener el natural, y estar el alma, según el espíritu racional,
muy libre de ellos, porque aunque acaecerá, a veces, que esté el alma, en harta
unión de oración de quietud en la voluntad, y que actualmente moren éstos
en la parte sensitiva del hombre, no teniendo en ellos parte la parte superior
que está en oración.
Pero todos los demás apetitos voluntarios, ahora sean de pecado mortal, que
son los más graves; ahora de pecado venial, que son menos graves; ahora sean
solamente de imperfecciones, que son los menores, todos se han de vaciar y
de todos ha el alma de carecer para venir a esta total unión, por mínimos
que sean. Y la razón es porque el estado de esta divina unión consiste en tener
el alma, según la voluntad, con tal transformación en la voluntad de Dios, de
manera que no haya en ella cosa contraria a la voluntad de Dios, sino que
en todo y por todo su movimiento sea voluntad solamente de Dios.
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0.2.В.1.1.4. Involuntary Appetites
St. John sometimes calls involuntary appetites, natural appetites
or natural desires. Drives are the spontaneous movements of
appetite; 10 they originate in the lower part of the soul as a result
of the natural bodily requirements for food, drink, comfort, physical
satisfaction and so on. Insofar as they emerge from the bodily nature,
they are involuntary and thus morally neutral in themselves. When
controlled they cause no harm to the soul. "A man can easily
experience them in his sensitive nature and yet be free of them
in the rational part of his being. u In any case, the involuntary
appetites are unavoidable. Moreover, when the will contends with
tnem properly they can become an avenue to spiritual progress.
St. John divides the appetites into voluntary and involuntary
appetites, but also refers to involuntary appetites as "natural ap
petites." To the scholastic, the natural appetite is an "appetite which
leads one spontaneously but blindly to the Good to which it is
ontologically ordered." 1 2 It is an appetite for the good in general.
By "natural appetites" St. John means "involuntary appetites." These
do not entail the blind ordering to the Good that the scholastic
understands by natural appetite. At other times, St. John employs
natural appetites in a sense much closer to the scholastic under
standing of elicited appetite. This is an appetite which "knows that
which it pursues, which is clear and distinct as St. John of the
Que ésta es la causa por que en este estado llamamos estar hecha una
voluntad de Dios, la cual es voluntad de Dios, y esta voluntad de Dios es también
voluntad del alma Pues si esta alma quisiese alguna imperfección que no quiere
Dios, no estaría hecha una voluntad de Dios, pues el alma tenía voluntad de
lo que no la tenía Dios Luego claro está que, para venir el alma a unirse
con Dios perfectamente por amor y voluntacf, ha de carecer primero de todo
apetito de voluntad, por mínimo que sea, esto es, que advertidamente y conocidamente no consienta con la volutad en imperfección, y venga a tener poder
y libertad para poderlo hacer en advirtiendo
Y digo conocidamente, porque sin advertirlo y conocerlo, o sin ser en su
mano, bien caerá en imperfecciones y pecados veniales y en los apetitos naturales
que habernos dicho, porque de estos tales pecados no tan volúntanos y subrepticios está escrito que el ¡usto caerá sette veces en el día y se levantaría
(Prov 24,16) Mas de los apetitos volúntanos, que son pecados veniales de
advertencia, aunque sean de mínimas cosas, como he dicho, basta uno que no
se venza para impedir
Digo no mortificando el tal hábito, porque algunos actos, a veces, de diferentes
apetitos, aun no hacen tanto cuando los hábitos están mortificados Aunque
también éstos ha de venir a no los haber, porque también proceden de hábito
de imperfección Pero algunos hábitos de voluntarias imperfecciones en que nunca
acaban de vencer, éstos no solamente impiden la divina unión, pero el ir adelante
en la perfección " (Ascent I 11 §§ 1-3 194-196 )
10
Jean Mouroux, Christian Experience, trans George Lamb, (New York
Sheed and Ward, 1954) 308
11
Ibid., see also Ascent I 11. § 2 , I 11-12.
12
Henri Sanson, L'Espnt Humain selon saint Jean de la Croix, (Pans· Presses
Universitaires de France, 1953) 249
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Cross would say." 13 This appetite is always aroused by some project
of conquest and orientation to a particular object. Considering these
variations, his terminology must be interpreted relative to the par
ticular context in which it is used.
О.2.В.1.1.5. Voluntary Appetites
Voluntary appetites are drives which require the will's consent;
that is, they involve personal choices. A hierarchy of transgressions
exist according to the degree an individual willfully participates in
the disoriented nature of the appetites: mortal sin, the "most serious";
venial sin, "less grave"; and imperfections the "least serious." 14
Habitual voluntary appetites are a determined habit of the will.
These habitual appetites contrast with the scattered acts of different
desires. Voluntary appetites can pose a great threat to the soul's
journey to God.
О.2.В.1.1.6. The Passions
The will must master the "natural passions." Las pasiones del
alma reside in the lower part of the soul and number four: 1. Joy,
gozo, refers to an unreasoning animal delight in bodily pleasure; 1S
2. Hope, esperanza, is the anticipatory aspect of that animal delight,
a looking forward to joy; 1 6 3. Sorrow, called dolor or tristeza, results
involuntarily from injury or privation; 4. Fear, temor, is the ex
pectancy of that injury or privation, a waiting for sorrow. 1 7 Natural
passions are morally neutral in themselves, yet the degree that they

13

Ibid.
Ascent I. 11.
St. John discusses the benefits and dangers of this first passion in Ascent
III. 17-45; temporal joy in Ascent III. 18-20; natural joy in Ascent HI. 21-23;
sensory joy in Ascent III. 24-26; moral ioy in Ascent III. 27-29; and supernatural
joy in Ascent III. 30-32. St. John divides his treatment of spiritual goods into:
notion and divisions (Ascent III. 33); intellect and memory (Ascent III. 34);
motivating (Ascent III. 35-42); and provocative (Ascent III. 45.)
16
Hope as a passion is not to be confused with the theological virtue of
hope which relates to the memory. When reading St. John's text one must be
careful to distinguish from the context between the two.
17
"Estas afecciones o pasiones son cuatro, es a saber: gozo, esperanza, dolor
y temor. Las cuales pasiones, poniéndolas en obra de razón en orden a Dios,
de manera que el alma no se goce sino de lo que es puramente honra y gloria
de Dios, ni tenga esperanza de otra cosa, ni se duela sino de lo que a esto
tocare, ni tema sino sólo a Dios, está claro que enderezan y guardan la fortaleza
del alma y su habilidad para Dios, porque cuanto más se gozare el alma en
otra cosa que en Dios, tanto menos fuertemente se empleará su gozo en Dios;
y cuanto más esperare otra cosa, tanto menos esperará en Dios; y así de las
demás." (Ascent III. 16. § 2 . 351.)
14

15
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are held in check,
or arise out of control, determines individual
18
vice or virtue.
О.2.В.1.2.

The Higher Part of the Soul

О.2.В.1.2.1. The Intellect
Intellect designates man's higher cognitive faculty. While all
three faculties are rational, and thus directed to the truth, intellect
is distinguished from memory and will by its power of compre
hension rather
than by reasonableness common to all three higher
faculties. 19 The term "intellect" employed in most English trans
lations may 2 0mislead a modern reader regarding the Spanish equiv
alent term. Entendimiento signifies the power of "understanding."
That which is understood is called " apprehension," which is the
raw data (datum brutum) communicated to the intellect by the senses.
In apprehension, the intellect simply perceives what a thing is,
without attributing a predicate to it; that is, without affirming or
denying anything about the object. A thing is "X." As the sense
faculties serve as a window for the intellect, the intellect in turn
parallels this function for the other rational faculties. In other words,
rational in itself, the intellect is the window for the memory and
the will.
St. John divides the knowledge received by intellect into two
major categories; namely, natural knowledge and supernatural
knowledge, though2 1 he uses the terms "natural" and "supernatural"
somewhat fluidly.

18
St. John leaves his treatment of the passions incomplete, dealing only
with the first passion, joy. The Ascent comes to an abrupt end in the middle
of a sentence, giving no explanation for the termination of the discussion of
the passions.
19
Dicken, Crucible 332.
20
The Kavanaugh/Rodriguez translation falls prey to this misleading trans
lation.
21
"Es, pues de saber que por dos vías puede el entendimiento recibir noticas
e inteligencias: la una es natural y la otra sobrenatural. La natural es todo
aquello que el entendimiento puede entender, ahora por vía de los sentidos
corporales, ahora por sí mismo. La sobrenatural es todo aquello que se da al
entendimiento sobre su capacidad y habilidad natural." (Ascent II. 10. § 2 . 233.)
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Figure 1. St. John's Epistemologica! System
THE INTELLECT
receives ideas and concepts
in two ways
NATURAL KNOWLEDGE

SUPERNATURAL KNOWLEDGE

Everything the intellect can understand by way of the bodily senses
or reflection

Everything imparted to the intellect
in a way transcending its natural ability and capacity

- sight
— smell
- taste
— touch
— hearing
— and reflection
CORPORAL KNOWLEDGE

SPIRITUAL KNOWLEDGE

exterior bodily
sense

interior bodily
sense

distinct &
particular

vague, dark gen
eral

(Active)

(Active)

(Passive)

(Passive)

- sight

— imagination

Purely Spritual

contemplation

— smell

— phantasy

— visions

(imparted by faith)

— touch

(meditation &
discourse)

— revelations

- taste

— locutions

— hearing

-

spiritual

— visions

О.2.В.1.2.1.1. Natural Knowledge
Natural knowledge includes all understanding secured "by means
of the bodily senses' or by reflection. 2 2 By rerlection is meant all
that makes up sense knowledge and ordinary deliberation upon it.
This knowledge pertains to the usual means of knowing by simple
apprehension. For the most part, St. John presupposes compre
hension of this concept and concentrates on spiritual experience and
22

Ibid.
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treatment to natural

0.2.В. 1.2.1.2. Supernatural Knowledge
While natural knowledge belongs to the ordinary manner of
knowing, supernatural knowledge "comprises everything imparted to
the intellect in a way transcending its natural ability and capacity." 2 4
There are two types of supernatural knowledge: corporal and spir
itual. Corporal supernatural knowledge employs the bodily senses.
It is natural knowledge of supernatural things. It is knowledge
received through the five exterior senses or through the interior
senses of imagination and fantasv. For example, the consolation of
prayer given Ъу God through the physical senses.
Spiritual supernatural knowledge leaves the corporal plane and
deals most directly with immaterial experience ana understanding.
This is a most significant departure from scholasticism. In some
cases, apprehensions are directly communicated to the intellect,
memory or soul without the aid of the senses or without an
apprehension. This spiritual knowledge is of two kinds, both given
passively: 1. distinct and particular knowledge and 2. dark, vague
and general knowledge. Particular knowledge is comprised of four
kinds of distinct apprehension: visions, revelations, locutions and
spiritual feelings. These four sum up what is commonly understood
as extraordinary spiritual experience. The second type of knowledge,
dark, vague
and general, is of one kind only: contemplation imparted
25
by faith.
23
For example, the term "natural knowledge" does not specifically appear
in Ascent I (See quotation below ) Therefore, since St John begins his pre
sentation of the renunciation of the intellectual attachments in Ascent I , but
does not present his concept of the intellect until Ascent II 10-11, it would seem
that the order m which St John presents these philosophical concepts is
secondary
"Las primeras noticias que habernos dicho en el precedente capítulo son
las que pretenecen al entendimiento por vía natural De las cuales, porque
habernos va tratado en el Pnmer Libro, donde encaminamos al alma en la noche
del sentido, no hablaremos aquí palabra, porque allí dimos doctrina congrua
para el alma acerca de ellas " {Ascent II 11 § 1 234 )
24
See 295
25
"De estas noticias sobrenaturales, unas son corporales, otras son espirituales
Las corporales son en dos maneras unas que por vía de los sentidos corporales
extenores las recibe, otras por vía de los sentidos corporales interiores, en que
se comprehende todo lo que la imaginación puede comprehender, fingir y fabricar
Las espirituales son también en dos maneras unas distintas y particulares,
y otra es confusa, oscura y general
Entre las distintas y particulares entran cuatro maneras de aprehensiones
particulares, que se comunican al espíritu, no mediante algún sentido corporal,
y son visiones, revelaciones, locuciones y sentimientos espirituales
La inteligencia oscura y general está en una sola, que es la contemplación
que se da en fe En ésta habernos de poner al alma, encaminándola a ella [por
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O.2.B.1.2.1.3. The Intellect and Faith
The proper end of the intellect is divine truth understood by
St. John as transcending every natural light and infinitely exceeding
all human understanding. Thus, faith is the first of the theological
virtues and an integral part of his epistemology. Only in faith does
the soul advance towards God and only through faith can the soul
reach its proper end. Although St. John acknowledges faith also
as a divine girt, he deals with it most often as a cultivated practice
which he calls an "obscure habit":
Faith, the theologians say, is a certain and obscure habit of soul.
It is an obscure habit because it brings us to believe divinely revealed
truths which transcend26 every natural light and infinitely exceed all
human understanding.
Because faith is obscure in nature, it is no wonder St. John
is impelled to call this path to divine union "the dark night."
Knowledge acquired by faith is a kind of divine illumination
and is "larger," so to speak, than the intellect itself. "[The] light
of faith in its abundance suppresses and overwhelms that [« light »]
of the intellect." Furthermore, only by faith can the intellect comprehend the supernatural knowledge it receives. "For the intellect,
by its own power, comprehends only natural knowledge, though it
has the potency to be raised to a supernatural act whenever the
Lord wishes." 27
Two salient points must be emphasized. If the intellect has the
"potency to be raised to a supernatural act" through God's intervention, then the entire supernatural epistemologica! system depends upon faith. Without faith the intellect cannot comprehend the
supernatural. St. John sets faith apart from the natural order and
orients his psychology to the Transcendent. Second, because supernatural knowledge is the holy and noble end of the intellect,
an intellect recollected in faith is purified and reaches perfection.
Purification is greatly assisted by a rigorous renunciation of all sense
perception and even of all supernatural apprehension except for what
todas esotras, comenzando por las primeras, y desnudándola de ellas]." (Ascent
II. 10. §§ 3-4 234.)
26
"La fe dicen los teólogos que es un hábito del alma cierto y oscuro.
Y la razón de ser hábito oscuro es porque hace creer verdades reveladas por
el mismo Dios, las cuales son sobre toda luz natural y exceden todo humano
entendimiento sin alguna proporción." (Ascent II. 3. § 1. 210.)
27
"De aquí es que, para el alma, esta excesiva luz que se le da de fe
le es oscura tiniebla, porque lo más priva [y vence] lo menos, así como la
luz del sol priva otras cualesquier luces, de manera que no parezcan luces cuando
ella luce, y vence nuestra potencia visiva de manera que antes la ciega y priva
de la vista que se le da, por cuanto su luz es muy desproporcionada y excesiva
a la potencia visiva; así, la luz de la fe, por su grande exceso, oprime y vence
la del entendimiento, la cual sólo se extiende de suyo a la ciencia natual; aunque
tiene potencia para la sobrenatural, para cuando nuestro Señor la quisiere poner
en acto sobrenatural." (Ascent II. 3. § 1. 210-211.)
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is perceived darkly in contemplation. 2 8 St. John says, "though faith
brings certitude to the intellect, it does not produce clarity, but
only darkness." 2 9
О.2.В.1.2.2. The Memory
Intellect and memory are organically related cognitive faculties
working in intimate accord with one another. The affinity between
the two is evident when one understands memory as the "archive"
or "receptacle" of all apprehension. 3 0 Memory presupposes com
prehension of intellect. Comparing memory to a mirror, St. John
characterizes it as the reflection of all acquired apprehensions. "Like
a mirror this faculty contains them [all intelligible forms] within
itself, whether they come to it from the five bodily senses or
supematurally." 3 I Thus memory retains sentiment.
Memory is not a mere passive mechanism for recording in
formation. It also looks towards the future by reviewing past
experiences and applying this information to the future. This future
orientation explains why the faculty of memory exercises the virtue
of hope. Modern thought places this practice of anticipation in
imagination, but in the scholastic system and in St. John, imagination
is non-rational and belongs to the lower faculties. Because antic
ipation is deductive, it must reside in the higher and rational part
of the soul. Thus, rational anticipation abides in memory, leaving
imagination, considered non-rational, in the lower part of the soul.
This means that discourse within the mind requires the use of the
memory no less than of the intellect. 32

28
Purification is not exclusively accomplished by the soul's renunciation;
it is primarily God's action on the soul.
"... fe; la cual, aunque le hace cierto al entendimiento, no le hace claro,
sino 3 0oscuro." (Ascent II. 6. § 2. 221.)
"Aunque en el primer género de aprehensiones naturales habernos dado
doctrina también para las imaginarías, que son naturales, convenía hacer esta
división por amor de otras formas y noticias que guarda la memoria en sí,
que son de cosas sobrenaturales, así como de visiones, revelacions, locuciones
y sentimientos por vía sobrenatural. De las cuales cosas, cuando han pasado
por el alma, se suele Quedar imagen, forma y figura, o noticia impresa [ahora
en el alma], ahora en la memoria o fantasía, a veces muy viva y eficazmente.
Acerca de lo cual es menester también dar aviso, porque la memoria no se
embarace con ellas y le sean impedimento para la unión de Dio sen esperanza
pura y entera." (Ascent III. 7. 91. 337.)
31
"Porque este sentido de la fantasía, junto con la memoria, es como un
archivo y receptáculo del entendimiento, en que se reciben todas las formas
e imágenes inteligibles; y así, como si fuese un espejo, las tiene en sí habiéndolas
recibido por vía de los cinco sentidos, o como decimos, sobrenaturalmente; y
así las representa al entendimiento, y allí el entendimiento las considera y juzga
de ellas. Y no sólo puede eso, más aún puede componer e imaginar otras a
la semejanza de aquellas que allí conoce." (Ascent II. 16. § 2. 255.)
32
Dicken, Crucible, 332.
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0.2.В.1.2.2.1. The Memory and Hope
The renunciation of all disorienting intellectual apprehensions
prepares the intellect for faith illumination. St. John advises a
corresponding renunciation of all retained apprehension and all
anticipation of future events carried on in memory. Thus, hope, the
second theological virtue, is to the memory what faith is to the
intellect. The renunciation of all disorienting apprehensions prepares
the soul for hope's illumination.
In departing from the Thomistic tradition, St. John demonstrates
particular originality by placing hope in the memory. For St. Thomas,
hope cannot be rooted in the memory because memory participates
in the sensible order. St. John follows the Augustinian psychology
and assents the memory itself as the seat of hope. The mystic sees
acts of remembrance and anticipation as "possessions" and thus
obstacles to total transformation. By removing these "possessions,"
the empty and liberated memory is filled solely with the hope for
God. St. John emphasizes non-possession as the nature of hope.
"[Hope] empties and withdraws the memory from all creature
possessions, for as St. Paul says, hope is for that which is not
possessed. (Rom. 8:24)" «
The proper end of memory is to negate all and hope solely
in God. When memory is sustained in this hope, the soul s earthly
perspective is completely altered. Things are seen only in the light
of eternal life.
. . . hope in God imparts such courage and valor and so elevates
the soul to the things of eternal life that in comparison with these
heavenly hopes all earthly
things seem, as they truly are, dry, withered,
dead and worthless. 34
О.2.В.1.2.З. The Will
The will, la voluntad, is potency, function, or the result of
rational appetite. It inclines towards the good. In contradistinction
to cognition, the will takes in and reacts to information. Cognition
is ingoing; appetition is outgoing. The will inclines towards or away
from union with an object. It is an affective attraction or repulsion.
The will is constituent of the h u m a n personality, for it represents
the seat of an intelligent commitment to, or rejection of some value,
or the attraction towards or repulsion from some object. Will is
33
"Y la esperanza vacía y aparta la memoria de toda la posesión de criatura,
porque, como dice San Pablo (Rom 8,24), la esperanza es de lo que no se posee,
y así aparta la memoria de lo que se puede poseer, y pónela en lo que espera.
Y por esto la esperanza de Dios sola dispone la memoria puramente para unirla
con Dios." (Night II. 21. §11. 536.)
34
"... esperanza viva en Dios da al alma una tal viveza y animosidad y
levantamiento a las cosas de la vida eterna, que, en comparación de lo que
allí espera, todo lo del mundo le parece, como es la verdad, seco y lacio y
muerto, de ningún valor." (Night II. 21. § 6. 535)
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further distinguished from cognition because it implies a distinctive
kind of rapport with the object, such as loving, intending, desiring,
consenting, choosing, enjoying or suffering. Consequently, the ap
petites, passions and affections relate to the will.? 3 5
Since the will governs the entire tri-partite psychology of body,
lower and higher soul, and all the soul s faculties and operations,
it must sustain a rapport with every level of soul's hierarchy. The
lower part of the soul or the material body both impose limits and
move the will with stimuli. The higher part of the soul requires
a general act of the will to direct attention to any object. Stimuli
are transmitted to intellect for rational evaluation; the will depends
upon this evaluation before it can act further. Through this in
teraction with the existential and co-operation with the other superior
faculties, the will achieves self-consciousness by the light of the
intellect and memory. As the soul's arbiter, the will directs appetites,
passions, and affections, and the whole attitude and activity of the
total man.
The dynamics of affectivity are centered in the will. Attractionrepulsion, all drives, desires, passions and affections emerge from
and may be controlled by this faculty.
О.2.В.1.2.З.1. The Affections
Affecciones de la voluntad or affections of the will might seem
equivalent to the "passions," but a distinction must be made, just
as a distinction is made between imagination and memory. Passion
and affections differ. Passions belong to the lower part of the soul
because they are irrational and involuntary. Once accepted into the
higher part of the soul they become rationalized and diffused into
the other3 6 faculties. Stated simply, affections are rationalized
passions.
О.2.В.1.2.З.2. The Will and Charity
All the appetites, passion, affections and the will itself come
to perfection in charity, the third and final theological virtue. Seated
in the will, charity directs all sensory and spiritual appetites toward
35

Will, New Catholic Encyclopedia, 1967 ed.
"Sigúese ahora tratar del cuarto y último género de aprehensiones intelectuales, que decíamos podían caer en el entendimiento ae parte de los
sentimientos espirituales que muchas veces sobrenaturalmente se hacen al alma
del espiritual, los cuales contamos entre las aprehensiones distinctas del entendimiento.
Estos sentimientos espirituales distintos pueden ser en dos maneras:
La primera, son sentimientos en el afecto del la voluntad.
La segunda, son sentimientos en la sustancia del alma." (Ascent II. 32. §§ 1-2.
322.)
"Estos sentimientos, en cuanto son sentimientos solamente, no pertenecen
al entendimiento, sino a la voluntad; y así no trato de propósito aquí de ellos,
hasta que tratemos de la noche y purgación de la voluntad en sus añciones,
que será en el Libro Tercero, que se sigue." (Ascent II. 32. § 3 . 323.)
36
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God. Appetites transformed by charity no longer search for personal
satisfaction — even desire for the Beloved becomes selfless. St. John
observes: "Where there is true love of God, love of self and of one's
37
own things finds no entry."
In its benevolence toward God charity
seeks only His honor and glory; in so doing, the soul exists in perfect
harmony with God's will. At the summit of the ascent, the appetites
"wholly under the dominion of love... no longer flow toward natural
38
motives or ends, for charity has only God as its origin and its end.
In this new life, which the soul lives when it has arrived at the
perfect union with God, here being discussed, all the inclinations and
activity of the appetites and faculties, which of their own were the
i9
operation of death and privation of the spiritual life, become divine.
0.2.В.1.2.4. The Structural Dynamics of St. John's Faculty Psychol
ogy: Some Illuminative Examples
One must admire the depth of St. John's systematic insight into
the internal workings of the soul. St. John derives from scholasticism
his own unique psychology and epistemology by characterizing the
higher and lower parts of the soul and their faculties as operating
independently and yet co-operating in consonance.
This adaptation may appear confusing or contradictory at first.
Fundamental principles and terms are applied one way on one
occasion in the text and applied in another manner, or suspended
entirely, on another occasion. These structural dynamics pose two
probing questions: How did St. John himself envision the application
of his faculty psychology? What was his intention when he conceived
it? We briefly address these questions considering two particular
instances.
As we have seen, St. John is original in his adaptation of such
concepts as supernatural spiritual knowledge, memory, natural ap
petites and natural desires. Yet the most striking example of his
relative application of principles is his use of the foundational
scholastic dictum nihil est in intellectu quod prius non fuent in sensu.
He both employs this principle as his starting point and then departs
from it later in his doctrine.
Since the axiom states that the senses are the channel through
which knowledge is communicated to the intellect, he uses the
37
"... porque donde hay verdadero amor de Dios, no entrará amor de sí
ni de
sus cosas..." (Night II. 21. § 10. 536.)
38
Kavanaugh and Rodriguez, Collected Worfcs, "Introduction," by Kavanaugh,
50. 39
"En la cual vida nueva, que es cuando ha llegado a esta perfección de
unión con Dios, como aquí vamos tratando, todos los apetitos del alma y sus
potencias según sus inclinaciones y operaciones, que de suyo eran operación
de muerte y privación de la vida espiritual, se truecan en divinas." (Flame 2.
§33. 808.)
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principle to explain the renunciation of the senses. 40 The senses
must be renounced to free the intellect from all illusory sense
knowledge. Later he is forced to set aside this scholastic principle
when he describes supernatural communication and contemplation;
they are directly
transmitted to the soul without the medium of
the senses. 41 This is a radical departure from the scholastic system,
but St. John exhibits little hesitancy. He is a teacher and his main
concern is his disciple's comprehension of the essential dynamism
of the mystical life.
An illustration of an instance of the text's dynamic structure
is the perplexing order of the doctrinal development with regards
to sense knowledge. The renunciation of the senses in the first book
of the Ascent precedes the presentation on the cognitive structure
and its technical terminology explicated in the midole of the second
book. 42 In reading the text, the renunciation of sense knowledge
precedes the philosophical explanation of the process. Perhaps even
more telling, terms employed earlier are not defined till this later
explanation. If this is due to extended interruptions in his writing,
during which St. John rethought his doctrine, taking it up again
later with a more nuanced approach, then when St. John corrected
his text, why did he still fail to bring his doctrine into a more
clearly systematic order?
Perhaps the best clue to St. John's intention is found in the
prologue of the Ascent. As we have noted, St. John says his plan
is not to rely on science for it "can fail and deceive us," though
he will put it "to whatever possible use" he can. 43 His primary
intention is not to explain the cognitive structure or terminology.
Comprehensive as the system is, for St. John himself it was secondary. He applies the scholastic system of psychology in a relative,
not a stringent manner. Scholastic faculty psychology is, no less
than allegory and symbol, a flexible tool which St. John uses to
explain and to describe the ascent to conversion. St. John's structure
is by nature, dynamic.
40
"La causa de esto es porque, como dicen los filósofos, el alma, luego
que Dios la infunde en el cuerpo, está como una tabla rasa y lisa en que
no está pintado nada; y si no es lo que por los sentidos va conociendo, de
otra parte naturalmente no se le comunica nada. Y así, en tanto que está en
el cuerpo, está como el que está en una cárcel oscura, el cual no sabe nada,
sino lo que alcanza a ver por las ventanas de la dicha cárcel, y si por allí
no viese nada, no vería por otra parte. Y así, el alma, si no es lo que por
los sentidos se le comunica, que son las ventanas de su cárcel, naturalmente
por otra vía nada alcanzaría. (Ascent I. 3. § 3. 172.)
41
For example, supernatural knowledge, which is contemplation itself, St.
John says, "es todo aquello que se da al entendimiento sobre su capacidad y
habilidad natural" (Ascent II. 10. §2. 233.), meaning that contemplation is given
apart from sensory mediation.
42
Ascent II. 12.
43
"Y, por tanto, para decir algo de esta noche oscura, no fiaré ni de
experiencia ni de ciencia porque lo uno y lo otro puede faltar y engañar; mas,
no dejándome de ayudar en lo que pudiere de estas dos cosas, aprovecharme
he para todo lo que, con el favor divino..." (Ascent, pro. §2. 165.)

TEXTUAL COMMENTARY
Chapter One:
THE SOUL'S RAPPORT WITH THE SENSORY
None of you can be my disciple if he does not renounce all his
possessions.
Lk. 14:33
1.0.1. Introduction
This chapter presents a commentary on St. John's teaching on
the soul's desire for spiritual advancement, and its own disorienting
appetites; the topic under consideration is the tension the soul
experiences when its own corruption thwarts its spiritual ascent.
St. John portrays the conflict in this way: although the soul takes
preliminary steps at the beginning of conversion, God's intervention
is its only real hope. A soul's resignation, not its effort, allows God
to extricate it from self-incarceration. Having detached itself somewhat from disorienting appetites and progressing in the ways of
meditation, the soul finds itself both traumatized and being transformed in a profound interior darkness.
The soul is propelled to a new and wondrous experience when
illuminative contemplation pierces the night and sets the soul aflame.
This graced transition is a paradigm of St. John's entire doctrine.
The reality of the soul's struggle spreads out over the entire
spiritual journey. References to it are found in everyone of St. John's
works. St. John's discussion of the soul's tense rapport with the
sensual is most directly found in Ascent I. 3-15 and Night I. 1-14.
From these twenty-six chapters five key texts have been chosen. The
texts, with their particular points of emphasis, are as follows:
1.1. Ascent I. 6. § 1.: The Harms the Appetites Cause in the Soul
1.2. Ascent I. 8. §2.: How the Appetites Darken and Blind the
Soul
1.3. Night I. 8. §3.: The Second Commentary Upon: "One Dark
Night"
1.4. Night I. 11. §1.: Commentary On: "Fired With Love's Urgent
Longings"
1.5. Night I. 12. §§4-5.: Supernatural Knowledge — The Illumination in Darkness.
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1.1.1. Orientation to the Text:
Ascent I. 6. § 1.: The Harms the Appetites Cause in the Soul. '
To understand what moves the soul we must begin our study
with a consideration of what St. John means by the appetites.
Appetites of them selves are drives emerging from within the
individual which move and attract the soul to this or that object.
For St. John there are involuntary, voluntary and habitual appetites. 2
Now we turn to the double connotation of appetite. In the present
text St. John asserts that the appetite is either directed toward God
or sensible and spiritual gratification of the soul. The drives themselves are neutral, yet they are always in tension either with their
want for God or their struggle with the disorienting. The process
that brings these appetites into order, focusing them into a single
force for God, is a highly interior conflict in which the individual
is set against his own self. St. John does not restrain his intensity
when portraying appetites as insatiable and forceful longings. When
focused and directed towards God these drives become the way to
sanity; when spent on sensory or even spiritual attachments they
become the path to ruin. Conversion for St. John involves material
elements, but is not a struggle with or against material things in
themselves. The battle is interior; it is the inner struggle with
disoriented and the disorienting appetites, not an attack on the world
or created things. The intense manner St.John portrays this tension
may give an initial impression of a duality between the material
and spiritual. In commenting on further texts we clearly illustrate
that this impression is only the veneer to St. John's multilevel
treatment of this tension.
The "assertion" referred to in the first line of the text alludes
to the prior discussion of the night.

1
It is important to keep in mind that all selections of texts within this
chapter directly deal with the active conversion of the sensory part of the soul
and are therefore taken from those chapters which primarily discuss sensory
conversion: Ascent I. §§ 1-15. and Night I. 1-14. This immediately limits and focuses
the number of possible texts.
St. John begins the Ascent I. with an explanation of the symbol of the night
as well as philosophic and scriptural proofs for his interpretation of this symbol.
St. John then applies this touchstone symbol to the lengthy discussion concerning
the soul and the drives of the appetites in chapters 6 through 12. Our first
text is a small portion of his introduction: Chapter 6, paragraph 1. This opening
paragraph concisely outlines: 1) the kinds of harms that the appetites cause to
the soul, and 2) characterizes the fundamental opposition between the appetites
and the desire for God. The discussion that follows unfolds from this introduction
and will be referred to in the commentary. Because of its brevity and clarity
this paragraph is the single obvious choice for commentary.
2
Introduction, "Appetites," Ixxvi-Ixxx.
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1.1.2. Text of Ascent
I. 6. § 1 .
T h e H a r m s t h e Appetites C a u s e i n t h e Soul.
For the sake of a clearer and fuller understanding of our assertions,
it will be beneficial to explain here how these appetites cause two
main areas of harm within the person in whom they dwell: they deprive
him of God's Spirit; and they weary, torment, darken, defile, and
weaken him. Jeremiah mentions this in Chapter 2: Duo mala fecit
populus meus: dereliquerunt fontem aquae vivae, et foderunt sibi cis
ternas dissipatas, quae continere non valent aquas (They have forsaken
Me, the fountain of living water, and dug for themselves leaking
cisterns that hold no water). [Jer. 2:13]
Any inordinate act of the appetite causes both this privative and
positive damage.
To begin with, it is clear in speaking of the privative harm, that
a person Ъу mere attachment to a created thing is less capable of
God according to the degree of the entity of that appetite. For two
contraries cannot coexist in the same subject, as the philosophers say,
and as we also mentioned in Chapter 4. Since love of God and
attachment to creatures are contraries, they cannot coexist in the same
will. What has creature to do with Creator, sensory with spiritual,
visible with invisible, temporal with eternal, heavenly food that is pure
and spiritual with food that is entirely sensory, the nakedness of Christ
3
with attachment to s o m e t h i n g ?

1.1.3. Commentary on Ascent I. 6. § 1.
The Harms the Appetites Cause in the Soul
In Ascent I. 6. § 1, St. John divides the appetites into two
categories according to the particular types of harm (daños)* they
cause to the soul: 1) Those which deprive the soul of God's spirit;
3
"Y para que más clara y abundantemente se entienda lo dicho, será bueno
poner aquí y decir cómo estos apetitos causan en el alma dos daños principales:
el uno es que la privan del espíritu de Dios, y el otro es que al alma en que
viven la cansan, atormentan, oscurecen, ensucian y enflaquecen y la llagan, según
aquello que dice Jeremías, capítulo segundo: Duo mala fecit populus meus:
dereliquerunt fontem aquae vivae, et foderunt sibi cisternas dissipatas, quae
continere non valent aquas. Quiere decir: Dejáronme, a mí, que soy fuente de
agua viva, y cavaron para sí cisternas rotas, que no pueden tener agua (2,13).
Esos dos males, conviene a saber: privación y positivo, se causan por cualquiera
acto desordenado del apetito.
Y, primeramente, hablando del privativo, claro está, que por el mismo caso
que el alma se aficiona a una cosa que cae debajo de nombre de criatura,
cuanto aquel apetito tiene de más entidad en el alma, tiene ella de menos
capacidad para Dios por cuanto no pueden caber dos contrarios, según dicen
los filósofos, en un sujeto, y también dijimos en el cuarto capítulo; y afición
de Dios y afición de criatura son contrarios, y así, no caben en una voluntad
afición de criatura y afición de Dios. Porque ¿qué tiene que ver criatura con
Criador, sensual con espiritual, visible con invisible, temporal con eterno, manjar
celestial puro espiritual con el manjar del sentido puro sensual, desnudez de
Cristo con asimiento en alguna cosa?"
4
In this text the term "daños", meaning "harm" to the soul, might also
be translated as "damage" or "loss."
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and, 2) those which weary, torment, darken, defile and weaken it.
St. John explains the first category in the present passage; the list
describing the second category serves as a topical introduction to
the next five chapters where St. John devotes a chapter to each
of these consecutive detriments. We comment on each of these
categories in turn.
The saint refers to the harm done to the soul by the first category
of appetites with the terms la privan del espíritu and hablando del
privativo. The key word here is privativo.
"Privation" generally refers to material want or the practices
of asceticism, but here St. John speaks of a spiritual privation which
differs from this common understanding. It signifies the soul's
"privation" of God, or the soul deficient of God. St. John's usage
is ironic because he applies the term to the soul's neediness for
God, rather than to its common need for material goods.
In discussing the appetites that deprive the soul of God's spirit,
St. John notes that "mere attachment to a created thing makes a
person less capable of God according to the degree of the entity
of that appetite." Here St. John uses the term se aficiona (literally
meaning, "to affection oneself" though translated as "attachment to
a created thing") to suggest that such affections impede one's ability
to establish relationships because the focus of the person is upon
self or the created object rather than upon another or God.
The degree to which the soul is attached to created things is
proportionate to its incapacity for God. Thus, the soul's disorienting
appetites (and not the object of those appetites) stand in diametric
opposition to it's spiritual advancement.
St. John asserts, "since love of God and attachment to creatures
are contraries, they cannot coexist in the same will." He portrays
the soul's transformation as progressive and dynamic. The process
begins by establishing a new relationship with all exterior interests.
The body, the sensual, and the material are not evil, but are
incomplete and fragmentary in comparison to the rich center of
the soul, which St. John understands as God Himself. Thus, he sees
the goal of the soul's transformation as a progressive redirecting
of the soul's energies away from the exterior toward the interior
divine center of the soul. Such a soul is liberated from the selfpreoccupation with material desires. This dynamic may be thought
of as moving from an exterior focus to an interior one, with the
end result being a harmonization of the material and spiritual. The
non-compromising opposition with which St. John characterizes the
struggle must be understood with this harmonious end in mind.
St. John outlines the opposition with such intensity as a means to
push the soul's transformation along as quickly as possible; he wants
it to redirect its energies without hesitation. The soul must do one
thing and not do the other.
As a means of persuasion, St. John employs the philosophic
principle of non-contradiction: "For two contraries cannot coexist
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in the same subject, as the philosophers says, and as we also
5
mentioned in Chapter 4 . "
Turning to Ascent I. 4 we discover both St. John's philosophic
argumentation and scriptural imagery whereby he argues the prin
ciple of "spiritual non-contradiction Attachment is darkness; God
is light; the two cannot coexist. A small portion of the text of Chapter
4 illustrates this point.
The reason, as we learn m philosophy, is that two contraries cannot
coexist in the same subject Darkness, an attachment to creatures,
and light, which is God, are contraries and bear no likeness toward
each other, as St Paul teaches in his letter to the Corinthians Quae
conventio luci ad tenebrasi (What conformity is there between light
and darkness') [2 Cor 6 14] Consequently, the light of divine union6
cannot be established in the soul until these affections are eradicated
St. John dramatizes the antagonism between love of God and
attachment to creatures m a rhetorical question found in the last
lines of Ascent I. 6. § 1. He offers six images to illustrate what he
means by this antagonism:
What does creature have to do with Creator or sensory with
spiritual, visible with invisible, temporal with eternal, heavenly food
that is pure and spiritual and food that is entirely sensory, the
nakedness of Christ with attachment to something'
The last phrase surprizes the reader "the nakedness of Christ"
is opposed to the material want for some object. While the earlier
five contraries employ objective terminology, opposing technical
terms to one another (e.g., "the visible" against the invisible") St.
John evokes the forceful evangelical image of the suffering person
of Christ. St. John recommends Christ's example of poverty and
spiritual nakedness. This image suggests that there can be no other
5

"As the philosophers say" refers to St Thomas's commentary on Aristotle,
De Anima, thus the plural in reference to philosophers "Unde procedit ad
inquirendum secundum, cum dicit « videtur autem » Manifestum est emm, quod
dissimile et simile sunt contraria sed circa contraria eodem modo se habet homo
ad cognitionem et deceptionem, quia qui cognoscit unum contrariorum, cognoscit
et aliud et qui errat in uno, errat in alio Et hoc est quod dicit quod scientia
et deceptio videtur eadum esse contranorum Non ergo est possibile, quod tactus
rei similis sit causa verae cognitionis, et tactus rei dissimihs sit causa deceptionis,
quia tunc esset scientia de uno contranorum, et deceptio de alio " St Thomas
Aquinas, In Anstotelis Librum De Anima, ed Angehus M Pirotta , Ο Ρ (Rome
Marietti, 1948) L III, 1 4, § 628 cf Richard McKeon, ed and intro , The Basic
Works of Anstotle (New York Random House, 1941) В III eh 2
6
"La razón es porque dos contrarios, según nos enseña la filosofía, no pueden
caber en un sujeto, y porque las tinieblas, que son las afecciones en las criaturas,
y la luz, que es Dios, son contrarios y ninguna semejanza ni conveniencia tienen
entre sí, según a los Corintios
(2 a, 6, 14) enseño San Pablo, diciendo Quae
3
conventio lucís ad tenebras'
Es a saber cQué conveniencia se podrá dar entre
0
la luz y las tinieblas , de aquí es que en el alma no se puede asentar la luz
de la divina unin si primero no se ahuyentan las afecciones de ella " (Ascent
I 4 §2 174)
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way of progressing through the7 dark night than for the disciple
himself to take on "nakedness." The imagery calls St. John's first
requirement for the soul that undertakes entrance into the night:
"First, have a habitual desire to imitate Christ in all your deeds
by bringing your life in conformity with His." 8 In other texts9 this
counsel to spiritual poverty bursts into a roaring exhortation. St.
John understands poverty as a continual detachment from all so
that the soul might refocus its drives; this understanding is one
of the chief dynamics of St.John's mystical theology.
St. John employs five terms to designate the kind of harm done
to the soul by the second category of appetites: they "weary, torment,
darken, defile and weaken [the person in whom they dwell]." In
describing these harms St. John offers an image for his understanding of the appetites, likening them to whining little children:
7
"Encontramos aquí afirmado de nuevo un principio básico de la vida
teologal: nunca se empieza por la renuncia, sino por el amor... Lo primero,
antes de cualquier renuncia o mortificación, es abrirse a un nuevo amor; el
amor de Cristo. El debe convertirse en centro total de vida, de consideración
o reflexión, de toda la afectividad y apetito. Sobre este fundamento, adquieren
legitimidad y eficacia las otras cuatro normas que luego expone, (v. Ascent I.
13. 3-13.) (Federico Ruiz Salvador, in Obras Completas, 202, n. 4.)
8
Lo primero, traiga un ordinario apetito de imitar a Cristo en todas las
cosas, conformándose con su vida, la cual debe considerar para saberla imitar
y haberse en todas las cosas como se hubiera él. (Ascent I. 13. § 3 . 202.)
9
"... desear entrar en toda desnudez y vacío y pobreza por Cristo de todo
cuanto hay en el mundo." (Ascent I. 13 §6. 203.)
"Y luego dice que es estrecho el camino, conviene a saber, de la perfección;
para dar a entender que, para ir por el camino de perfección, no sólo ha de
entrar por la puerta angosta, vaciándose de lo sensitivo, mas también se ha
de estrechar, desapropiándose y desembarazándose propiamente en lo que es
de parte del espíritu. Y así, lo que dice de la puerta angosta podemos referir
a la parte sensitiva del hombre, y lo que dice del camino estrecho, podemos
entender de la espirital o racional; y en lo que dice que pocos son los que
le hallan, se debe notar la causa, que es porque pocos hay que sepan y quieran
entrar en esta suma desnudez y vacío de espíritu." (Ascent II. 7. § 3. \passim]
223-224).
"De donde se sigue claro que, como el alma se acabe de purificar y vaciar
de todas las formas e imágenes aprehensibles, se quedará en esta pura y sencilla
luz, transformándose en ella en estado de perfección, porque esta luz nunca
falta en el alma; pero, por las formas y velos de criatura con que el alma
está velada y embarazada no se le infunde. Que, si quitase estos impedimentos
y velos del todo, como después se dirá, quedándose en la pura desnudez y
pobreza de espíritu, luego el alma, ya sencilla y pura, se transforma en la sencilla
y pura sabiduría, que es el Hijo de Dios... (Ascent II. 15. §4. 254.)
Ύ así, acaecerá que ande el alma inflamada con ansias de amor de Dios
muy puro, sin saber de dónde le vienen ni qué fundamento tuvieron. Y fue
que, así como la fe se arraigó e infundió más en el alma mediante aquel vacío
y tiniebla y desnudez de todas las cosas, o pobreza espiritual, que todo lo podemos
llamar una misma cosa, también juntamente se arraiga e infunde más en el
alma la caridad de Dios." (Ascent II. 24. § 8. 300.)
Referring to the first verse of the "Dark Night," St. John says: "Entendiendo
ahora esta canción a propósito de la purgación contemplativa, o desnudez у
pobreza de espíritu, que todo aquí casi es una misma cosa..." (Night II. 4. § 1.
483.)
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They resemble little children, restless and hard to please, always
whining to their mother for this thing or that, and never satisfied.
So he who strives to acquire the demand of his appetites becomes
wearied and fatigued.10
St. John further offers a series of images describing the weakening of the soul by the appetites. First, appetites are relentless
and hungry; an image taken from the need for bodily nourishment;
"a man [is] wearied and tired by all his appetites and their fulfillment,
because the fulfillment only causes more hunger and emptiness." ,1
Second, the appetites inflict pain, an image taken from nature; the
more entangled the soul, the more severe the pain; "like thorns,
the appetites
wound and hurt, stick to a person and cause him
pain.' 12 "The torment is as great as the appetite, and the more
numerous the appetites
that possess a person the greater in number
are his torments." 13 Third, the appetites defile and stain the soul,
an image taken from chemical processes; "... a man fired by his
appetite for some creature, is stained and blackened by that creature
because of the heat of his desire." 14 This last example stresses the
appetites themselves and not the object as the source of tension.
St. John says, it is the "heat of his desire" and not the creature
that causes the defilement. Finally, St. John employs images of
strength and energy to describe the activity of the appetites. When
captive to multiple attractions the soul is robbed of its strength for
God: "Because the force of the desire is divided, it becomes weaker
than if it were completely fixed on one object."15 The soul is
enfeebled as it is divided by a greater number of appetites: "The
more objects there 16
are dividing an appetite, the weaker this appetite
becomes for each." On the other hand, the soul, when recollected
in a single appetite for God, is endowed with fervor and earnestness;
St. John wams: "the desire that is not recollected in one appetite
alone, the 17desire for God, loses heat and strength in the practice
of virtue."
10

"... son como unos hijuelos inquietos y de mal contento, que siempre
están diciendo a su madre uno y otro, y nunca se contentan... así se
cansa y fatiga el alma por conseguir lo que sus apetitos le piden." (Ascent I.
6. §6. 183.)
11
"... [así] se cansa el alma y fatiga con todos sus apetitos y cumplimiento
de ellos, pues todos le causan mayor vacío y hambre..." (Ascent I. 6. § 6. 184.)
12
"Porque, a manera de espinas, hieren y lastiman y asen y dejan dolor."
(Ascent I. 7. §1. 185.)
13
"De manera que tanto hay de tormento cuanto hay de apetito, y tantos
más tormentos tiene cuantos más apetitos la poseen..."(Ascent I. 7. § 1; §2. 185.)
14
"... el alma que está caliente de apetito sobre alguna criatura, en el calor
de su apetito saca inmundicia y mancha de él en si." (Ascent I. 9. §1. 190.)
15
"Porque, por el mismo caso que la fuerza del apetito se reparte, queda
menos fuerte que si estuviera entero en una cosa sola... (Ascent I. 10. §1. 193.)
16
"... y cuanto en más cosas se reparte, menos es para cada una de ellas."
(Ibid.)
17
"... el alma no recogida en un solo apetito de Dios, pierde el calor y
vigor en la virtud." (Ascent I. 10. § 1. 193.)
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St. John offers a final image from scripture, Jeremiah's image
of the leaking cisterns: "They have forsaken Me, the fountain of
living water, and dug for themselves leaking cisterns that hold no
water." Souls, lured by disorienting appetites, forsake the Lord, are
corrupted and worthless spiritual cisterns. 18 St. John promotes the
disciple's disengagement from material and created distraction so
as to make the soul a container, so to speak, worthy and capable
of being filled with the living water of God.
We summarize St. John's understanding of the appetites as
evidenced in Ascent I. 6. § 1. Disorienting appetites divide the soul's
strength, while the focused appetite for God augments the soul's
energy for perseverance in the spiritual sojourn. St.John's secondary
and more subtle point is that since any one of the many appetitive
drives can keep the soul from perfection, the many appetites must
be dealt with as though they were one appetite. There can be no
middle ground, no compromise: the soul is either for or against
God.
1.2.1. Orientation to the Text:
Ascent I. 8. §2. How the Appetites Darken and Blind the Soul.19
Ascent I. 6. § 1. presented St. John's overall considerations
regarding the evils of disorienting appetites. Two texts explicate the
relation of the appetites to epistemologica! dynamics. Ascent I. 8.
§2. offers a specific example of how the appetites disrupt the
epistemologica! process, noting how the appetites enslave the intellect. In sharp contrast. Night I. 12. §§4-5. illustrates the clarity
and wisdom of a liberated intellect. By comparing the two texts
we discover St. John's description of the soul before and after
epistemologica! transformation and highlight the theme of affective
knowledge.

18
Like the smallest crack in the cistern, which eventually results in complete
leakage of the cistern, so too the least insignificant appetite ultimately leads
to the corruption of the soul. This reasoning is affirmed by other Sanjuanist
passages. "Porque eso me da que una ave esté asida a un hilo delgado que
aun grueso, porque, aunque sea delgado, tan asida se estará a él como al grueso,
en tanto que no le queorare para volar." (Ascent I. 11. § 4. 196.)
19
This text is selected for two reasons. 1) It focuses upon the inter-relation
of the superior faculties; more specifically, how darkening of the intellect by
the appetites in turn causes darkening of the will. Since this study focuses upon
the will this text becomes a superb and concise choice for exposition of the
will in a disordered state. There are few other possible concise selections for
illustrating this early in St. John's doctrine. 2) The text also works in contrast
to Night I. 12. §§4-5. in which we see the operations of the superior faculties
in harmony. One text shows the disorder of the intellect, the other text show
its liberty.
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1.2.2. Text of Ascent
I. 8. § 2 .
H o w t h e Appetites D a r k e n a n d B l i n d t h e

Soul.

And because of the darkening of the intellect, the will becomes
weak and the memory dull and disordered in its proper operation.
Since these faculties depend upon the intellect in their operations,
they are manifestly disordered and troubled when the intellect is
hindered. Thus David says: Amina mea turbata est valde (My soul is
exceedingly troubled). [Ps. 6:4] This is like saying the faculties of my
soul are disordered. For the intellect (as the murky air in relation
to the sun's light) is incapable of receiving the illumination of God's
wisdom; and the will is incapable of an embrace of pure love of God
(just as the mirror clouded with vapors has not the capacity for clearly
reflecting the countenance before it); and the memory obscured by
the darkness of the appetite has still less capacity for the impression
of the serenity of God s image upon it (as muddy water cannot clearly
reflect the features of one who looks for his image in it). 2 0
1.2.3. C o m m e n t a r y o n Ascent I. 8. § 2 .
H o w the Appetites Darken a n d Blind the

Soul

St. J o h n ' s u s e of t h e i m a g e of " d a r k n e s s " in Ascent I. 8. § 2.
is different from t h e w a y h e u s u a l l y e m p l o y s this i m a g e . H e r e it
d e n o t e s t h e d a r k n e s s of a n intellect c o n f u s e d by d i s o r d e r e d a p p e t i t e s ;
it is n o t t h e d a r k n e s s of t h e n i g h t of t r a n s f o r m a t i o n . Appetitive
d a r k n e s s m a k e s t h e intellect i n c a p a b l e of r e c e i v i n g "the i l l u m i n a t i o n
of G o d ' s w i s d o m " e s s e n t i a l for its a d v a n c e m e n t . It also p l a y s h a v o c
w i t h t h e s o u l ' s o t h e r s u p e r i o r faculties.
In Ascent
I. 8. § 2. St. J o h n d i r e c t l y d e s c r i b e s t h e c h a o s
d i s o r i e n t e d a p p e t i t e s c a u s e to t h e n a t u r a l e p i s t e m o l o g i c a ! p r o c e s s :
Because of the darkening of the intellect, the will becomes weak
and the memory dull and disordered in its proper operation. 2 1
H e offers b o t h a s c r i p t u r a l i m a g e a n d a s c h o l a s t i c a x i o m to
e x p l a i n s u c h d i s r u p t i o n . P s a l m 6:4 ( ' M y s o u l is e x c e e d i n g l y t r o u 20
"Y en eso mismo que se oscurece según el entendimiento, se entorpece
también según la voluntad, y según la memoria se enrudece y desordena en su
debida operación. Porque, como estas potencias, según sus operaciones, dependen
del entendimiento, estando él impedido, claro está lo han ellas de estar desordenadadas y turbadas. Y así dice David: Anima mea turbata est valde. Esto
es: Mi ánima está my turbada (Sal 6, 4); que es tanto como decir: desordenada
en sus potencias. Porque, como decimos, ni el entendimiento tiene capacidad
para recibir la ilustración de la sabiduría de Dios, como tampoco la tiene el
aire tenebroso para recibir la del sol, ni la voluntad tiene habilidad para abrazar
en sí a Dios en puro amor, como tampoco la tiene el espejo que está tomado
de vaho para representar claro en sí el rostro presente, y menos la tiene la
memoria que está ofuscada con las tinieblas del apetito para informarse con
serenidad de la imagen de Dios, como tampoco el agua turbia puede mostrar
claro el rostro del que se mira." (Ascent I. 8. § 2 . 187.)
21
St. John varies the sequence in which he lists the superior faculties. He
generally refers to them in this order: intellect, memory and will; yet in this
case the sequence is intellect, will and memory.
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bled") is interpreted with the remark: "this is like saying the faculties
of the soul are disordered." The weakening of the will and dullness
and disorientation of the memory flowing from the darkening of
the intellect comforms to common scholastic philosophical psychology: data received through the senses go to the intellect. The
intellect communicates the data to the other superior faculties, will,
and memory. Since appetites organically relate to the sensory
faculties, when they cloud the intellect's perception, this initiates
a chain of subseauent disruptions: "the will becomes weak and the
memory dull ana disoriented." When the intellect is hindered by
disoriented appetites, it is unable to play its proper role in the entire
psychological process. 22
St. John amplifies his description of the corruption of superior
faculties by disordered appetites with three images of an impeded
reflection. He gives each faculty a separate image: the intellect is
like murky air; the will is like a clouded mirror; and the memory
is like muddy water. Each faculty suffers an incapacity: "Intellect
is incapable of receiving the illumination of God's wisdom"; "will
is incapable of an embrace of pure love of God"; "memory... has...
less capacity for the impression of the serenity of God's image upon
it."
In summary, in Ascent I. 8. § 2. St. John teaches that disoriented
appetites leave the superior faculties of the soul weak, impotent and
blind. St. John believes that a soul subject to its appetites is
completely lost, yet the appetites themselves remain neutral just as
air, mirror, and water are neutral in themselves but cannot perform
functions proper to them if murky, clouded or muddy respectively.
The primary image of this text is the soul in darkness; the secondary
image is that of the thwarted reflection of God's likeness upon the
soul. Darkness in this sense encloses, penetrates, and stains the soul.
The soul itself becomes this darkness, incapable of perceiving and
interiorly reflecting God's love. These are the results of the obstructed
superior faculties; they are no longer disposed to the reception of
supernatural knowledge. For St. John the intellect, will, and memory
are designed to be as sterling reflectors of the grandeur of Goa;
the saint denounces any mar, stain, clouding or obscurity which
would distort this divine reflection.

Introduction, "The Intellect," Ixxxi-lxxxiii.
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1.3.1. Orientation to the Text:
Night I. 8. § 3. The Second Commentary Upon: "One Dark Night"23
In Night I. 8. § 3. St. John returns for a second time to the
famous first line of his poem "one dark night." 2 4 This time St.John
utilizes the image of darkness to describe the severe spiritual crisis
that the soul endures as it withdraws from its practices of meditation
and enters into contemplative experience. This change is a painful
death to the old ways of sense and it results in the soul's utter
confusion since it aoes not yet see its birth to the new and
extraordinary ways of the spirit. Movement within this text is twofold.
First, the text gives a penetrating description of this moment of
intense crisis for the soul. Second, it narrates the soul's departure
from sensory meditative practices and the beginning of contemplative
prayer. The text highlights the underlying but all-important force
of God's action upon the soul as its effort recedes into the back
ground.
1.3.2. The Text of Night I. 8 § 3.
The Second Commentary Upon: "One Dark Night"
Since the conduct of these beginners in the way of God is lowly
and not too distant from love of pleasure and of self, as was explained,
God desires to withdraw them From this base manner of loving and
lead them on to a higher degree of divine love. And He desires to
liberate them from the lowly exercise of the senses and of discursive
meditation, by which they go in search of Him so inadequately and
with so many difficulties, and lead them into the exercise or the spirit,
in which they become capable of a communion with God that is more
abundant and freer of imperfections. God does this after beginners

23
St. John primarily describes the transition from meditation to contem
plation in Night I. Possible texts for consideration come from the fourteen
chapters of this book. Various aspects of this transition are covered: imperfections
still commonly found in beginners (Night I. 1-7.); exposition of the dark night
(Night 1.8.); signs for discerning the sensory night (Night I. 9.); conduct required
of the soul in this night (Night I. 10.); explanation of verse three (Night I. 11.);
benefits of this night (Night I. 12-13.); explanation of last verse (Nignt I. 14.).
The dark night of the senses is a single experience, but for the purpose
of study may be viewed as two major changes for the soul: 1) the withdrawal
from the practices of meditation and entrance into darkness [Night I. 8.] and
2) the illumination of that darkness by contemplation (Night I. 11). The prior
is treated in this discussion, the former in the subsequent text.
Night I. 8. § 3. specifically describes the exact moment when darkness falls
upon the soul and is therefore the selected text.
2Λ
As is well known, St. John's treatise Ascent-Night is a commentary upon
his poem, "The Dark Night," although the actual citations of his poetry and
the extent of the immediate commentary upon each line varies greatly. Sometimes
St. John expounds four chapters without reference to the poem; at other times
he treats three consecutive lines in a single chapter. St. John employs this line
the first time in Ascent I. 2-3.
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have exercised themselves for a time in the way of virtue and have
persevered in meditation and prayer. For it is through the delight
and satisfaction they experience in prayer that they have become
detached from worldly things and have gained some spiritual strength
in God. This strength has helped them somewhat to restrain their
appetites for creatures, and through it they will be able to suffer a
little oppression and dryness without turning back. Consequently, it
is at the time they are going about their spiritual exercise with delight
and satisfaction, when in their opinion the sun of divine favor is shining
most brightly on them, that God darkens all this light and closes the
door and spring of the sweet spiritual water they were tasting as
often and as long as they desired. For since they were weak and
tender, no door was closed to them, as St. John says in the Apocalypse.
[Ap. 3.8.] God now leaves them in such darkness that they do not
know which way to turn in their discursive imaginings; they cannot
advance a step in meditation, as they used to, now that the interior
sensory faculties are engulfed in this night. He leaves them in such
dryness that they not only fail to receive satisfaction and pleasure
from their spiritual exercises and works, as they formerly did, but
also find these exercises distasteful and bitter. As I said, when God
sees that they have grown a little, He weans them from the sweet
breast so that they might be strengthened, lays aside their swaddling
bands, and puts them down from His arms that they may grow
accustomed to walking by themselves. This change is a surprise to
them because everything seems to be functioning in reverse. 2 5

25
"Pues, como el estilo que llevan estos principiantes en el camino de Dios
es bajo y que frisa mucho con su [propio] amor y gusto, como arriba queda
dado a entender, queriendo Dios llevarlos adelante, y sacarlos de este bajo modo
de amor a más alto grado de amor de Dios y librarlos de bajo ejercicio del
sentido y discurso, con que tan tasadamente y con tantos inconvenientes, como
habernos dicho, andan buscando a Dios, y ponerlos en el ejercicio de espíritu,
en que más abundantemente y más libres de imperfecciones puedan comunicarse
con Dios; y que se han ejercitado algún tiempo en el camino de la virtud,
perseverando en meditación y oración, en que con el sabor y gusto que allí
han hallado se han des aficionado de las cosas del mundo y cobrado algunas
espirituales [fuerzas] en Dios, con que tienen algo refrenados los apetitos de
las criaturas, con que podrán sufrir por Dios un poco de carga y sequedad
sin volver atrás, al mejor tiempo, cuando más a sabor y gusto andan en estos
ejercicios espirituales, y cuando más claro a su parecer les luce el sol de los
divinos favores, oscuréceles Dios toda esta luz y ciérrales la puerta y manantial
de la dulce agua espiritual que andaban gustando en Dios todas las veces y
todo el tiempo que ellos querían; porque, como eran flacos y tiernos, no había
merta cerrada para éstos, como dice San Juan en el Apocalipsis (3,8). Y así,
os deja tan a oscuras que no saben dónde ir con el sentido de la imaginación
y el aiscurso, porque no pueden dar un paso en meditar come antes solían,
anegado ya el sentido interior en estas noches, y déjalos tan a secas que no
sólo [no] hallan jugo y gusto en las cosas espirituales y buenos ejercicios en
que solían ellos hallar sus deleites y gustos, mas, en lugar de esto, hallan por
el contrario sinsabor y amargura en tas dichas cosas; porque, como he dicho,
sintiéndolos ya Dios aquí algo crecidillos, para que se fortalezcan y salgan de
mantillas los desarrima del dulce pecho y, abajándolos de sus brazos, los veza
a andar por sus pies; en lo cual sienten ellos gran novedad porque se les ha
vuelto todo al revés." (Night I. 8. § 3 . 456-457.)

f
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1.3.3. Commentary on Night I. 8. § 3.
The Second Commentary Upon: "One Dark Night"
The phrase queriendo Dios llevarlos adelante is the key to
interpreting this passage. It is translated literally: "God wanting to
take the souls forward." "Wanting" (queriendo) is the most striking
word in this phrase, because after so much discussion of the sensual
"wants" of the soul it is used to state, not what the soul wants,
but what God wants. The second part of the phrase states the goal
of this desire: God wants "to take the souls forward" (llevarlos
adelante) through the transition from meditation to contemplation.
The text hightlights "what God wants" and the entire dynamic of
this transition may be characterized by the dominance of God's
power and the diminishing of the soul's own efforts and desires
regarding its advancement.
In this text the soul's "base manner of loving" is placed in
opposition to "a higher degree of divine love." St. John further warns,
that "the lowly exercises of the sense and of discursive meditation"
must yield to the "exercise of the spirit." More specifically, St. John
underscores the need to disengage from discursive meditation in
order to progress to the higher things of God.
To examine what happens in this transition St. John reviews
the benefits and encumbrances of meditation. Thus far the soul has
struggled to perfect itself in numerous arduous practices and, in
its own estimation, has traveled a long road. The soul now enjoys
the culmination of its efforts in the practice of prayerful meditation.
This passage emphasizes two important benefits for spiritual
maturation that take place through these discursive practices; both
benefits are reflected in the expression "gain some spiritual strength
in God" (cobrando algunas fuerzas espirituales en Dios). First "the
delight and satisfaction [the soul] experiences in prayer" detaches
it from "worldly things." Second, the soul acquires a capacity for
endurance, "able to suffer a little oppression and dryness without
turning back."
The first benefit St. John notes stemming from discursive practices is that the attraction to the sensual no longer exercises its
possessive and blinding control over the soul's appetites and passions.
The loosening of these fetters allows the soul to direct its attraction,
though still hindered, towards God. The soul that has "gained some
spiritual strength in God," is able "somewhat to restrain its appetites
for creatures.' Once again, although St. John does portray a tension
between sense and spirit, we insist that he does not do so by means
of a dualist opposition between the two. Instead he articulates a
dynamic interior shift in the orientation of the senses from obsessive
concern with their own objects to directing their energies towards
God. The soul is no longer as limited by its own sensual perspective
at this phase.
Thus far the chief benefit of meditation has been God's nurturing
of the soul in perseverance and deepening of the soul's rapport
with Him. This is accomplished through the sensual attractions given
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in these beginning forms of prayer. A kind of attraction-repulsion
dynamic goes on: at the same time God withdraws the soul from
worldly delight, he endows the soul with the interior delights of
meditation, so as to better foster the soul slowly along His spiritual
path. This nurturing breaks down the soul's possessive attraction
to the worldly. This is a vital first step toward spiritual adolescence.
When speaking of this initial detachment from creatures,
StJohn's use of the terms "restrained somewhat" and "some spiritual
strength" implies the need for further purification. While the initial
bond with worldly delights has been broken, the soul remains highly
attached to the material realm, though ironically the soul's primary
attachments now are these very delights of meditative prayer.
The second benefit gained from discursive practices is that the
soul acquires a capacity for endurance in order to face trials of
the impending transition. Although it may not be aware that it
possesses this strength, (and in the heat of the transition may often
doubt its capacity to survive this spiritual trauma), now the strengthened soul 'will be able to suffer a little oppression and dryness
without turning back." The foremost benefit or meditation has been
to nurture the strength needed to temper the soul's sensual drives
and to supply it with sufficient stamina to make the next spiritual
passage.
The soul aspiring to the highest spiritual rapport must extricate
itself from all attachments, even spiritual attachments. First exterior
material attractions must be severed; now, even those attachments
that come in prayer are to be eliminated. Imagination associated
with the material world must be completely left behind. Meditative
prayer must end.
To a modern reader the association of meditation and the
sensual may seem confusing until one recalls that discursive meditation is made up of imaginations and fantasies, which for St.John
belong to the material realm. 26 When St. John speaks of an end
to meditation he means an end to reflective thinking associated with
prayer.
St. John appears heartless in his approach to the soul's preciously cultivated practices of meditative prayer; without a second
thought, he labels them as "imperfections" from which the soul needs
"liberation." He describes the carefully cultivated spiritual life to
which the soul has aspired "a base manner of loving"; discursive
prayer he calls "lowly exercise of the senses," inadequate to lead
the soul into the "exercise of the spirit." The immediate question
is: why must the soul leave behind the very meditation that has
been so clearly a source of spiritual progress? Because the soul's
intemperance, responds St.John, it has become attached to spiritual
gifts and not to me Giver. The primary conflict arises as the soul
employs these meditative practices for itself, delighting in them,
aggrandizing itself and focusing upon the experience itself. Such
Introduction, "Interior Senses," Ixxv-lxxvi.
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meditative practices now hinder the relationship because the soul
has begun to make them the object of its desires rather than
employing them as a means to further its relation with God.
Furthermore, if a soul could rely upon its own effort, it could
mistakenly claim that it is the master of its own advancement. St.
John sees meditation as an old skin that ought to be cast off.
Consequently, the painful detachment from the benefits and practice
of meditative prayer plunges the soul into its first major crisis.
Just when the soul perceives all as progressing well and feels
as if it is truly advancing in its spiritual practices of meditation,
spiritual catastrophe overtakes it:
Consequently, it is at the time they are going about their spiritual
exercises with delight and satisfaction, when in their opinion the sun
of divine favor is shining most brightly on them, that God darkens
all this light and closes the door and spring of the sweet spiritual
water they were tasting as often and as long as they desired.
The soul believes God has abandoned it, but in reality He directs
the soul's progress with a new command.
The first signs of God's new way of acting upon the soul occurs
in prayer. The characteristic imaging and discourse in meditation
wither and the soul is left feeling spiritually dry. It can no longer
pray. Severely disorientated, the soul continues to labor frantically
but fruitlessly, repeatedly trying discursive meditation but experiencing only bitterness. Feeling it can no longer make progress, the
soul reaches exhaustion and nears despair. It questions whether it
is guilty of some sin which might justify God's withdrawal. Confused
and unsettled, it interprets God's apparent departure as a
punishment. 27 St. John declares: "God now leaves them [the souls]
in such darkness that they cannot advance a step in meditation."
St. John sees this happen when the interior sensory faculties,
imagination and fantasy, are "engulfed in the night." These sensory
perceptions no longer serve as a proper means of advancement:
He [God] now leaves them [the interior senses] in such dryness
that they not only fail to receive satisfaction and pleasure from their
27

In Night I. 9. St. John develops the same themes by giving three signs
by which authenticity of this night is discerned. First, St. John maintains mat
the soul "no halla gusto ni consuelo en las cosas de Dios, tampoco le halla
en alguna de las cosas criadas..." (Night I. 9. §2. 458.) Second, "...la memoria
en Dios con solicitud y cuidado penoso, pensando que no sirve a Dios, sino
que vuelve atrás, como se ve en aquel sinsabor en las cosas de Dios." (Night
I. 9. § 3. 459.) This is "distaste" for the practice of meditation. The soul believes
meditation is a holy and proper way to communicate with God. Having lost
its savor for it, the soul reasons that it is "not revering God." Third, the soul
experiences "... el no poder ya meditar ni discurrir en el sentido de la imaginación,
[como solía], aunque más haga de su parte." (Night I. 9. § 8. 461.) The soul
can no longer stimulate or manipulate its once flourishing imaginative practice
of prayer. The soul becomes passive. By means of these three signs, St. John
discerns that the soul is well and advancing, as remote as this may seem to
the soul.
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spiritual exercises and works, as they formerly did, but also find these
exercises distasteful and bitter.
St. John closes Night I. 8. § 3 . with a passage that illustrates
the movement away from discursive practices in prayer with the
analogy of weaning a child:
When God sees that they [the souls] have grown a little, He weans
them from the sweet breast so that they might be strengthened, lays
aside their swaddling bands, and puts them down from His arms that
they may grow accustomed to walking by themselves.
In the dryness the soul has lost its objective perspective and
sense of proportion; it feels its efforts are pointless. Endurance of
the bitter darkness growing as one leaves "the sweet breast" and
lays "aside the swaddling bands" involves learning the inverse
movements of contemplation; St. John says, "everything seems to
be functioning in reverse" for the soul.
The soul's efforts do not completely come to an end, but the
action of God upon the soul is the principle dynamic. It can best
be thought of as the new and dominant layer in the ever more
complex spiritual strata. The soul's efforts continue, in a reduced
or purified way. The desire for God, the exercise of its newly acquired
strength, and especially the soul's practice of faithful recollection
continue in this transition. The soul's stagnant meditative practices
make up the humus from which God will raise up His contemplative
rapport. The soul's own achievements will later seem as nothing
in comparison to God's overwhelming action upon the soul and
the level of sanity which God gives to it.
St. John wisely does not describe the exact moment of this
transition because it cannot be precisely calculated. While the
moment depends upon the individual maturation of the soul, it
remains for God to choose the time. St. John does give a clue.
He notes that God effects this transition "after beginners have
exercised themselves for a time in the way of virtue and have
persevered in meditation and prayer." St. John adds simply, "God
does this." The soul's transition is from active to passive; both the
dynamic of the transition and the moment of its arrival depend
completely on God.
In summary, Night I. 8. § 3. presents the first major affective
purification of the soul. Now that the soul has gained some spiritual
strength, God advances the soul by discontinuing the sensory delights
of meditation preparing it for the spiritual food of contemplation.
Since God's abundant contemplative gifts are yet to be revealed
in this dark transition the soul struggles to understand Gods seemingly harsh treatment.
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1.4.1. Orientation to the Text:
Night I. 11. §1. Commentary On: "Fired With Love's Urgent
Longing" 28
Night I. 11. § 1. contains a commentary upon the poetic line,
con ansias, en amores inflamada ("Fired with love's urgent longing").
With this exquisite verse St. John introduces a symbol he will employ
repeatedly, the vibrant image of fire.
We must now consider the background of St. John's commentary
on this line. Night I. 10. ended by referring to the soul's scruples
concerning the loss of the sense faculties. Cautioning against preoccupation over this loss, he encourages
persons to make room in
their spirit for contemplation. 29 Curiously, St.John here defines
contemplation with a single line of explanation: "Contemplation is
nothing30 else than a secret and peaceful and loving inflow of
God...'
The sentence continues, but with a different stress:
"...which, if not hampered, fires the soul in the spirit of love." 31
St. John appears to distinguish between contemplation, "the loving
inflow of God," and its effect, "which fires the soul in the spirit
of love." Yet this rapid shift does not sever the sentence's intrinsic
unity. In both phrases the key word is the same, "love." For St.
John contemplation is both the loving inflow of God and the love
which fires the soul.
A look at the structural dynamics operative in this text reveals
St. John employing a technique of explanation which will become
very familiar. He often differentiates what he understands as a single
spiritual experience into a variety of facets for the purpose of
explanation. This differentiation may give the impression of a cause
and effect relationship: for example, the spiritual cause (contemplation), and its effect (the setting of the soul on fire), as in the
example above. A closer examination reveals the unity of these facets.
St. John understands contemplation and its effects as one experience,
or at least nuanced facets within one central process of trans28
From the fourteen chapters of Night I. this text describes the specific
moment when God infuses the soul with divine contemplation in the form of
an inflamed desire for Him. [See footnote # 22.]
29
"De donde a esta tal alma le conviene no hacer aquí caso que se le
pierdan las operaciones de las potencias, antes ha de gustar que se le pierdan
presto, porque, no estorbando la operación de la contemplación infusa que va
Dios dando, con más abundancia pacífica la reciba, y dé lugar a que arda y
se encienda en el esípritu el amor que esta oscura y secreta contemplación
trae consigo y pega al alma. Porque contemplación no es otra cosa que infusión
secreta, pacífica y amorosa de Dios, que, si la dan lugar, inflama al alma en
espíritu de amor, según ella da a entendar en el verso siguiente, es a saber:
Con ansias en amores inflamada."
(Night I. 10. §6. 463-464.)
30
"Porque contemplación no es otra cosa que infusión secreta, pacífica y
amorosa de Dios..." (Night I. 10. §6. 464.)
31
"... si la dan lugar, inflama al alma en espíritu de amor..." (Ibid.)
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formation. Thus his commentary applies the image of fire to both
contemplation and to the multiple facets of contemplation. This
textual dynamic indicates the saint's unitive vision of contemplation
and its effect(s). An understanding of St. John's particular manner
of explanation is imperative for a proper interpretation of the text
and an accurate comprehension or what St. John means by contemplation.
St. John's texts primarily point to the nature of contemplative
experience rather than seeking to define it. The text is imbued with
a sense of mystery that shrouds the discussion of contemplation
with elusive descriptions and evocative vocabulary. In Night I. 10.
§ 6 . and 11. § 2 . three times he uses the word "secret" to describe
contemplation 32 He does not describe "inflow" except to place the
words peaceful" and "dark" in counterpoint. 33 He simply describes,
for example, that the soul begins to 'feel a certain longing"; or,
"the soul becomes aware... without knowing how nor where this
love originates..."; or that the soul "see[s] that it is enamored, but
knows not how." 3 4 St. John is not evasive; by description he
communicates more than he could by deliberate explanation. Some
aspects of contemplation will always remain in obscurity, beyond
understanding and inexplicable even to souls profoundly involved
in the experience. It requires a poet to give word to the secret
wonder of the contemplative experience without reducing it to a
formula or imposing deductive limits.
1.4.2. The Text of Night I. 11 § 1.
Commentary Upon "Fired With Love's Urgent Longing"
"Fired with love's urgent longing."
The fire of love is not commonly felt at the outset, either because
it does not have a chance to take hold, owing to the impurity of
the sensory part, or because the soul for want of understanding has
not made within itself a peaceful place for it; although at times with
or without these conditions a person will begin to feel a certain longing
for God. In the measure that the fire increases, the soul becomes
aware of being attracted by the love of God and enkindled in it, without
knowing how nor where this attraction and love originates. At times
this flame and enkindling increases to such an extent that the soul
desires God with urgent longings of love, as David, while in this night,
said of himself: Because my neart was inflamed (in contemplative love),
32
In the single page containing the selected passage for analysis, St. John
refers to contemplation as "secret" in Night I. 10. § 6. where it occurs twice
("secreta contemplación" and "... contemplación no es otra cosa que infusión
secreta..." [ν.η. 25] ) and in Night I 11. §2. where it appears a third time ("aquella
secreta contemplación").
33
In similar tension is the phrase "ray of darkness" which term St. John
borrows from Dionysius the Areopagite in De Mystica Theologia. Introduction,
"The Dark Night of the Soul," xlv-lx.
34
Night I. 11. § 1. 464, text follows, next page.
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my reins were likewise changed. [Ps. 72:21] That is, my appetites of
sensible affection were changed from the sensory life to the spiritual
life, which implies dryness and cessation of all those appetites we
are speaking of. And, he says, I was brought to nothing and annihilated,
and I knew not. [Ps. 72:22] For, as we pointed out, the soul, with
no knowledge of its destination, sees itself annihilated in all heavenly
and earthly things in which it formerly found satisfaction; and it only
sees that it is enamored, but knows not how.
Because the enkindling of love in the spirit sometimes increases
exceedingly, the longings for God become so intense that it will seem
to a person that his bones are drying up in this thirst, his nature
withering away, and his ardor and strength diminishing through the
liveliness of the thirst of love. A person will feel that this is a living
thirst. David also had such experience when he proclaimed: My soul
thirsts for the living God [Ps. 41:3], as though to say, this thirst my
soul experiences is a living thirst. Since this thirst is alive, we can
assert mat it is a thirst which kills. Yet it should be noted that its
vehemence is not continual, but only experienced from time to time;
although usually some thirst is felt. 3 5

1.4.3. Commentary on Night I. 11. § 1.
Commentary On: "Fired With Love's Urgent Longing"
Though it is impossible to differentiate the effects of contemplation from its secret inflow, for the purpose of this discussion
we focus on two dynamics of contemplation expressed in this text.
The two apparent dynamics are: first, the senses are changed from
the sensory life to the spiritual life; and second, the attraction to
35
"La cual inflamación de amor — aunque comúnmente a los principios
no se siente, por no haber uviado o comenzado a emprenderse por la impureza
del natural, o por no le dar lugar pacífico el alma, por no entenderse, como
habernos dicho, aunque a veces, sin eso y con eso, comienza luego a sentirse
alguna ansia de Dios, cuanto más va, más [se] va viendo el alma aficionada
e inflamada en amor de Dios, sin saber ni entender cómo y de dónde le nace
el tal fino amor y afición, sino que ve crecer tanto en sí [a veces] esta llama
e inflamación, que con ansias de amor desea a Dios, según David estando en
esta noche, lo dice de sí por estas palabras (Sal 72,21-22), es a saber: Porque
se inflamó mi corazón, es a saber en amor de contemplación, también mis renes
se mudaron, esto es, mis apetitos de afecciones sensitivas se mudaron, es a saber,
de la vida sensitiva a la espiritual, que es la sequedad y cesación en todos
ellos que vamos diciendo; y yo, dice, fui resuelto en nada y aniquilado, y no
supe; porque, como habernos dicho, sin saber el alma por dónde va, se ve
aniquilada acerca de todas las cosas de arriba y de abajo que solía gustar,
y sólo se ve enamorada sin saber cómo y por qué. Y, porque a veces crece
mucho la inflamación de amor en el espíritu, son las ansias por Dios tan grandes
en el alma, que parece se le secan los huesos en esta sed, y se marchita el
natural, y se estraga su calor y fuerza por la viveza de la sed de amor, porque
siente el alma que es viva esta sed de amor. La cual también David (Sal
41,3) tenía y sentía, cuando dijo: Mi alma tuvo sed a Dios vivo: que es tanto
come decir: Viva fue la sed que tuvo mi alma. La cual sed, por ser viva, podemos
decir que mata de sed. Pero es de notar que la vehemencia de esta sed no
es continua, sino algunas veces, aunque de ordinario suele sentir alguna sed."
(Night I. 11. §1. 464.)
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God which begins as a nebulous internal movement, ignites the soul
and fires it into an urgent longing. We understand St. John himself
as employing this dual textual dynamic structure as a necessary
means of explicating his understanding of the effects of contemplation.
For example, the present text describes how and why the soul
might not immediately feel "an urgent longing for God." In referring
to the "fire of love" he uses such phrases as: it is "not commonly
felt at the outset" (a los principios no se siente); and the soul "begins
to feel a certain longing "(comienza luego a sentir alguna ansia).
St. John's use of sentir (to feel) is remarkable. He nas already
systematically renounced the sense. He explained that a veil of dark
confusion covered the lower sense appetites. Now he continually
refers to the "feeling" of contemplation. St. John has previously
oppossed sensory perception of the material with the feeling comrehension of the spiritual by asserting that this feeling compreension cannot begin to emerge until sensory perception and delights
have been sufficiently removed. Consider the beginning of this
assage. The first reason St. John lists for the fire of love is not
aving "a chance to take hold" of "the impurity of the sensory part
[of the soul]." The second obstruction to the flourishing of this fire
is the soul's "want of understanding, "which does not leave a
"peaceful place" for the fire to kindle. Both cases are examples of
the attachment to what St. John considers the material. 36
Later in the text St. John uses the example of psalm 72 to
clarify the relation between sensory attachment and feeling comprehension of the spiritual. St. John says, "as David, while in this
night, said of himself: Because my heart was inflamed (in contemplative love), my reins were likewise changed. [Ps. 72:21]" He
interprets this quotation from the psalm as, "my appetites of sensible
affection were changed from the sensory life to tne spiritual life."
When the soul is extricated from sensory possession, God's contemplative inflow sets the soul aflame; the previous material sensory
perception is elevated to what will develop into an acute spiritual
sense.
The soul is not replaced by the divine but, once emptied, it
can be filled with the divine. Earlier the soul was functioning with
its own self-interested and enclosed logic, protecting itself and
seeking its own security. Now the soul oegins to learn the logic
of God, to loose itself free of self-preoccupation. "Spiritual senses"
are the same senses as before, but functioning in a new and divine

E
E

36
It is precisely at this point that St. John takes a decisive step towards
a conflict with scholasticism. Through sensual detachment, inclusive of phantasm,
the "changed senses" now have the ability for perception or "feeling" of certain
realities and movements in the spiritual realm. This apprehension takes place
apart from the old manner of sense apprehension. Through this change the soul
is now able to grasp supernatural spiritual knowledge apart from the exterior
senses. St. John is quite explicit: "La sobrenatural es todo aquello que se da
al entendimiento sobre su capacidad y habilidad natural." (Ascent II. 10. § 2.
233, [passim]: also see Introduction, Structural Dynamics," xciv-xcvi.
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way. The Spanish verb for "change", employed in the text to refer
to the transformation of the senses, is se mudaron, it means "to
change" or "to move from one location to another." Clearly, the
soul's powers of apprehension is what "moves" or "changes" from
mere sensory life to spiritual life.
In the lines that follow this phrase St. John insists that the
change to the spiritual sense "implies dryness and cessation of all
those appetites we are speaking of." St. John notes that the soul
experiences this transformation as an "annihilation"; the way of
unknowing is the sole manner of progressing. He quotes psalm 72
again to defend his point: "I was brought to nothing and annihilated,
and I knew not. [Ps. 72:22]" The soul is elevated to a new and
more keen kind of knowledge; the spiritual and material realities
which it had known, relied upon, and considered as belonging to,
no longer hold the same meaning for it. This new manner of
apprehending and knowing takes the soul by complete and utter
surprise, it is like a sudden darkness to which the soul will only
slowly grow accustomed. The soul does not understand what is
happening to it or to where it is headed. St. John remarks, "the
soul with no knowledge of its destination, sees itself annihilated
in all heavenly and earthly things in which it formerly found
satisfaction."
The expression of the soul's painful withdrawal from the appetites and passions, its transition from meditation to contemplation,
and the elevation of its faculties to spiritual senses, brings us to
the propelling force of St. John's doctrine. Mysteriously, from some
secret source unknown even to the soul, a rousing force emerges
from the soul's most intimate center: a deep, moving attraction,
a desire for God. The mystic discerns this movement: "The soul
becomes aware of being attracted by the love of God and enkindled
in it, without knowing how nor where this attraction and love
originates." This mighty power enters the soul humbly piercing it
at first as a most gentle breeze; the soul subtly "begins
to feel,"
or "becomes aware of a certain, "I-don't-know-what. ' 37 St. John
likens this delicate interior movement to the image of fire; a soul
that is properly prepared for the divine inflow is like kindling
awaiting the spark. When contemplation comes, the soul bursts into
a loving mystical fire encompassing the passionate desire for God,
as well as God Himself flowing into the soul. The change from
spark to furnace St. John describes in a single paragraph. He says,
"The enkindling of love in the spirit sometimes increases exceedingly," which, according to StJohn's later descriptions is almost an
37
"Como si dijera: pero allende de lo que llagan estas criaturas en las
mil gracias que me dan a entender de ti, es tal un no sé qué que se siente
quedar por decir, y una cosa que se conoce quedar por descubrir y un subido
rastro que se descubre al alma de Dios, quedándose por rastrear, y un altísimo
entender de Dios que no se sabe decir, que por eso lo llama no sé qué; que,
si lo otro que entiendo me llaga y hiere de amor, esto que no acabo de entender,
de que altamente siento, me mata." (Canticle 7. § 9. 887.)
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understatement. "At times this flame and enkindling increases to
such an extent that the soul desires God with urgent longings of
love." This wild flame erupts unpredictably, blazing with such fervor
that the soul feels as if it will not survive for want of God.
As if the image of fire was not forceful enough, St. John
re-enforces his description by intertwining the symbol of fire with
the symbol of thirst. He describes the soul feeling as if its "bones
[are] drying up" and its "nature withering away":
The longing becomes so intense that it will seem to a person that
his bones are drying up in this thirst, his nature withering away,
and his ardor and strength diminishing through the liveliness of the
thirst of love.
In his customary manner the saint appeals to the psalms; David
felt these cravings and cried out, "My soul thirsts for the living
God" [Ps. 41:3]. So intense is this thirst that it takes on a life of
its own: "A person feels that his is a living thirst" (Viva fue la
sed que tuvo mi alma) or simply, "the thirst that I had in my soul
was alive." Finally, this longing is so devastating that it can slay
the soul: "[This] is a thirst which kills?" (St. John addresses here
the soul's feeling that it will "die" for want of God, and not the
actual death of the soul).
These compelling images communicate the two-edged spiritual
trauma: the growing desire which thrusts the soul forward to God
and, simultaneously, the increasing pain inflicted because the soul
cannot attain its desired end. The soul could not survive such
intensity for long. St. John clarifies this trauma: while "usually some
thirst is felt" the intensity of it may vary. He says, "[Its] vehemence
is not continual, but only experienced from time to time," like a
fire that increases and flares up at certain periods.
We close this consideration by returning to a curious aside found
in the first paragraph which should not be overlooked. While
contemplation generally comes through the long process of renunciation of the appetites, formation of an acute spiritual sense,
and disengagement from knowledge, St. John surprises the reader
by suggesting that the Lord can give this gift without these preparations. In speaking of the onset of contemplation, St. John notes
that, while many steps are usually found, it may come "at times
with or without these conditions." Therefore while generally acquired
through a long process of conversion, God is free to bestow His
gifts without these requisites. In fact in all cases, contemplation is
solely a gift from God.
In summary, though St. John understands contemplation and
its effects as a single experience in Night I. 11. § 1. He discusses
two aspects of this experience. First, the senses through detachment
from material distraction and purgation of the dark night are
changed and begin to apprehend the wonders of the spiritual realm.
The development of this spiritual sense is essential for the soul's
further progress. The second aspect of the experience is the soul's
desire (attraction) for God, which begins nebulously but explodes
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into a burning want, thrusting the soul forward and leaving it
agonizing over its need for God. These transitions, both traumatizing
and exhilarating for the soul, are foundational to its developing
spiritual affect.
1.5.1. Orientation to the Text:
Night I. 12. §§4-5. The Illumination in Darkness.
In Ascent I. 8. St. John described how the appetites thoroughly
impede the intellect, likening the impeded intellect to muddy water
which reflects only a hazy image. In Night I. 12. St. John continues
his insistence on detachment from the appetites, but here he recounts
the benefits bestowed upon the soul that experiences this detachment.
Described as "illuminations in the darkness," these benefits, are a
new and different kind of knowledge flowing into the soul.
1.5.2. Night I. 12. §§4-5.
The Illumination in Darkness
Since this is the proper moment, we ought to point out another
benefit resulting from this night and dryness of the sensory appetite.
So that the prophecy — Your light will illumine the darkness [Is. 58:10]
— may be verified, God will give illumination by bestowing upon the
soul not only knowledge of its own misery and lowliness but also
knowledge of His grandeur and majesty. When the sensory appetites,
gratifications, and supports are quenched, the intellect is left limpid
and free to understand the truth, for even though these concern
spiritual things they blind and impede the spirit. Similarly the anguish
and dryness of the senses illumines and quickens the intellect, as Isaiah
affirms: vexation makes one understand. [Is. 28:19] But God also, by
means of this dark and dry night of contemplation, supernaturally
instructs in His divine wisdom the soul that is empty and unhindered
(which is the requirement for His divine inflow), which He did not
do through the former satisfactions and pleasures.
Isaiah explains this clearly: Whom shall God teach His knowledge?
And to whom shall He explain His message? To them that are weaned,
he says, from the milk, and to them who are drawn away from the
breasts. [Is. 28:9] This passage indicates that the preparation for this
divine influx is not the former milk of spiritual sweetness, nor aid
from the breast of the discursive meditations of the sensory faculties
which the soul enjoyed, but the privation of the one and a withdrawal
from the other.
In order to hear God, a person should stand firm and be detached
in his sense life and affections, as the prophet himself declares: I
will stand upon my watch (with detached appetite) and will fix my
foot (I will not meditate with the sensory faculties) in order to
contemplate (understand) what God says to me. [Hb. 2:1]
We conclude that self-knowledge flows first from this dry night,
and that from this knowledge as firom its source proceeds the other
knowledge of God. Hence St. Augustine said to God: Let me know
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myself, Lord, and I will know You. [Soliloq., lib. 2, с 1-PL 32, 885]
For as the philosophers say, one extreme is clearly known by the
other.
1.5.3. Commentary on Night I. 12. §§4-5.
The Illumination in Darkness
St. John is drawing his discussion on the sensory night to a
close; he deems this "the proper moment to point out" the "il
lumination" of knowledge as one of the many oenefits which ac
companies this night. The appropriateness of this moment lies in
the fact that the soul in its poverty is now disposed to receive the
illumination of "supernatural instruction." St.John beautifully situates
this particular benefit as the fulfillment of the prophecy by Isaiah.
Before quoting the prophet, St. John strengthens the notion of
fulfillment: "So that the prophecy, may be verified..." or, in other
words, so that the soul may know that God will bring His work
to completion in it. The prophecy reads, "Your light will illumine
the darknes" [Is. 58:10]. The saint's confidence is a source of
encouragement and consolation to the soul agonizing in darkness.
The terrible night will be pierced with supernatural knowledge. The
dawn of this noly "illumination" is the focus of the present text
under consideration.
The prophesied enlightenment comes as two coinciding and
inseparable realizations for the soul. First, only in the trial of the
night, apart from sensory supports, is the soul able to perceive and
understand the depth of "its own misery and lowliness." Painful
and horrifying as this may be, St. John sees it as a great blessing
for the soul. Yet if left solely with this brutal insight the soul would
not survive, so the second portion of the soul's enlightenment is
the "knowledge of His grandeur and majesty." Cognizant of its own
utter wretchednes in the resplendence of God the soul experiences
both the darkness and the illumination of the night.
St. John warns that any sensory attachment may "blind and
impede the spirit" from the truth. This includes attachments to
spiritual things. St. John contends, "for even though these sensible
and appetitive attachments be towards spiritual things, they blind
and impede the spirit."
For the first time the soul is free to perceive reality: the simple
and powerful truth of the greatness of God and its own misery.
This illumination is a revelation only in the sense that the soul
is becoming radically aware of an already existent truth; it is not
a disclosure of some new theological data. What is important is
the intensity of the experience. St John says: "when the sensory
appetites, gratifications and supports are quenched the intellect is
left limpid and free to understand the truth."
Since the senses are free from distractions, they operate in a
quick, sharp, and liberated manner. St. John remarks: "the anguish
and dryness of the senses illumines and quickens the intellect. For
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example, in the Canticle, the soul's sensory perceptions behold the
beauty and simplicity of God in all things. St. John recognizes that
this increased perception is also self-focused. There is pain in this
self-awareness, the clarity of the truth of the soul's wretchedness
before God. St. John quotes Isaiah: "vexation makes one understand"
[Is. 28:19]. Empty, unhindered, the soul is disposed for God's divine
inflow. Thus God instructs the soul with "supernatural knowledge"
(differing from natural knowledge). This is distinct from anything
the soul has yet experienced. St. John writes: "[God] did not [bestow
this wisdom] through the former satisfactions and pleasures" (i.e.,
through natural knowledge). Speaking metaphorically he says: "this
is not the former milk of spiritual sweetness, nor aid from the breast
of the discursive meditations of the sensory faculties." This instruction only comes with the privation of discursive meditations
and the withdrawal from the sensory faculties. St. John refers to
this knowledge as both "divine wisdom" and "divine influence." With
further texts from Isaiah, St. John returns to the imagery of weaning
as an example of God's withdrawing the soul from natural knowledge
and instructing it in supernatural knowledge. "Whom shall God teach
His knowledge? And to whom shall He explain His message? To them
that are weaned from the milk, and to them who are drawn away
from the breast" [Is. 28:9].
Resolute in his conviction St. John warns his disciples: "In order
to hear God, a person should stand firm and be detached in his
sense life and affections." Wanting his disciples to leave sensory
meditation and to advance in understanding and contemplation, St.
John encourages them by interpreting Hebrews in this manner,
I will stand upon my watch (with detached appetite) and will fix
my foot (I will not meditate with the sensory faculties) in order to
contemplate (understand) what God says to me [Hb. 2:1]
This selection concludes with the logic of St. John's dual
illumination: knowledge of self and knowledge of God flowing from
and into one another. 'Self-knowledge flows first from this dry night,
and that from this knowledge as from its source proceeds the other
knowledge of God." By "self-knowledge" we understand the comprehension of the lowly condition of the soul; we interpret that "other
knowledge" as the might and grandeur of God. St. John quotes
St. Augustine, "Let me know myself. Lord, and I will know You."
This passage ends with the supportive philosophic principle, "For
as the philosophers say, one extreme is clearly known by the other."
This refers to the knowledge of self and of God known by one
another.
In Night I. 12. §§4-5. St. John presents the twofold illumination
of supernatural knowledge which comes in contemplation. The soul
becomes radically aware first of the depth of its own misery and
second of the grandeur of God. This experiential knowledge the soul
receives through its developing spiritual sense.
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1.6. Conclusion: St. John's Teaching on AfFectivity in the Soul's
Rapport with the Sensory
The renunciation of disorienting appetites is the constant refrain
in these five texts. Continually St. John urges his disciple to push
on, to leave all hindrances behind, to desire solely God, to take
another step further, to press forward until there is nothing left.
The intensity of his admonition reveals the keen experience of an
uncompromising and superlative mystic who knows the wonder of
God's love ana who cannot understand why a soul would delay
in responding.
In setting the disoriented appetites in opposition to spiritual
growth, St. John points out a series of tensions which escalate to
an extreme crisis for the soul. The juncture at which the soul pivots
between the bonds of sensuality, embodied by the practice of
meditation, and the liberty of the spirit, represented by me exercise
of contemplation, is the center point of these tensions. The soul's
strained rapport with the sensual finds its solution in this turning
point. Furtnermore, because transition serves as a paradigm for
probing St. John's doctrine and its spiralling development the soul's
subsequent progress will be characterized by similar escalating
tensions.
This exemplifies the cyclical dynamisms in St. John's teaching:
the ascent of tne soul is its withdrawal from the old ways towards
a more excellent way; as the new comes into sight, the old seems
to the soul to be meaningless and restraining and even evil. The
soul can never rest, but must be constantly detaching itself from
present delights, material or spiritual, partly for its own sake, but
most of all to reach an ever more profound level of God's love.
There can be no holding on. Hence, St. John's vision of spiritual
advancement is not just a series of disconnected dynamics, but is
absolutely dynamic in itself. The soul must constantly be making
the choice for an always higher good. Throughout the journey, God's
action upon the soul plays an ever more dominant role and the
soul is ever more passive.
With the evolving nature of St. John's doctrine foremost in our
minds we review the context of the five considered texts, which
encapsulate the escalation, the crisis and the resolution of the soul's
engagement with the sensual.
The first text, Ascent I. 6. § 1. established the fundamental conflict
between the soul and its disorienting appetites. It warned of the
harm these drives cause to the soul, draining the soul of its strength
and darkening its comprehension. The principle of non-contradiction,
that two contraries cannot co-exist, expressed the tension between
the appetites and spiritual advancement. A diffused appetite weakens
the soul, while a focused appetite, longing for God, augments the
soul's strength. Ascent I. 8. § 2. developed the same theme, but
focused the way in which appetites darken the intellect. Causing
a series of disruptions in the superior faculties, the disoriented
appetites frustrate both the natural and the supernatural episte
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mological process. The soul, when possessed by its appetites, can
neither know God nor reflect God s image interiorly.
The third text was the center of this chapter. Once the soul
has disciplined its appetites somewhat and has become adept in
the practice of meditation, it is disposed for the dark night. In Night
I. 8. §3. St. John commented upon the first line of his poem,
"The Dark Night," describing the key moment in which the soul's
practice of prayer changes from meditation to contemplation. A
seeming catastrophe descends upon the soul as an unparalleled crisis
resembling the darkest night. In this trial the soul's resignation is
the only response which allows God to command His salvine inflow
into the soul. This is the onset of contemplation, which is like a
flame enkindled in the soul.
"Fired with love's urgent longing" is the second line of the poem
"The Dark Night." St. John comments on it in the fourth text. Night
I. 11. § 1. The saint developed the symbol of fire as representative
of God's love and its dynamics, which start as an imperceivable
spark and erupts into intensive, flaming, desire for God, so that
the soul feels as if it is dying of spiritual thirst. Mystery wraps
this contemplative inflow, the soul perceiving it only Ъу means of
its transformed senses called the "spiritual sense."
The second text Ascent I. 8. § 2. finds its complement in the
final passage Night I. 12. §§4-5. Both texts offer specific examples
of knowledge, the prior with the impediments of the epistemologica!
process and the latter with the unique illumination which occurs
in the sensory night; together they suggest the before and after phases
of the epistemologica! transformation. In the text from the Night,
the soul comes to a radical experience of truth: the reality or its
own misery and the wonder of God's love. Then God instructs the
soul in the ways of holy wisdom through the inflow of supernatural
knowledge. The process of further instruction and transformation
will be the subject of our next chapter.

Chapter Two:
THE SOUL'S RAPPORT WITH THE SPIRITUAL

"Therefore, you shall love the Lord, your God, with all your heart,
and with all your soul, and with all your strength."
Deuteronomy 6:5
2.0. Introduction
This chapter deals with the soul's rapport with the spiritual.
As we have seen, St. John insists on the importance of detachment
from the disoriented appetites as the only means to mystical advancement. He considers disoriented attachments and mystical advancement as opposites which cannot co-exist. St. John escalates
this tension on every level of his doctrinal development. Situated
in this fierce tension the soul's struggle to free itself can ultimately
be resolved only by the intervention of God's own action. Rather
than dwelling on the will's disorientation(s), this chapter, which
treats the soul's rapport with the spiritual, shifts the attention to
the complementary dynamic: the soul's unity. That is, the soul's
growth in the harmonious union of its faculties, accomplished
through contemplative purgation, is its means of union with God.
The following texts illustrate this progressive and interrelated
process:
2.1. Ascent III. 16: The Conversion of the Will
2.2. Night II. 3: The Soul's Union With Self and With God
2.3. Night II. 5. §§ l-2.fr.: The Night of the Spirit as Contemplation
2.4. Night II. 11. §§ 1-5: The Fire of the Spiritual Night
Each of these texts examines a particular aspect of the soul's
progress towards union with God; taken together they give us an
entire tableau. The first text, the opening of St. John's discussion
on the will, outlines the entire process of the soul's conversion.
The second text focuses upon the way the soul makes progress
through the union of its faculties. The third illustrates the manner
in which that union is achieved through purgation. The fourth serves
as a summary of the spiritual night by repeating some of the
dynamics already considered; it indicates now these dynamics recur
and are interwoven in the spiritual night.
In each case the particular character of the text determines
the method of our commentary. The commentary on the first text
follows the standard method employed thus far: a careful and
detailed explanation of imagery, vocabulary and a line by line
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explanation. The commentary on the second text requires a certain
amount of explanatory background, given in the introduction, and
that we carefully distinguish the different types of union described
by St. John. The third text outlines the contemplative purgation and
provides a platform from which to survey other related texts. These
related texts do not recieve extended analysis, but characterize St.
John's intensive depiction of spiritual purgation. The fourth text
receives the line by line analysis employed in the first text.
2.1.1. Orientation to the Text:
Ascent III. 16. The Conversion of the Will '
St. John teaches that without the transformation of the will
the soul will never reach perfection. Two dynamics control this
transformation. First, the will must take its rightful command over
all the soul's faculties, so that its energies, especially the passions
and affections, might be redirected toward God. Second, the will
must surrender it's command to the transformation to charity offered
to it by God. These two dynamics, though distinct, converge, overlap
and, in the end, inter-twine into a single movement; they may be
distinguished only for the purpose of study.
We consider the entire chapter of Ascent III, 16 where St. John
outlines these spiritual dynamics in discussing the transformation
of the will. One must begin by recalling St. John's teaching that
the will dominates the entire psychological operation. 2 St. John says
the will governs the faculties, appetites and affections, though he
stresses its command over the four passions: joy, hope, sorrow and
fear. These passions become the principle divisions of St. John's
1
How were the texts for this chapter selected? We recall that St. John
teaches that the soul's superior faculties of intellect, memory, and will are
transformed in the darkness of the spiritual night, a process which demands
careful and extended unfolding. While St. John devotes only twenty-nine chapters
to the sensory night, in comparison his discussion of the spiritual darkness totals
one hundred and two chapters altogether. In Ascent II the discussion of the
active process of the spiritual night begins with the transformation of the intellect
to faith. This is the topic of the entirety of Ascent II. Ascent III, Chapters 1
to 15 treat the conversion of the memory to hope. Chapter 16 commences the
discussion of the conversion of the will to charity, which extends to the end
of Ascent III. Since the will is the focus of this study and since Chapter 16
serves as a concise introduction and outline of the entire discusssion of the
will that follows, it is the perfect choice for our first text of this chapter and
one of the key texts of this study.
As for the other three texts, recall that in contrast to Ascent, the entirety
of Night II (twenty-five chapters) discusses the spiritual night. Here St. John
speaks of the passive part of the spiritual night. Our texts must come from
this part of the corpus; this is the first criterion for selection of text. Yet the
differentiation of each superior faculty remains unclear in this dicussion. St.
John speaks of the conversion of the superior faculties generically, rather than
taking up each one separately as he had done previously. Therefore further
rationale for the selections is given with each text.
2
Introduction, "The Will," xci-xciii.
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ambitious proposal: to systematically break down the entire active
process of the will's conversion into its constitutive parts. However
this proposal is only partiallv executed. After the outline presented
in Chapter 16, twenty-eight chapters of Ascent III follow, completing
only the exposition of the first passion, j o y . 3 Abruptly Ascent III
ends with the other three passions untouched, leaving Chapter 16
as the blueprint for the entire process of the active conversion of
the will.
To properly grasp St. John's discussion one must also recall
how the term "passion" differs from our m o d e m notion. 4 For
St.John, passions are irrational animal drives located in the lower
art of the soul. Joy refers to unreasoning delight in bodily pleasure;
ope is the anticipatory aspect of that delight (not to be confused
with the second theological virtue related to memory); sorrow results
from involuntary injury or privation; and fear is the expectancy of
sorrow.
St. John also has a particular usage for the term "affections." 5
When the passions are accepted into the hijgher and rational part
of the soul they become afeciones de la votuntad-añections
of the
will. Stated plainly, affections are rationalized passions. 6 They must
be brought into order through the will. 7

E

2.1.2. The Text of Ascent

III. 16. The Conversion of the Will

We would achieve nothing by purging the intellect and memory
in order to ground them in the virtues of faith and hope if we neglected
the purification of the will through charity, the third virtue. Through
charity works done in faith are living works and have high value;
without it they are worth nothing, as St. James affirms: Without works
of chanty, faith is dead. [Jas. 2:20]
For a treatise on the active night and denudation of this faculty,
with the aim of instructing and educating it in this virtue of the love
of God, I have found no more appropriate passage than the one in
Chapter 6 of Deuteronomy, where Moses commands: You shall love
3
St. John discusses the benefits and dangers of this first passion in Ascent
III 17-45; temporal joy in Ascent III. 18-20; natural joy in Ascent III. 21-23;
sensory joy in Ascent III. 24-26; moral joy in Ascent III. 27-29; and supernatural
joy in Ascent III. 30-32. St. John divides his treatment of spiritual goods into:
notion and divisions (Ascent III. 33); intellect and memory (Ascent III. 34);
motivating (Ascent HI. 35-42); and provocative (Ascent III. 45.)
4
Introduction, "The Passions," Ixxx.
5
The Kavanaugh/Rodrigucz edition translates the text freely by interchanging
various terms for afecciones, such as "feelings" or "emotion." Although St. John
occasionally interchanges these terms, the translator's interchange further confuses the issue. These changes have been noted in the text.
6
Sometimes St. John interchanges the terms "passions" and "affections."
As the goal of their transformation is the same, (i.e., dominance by the will)
this interchange makes little difference to the overall teaching. However, since
this can be a point of confusion, we note St. John's adaptations in the following
text.
7
Introduction, "Affections," xcii.
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the Lord, your God, with all your heart, and with alt your soul, and
with all your strength [Dt 6 5] This passage contains all that a spiritual
man must do and all that I must teach him here if he is to reach
God by union of the will through chanty In it man receives the
command to employ all the faculties, appetites, operations, and emotions [afecciones] of his soul in God so that he may avoid the use
of his ability and strength for anything else, in accord with David's
declaration Fortitudinem meam ad te custodiam 8
The strength of the soul comprises the faculties, passions, and
appetites All this strength is ruled by the will When the will directs
these faculties, passions, and appetites towards God, turning them away
from all that is not God, the soul preserves its strength for God, and
comes to love Him with all its might
That a person may effect this, we shall discuss here the purification
of the will of all inordinate feelings [afecciones desordenadas] These
inordinate feelings [afecciones desordenadas] are the sources of unruly
appetites, affections, and operations and the basis for failure to preserve
one's strength for God
There are four of these feelings or passions joy, hope, sorrow,
and fear These passions manifestly keep the strength and ability of
the soul for God, and direct it toward Him, when they are so ruled
that the individual rejoices only in what is purely for God's honor
and glory, hopes for nothing else, feels sorrow only about matters
pertaining to this, and fears only God The more a person rejoices
over something outside God, the less intense will be his joy m God
and the more his hope goes out towards something else, the less there
is for God, and so on with the others
To give a complete doctrine on this subject, we shall as is our
custom discuss individually these four passions as well as the appetites
of the will The entire matter of reaching union with God consists
in purging the will of its appetites and feelings [afecciones], so that
from a human and lowly will it may be changed into the divine will,
made identical with the will of God
The less strongly the will is fixed on God, the more dependent
it is upon creatures, the more these four passions combat tne soul
and reign in it It then very easily finds joy in what deserves no
rejoicing and hope in what brings it no profit, and sorrow over what
should perhaps cause rejoicing, and fear where there is no reason
for fear
When these feelings [afecciones] are unbridled, there are the source
of all the vices and imperfections, and when they are in order and
composed they give rise to all the virtue
It should be known, that in the measure that one of the passions
is regulated according to reason, the others are also These four
passions are so brother-like [hermanadas — sister-like] that where one
goes actually the others go virtually, if one is recollected actually,
the other three in the same measure are recollected virtually If the
will rejoices over something, it must consequently in the same degree
hope for it, with the virtual inclusion of sorrow and fear And with
the removal of satisfaction in this object, fear, sorrow, and hope will
also be removed
We find a reference to the will and the four passions in that
figure Ezechial saw four animals with four faces and but one body,
8

I will keep my strength for you
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and in which the wings of one were bound to those of the other,
each one went forward, and while going ahead they did not turn
back [Ez 1 6-12] The feathers of each of these emotions [afecciones]
are so connected to those of the other that wherever the one actually
directs its face (its operation), the others need to go virtually, and
when one is lowered, as is affirmed there, all the others must be
lowered, and when it is raised, the others are raised too [Ez 1 19-25]
Where your hope goes, there too will go your joy, fear, and sorrow,
and if it turns back, they too will turn back, and so on with each
of the other passions
Accordingly, you should keep in mmd that wherever one of these
passions goes the entire soul (the will and the other faculties) will
also go, and they will live as prisoners of this passion, and the other
three passions will dwell in the one to afflict the soul with their chains,
and they will prevent it from soaring to liberty and repose of sweet
contemplation and union As a result Boetius claimed that if you desire
a clear understanding of the truth, you must cast from yourself joys,
hope, fear, and sorrow [De Consolatione Philosophiae, lib 2, m 7-PL
63, 656 658] As long as these passions reign in the soul, they will
not allow it to live in the tranquillity and peace necessary for the
wisdom it can receive naturally and supematurally 9

9
"No hubiéramos hecho nada en purgar al entendimiento para fundarle
en la virtud de la fe, y a la memoria en la de la esperanza, si no purgásemos
también la voluntad acerca de la tercera virtud, que es la candad por la cual
las obras hechas en fe son vivas y tienen gran valor, y sin ella no valen nada,
pues, como dice Santiago, íin obras de candad, la fe es muerta (2,20)
Y para haber ahora de tratar de la noche y desnude/ activa de esta potencia,
para enterarla y formarla en esta virtud de la candad de Dios, no halle autoridad
mas conveniente que la que se escribe en el Deuteronomio, capitulo 6 (v 5),
donde dice Moisés Amaras a tu Señor Dios de todo tu corazón, y de toda tu
anima, y de toda tu fortaleza En la cual se contiene todo lo que el hombre
espiritual debe hacer y lo que yo aquí le tengo de enseñar para que de veras
llegue a Dios por unión de voluntad por medio de la candad, porque en ella
se manda al hombre que todas las potencias y apetitos y operaciones y aficiones
de su alma emplee en Dios, de manera que toda la habilidad y fuerza del alma
no sirva mas que para esto, conforme a lo que dice David, diciendo Fortitudinem
meam ad te custodiam (Sal 58,10)
La fortaleza del alma consiste en sus potencias, pasiones y apetitos, todo
lo cual es gobernado por la voluntad, pues cuando estas potencias, pasiones
y apetitos endereza en Dios la voluntad y las desvia de todo lo que no es Dios,
entonces guarda la fortaleza del alma para Dios, y asi viene a amar a Dios
de toda su fortaleza
Y para que esto el alma pueda hacer, trataremos aquí de purgar la voluntad
de todas sus afecciones desordenadas, de donde nacen los apetitos, afectos y
operaciones desordenadas, de donde le nace también no guardar toda su fuerza

a Dios

Estas afecciones o pasiones son cuatro, es a saber gozo, esperanza, dolor,
y temor Las cuales pasiones, poniéndolas en obra de razón en orden a Dios,
de manera que el alma no se goce sino de lo que es puramente honra y gloria
de Dios, ni tenga esperanza de otra cosa, ni se duela sino de lo que a esto
tocare, ni tema sino sólo a Dios, esta claro que enderezan y guardan la fortaleza
del alma y su habilidad para Dios, porque cuanto mas se gozare el alma en
otra cosa que en Dios, tanto menos fuertemente se empleara su gozo en Dios,
y cuanto mas esperare otra cosa, tanto menos esperara en Dios, y asi de las
demás
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I I I . 16. T h e C o n v e r s i o n of t h e Will

T h e o p e n i n g s e n t e n c e s of Ascent I I I . 16. quickly s u m u p t h e
p r e c e d i n g c h a p t e r s , i n t r o d u c e t h e t h e m e of c h a r i t y a n d initiate t h e
p r e s e n t a t i o n of St. J o h n ' s a r g u m e n t , all in a single s t r o k e of h i s
pen.
We would achieve nothing by purging the intellect and memory
in order to ground them in the virtues or faith and hope if we neglected
the purification of the will through charity, the third virtue. Through
chanty, works done in faith are living works and have high value,
without it they are worth nothing, as St. James affirms Without works
of chanty, faith is dead

Y para que demos más por entero doctrina de esto, iremos, como es nuestra
costumbre, tratando en particular de cada una de estas cuarto pasiones y de
los apetitos de la voluntad, porque todo el negocio para venir a unión de Dios
esta en purgar la voluntad de sus afecciones y apetitos, porque así de voluntad
humana y baja venga a ser voluntad divina, hecha una misma cosa con la voluntad
de Dios
Estas cuatro pasiones tanto mas reinan en el alma y la combaten, cuanto
la voluntad está menos fuerte en Dios y más pendiente de criaturas, porque
entonces con mucha facilidad se go/a de cosas que no merecen gozo, y espera
lo que no aprovecha, y se duele de lo que, por ventura, se había de gozar,
y teme donde no hay que temer
De estas afecciones nacen al alma todos los vicios e imperfecciones que
tiene cuando están desenfrenadas, y también todas sus virtudes cuando están
ordenadas y compuestas
Y es de saber que, al modo que una de ellas se fuere ordenando y poniendo
en razón, de ese mismo modo se pondrán todas las demás, porque están aunadas
y tan hermanadas entre sí estas cuatro pasiones del alma, que donde actualmente
va la una, las otras también van virtualmente, y si la una se recoge actualmente,
las otras tres virtualmente a la misma medida también se recogen Porque, si
la voluntad se goza de alguna cosa, consiguientemente, a esa misma medida,
la ha de esperar, y virtualmente [va] allí incluido el dolor y temor acerca de
ella, y a la medida que de ella va quitando el gusto, va también perdiendo
el temor y dolor de ella y quitando la esperanza
Porque la voluntad, con estas cuatro pasiones, es significada por aquella
figura que vio Ezequieí (1,8-9) de cuatro animales juntos en un cuerpo, que
tema cuatro haces y las alas del uno estaban asidas a las del otro, y cada
uno iba delante de su haz, y cuando iban adelante no volvían atrás Y así,
de tal manera estaban asidas las plumas de cada una de estas afecciones a
las de cada una de esotras, que doquiera que actualmente llevaba la una su
faz, esto es, su operación, necesanamente las otras han de caminar virtualmente
con ella, y cuando se abajare la una, como allí dice, se han de abajar todas,
y cuando se elevare, se elevarán Donde fuere tu esperanza, irá tu gozo y temor
y dolor, y si se volviere, ellas se volverán, y así de las demás
Donde has de advertir, [loh espiritual 1 ], que donde quiera que fuere una
pasión de éstas, irá también toda el alma y la voluntad y las demás potencias,
y vivirán todas cautivas en la tal pasión y las demás tres pasiones en aquélla
estaran vivas para afligir al alma con sus prisiones y no le dejar volar a la
libertad y descanso de la dulce contemplación y unión Que, por eso, te dijo
Boecio que, si querías con luz clara entender la verdad, echases de ti los gozos
y la esperanza y temor y dolor, porque, en cuanto estas pasiones reinan, no
dejan estar al alma con al tranquilidad y paz que se requiere para la sabiduría
que natural y sobrenaturalmente puede recibir " (Ascent III 16. 350-353)
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The author's constant intensity in writing sometimes makes it
difficult to distinguish what he truly emphasizes at each particular
point. This confusion is compounded by his use of numerous
technical and now antiquated terms, as well as his employment of
endless divisions and subdivisions. Therefore we must begin by
asking, what is really important in this opening section. Throughout
Ascent III. 16. and in the latter portion or the Night, St. John places
strong emphasis upon the transformation of the will; he teaches
that its conversion is crucial. Therefore, the force with which St.
John introduces the discussion of the will in the opening of this
chapter merits our careful focused attention.
In the soul's journey towards union with God, the tranformation
of the first two faculties, intellect and memory, while important,
must be considered as stepping-stones that bring the soul to the
conversion of the final superior faculty, the will. St. John is very
clear concerning the manner in which this transformation takes
place: the will comes to completion in charity. Without charity the
intellect's faith and the memory's hope are rendered hollow and
useless and all prior conversion meaningless. The opening of Chapter
16 focuses on the determinate role of the will by clarifying charity's
relation with faith. St.John says, "Through charity works done in
faith are living works and have high value; without it [charity] they
are worth nothing..." St. John quotes the Letter of St. James, to
validate his point, "Without works of charity, faith is dead." [Jas.
2:20]
We add a final notation. St. John views the ascent of the soul
as a developmental progression from the lower to higher faculties
eventually encompassing the entire soul. The transformation of the
will means the conversion of all the faculties it commands. Thus
the way the soul relates to the world through its senses, appetites
and passions, and the manner of employing its intellect and memory
are part of this transformation. Yet here St. John emphasizes the
importance of all the soul's exterior and tangible practices of good
works, grounding his mysticism in the acts of practical charity. The
manifestation of charitable acts means that the soul's faith is alive
and the soul is progressing.
St. John situates this phase of conversion by referring to it as
an "active denudation" or 'active night," meaning that phase of the
process that the soul itself is able to initiate. In specifying that
Chapter 16 is concerned with the soul's active efforts, St. John implies
that his treatment of the will in the Night focuses on the passive
process.
St. John then explains why he is writing his treatise on the
will. This consideration may seem like a departure from the immediate discussion, but it supports the main theme and merits our
attention. The mystic author writes with a clear and determined
purpose. "[This treatise is written] with the aim of instruction and
educating [the soul] in this virtue of the love of God..." The significant
words here are "instruction and education." The Spanish reads: "para
enterarla y formarla" ("la" refers to la voluntad — the will, the suoject
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of this chapter); a literal translation is: "to make known/to make
the will aware, and to form the will." The primary intention of
St. John for setting down his doctrine must be understood first and
foremost as pedagogical. Here this instruction is quite particular:
it is a tutelage and an initiation, rather than a transference of
mystical data or theological doctrine, "to make known to and forming
the soul in the virtue of love." St. John's instruction aspires to aid
the soul in its disposition for the mystical conversion by directing
every level of the person.
St. John then summarizes his pedagogical explanation with a
key scriptural text: "I have found no more appropriate passage than
the one in Chapter 6 of Deuteronomy." This familiar verse also
capsulizes Jesus' teaching: "You shall love the Lord, your God, with
all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your strength." 1 0
St. John states, "This passage contains all that a spiritual man must
do and all that I must teach him here if he is to reach God by
union of the will through charity." Such a strong statement invites
careful consideration of the importance of this scriptural text.
Deuteronomy 6:5 is the cornerstone of St. John's mysticism.
First, it breaks down the person into various parts — heart, soul
and strength — and then pauses to consider each part. St. John
employs the same methodology, dividing the soul into parts, and
then considering the various divisions. This verse from Deuteronomy
also addresses the whole person with its stress on two key factors:
the total giving of self and the love in which that self is given.
This captures St. John's vision of complete purification through love.
Finally, as the summation of the law of the Old and New Testament
employed both by Moses and Jesus Christ, this verse carries with
it teaching authority. St. John cites Deuteronomy 6:5 with the specific
intention of summarizing his own teaching on the ascent of the
mystical life.
St. John's explanation of Deuteronomy also underscores the
soul's need to direct its strength solely toward God. The mystic
writes:
In it [Deuteronomy 6:5] man receives the command to employ
all the faculties, appetites, operations, and emotions [afecciones] of
his soul in God so mat he may avoid the use of his ability and strength
for anything else, in accord with David's declaration: Fortitudinem
meam ad te custodiam. [I will keep my strength for you.]
As we have seen, St. John teaches the soul a step-by-step
procedure for self-disposition toward God and an application of the
soul's entire energy for the mystical ascent. Yet, St. John knows
he must clarify the nature of the energy. He says, "The strength
of the soul comprises the faculties, passions a n a appetites." This
is extremely important since in prior discussions, particularly those
referring to the lower soul, St. John spoke of the correction of the
U. Dt. 6:5; Mk. 12;30.
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disorientating appetite; now he addresses the very source of the soul's
strength: the win. He makes a clear, definitive statement, "All this
strength is ruled by the will," then he explains,
When the will directs these faculties, passions and appetites toward
God, turning them away from all that is not God, the soul preserves
its strength for God, and comes to love Him with all its might.
If the conversion of the soul pivots on the transformation of
the will, and the will's conversion depends upon the command of
the passions, appetites and affections, then we have arrived at the
crux of the active conversion process.
St. John then announces the central theme of this chapter and
the twenty-eight chapters to follow.
That a person may effect this [transformation], we shall discuss
here the purification of the will of all inordinate feelings [afecciones
desordenadas]. These inordinate feelings [afecciones desordenadas] are
the sources of unruly appetites, affections, and operations, and the
basis for failure to preserve one's strength for God.
The issue for St. John is quite specific: the proper orientation
of the soul's strength. He focuses on the four drives of the passions
(here referred to either as affections or passions): joy, hope, sorrow
and fear.
With the passions at the center of active conversion, St. John
explains how their operation may be properly directed toward God.
These passions manifestly keep the strength and ability of the soul
for God, and direct it towards Him, when they are so ruled that
the individual rejoices only in what is purely for God's honor and
glory, hopes for nothing else, feels sorrow only about matters pertaining
to this, and fears only God.
In contrast St. John describes what the passions are like when
they are misdirected.
The more a person rejoices over something outside God, the less
intense will be his joy in God; and the more his hope goes out toward
something else, the less there is for God; and so on with the others.
Once St. John has presented his fundamental understanding of
the principle of the passions, he proposes his plan for the subsequent
chapters. "To give a complete doctrine on this subject, we shall,
as is our custom, discuss individually these four passions as well
as the appetites of the will." That St. John should propose such
a painstaking and detailed analysis of these passions a n d appetites
reflects not only the conventions of scholastic exposition but the
importance of the role of the will. Unfortunately, he never fully
completed this plan.
In this discussion, St. John speaks for the first time in a more
immediate way of the goal of the soul's transformation: union with
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God. This is an indication of the soul's true advancement. Chapter
16 looks back toward where the soul has come, and then looks
towards the goal of the soul's ascent. He stresses, "The entire matter
of reaching union with God consists in purging the will of its
appetites and feelings [afecciones]..." Here St. John reinforces both
tne importance of the will and the nature of its transformation.
He states, "... from a human and lowly will it may be changed into
the divine will, made identical with the will of God." An experienced
master prophesies to the pupil how near and sublime is a union
of wills — human and divine.
St. John moves on to the interrelated operations of the
passions/affections. " The best way to understand St. John's explanation of the passions is to draw a parallel with his understanding
the appetites. An analogous operation exists: the intellect is to the
appetites what the will is to the passions.
The appetites are those lower faculties controlled primarily by
the intellect;
the passions are the lower faculties controlled by the
will.12 Two main corollaries exist between appetites and passions.
First, St. John teaches that the appetitive drives themselves, not
their object, are subject to corruption. The objects of the passions
are not themselves evil, for the passions themselves are good. The
key question is: are they used towards God or towards what is
not God? Only disoriented passions cause detriment. Therefore,
passions and affections are either harnessed for the good, thus
advancing the soul, or dispersed towards disorienting attractions,
bringing the soul to destruction. St. John says of the passions, "When
these affections are unbridled they are the source of all the vices
and imperfection, and when they are ordered and composed they
give rise to all virtue."
The next corollary which exists between the appetites and the
passions is the interrelated operation of the drives within themselves.
Just as one disoriented appetite infects and misdirects the others,
thus drawing the many into a single disoriented force, so too the
passions share the same intrinsic unity. The passions, though many,
must be understood as a single force. It is not the object of the
orientation, but the operation itself which is subject to misdirection.
Are they God-centered (in which case the passions become focused
into one single drive) or are they self-centered (in which case they
become diffused and disoriented)? Thus we keep foremost in our
consideration that for St. John there is only one appetite and only
one passion. He calls their interrelated operation of the passions
"hermanadas — sister-like." The measure in which all the passions
" Here St. John uses these two terms interchangeably. See paragraph five,
where in the first sentence St. John refers to the afecciones ana in the second
sentence, addressing the same topic St. John refers to the pasiones. In this context
we will refer to the passions.
12
Many of St. John's statements in his discussion of the passions echo
familiarly. Often one could easily replace the term "affections" for "appetites",
or at least speak of them in the same context.
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are either held in check or rage out of control is determined by
the comportment of a single appetite or passion. St. John says:
It should be known that, in the measure that one of the passions
is regulated according to reason, the others
are also. These four
passions are so brother-like [hermanadas],3 that where one goes
actually the others go virtually; if one is recollected actually, the other
three in the same measure are recollected virtually.
When misdirected the appetites and passions lead to the soul's
corruption. Therefore, St. John allows only one solution: the appetites
and passions must be directed away from self and totally focused
towards God.
Illustrating this point from scripture, St. John likens the unitive
inter-workings of the four passions to the strange figure sketched
by the prophet Ezekiel: "four animals with four faces and but one
body." 1 4 Since St. John understands the passions as "animal drives"
belonging to the lower faculties, he finds this analogy of four animals
especially fitting. St. John allegorically interprets the wings, bound
to one another, of the bizarre apocalyptic creature, as the affections:
"The feathers of each of these emotions [affections] are so connected
to the other that wherever the one actually directs its face (its
operation), the others need to go..." The wings of Ezekiel's beast
represents the passions acting with one accord.
St. John draws Chapter 16 to a close by reminding his pupil
that a single passion can be the downfall of the entire soul.
Accordingly, you should keep in mind that wherever one of these
passions goes the entire soul (the will and the other faculties) will
also go, and they will live as prisoners of this passion; and the other
three passions will dwell in the one to afflict the soul with their chains...
The free reign of the passions prevents the soul "from soaring
to the liberty and repose of sweet contemplation and union."
Disorienting passions dominate the soul by clouding its vision.
This is the saint's recurrent theme and why he likens the journey
to a night. Quoting Boetius, he warns, 'if you desire a clear
understanding of the truth, you must cast from yourself joys, hope,
fear, and sorrow." 1 5
St. John closes with a final warning, "As long as these passions
reign in the soul, they will not allow it to live in the tranquillity
and peace necessary for the wisdom it can receive naturally and
supernaturally." He suggests that the force and intensity of these
passions, without the will's control, may render the soul unable to
proceed, either naturally or supernaturally.
13
Clearly the reference is in the feminine hermanadas. Kavanaugh/Rodriguez
translate it in the masculine "brother-like."
14
Ez. 1
15
De Consolatione Philosophiae, lib. 2, m. 7-PL 63, 656-658.
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Let u s b e g i n by c o n s i d e r i n g St J o h n ' s u s e of t h e t e r m " p r o ficients" in t h e t w o p r e c e d i n g c h a p t e r s . St. J o h n b e g i n s t h e Night
II. 1 by s i t u a t i n g t h e s o u l in its r a p p o r t w i t h G o d After t h e n i g h t
of t h e s e n s e a n d b e f o r e t h e n i g h t of t h e spirit, a n e x t e n d e d
i n t e r m e d i a t e p e r i o d of p u r i f i c a t i o n a n d d e e p e n i n g of p r a y e r t r a n s p i r e s If G o d h a s called t h e s o u l to u n i o n , it m u s t t h e n p a s s t h r o u g h
t h e p u r g a t i o n of t h e spirit B u t t h e L o r d d o e s n o t c o m p l e t e all t h i s
in h a s t e . T h e f o r m a t i o n of a proficient m a y e x t e n d over m a n y y e a r s . 1 7
St J o h n explains
If God intends to lead the soul on, He does not put it in this
dark night of spirit immediately after its going out from the aridities
and trials of the first purgation and night of sense Instead, after having
emerged from the state of beginners, it usually spends many years
exercising itself in the state of proficients In this new state, as one
liberated from a cramped prison cell, the soul goes about the things
of God with much more freedom and satisfaction of spirit and with
more abundant interior delight than it did in the beginning before
entering the night of sense Its imagination and faculties are no longer
16
In the spiritual night St John speaks m a more general way of the
transformation of the superior faculties Transformation takes place in all the
faculties to some degree or another Also we see here St John s spiralmg style
of repetition, he has already explained the meaning of these verses and now
says that he is to give their truest meaning These factors make the selection
of texts in Night II a somewhat difficult or even arbitrary process Therefore,
while "union with self and God in the night of the spirit' might be presented
from numerous texts from Night I I , Chapter 3 has been chosen over other
texts because of its thematic and stylistic content relevant to advancing this study
Thematically this text 1) explores the union with self and God, 2) it discusses
the movement from proficient to dark night of the spirit, 3) it presents necessary
terminology such as proficient, kinds of union and spiritual senses Stylistically
this text illustrates how St John works 1) his spiralmg logic is evident in his
re-explanation of verses we have already considered 2) terminology which he
has employed previously he now adapts to the particular needs of this presentation, 3) the text maintains the fresh savor of a piece that was not reworked,
therefore we observe St John at close range These factors make this text a
complicated piece to handle, but an excellent choice for observing St John while
most himself
17
Though the spiritual ascent of the soul is an all-encompassing life journey,
St John concentrates on particular moments of spiritual crisis His treatment
of the state of proficients in companson with his treatment of either of the
dark nights is the perfect example St John sums up briefly withm a few chapters
the state of proficient, an all-important penod of formation The mystic demonstrates little interest in specific instruction in prayer or other counsels for
a state which may extend for many years Rather, he devotes far more attention
to the nights, the moments of crisis, which precede and follow the state of
proficient There may be multiple reasons for the particular way St John develops
his doctrine, but one reason may be the vast amount of spiritual literature
produced m St John's time which dealt with instruction in particular methods
of prayer In response, St John treats those profound spiritual themes which
emerged from his own experience and remained untouched in the hturature
of his day
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bound to discursive meditation and spiritual solicitude, as was their
custom The soul readily finds in its spint, without the work of
meditation, a very serene loving contemplation and spiritual delight 18
Since St. John spent nine tempestuous months in a cell-like
closet, one cannot help but note how effectively he uses this central
image to describe the change from beginner to proficient. This "new
state" is like being "liberated from a cramped prison cell," a forceful
and heart-felt analogy. Continuing, St. John describes the effects,
of this new state:
the soul goes about the things of God with much more freedom
and satisfaction of spirit, and with much more abundant interior delight
than it did in the beginning before entering the night of sense 19
In the proficient state imagination and the other sensory faculties
are "no longer bound to discursive meditation and spiritual solicitude". St. John uses the past tense, "as was their custom," to
allude to the soul's former practice of meditation, as if meditation
were the outside wrapping of a package that is discarded for the
sake of the valuable inner contents. The state of the proficient is
one of equanimity. "[The soul] readily finds in its spirit, without
the work of meditation, a very serene loving contemplation and
spiritual delight "
Night II. 2. addresses the next not-so-complementary characteristic of the proficient soul. The soul still has many imperfections.
St John divides these into two categories: habitual imperfections
and actual imperfections. Of the first type he says, "The habitual
are the imperfect affections and habits still remaining like roots in
the spirit, for the sensory purgation could not reach the spirit." 20
The second type, the actual, are described as disoriented responses
to particular situations or experiences in prayer. 2 1 The proficient
18
"Una alma que Dios ha de llevar adelante, no luego que sale de las
sequedades y trabajos de la primera purgación y noche del sentido, la pone
su Majestad en esta noche de espíritu, antes suele pasar harto tiempo y años
en que, salida el alma del estado de principiantes, se ejercita en el de aprovechados, en el cual, así como el que ha salido de una estrecha cárcel, anda en
las cosas de Dios con mucha más anchura y satisfacción del alma y con más
abundante e interior deleite que hacía a los principios, antes que entrase en
la dicha noche, no trayendo atada ya la imaginación y potencias al discurso
y cuidado espiritual, como solía, porque con gran facilidad halla luego en su
espíritu muy serena y amorosa contemplación y sabor espiritual sin trabajo del
discurso" (Night II 1 §1. 477)

»Ibld
"Las habituales son las afecciones y hábitos imperfectos que todavía, como
raíces, han quedado en el espíntu, donde la purgación del sentido no pudo
llegar
" {Night II 2 §1 479)
21
"En las actuales no caen todos de una manera Mas algunos, como traen
estos bienes espintuales tan afuera y tan manuales en el sentido, caen en mayores
inconvenientes y peligros que a los principios dijimos Porque, como ellos hallan
tan a manos llenas tantas comunicaciones y aprehensiones espirituales al sentido
y espíntu, donde muchas veces ven visiones imaginanas y espirituales, porque
"

20
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is in a period of spiritual communication and apprehension received
both by the sensory and the spiritual parts of the soul. St. John
underscores these attachments in prayer as disoriented; they may
be a burden that blocks the progress for the soul. Will the soul
use these spiritual delights for its own interest or see these delights
as a means to God? St. John observes, "For all of this [these
communications] plus other delightful22 feelings are the lot of those
who are in this state [of proficients]." He warns, "These proficients
are easily charmed and oeguiled, if they are not careful to renounce
such apprehensions and feelings."23
The soul as proficient has three traits. It has achieved some
liberty from the sensory by its initiation in the first night. Next,
it is proceeding in extended, and for the most part, pleasant
experiences of contemplation which prepare the way for the spiritual
night. Finally, the soul suffers from deeply rooted imperfections
which must be removed if it is to attain union with God.
The spiralling dynamic logic of St. John's thought is never more
apparent than in Night II. 3. To both its advantange and disadvantage, Night II. 3. shows signs of having been written in haste.
The disadvantage is a lack of precision and clarity illustrated in
the commentary on the text. The advantage is a freshness and
powerful spontaneity which suggest an experience itself, rather than
a carefully composed meditation on the meaning of the experience.
This passage also demonstrates well the way in which St. John's
technical vocabularly becomes malleable when he adapts it to the
particular needs of the discussion.
He re-employs, for the third time, the first stanza of the poem
"The Dark Night." This time St. John adds a new and deeper level
of meaning to his already rich commentary. Moreover, St. Jonn states
that his application on the stanza to the dark night of the spirit
in this chapter is the primary understanding of the verse.
2.2.2. The Text of Night II. 3.: 24
The Soul's Union with Self and with God
These souls, then, have now become proficients, because of the
time which they have spent in feeding the senses with sweet communications, so that their sensual part, being thus attracted and
delighted by spiritual pleasure, which came to it from the spirit, may
todo esto, con otros sentimientos sabrosos, acaece a muchos de éstos en este
estado, en lo cual el demonio y la propia fantasía muy ordinariamente hace
trampantojos al alma; y como con tanto gusto suele imprimir y sugerir el demonio
al alma las aprensiones dichas y sentimientos, con grande facilidad la embelesa
y engaña, no teniendo ella cautela para resignarse y defenderse fuertemente en
fe de estas visiones y sentimientos. (Night II. § 3. p. 479-480.)
12
Ibid.
2Ì
Ibid.
24
The original text prases complications regarding unclear references: thus
a translation of this text may represent an even deeper step away from its true
meaning. For this reason we oepart from the translation of Kavanaugh and
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be united with the spirit and made one with it, each part after its
own manner eating of one and the same spiritual food and from one
and the same dish, as one person and with one sole intent, so that
thus they may in a certain way be united and brought into agreement,
and, thus united, may be prepared for the endurance of the stern
and severe purgation of the spirit which awaits them In this purgation
these two parts of the soul, the spiritual and the sensual, must be
completely purged, since the one is never truly purged without the
other, the purgation of sense becoming effective when that of the spirit
has fairly b e g u n Wherefore the night which we have called that of
sense may and should be called a kind of correction and restraint
of the desire rather than purgation The reason is that all the
imperfections and disordeis of the sensual part have their strength
and root in the spirit, where all habits, both good and bad, are brought
into subjection, and thus until these are purged, the rebellions and
depravities of sense cannot be purged thorughly
Wherefore, m this night following, both parts of the soul are purged
together, and it is for this end that it is well to have passed through
the corrections of the first night, and the period of tranquillity which
proceeds from it, in order that, sense being united with spirit, both
may be purged after a certain manner and may then suffer with greater
fortitude For very great fortitude is needful for so violent and severe
a purgation, since, if the weakness of the lower part has not first
been corrected and fortitude has not been gained from God through
the sweet and delectable communion which the soul has afterwards
enjoyed with Him, its nature will not have the strength or the
disposition to bear it
Therefore, since these proficients are still at a very low stage of
progress, and follow their own nature closely m the intercourse and
dealings which they have with God, because the gold of their spirit
is not yet purified and refined, they still think of God as little children,
and speak of God as little children, and feel and experience God as
little children, even as Saint Paul says, because they have not reached
perfection, which is the union of the soul with God In the state of
union, however, they will work great things m the spint, even as
grown men, and their works and faculties will then be Divine rather
than human, as will afterwards be said To this end God is pleased
to strip them of this old man and clothe them with the new man,
who is created according to God, as the Apostle says, in the newness
of sense He strips their faculties, affections and feelings, both spiritual
and sensual, both outward and inward, leaving the understanding dark,
the will dry, the memory empty and the affections in the deepest
affliction, bitterness and constraint, taking from the soul the pleasure
and experience of spiritual blessings which it had aforetime, in order
to make of this privation one of the principles which are requisite
in the spirit so that there may be introduced into it and united with
it the spiritual form of the spint, which is the union of love All
this the Lord works in the soul by means of a pure and dark
contemplation, as the soul explains m the first stanza This, although
we originally interpreted it with reference to the first night of sense,
is principally understood by the soul of this second night of the spirit,

Rodriguez, preferring the translation of E Allison Peers, though it, too, is not
without its complications The discussion that follows these problematic texts
will point out these difficulties
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since this is the principal part of the purification of the soul And
thus we shall set it down and expound it here again in this sense. 2 S
On a dark night,
Kindled in love with yearnings
25
"Estando ya pues éstos, ya aprovechados por el tiempo que han pasado
cebando los sentidos con dulces comunicaciones, para que así, atraída y saboreada
del espiritual gusto, la parte sensitiva, que del espíritu le manaba, se aunase
y acomodase en uno con el espíritu, comiendo cada uno en su manera de un
mismo manjar espiritual en un mismo plato de un solo supuesto y sujeto, para
que así ellos, en alguna manera juntos y conformes en uno, juntos estén dispuestos
para sufrir la áspera y dura purgación del espíritu que les espera, porque en
ella se han de purgar cumplidamente estas dos partes del alma, espintual y
sensitiva, porque la una nunca se purga bien sin la otra, porque la purgación
válida para el sentido es cuando de propósito comienza la del espíritu, de donde
la noche que habernos dicho del sentido más se puede y debe llamar cierta
reformación y enfrenamiento del apetito que purgación, la causa es porque todas
las imperfecciones y desordenes de la parte sensitiva tienen su fuerza y raíz
en el espíritu, dónele se sujetan todos los hábitos buenos y malos, y así, hasta
que éstos se purgan, las rebeliones y siniestros del sentido no se pueden bien
purgar,
de donde en esta noche que se sigue se purgan entrambas partes juntas,
que éste es el fin por que convenía haber pasado por la reformación de la
primera noche y la oonanza que de ella salió, para que aunado con el espíritu
el sentido en cierta manera, se purguen y padezcan aquí con más fortaleza,
que para tan fuerte y dura purga es menester [disposición] tan grande, que
sin haber reformádose antes la flaqueza de la parte inferior y cobrado fortaleza
en Dios por el dulce y sabroso trato que con él después tuvo, m tuviera fuerza
ni disposición el natural para sufrirla,
por tanto, porque estos aprovechados, todavía el trato y operaciones que
tienen con Dios son muy bajas y muy naturales (a causa de no tener purificado
e ilustrado el oro del espíritu por lo cual todavía entienden de Dios como
pequeñuelos, y hablan en Dios como pequeñuelos y saben y sienten de Dios como
pequeñuelos, según dice San Pablo (1 Cor 13,11), por no haber llegado a la
perfección que es la unión del alma con Dios, por la cual unión ya como grandes
obran grandezas en su espíritu, siendo ya sus obras y potencias más divinas
que humanas, como después se dirá), queriendo Dios desnudarlos de hecho de
este vie/o hombre y vestirlos del nuevo, que según Dios es cnado en la novedad
del sentido, que dice el Apóstol (Col 3,10), desnúdales las potencias y afecciones
y sentidos, así espirituales como sensitivos, así extenores como interiores, dejando
a oscuras el entendimiento, y la voluntad a secas, y vacía la memoria, y las
afecciones del alma en suma aflición, [amargura y aprieto, privándola] del sentido
y gusto que antes sentía de los bienes espirituales, para que esta privación sea
uno de los principios que se reauíere en el espíntu para que se introduzca
y una en él la forma espntual del espíritu, que es la unión de amor Todo
10 cual obra el Señor en ella por medio de una pura y oscura contemplación,
como el alma lo da a entender en la primera canción La cual, aunque está
declarada de la primera noche del sentido, principalmente la entiende el alma
por esta segunda del espíntu, por ser la principal parte de la purificación del
alma Y así, a este propósito la pondremos y declararemos aquí otra vez " (Night
11 3 481-482)
En una noche oscura
con ansias en amores inflamada
loh dichosa ventura1,
salí sin ser notada
estando ya mi casa sosegada
(Night II 4. canción. 483 )
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— oh, happy chance! —
I went forth without being observed,
My house being now at rest. 2 6

2.2.3. Commentary on Night II. 3.
The Soul's Union with Self and with God
The union of the soul with its faculties, which is accomplished
through purgation, is the central theme of this chapter. This kind
of union is the growing in the harmonious focus of all the operations
of the soul towards God: sense and spirit, lower and higher faculties.
This union is not to be mistaken for the soul's union with God,
which St. John also discusses in this chapter. Confusion can arise.
While both kinds of union remain distinct, they converge. This
convergence occurs after all soul's faculties have been united among
themselves. Thus St. John must explicate the union of the soul within
itself before he can discuss union with God.
St. John asserts that the first kind of union, accord of the soul's
faculties, can only occur through spiritual purgation which takes
place in a series of three progressive phases. There is the purgation
of the sensory night, the purging of the state of proficient and the
purgation of the spiritual night. Although it may appear that St.
John speaks of purgation indiscriminately they are kept distinct if
overlapping.
"These souls, then, are now proficients — Estando ya, pues,
éstos ya aprovechados," St. John begins. 27 The soul makes progress
26
Referring to the first stanza of his poem St John says, "thus we shall
set it down and expound it here again " This is a quotation from the final sentence
of Ntght II, Chapter 3 The first stanza of "The Dark Night" immediately follows
as the beginning of Night II, Chapter 4 It seems appropriate that the stanza
should follow, so we have included it in the presentation of the text even though
it actually begins in the next chapter
27
Confusion as to what the gerund "estando" refers to makes a translation
difficult. Literally translated the "estando ya" signifies, "having already" —
meaning "[these souls] have already " The entire line literally, reads, "These souls
having already, then, become proficients " For our purposes the clouded original
allusion does not disrupt the doctrinal content, as the fundamental idea is the
same Concerning this line Matías del Niño Jesus in the В A.C edition writes,
"Los últimos editores han ido a buscar la resolución de este gerundio (repetido
en todos los manuscntos) en el n. 3 de este capítulo, a través de una sene
enmaraña dade paréntesis. Creo, en cambio, que tiene un sentido aseverativo
de oración directa, come si dijera están y señalando como primero y principal
complemento a con dulces comunicaciones, cual expresión del estado de la parte
sensitiva en estos aprovechados. Tal es la idea que acaba de enunciarse en el
párrafo precedente, y aue ya, para seguir razonándola ampliamente en los
siguientes, donde los verbos en indicativo enderezan pronto el discurso." Matías
del Niño Jesus also says, "Posiblemente sea éste uno de los lugares donde mejor
se ve el carácter de dictado y de improvisación que este tratado, más que ningún
otro, ostenta, y a que aluden los testimonios históricos (San Juan de la Cruz,
Vida y Obras de San Juan de la Cruz, biography Cnsogno de Jesus, О С D ,
revised notes Matías del Niño Jesus, О С D , critical edition, notes and appendix:
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in this intermediate state through the renunciation of its sensory
attachments and the nurturing of tranquil contemplation.
[The souls have become proficients], because of the time which
they have spent in feeding the senses with sweet communications,
so that their sensual part, being thus attracted and delighted by
spiritual pleasure, which came to it from the spirit, may be united
with the spirit and made one with it...
St. John returns to the tension between sense and spirit again.
The mystic has already stressed the absolute impossibility of their
co-existence, in this chapter he turns to the portrayal of the beginning
steps toward their perfect harmony. St. John also speaks of the
agreement of the soul's higher and lower parts, as well as making
numerous other allusions to the soul's interior union.
We return to the first sentence to observe the logic of St. John's
explanation. The reason the soul has become proficient is so that
"[tne soul's] sensual part... may be united with the spirit [part] and
made one with it." In other words, the purpose of this state is
to enable the soul of the proficient to grow in interior unity. In
the night of the spirit, the soul will enter more intensive purgation,
which will then further forge together the various faculties of the
soul.
As we have seen, St. John envisions different kinds of union
of the soul. Throughout his discussion, he presupposes the soul's
intrinsic union, i.e., the operational unity necessary for the functional
working of all the faculties. The higher faculties must depend upon
the lower faculties for perception, for example and, in turn, the
higher faculties must employ these perceptions. But when St. John
speaks of "interior union, he is not airectly referring to this intrinsic
unity but to that accord of the soul's faculties which occurs when
the entire energy of their operation is focused towards God. The
soul thus has one end: God. Hence, we find an important distinction.
The soul's intrinsic unity is its natural relatedness and connectedness
in ordinary inner operations. The soul's directed union is the focusing
of all the energies of the inner operations towards God by means
of a progressive, transformative union. It is this directed union that
St. John means when he speaks of the soul's growth in union. The
third kind of unity is, of course, the union of the soul with God,
manifested in the harmonious marriage of their two wills.
This brings us to a paradox. As we have seen, St. John says
the soul becomes proficient because the sensual part is fed through
the sweet communication of spiritual pleasures. How can the sensory
part of the soul receive spiritual pleasures?
We must begin by looking at how St. John employs the term
"sensory," since it is the sensory that is joined to the spiritual.
Lucinio Ruano, O.C.D., [Madrid: Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos, 1978] 675-676.)
In the Editorial de Espriritualidad, José Vicente Rodríguez agrees and adds,
"El sentido de todo este párrafo queda un tanto confuso o más bien suspenso.
(Rodríguez, Obras Completas, 481.)
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Although "sense" does at times refer to the five senses or exterior
sense in his texts, the saint often employs this term to mean
perception, which is beyond the conventional understanding of the
five senses and not directed explicitly to the exterior sense. St. John
commonly refers to the soul tasting, feeling, seeing and hearing
experiences that belong to the spiritual realm. Yet these allusions
do not refer to the soul's interior senses, such as visions or
locutions. 2 8 It is also clear that the state of proficients is not a
period of extraordinary communication. Nevertheless, St. John characterizes this state as one where the senses are "fed with sweet
communications." Senses he describes as having their root in the
spiritual.
The senses, cannot be interpreted only in the strict sense of
exterior or interior sense perception. St. John is clearly speaking
of something more: the existence of a true and authentic spiritual
sense as part of the soul's sensory perception. The term 'sense,"
then, refers to the broadest spectrum of the soul's perception. The
senses, for St. John, refer to both physical and spiritual experiences.
And, while our text speaks of the dark night of the sense, it is
obvious that sensory transformation extends far beyond that first
night.
Since St. John exhorts the purgation of all the senses, the
differentiation between these senses is ultimately of only relative
importance. As the soul moves towards God, primarily through
purgation but also through its own spiritual experience, this spiritual
sense is refined into a progressively sharper operation. One of the
chief characteristics of the soul's spiritual maturation is that it not
only becomes more spiritual, but also more spiritually sensitive and
discerning. For example, as the soul progresses, its imperfections
become ever increasingly painful. While God's movement may be
more subtle and mysterious, the soul becomes more at tune and
attentive in discerning these movements, and more quick and able
to respond to them.
Thus this unitive and developmental understanding of the sense
enables us to appreciate how St. John can speak of the sensory
part of the soul receiving spiritual pleasures. He sees the sense as
a united and all-encompassing means of perception, both physical
and spiritual, and as a more unified and acute receiver of spiritual
experience. St. John's aim is to describe not the differentiation of
these senses but their union.
This leads us to a further clarification: the difficulty of communicating mystical experience in verbal and, in this case, written,
scientific and poetic expression. When St. John writes of the soul's
transcendent experience, he possesses no words to communicate this
experience except the vocabulary at hand. How does one speak of
that which is beyond speaking? It is essential to recall that some
degree of analogy is always present in the author's expression. St.
John, as poet, writes that the soul's purging "feels like," or, is
Introduction, "Exterior Senses," and "Interior Senses," Ixxv-lxxvi.
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something akin to the soul set aflame. On the other hand, St. John
as mystic, insists that the soul's purging is, in fact, an all-too-real
and painful experience. St. John, as scholastic theologian, presents
a technical and systematic explanation. Therefore, when St. John
of the Cross speaks of the soul's sensual experiences of feeling,
tasting and seeing of the spiritual realm, we recall that the reality
of the mystical experience defies expression. Thus, the use of sensory
terminology provides a vivid but analogous description.
Returning to our commentary on the text we find a discussion
of the way the soul moves toward interior union.
. . . each part after its own manner eating of one and the same
spiritual food and from one and the same dish, as one person and
with one sole intent, so that thus they may in a certain way be united
and brought into agreement...
The excerpt begins with the reference, "each part [of the soul],"
meaning the sensory and spiritual faculties. Then St. John speaks
of each of these parts "after [their] own manner of eating." With
the employment of the word "eating," St. John suggests the appetitive
nature of each part of the soul, out note how St. John refers to
"the same spiritual food," "the same dish," "with one person," "one
sole intent," "brought into agreement," and "thus united." These all
communicate some aspect of the soul's interior solidarity. All the
soul's healthy appetites must seek the same God.
Through the purgation of the night of the sense and that of
the state of proficient, the soul has ordered to some degree its
"sensory part. ' The soul is now capable of a more refined spiritual
sense or perception and experiences the more harmonious interaction
of the sense and spirit. These two now operate together because
they focus on one object. Both parts of the soul now taste the same
spiritual food. St. John says the soul acts "as one person and with
one sole intent." Thus the tranquility characteristic of this state
flowers. These two act more freely and naturally. They are liberated
from distraction which had sapped the soul's strength.
Yet, this is only the first phase of the compatibility of sense
and spirit. As the soul progresses, the transformation process of
these faculties must continue so that the soul may be perfectly "united
and brought into agreement." This agreement is only achieved
through further purgation. Thus St. John emphasizes the necessity
of the "stern and severe purgation of the spirit that awaits..." He
writes:
In this purgation these two parts of the soul, the spiritual and
the sensual, must be completely purged, since the one is never truly
purged without the other, the purgation of sense becoming effective
when that of the spirit has fairly begun.
This insistence brings St. John back to review the interdependent
nature of the two parts of the soul. "One [part] is never truly purged
without the other [part]." Penetrating the topic more deeply, St.
John states:
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The reason is that all the imperfections and disorders of the sensual
part have their strength and root in the spirit, where all habits, both
good and bad, are brought into subjection, and thus, until these are
purged, the rebellions and depravities of sense cannot be purged
thorughly.
Sensory purgation comes to perfection with spiritual purgation,
because the sensory has its "roots' in the spiritual; spiritual purgation
perfects and unites the entire soul with itself by forging the two
parts into one.
Then St. John backtracks to explain: "Wherefore the night which
we have called that of sense may and should be called a kind of
correction and restraint of the desire rather than purgation."This
statement requires three observations. After having explained the first
night with such great intensity in Ascent I a n d Night I, St. John
now claims that night was not a "purgation"; he downplays the
experience; it is only a "restraint." First, this is a perfect and obvious
example of how St. John adapts his terminology to his lesson.
Second, since the intensity with which St. John describes the
soul's trauma of the sensory night, leaves one groping to conceive
of some worse experience, St. Jonn's description increases the drama
of the soul's passage by presenting the "purgation" of the second
night as so terrible that, in comparison, the first night is only
considered a mere "restraint."
Finally, St. John's retrospective devaluation of the first night
emphasizes how the purgation of the sensory is only completed in
the second night. Once again St. John clearly bases his broader
understanding of the senses in the spiritual.
St. John begins the next paragraph by affirming the dual
purgation of sense and spirit in the second night: "Wherefore, in
this night following [the spiritual night], both parts of the soul are
purged together." The second night requires a certain spiritual
stamina of the soul, a stamina akin to that which the soul acquired
earlier, in withstanding the first night. St. John calls it "fortitude."
"For very great fortitude is needful for so violent and severe a
purgation." Fortitude is given according to the degree of the soul's
need:
Wherefore, in this night following, both parts of the soul are purged
together, and it is for this end that it is well to have passed through
the corrections of the first night, and the period of tranquillity which
proceeds from it, in order that sense being united with spirit, both
may be purged after a certain manner and may then suffer with greater
fortitude.
Purgation extends throughout the soul's journey, and thus the
continual need for spiritual strength. We distinguish, however, different endowments of strength. First, there is the strength given
prior to the first night; then there is the strength that is nurtured
during that night; this strength, called fortitude, is the preparation
for the second night. These distinctions build upon one another;
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if the soul does not possess the first strength, it will be incapable
of attaining the next, and so forth. This divine endowment might
be also viewed as one continual purgation with one continual
acquisition of strength.
. . . if the weakness of the lower part has not first be corrected
and fortitude has not been gained from God through the sweet and
delectable communion which the soul has afterwards enjoyed with
Him, its nature will not have the strength of the disposition to bear
it [the second night].
The fortitude of which St. John now speaks is a qualification
for and an indication of the soul's maturation. Once acquired, the
soul is ready for the spiritual night.
There is a significant change of tone in the third paragraph
of the text. St. John now turns to discuss the context and perspective
of the soul's progress. He indicates the state of the proficient by
outlining the soul s spiritual condition before the dark night of the
spirituaL A strong Pauline influence is quite evident in the ensuing
discussion.
Therefore, since these proficients are still at a very low stage of
progress, and follow their own nature closely in the intercourse and
dealings which they have with God, because the gold of their spirit
is not yet purified and refined, they still think of God as little children,
and speak of God as little children, and feel and experience God as
little children...
Though the soul has passed through the first night, matured
in the tranquility of the state of proficient and now draws its faculties
into harmony, St. John quickly deflates any illusions of grand
spiritual achievement the soul may harbor; he calls the soul's
condition "a very low stage." He describes the proficient souls as
"little children"; they are like gold yet to be "purified and refined."
St. John praises the soul's initial advancement but sees it only as
a preliminary step, not an achievement. He relates the soul's present
progress to its long journey. St.John's aspiration for complete
pertection forever colors his estimation of anything less.
Next, St. John draws a comparison between the passage above,
which describes a very low stage of progress, and the next text,
which depicts perfection:
In the state of union, however, they will work great things in
the spirit, even as grown men, and their works and faculties will
then Ъе Divine rather than human, as will afterwards be said.
This text takes on an anticipatory tone; the perfection referred
to is now no longer a distant aspiration, but a nearly present reality,
one that can be anticipated as the sunset on the state of proficient.
Therefore, St. John can discuss the means and the nature of the
second kind of union: the soul's union with God. Alluding to St.
Paul again, John of the Cross writes, "To this end [perfection] God
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is pleased to strip them of this old man and clothe them with the
new man, who is created according to God, as the Apostle says,
in the newness of sense." 29 This newness of sense requires not only
the transformation of the sense faculties, but an entrance into a
new understanding of and relationship with all creation.
The mystic ends with a succint description of the night of the
spirit, "He [God] strips their faculties, affections and feelings, both
spiritual and sensual, both outward and inward." More specifically,
this spiritual night primarily involves a crisis of the higher faculties;
thus the darkness which affects each of these faculties. This night
leaves "the understanding dark, the will dry and memory empty."
When he refers to "affections," the mystic emphasizes the key role
of the will; employing the technical sense of the term afecciones
del alma 30 , he sees as the spiritual attachments to which the soul
has grown accustomed. St. John points out, "[this night leaves] the
affections in the deepest affliction, bitterness and constraint." If the
Spirit is to be introduced into the soul, these affections must be
;radually weeded out through renunciation and the divine transormation process. St. John explains the necessary privation of these
affections:

Í

. . . taking from the soul the pleasure and experience of spiritual
blessings which it had aforetime, in order to make of this privation
one of the principles which are requisite in the spirit so that there
may be introduced into it and united with it the spiritual form of
the spirit, which is the union of love.
St. John's calls the introduction of the Spirit into the soul as
"the union of love," a turning from self interests, even spiritual
interests, to a true other-centered relationship. Love accomplishes
this purgation; it is the infusion of contemplation, which will be
treated with much more detail in subsequent texts. This purgative
contemplation is primarily a passive endowment from Gocf. In fact,
transformation is predominantly the Lord's work. St. John reminds
the pupil, "All this the Lord works in the soul by means of a pure
and dark contemplation."
With the contemplative purgation as the backdrop, St. John gives
his most profound and authentic interpretation of the verse that
will follow:
This, [the first stanza] although we originally interpreted it with
reference to the first night of sense, is principally understood by the
soul of this second night of the spirit, since this is the principal part
of the purification of the soul.
Night II. 3. introduces the first verse of St. John's poem, "The
Dark Night." In Night II. 4. St. John takes up the meaning of the
verse more fully.
29
"When I was a child I used to talk like a child, think like a child, reason
like a child. When I became a man I put childish ways aside." (1 Cor. 13:11.)
30
Introduction, "Affections," xcii.
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On a dark night,
Kindled in love with yearning
— oh, happy chance! —
I went forth without being observed,
My house being now at rest.
2.3.1. Orientation to the Text:
Night II. 5. §§ l-2.ff.: The Night of the Spirit as Contemplation

31

In Night II. 4. St. John employs the past tense and uses a
type of apocalyptic-prophetic style to describe the conversion of the
superior faculties. He states, "The intellect departed from itself,
changing from human and natural to divine"; "the will departed
from itself, and became divine"; the memory too, "was changed into
presentiments of eternal glory. . ." Insistent upon the conversion of
the soul's entire energies, St. John concludes, "all the strength and
affections of the soul, by means of this night and purgation of the
old man, are renewed with divine qualities and delights." Then, as
the touchstone and point of departure in Night 5, he quotes the
first line of his poem, "One dark night." Night II. 5. unpackages
the technical outline of the dark night of the spirit sketched in the
previous chapter. It primarily focuses on the purgation of the soul
and secondarily upon its illumination. Contemplative purgation is
now the major topic of discussion. Furthermore, although infused
contemplation, mystical theology and illumination are possible points
of discussion in this passage, we take direct aim at the soul's spiritual
purgation and consider these topics only insofar as they relate to
it.
The two paragraphs of our selected text introduce a discussion
of purgation which continues throughout Night II. 5. Our commentary, relates these paragraphs to that fuller treatment which
follows. This requires a change in methodology. Since the central
text is the touch stone by which later citations are understood, this
commentary draws heavily from citations outside the central text.
This provides a contextualizing that more directly illuminates the
soul's experience and feelings of contemplative purgation, than a
direct explanation of the texts could allow.
2.3.2. The Text of Night II. 5. §§ l-2.fF.:
The Night of the Spirit as Contemplation
One dark night
This dark night is an inflow of God into the soul, which purges
it of its habitual ignorances and imperfections, natural and spiritual,
31
Chapter 1 and 2 were chosen because they introduce the discussion of
purgation found throughout Night II. 5. Rather than take the entire chapter,
these two paragraphs are employed as a concise platform for the explanation
of contemplation in the spiritual night.
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and which the contemplatives call infused contemplation or mystical
theology Through this contemplation, God teaches the soul secretly
and instructs it in the perfection of love without its doing anything
nor understanding how this happens
Insofar as infused contemplation is the loving wisdom of God,
it produces two principal effects in the soul it prepares the soul for
the union with God through love by both purging and illumining it
Hence the same loving wisdom that purges and illumines the blessed
spirits, purges and illumines the soul here on earth
Yet a doubt anses Why, if it is a divine light (for it illumines
and purges a person of his ignorances), does the soul call it a dark
night'
In answer to this, there are two reasons why this divine wisdom
is not only night and darkness for the soul, but also affliction and
torment First, because of the height of the divine wisdom which
exceeds the capacity of the soul Second, because of the soul's baseness
and impurity, and 32on this account it is painful, afflictive, and also
dark for the soul
2.3.3. Commentary on the Text of Night II. 5 §§ 1-2.ff..
The Night of the Spirit as Contemplation
This text shows St. John at his analytical best, posing questions,
then responding to them in systematic fashion. What is the spiritual
night? What is contemplation' Why is contemplation a darkness?
And why does contemplation cause torment to the soul? These are
issues all to be addressed in this chapter.
St. John defines the dark night of the spirit as "an inflow of
God into the soul," which St. John understands as contemplation.
This explanation is as precise a definition of the spiritual night as
will be given. To understand the dark night of the spirit we must
consider what contemplation means for the mystic
At first St. John's explanation of contemplation appears to be
simple and clear. A closer examination of the text reveals a more
32

"En una noche oscura
Esta noche oscura es una influencia de Dios en el alma, que la purga de
sus ignorancias e imperfecciones habituales, y naturales y espirituales, que llaman
los contemplativos contemplación infusa or mistica teología en que de secreto
enseña Dios al alma y la instruye en perfección de amor, sin ella hacer nada
m entender como Esta contemplación infusa, por cuanto es sabiduría de Dios
amorosa, hace dos principales efectos en el alma, por que la dispone purgándola
e iluminándola para la union de amor de Dios De donde la misma sabiduría
[amorosa] que purga los espíritus bienaventurados ilustrándolos es la que aquí
purga al alma y la ilumina
Pero es la duda cpor qué, pues es lumbre divina, que, como decimos, ilumina
y purga el alma de sus ignorancias, la llama aquí el alma noche oscura? A
lo cual se responde que por dos cosas es esta divina Sabiduría no sólo noche
y timebla para el alma, mas también pena y tormento la primera es por la
alteza de la Sabiduría divina, que excede al talento del alma, y en esta manera
le es tmiebla, la segunda, por la bajeza e impureza de ella, y de esta manera
le es penosa y aflictiva, y también oscura " (Night II 5 §§ 1-2 484 )
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complex dynamic; however, in the two paragraphs of our text, we
find numerous references to contemplation, each communicating a
distinct aspect of this experience. Together these allusions sketch
the many and dynamic facets of contemplation, an experience St.
John believes consists of many intensive variations both intensive
and subtle.
Infused contemplation and mystical theology are the two technical labels St. John applies to contemplation in the first sentence.
He explains these two terms by saying:
. . . contemplation is the mystical theology which theologians call
secret wisdom and which St. Thomas says is communicated and infused
into the soul through love. This communication is secret and dark
to the work of the intellect and the other faculties. Insofar as these
faculties do not acquire it33 but the Holy Spirit infuses it and puts
it in order in the soul...
Other references to contemplation in our passage are: "loving
wisdom," "divine light," and "divine wisdom." 34 St. John believes:
contemplation purges ignorance and imperfection; it teaches, although secretly; it instructs in the perfection of love; it prepares
the soul for union; it illuminates the soul; it causes night and
darkness which afflicts and torments the soul; through it the soul
loves; and finally, it exceeds all capacity of the soul.
33

"... ésta es la teología mística, que llaman los teólogos sabiduría [secreta,
la] cual dice Santo Tomás que se comunica e infunde en el alma por amor,
lo cual acaece secretamente a oscuras de la obra del entendimiento y de las
demás potencias. De donde, por cuanto las dichas potencias no la alcanzan,
sino que el Espíritu Santo la infunde y ordena en el alma..." (Night II. 17.
§ 2 . 522.)
34
Gerald Brenan emphasizes Pseudo-Dionysius' influence on St. John
(Вгепап, St. John of the Cross, 7-8; see also Preface, iv-vi, n. 3.) We hear
Dionysius' words ecnoed in St. John's text.
"Trinity, Higher than any being,
any divinity, any goodness!
Guide of Christians
in the wisdom of heaven!
Lead us up beyond unknowing and light,
up to the farthest, highest peak
of mystic scripture,
where the mysteries of God's Word
lie simple, absolute and unchangeable
in the brilliant darkness of a hidden silence.
Amid the deepest shadow they pour overwhelming light
on what is most manifest.
Amid the wholly unsensed and unseen
they completely fill our sightless minds
with treasures beyond all beauty."
Pseudo-Dionysius, Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete Works, trans. Colm Luidheid (New Jersey: Paulist Press, 1987) 135. De Mystica Theologia 1. 1, Pg 3,
997a.
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Let us examine some of these dynamics emphasized by St. John
in our text. First, St. John establishes the scope of this spiritual
purgation.
This dark night is an inflow of God into the soul, which purges
it of its habitual ignorances and imperfections, natural and spiritual...
Contemplation penetrates the entire soul. Touching both the
lower and nigher faculties, its transforming effect acts on both
natural and supernatural levels, reaching not only imperfections, but
ignorances of the mind moving the soul to further recollection in
the theological virtues.
St. John emphasizes contemplation's pedagogical impact. The
mystic says, "Through this contemplation, God teaches the soul
secretly and instructs it in the perfection of love..." God's instruction
is not the imparting of theological data, but the animated dynamic
of "the perfection of love." Indeed, for the mystic, contemplation
is God's ultimate pedagogy, because contemplation, as the inflow
of God's love, instructs the soul in that love.
Mystery seasons the soul's contemplative instruction. It is carried
on without the soul understanding how it takes place; contemplation
is a passive endowment bestowed upon the soul. Contemplation both
as spiritual experience and as pedagogy is utterly gratuitous. St.
John says, "God teaches the soul secretly... without it doing anything
nor understanding how this happens.'
St. John next calls contemplation a "loving wisdom." Here he
emphasizes not the immediate consequences of contemplation, such
as purging and teaching, but its more far-reaching impact: contemplation as a preparation for union with God.
Insofar as infused contemplation is loving wisdom of God, it
produces two principal effects in the soul: it prepares the soul for
the union with God through love by both purging and illumining it.
Again, St. John returns to two central operative dynamics: the
soul's purgation and illumination. Though certainly the purging
dynamic dominates St. John's consideration and our discussion, we
must consider briefly what he means by "illumining the soul." In
Night II. 9. St. John asserts:
. . . this happy night darkens the spirit, it does so only to impart
light concerning all things; and even though it humbles a person and
reveals his miseries, it does so only to exalt him; and even though
it impoverishes and empties him of all possessions and natural affection, it does so only that he may reach out divinely to enjoyment
of all earthly35 and heavenly things, with a general freedom of spirit
in them all.
35
"... esta dichosa noche, aunque oscurece al espíritu, no [lo] hace sino para
darle luz de todas las cosas; y, aunque lo humilla y pone miserable, no es
sino para ensalzarle y levantarle; y, aunque le етрюЬгесе y vacía de toda posesión
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St. John encourages his disciple with the hope of this divine
enlightenment. In Night II. 5., St. John likens the dialectics of
purging and illumination to the experience of the "blessed spirits"
in purgatory; transforming grace, given to souls, prepares them for
celestial union in the same way as this experience touches the soul
preparing for union with God. "Hence the same loving wisdom that
purges and illumines the blessed spirits," he says, "purges and
illumines the soul here on earth." He considers this contemplative
preparation a wondrous benediction.
St. John anticipates how the soul will be bewildered by this
contemplative process. "Yet a doubt arises," he says, "Why, if it
[contemplation] is a divine light (for it illumines and purges a person
of his ignorance), does the soul call it a dark night?" Rather than
an immediate response, St. John intensifies the issue. He adds, "This
divine wisdom is not only night and darkness for the soul, but also
affliction and torment." Divine light causes both darkness and
affliction. Contemplation confounds the intellect by transcending its
limits. It is a darkness that bursts the boundaries of one's comprehension. He explains that "the height of the divine wisdom...
exceeds the capacity of the soul."
The soul's lowliness and imperfection come crashing into this
divine inflow; the result can only be the soul's aching awareness
of its corruption. The soul is further confused because it wonders
why this divine inflow should come to it, unworthy as it knows
itself to be. St. John answers the question posed above, "Because
of the soul's baseness and impurity: and on this account it [divine
light] is painful, afflictive, and also dark for the soul."
These two paragraphs from Night II. 5. serve as an introduction
to the ensuing discussion of Chapters 5 to 9. There St. John examines
the various dynamics of contemplative purgation. So that the reader
might encounter some of the drama and note the highly affective
manner in which St. John details the contemplative purging, we
outline these various purgative dynamics in all their force.
First, the light of contemplation is so pure that, when it strikes
the soul, it causes wretched pain. St. John says, "because the light
of wisdom of this contemplation is very bright and pure, and the
soul in which it shines is dark and impure, a person will be deeply
afflicted..." The severity of this affliction, St. John writes, is due
to the fact that "... a person feels so unclean and wretched that
it seems God is against [the soul] and that it is against God." 36
y afición natural, no es sino para que divinamente [se] pueda extender a gozar
y gustar de todas las cosas de arriba y de abajo, siendo con libertad de espíritu
general en todo." (Night II. 9. § 1. p. 496.)
36
"Cuanto [a] lo primero, porque la luz y sabiduría de esta contemplación
es muy clara y pura y el alma en que ella embiste está oscura e impura, de
aquí es que pena mucho el alma recibiéndola en sí, como cuando los ojos están
de mal humor impuros y enfermos, del embestimiento de la clara luz reciben
pena.
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Next, the soul suffers because of its natural, moral and spiritual
weakness. The degree of suffering is so intense that the mystic muses:
"Both the sense and the spirit, as though under an immense and
dark load [carga-weight], undergo such agony and pain that the soul
would consider death a relief. Insisting, St. John reiterates: The
soul "suffers so much in its weakness that it almost dies." 3 7
Why is it so painful? Because two extremes are joined: the
divine extreme is the purgative contemplation, a gift of God; the
human extreme is the soul, the unworthy receiver of contemplation.
"The two extremes, divine and human, which are joined here, [which]
produce a third kind of pain and affliction." St. John continues:
Since the divine extreme strikes in order to renew the soul and
divinize it (by stripping it of the habitual affections and properties
of the old man to which it is strongly united, attached, and conformed),
it so disentangles and dissolves the spiritual substance — absorbing
it in a profound darkness — that the soul at the sight of its miseries
feels that it is melting away and being undone by a cruel spiritual
death; it feels as if it were swallowed by a beast and being digested
in the dark belly, and it suffers an anguish comparable
to Jonas's
when in the belly of the whale. [Jon. 2:1-3]3i
The soul feels like God has completely rejected it. "But what
the soul feels most," stresses the saint, "is the conviction that God
has rejected it, and with an abhorrence of it cast it into darkness." 39
Y esta pena en el alma, a causa de su impureza, es inmensa cuando de
veras es embestida en esta divina luz, porque embistiéndose en el alma esta
luz pura a fin de expeler la impureza del alma, siéntese el alma tan impura
y miserable que le parece estar Dios contra ella y que ella está hecha contraria
a Dios." (Ntght II. 5 §5. 485-486.)
37
La segunda manera en que pena el alma es [a] causa de su flaqueza
natural, moral y espiritual; porque, como esta divina contemplación embiste en
el alma con alguna fuerza, al fin de la ir fortaleciendo y domando, de tal manera
pena en su flaqueza, que poco menos desfallece, particularmente algunas veces
cuando con alguna más fuerza embiste. Porque el sentido y espíritu, así como
si estuviese debajo de una inmensa y oscura carga, está penando y agonizando
tanto, que tomaría por alivio y partido el morir, i b cual habiendo experimentado
el profecía Job (23,6), decía: No quiero que trate conmigo con mucha fortaleza,
porque no me oprima con el peso de su grandeza. ' (Night II. 5. § 6. 486.)
38
"La tercera manera de pasión y pena que el alma aquí padece es a causa
de otros dos extremos, conviene a saber, divino y humano, que aquí se juntan.
El divino es esta contemplación purgativa, y el humano el sujeto del alma.
Que como el divino embiste a fin de [cocerla y] renovarla para hacerla
divina, desnudándola de las afecciones habituales y propiedades del hombre viejo,
en que ella está muy unida, conglutinada y conformada, de tal manera la destrica
y decuece la sustancia espiritual, absorbiéndola en una profunda y honda tiniebla,
que el alma se siente estar deshaciendo y derritiendo en la haz y vista de sus
miserias con muerte de espíritu cruel; así como si, tragada de una bestia, en
su vientre tenebroso se sintiese estar dirigiéndose, padeciendo estas angustias
como Jonás (2,1) en el vientre del aquella marina bestia. Porque en este sepulcro
de oscura muerte la conviene estar para la [espiritual] resurrección que espera."
(flight II. 6. §1. 487.)
39
Ibid.
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G o d k n o w s w h o I really a m , t h e s o u l s e e m s t o say, a n d t h u s h a s
cast me into the darkness in disgust.
T h e m a j e s t y a n d g r a n d e u r of c o n t e m p l a t i o n c a u s e s t h e n e x t k i n d
of affliction to t h e soul. W i t h i n itself, in c o m p a r s i o n t o t h i s g r e a t n e s s ,
"the soul feels t h e o t h e r e x t r e m e — its o w n i n t i m a t e p o v e r t y a n d
m i s e r y . " St. J o h n c o n c l u d e s :
Since God purges both the sensory and spiritual substance of the
soul, and its interior and exterior faculties, it is fitting that it be brought
into emptiness and poverty and abandonment in these parts, and left
in dryness and darkness. 4 0
T h e s o u l ' s d e v a s t a t i o n , St. J o h n r e m a r k s , is "the void a n d
s u s p e n s i o n of t h e s e n a t u r a l s u p p o r t s a n d a p p r e h e n s i o n s , w h i c h is
a t e r r i b l e a n g u i s h (like h a n g i n g in m i d a i r , u n a b l e to b r e a t h e ) . " 41
W o r s t of all, in t h i s s p i r i t u a l n i g h t , t h e s o u l feels u n a b l e t o
p r a y : "... s i n c e t h e d a r k n i g h t i m p e d e s its faculties a n d affections,
it c a n n o t b e s e e c h G o d n o r r a i s e its m i n d a n d affections to H i m . " 4 2
St. J o h n r e a s o n s ,
Indeed, this is not the time to speak with God, but the time to
put one's mouth in the dust, as Jeremías says, that perhaps there
might come some actual hope [Lam. 3:29], and the time to suffer
this purgation patiently. God it is who is working now in the soul,
and for this reason the soul can do nothing. Consequently, a person
can neither pray vocally nor be attentive to spiritual matters, nor still
less attend to temporal affairs and business. 4 3

40
"La cuarta manera de pena causa en el alma otra excelencia de esta
oscura contemplación, que es la majestad y grandeza de ella, la cual hace sentir
en el alma otro extremo que hay en ella de íntima pobreza y miseria; la cual
es de las principales penas que padece en esta purgación. Porque siente en
sí un profundo vacío y pobreza de tres maneras de bienes que se ordenan al
gusto del alma, que son temporal, natural y espiritual, viéndose puesta en los
males contrarios, conviene a saber: miserias de imperfecciones, sequedades y
vacíos de las aprensiones de las potencias y desamparo del espíritu en tiniebla.
Que, por cuanto aquí purga Dios al alma según la sustancia sensitiva y espiritual
y según las potencias interiores y exteriores, conviene que el alma sea puesta
en vacío y pobreza y desamparo de todas estas partes, dejándola seca, vacía
y en tinieblas; porque la parte sensitiva se purifica en sequedad, y las potencias
en su vacío de sus aprehensiones, y el espíritu en tiniebla oscura." (Night II.
6. §4. 488.)
41
"... en la cual no sólo padece el alma el vacío y suspensión de esto arrimos
naturales y aprehensiones, que es un padecer muy congojoso, de manera que
si a uno suspendiesen o detuviesen en el aire, que no respirase..." (Night II.
6. §5. в 488.)
42
"... al alma aqueja y desconsuela mucho, y es que, como esta oscura noche
la tiene empedidas las potencias y afecciones, ni puede levantar afecto ni mente
a Dios, ni le puede rogar..." (Night II. 8. § 1. 494.)
43
"A la verdad no es éste tiempo de hablar con Dios, sino de poner, como
dice Jeremías (Lam 3,29), su boca en el polvo, si porventura le viniese alguna
actual esperanza, sufriendo con paciencia su purgación. Dios es el que anda
aquí haciendo pasivamente la obra en el alma; por eso ella no puede nada.
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St. John's continually stresses the transformation of the will
and its affection accomplished through contemplative purging. St.
John notes how, "In striking the soul with its divine light, [the divine
ray of contemplation] surpasses the natural light and thereby darkens
and deprives 44
a man of all the natural affections and
apprehensions..." In this way the soul's entire energies are being
purified and re-directed towards God.
2.4.1. Orientation to the Text:
Night II. 11. §§1-5. The Fire of the Spiritual Night 4 ''
St. John's doctrine ascends by means of a dynamic spiralling
repetition of mystical principles. To observe the subtle effect of this
repetition we take up the following text from Night II. 11. It repeats
some of the dynamics we have already considered in this study:
the recollection of the appetites and the focusing of the soul s
energies towards God; the fire of love which wounds the soul, purges
its impurities and sets it aflame with longing; the soul's faculties
coming to a gradual unification as it advances; and the mysterious
infusion by God of contemplation. These recurring and interwoven
themes have been operative in the sensory night and now are
re-applied as they pertain to the spiritual night. We observe these
familiar dynamics in full harmonious chorus. St. John believes,
however, that these principles apply primarily and thus uniquely
to the spiritual night.
This text also emphasizes the affective character of St. John's
understanding of purgation. For example, the cohesive thrust of this
passage is the fire ofthe soul's passionate longing for God. In this
spiritual night, what the soul feels becomes a means for perception
and knowledge; it is the soul's affective knowledge.
"Fired with love's urgent longing," the second line of St. John's
poem begins, and with it another of his carefully nuanced interpretations.
De donde m rezar ni abistir [con advertencia] a las cosas divinas puede, ni
menos en las demás cosas y tratos temporales " (Ibid )
44
"Pues ni más ш menos hace este divino rayo de contemplación en el
alma, que, embistiendo en ella con su lumbre divina, excede la natural del alma,
y en esto la oscurece y priva de todas las aprehensiones naturales que antes
mediante la luz natural aprehendía. " (Night II. 8 § 4. 495 )
45
This text introduces St. John's second primary mystic symbol, the fire
of inflamed love He employs this symbol in the Ntght II. §§ 11-13. Of these
chapters, 11 was select because 1) it is the introduction to the following discussion
and overviews the author's presentation, 2) it employs the same scriptural
principle as the first texts of this chapter: Deuteronomy 6 - 5: "You shall love
your God with your whole heart and with your whole mind and with your
whole soul and with all your strength " In so doing we see m this chapter
a complete cycle of St John's thought that is, how he returns to the same
foundational principles to re-explain and advance his teaching This chapter makes
one complete turn of St John's spirahng logic, from the onset of the spiritual
night to its full intensity.
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2.4.2. T h e Text of Night II. 11. §§ 1-5.:
T h e F i r e of t h e S p i r i t u a l N i g h t
Fired with love's urgent longings
In this second verse the soul refers to the fire of love which,
like material fire acting on wood, penetrates it in this night of painful
contemplation. Although this enkindling of love we are now discussing
is in some way similar to that which occurs in the sensory part of
the soul, it is as different from it in another way as is the soul from
the body or the spiritual part from the sensory part. For this enkindling
of love occurs in the spirit and through it the soul in the midst of
these dark conflicts feels vividly and keenly that it is being wounded
by a strong divine love, and it has a certain feeling and foretaste
of God. Yet it understands nothing in particular, for as we said the
intellect is in darkness.
The spirit herein experiences an impassioned and intense love,
because this spiritual inflaming engenders the passion of love. Since
this love is infused, it is more passive than active and thus generates
in the soul a strong passion of love. This love is now beginning to
possess something of union with God and thereby shares to a certain
extent in its properties. These properties are actions of God more
than of the soul and they reside in it passively, although the soul
does give its consent. But only the love of God which is being united
to the soul imparts the heat, strength, temper, and passion of love,
or fire, as the soul terms it here. This love finds that the soul is
equipped to receive the wound and union in the measure that all
its appetites are brought into subjection, alienated, incapacitated, and
unable to be satisfied by any heavenly or earthly thing.
This happens very particularly in this dark purgation, as was said,
since God so weans and recollects the appetites that they cannot find
satisfaction in any of their objects. God proceeds thus so that by
withdrawing the appetites from other objects and recollecting them
in Himself, He strengthens the soul and gives it the capacity for this
strong union of love, which He begins to accord by means of this
purgation. In this union the soul will love God intensely with all its
strength and all its sensory and spiritual appetites. Such love is
impossible if these appetites are scattered by their satisfaction in other
things. In order to receive the strength or this union of love David
proclaimed to God: / will keep my strength for You [Ps. 58:10], that
is all the ability, appetites, and strength of my faculties, by not desiring
to make use of them or find satisfaction in anything outside of You.
One might, then, in a certain way ponder how remarkable and
how strong this enkindling of love in the spirit can be. God gathers
together all the strength, faculties, and appetites of the soul, spiritual
and sensory alike, that the energy and power of this whole harmonious
composite may be employed in this love. The soul consequently arrives
at the true fulfillment of the first commandment which, neither
disdaining anything human nor excluding it from this love, states: You
shall love your God with your whole heart and with your whole mind
and with your whole soul and with all your strength. [Dt. 6:5]
When the soul is wounded, touched, and impassioned, all its
strength and its appetites are recollected in this burning of love. How
will we be able to understand the movements and impulses of all
this strength and these appetites? They are aroused when the soul
becomes aware of the fire and wound of this forceful love and still
neither possesses it nor gets satisfaction from it, but remains in
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darkness and doubt. Doubtless, suffering hunger like dogs, as David
says, these souls wander about the city and howl and sigh because
they are not filled with this love. [Ps. 58:7,15-16]
The touch of this divine love and fire so dries up the spirit and
so enkindles the soul's longing to slake its thirst for this love that
a person will go over these longings in his mind a thousand times
and pine for God in a thousand ways. David expresses this state very
well in a psalm: My soul thirsts for You; in how many ways does
my flesh long for You [Ps. 62:2], that is, in its desires. And another
translation puts it this way: My soul thirsts for You, my soul loses
itself or dies for You. 4 6 "

46

Con ansias en amores inflamada"
"En el cual verso da a entender el alma el fuego de amor que habernos
dicho, que, a manera del fuego material en el madero, se va prendiendo en
el alma en esta noche de contemplación penosa.
La cual inflamación, aunque es en cierta manera como la que arriba
declaramos que pasaba en la parte sensitiva del alma, es en alguna manera
tan diferente de aquélla ésta que ahora dice, como lo es el alma del cuerpo,
o la parte espiritual de la senstiva. Porque ésta es una inflamación de amor
en el espíritu, en que, en medio de estos oscuros aprietos, se siente estar herida
del alma viva y agudamente en fuerte amor divino en cierto sentimiento y
barrunto de Dios, aunque sin entender cosa particular, porque, como decimos,
el entendimiento está a oscuras.
Siéntese aquí el espíritu apasionado en amor mucho, porque esta inflamación
espiritual hace pasión del amor; que, por cuanto este amor es infuso, es más
pasivo que activo, y así engendra en el alma pasión fuerte de amor. Va teniendo
ya este amor algo de unión con Dios, y así participa algo de sus propiedades,
las cuales son más acciones de Dios que de la misma alma, las cuales se sujetan
en ella pasivamente; aunque el alma lo que aquí hace es dar el consentimiento;
mas al calor y fuerza, γ temple y pasión de amor o inflamación, como aquí
la llama el alma, sólo el almor de Dios que se va uniendo con ella se le pega.
El cual amor tanto más lugar y disposición halla con el alma para unirse y
herir en ella, cuanto más encerrados, enajenados e inhabilitados le tiene todos
los apetitos para poder gustar de cosa del cielo ni de la tierra.
Lo cual en esta oscura purgación, como ya queda dicho, acaece en gran
manera, pues tiene Dios tan destetados los gustos y tan recogidos, que no pueden
gustar de cosa que ellos quieran. Todo lo cual hace Dios a fin de que, apartándolos
y recogiéndolos todos para sí, tenga el alma más fortaleza y habilidad para
recibir esta fuerte unión de amor de Dios, que por este medio purgativo le
comienza ya a dar, en que el alma [ha] de amar con eran fuerza [de todas
las fuerzas] y apetitos espirituales y sensitivos del alma; ю cual no podría ser
si ellos se derramasen en gustar de otra cosa. Que, por eso, para poder David
recibir la fortaleza del amor de esta unión de Dios, decía a Dios (Sal 58,10):
Mi fortaleza guardaré para ti, esto es, de toda la habilidad y apetitos y fuerzas
de mis potencias, ni queriendo emplear su operación ni gusto fuera de ti en
otra cosa.
Según esto, en alguna manera se podría considerar cuánta y cuan fuerte
podrá ser esta inflamación de amor en el espíritu, donde Dios tiene recogidas
todas las fuerzas, potencias y apetitos del alma, así espirituales como sensitivas,
para que toda esta armonía emplee sus fuerzas y virtud en este amor, y así
venga a cumplir de veras con el primer precepto, que no desechando nada
del hombre ni excluyendo cosa suya de este amor, dice (Dt 6,5): Amarás a
tu Dios de todo [tu] corazón, y de toda tu mente, y de toda tu alma, y de todas
tus fuerzas.
Recogidos aquí, pues, en esta inflamación de amor todos los apetitos y fuerzas
del alma, estando ella herida y tocada, según todos ellos, y apasionada, ¿cuáles
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2.4.3. Commentary on Night II. 11. The Fire of the Spiritual Night
This chapter begins with the reference to the second line of
the poetic verse, "fired with love's urgent longing." St. John sees
this fire of love penetrating the soul like material fire penetrates
wood. Earlier in his commentary he employed this line to characterize the purification of the sensory night. Now he asks, what
then is particular to the purgation of the spirit? The mystic answers
that spiritual purgation comes in the "night of painful contemplation." While it is the same purgation, it operates on a new and
more profound level; the effects of conversion seep deeper and
deeper into the life of the soul. St. John explains:
podremos entender que serán los movimientos y digresiones de todcis estas fuerzas
y apetitos, viéndose inflamadas y heridas de fuerte amor y sin la posesión y
satisfacción de él, en oscuridad y duda', sin duda, padeciendo hambre, como
los canes, que dice David (Sal 58,7,15-16) rodearon la ciudad, y, no se viendo
hartos de este amor, quedan aullando y gimiendo Porque el toque de este amor
y fuego divino de tal manera seca al espíritu y le enciende tanto los apetitos
por satisfacer su sed de este divino amor, que da mil vueltas en sí y se ha
de mil modos y maneras a Dios con la codicia y deseo del apetito David da
muy bien a entender esto en un salmo (62,2), diciendo
Ait alma tuvo sed de
ti icudn de muchas maneras se ha mi carne a ti1, esto es, en deseos Y otra
translación dice Mi alma tuvo sed de ti, mi alma se pierda o perece por ti
Esta es la causa por que dice el alma en el verso que con ansias en amores,
y no dice con ansias en amor inflamada, porque en todas las cosas y pensamientos
que en sí revuelve y en todos los negocios y cosas que se le ofrecen ama de
muchas maneras, y desea y padece en el deseo también a este modo en muchas
maneras en todos los tiempos y lugares, no sosegando en cosa, sintiendo esta
ansia en la inflamada herida, según el profecía Job (7,2-4) lo da a entender
diciendo Así como el siervo desea la sombra y como el mercenario desea el fin
de su obra, así tuve yo los meses vacíos y conté las noches prolijas y trabajosas
para mí Si me recostare a dormir, diré ccuándo me levantaré'3 Y luego esperaré
la tarde, y seré lleno ele dolores hasta las tinieblas de la noche Hácesele a esta
alma todo angosto, no cabe en sí, no cabe en el cielo m en la tierra, y llénase
de dolores hasta las tinieblas que aquí dice Job, hablando espintualmente y
a nuestro propósito [es], esperar y padecer sin consuelo de cierta esperanza
de alguna luz y bien espiritual, como aquí lo padece el alma De donde el
ansia y pena de esta alma en esta inflamación de amor es mayor, por cuanto
es multiplicada de dos partes lo uno, de parte de las tinieblas espirituales en
ue se ve, que con sus dudas y recelos la afligen, lo otro, de parte del amor
e Dios, que la inflama y estimula, que con su herida amorosa ya maravillosamente la atemoriza
Las cuales dos maneras de padecer en semejante sazón de bien a entender
Isaías (26,9), diciendo Mi alma te deseó en la noche, esto es en la miseria,
y ésta es la una manera de padecer de parte de esta noche oscura Pero con
mi espíritu, dice, en mis entrañas hasta la mañana velaré por tí, y ésta es la
segunda manera de penar en deseo y ansia de parte del amor en las entrañas
del espíritu, que son las afecciones espirituales
Pero en medio de estas penas oscuras y amorosas siente el alma cierta
compañía y fuerza en su interior, que la acompaña y esfuerza tanto, que, si
se le acaba este peso de apretada tiniebla, muchas veces se siente sola, vacía
y floja Y la causa es entonces que, como la fuerza y eficacia del alma era
pegada y comunicada pasivamente del fuego tenebroso de amor que en ella
embestía, de aquí es que, cesando de embestir en ella, cesa la tmiebla [y la
fuerza y calor de amor en el alma] " (Night II 11 504-507 )
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Although this enkindling of love
way similar to that which occurs
it is as different from it in another
or spiritual part from the sensory

we are now discussing is in some
in the sensory part of the soul,
way as is the soul from the body
part.

Therefore, although the symbol and dynamic remain the same,
the former purgation operated on the sensory level, while the present
purgation burns on the spiritual level. The sensory and spiritual
not only interact, of course, but most often blend indistinguishably
together. Nevertheless, in the following quotation St. John specifically
intends his explanation of the second purgation to extend to the
spiritual part of the soul. This deeper purgation leads the soul to
anticipate union.
For this enkindling of love occurs in the spirit and through it
the soul in the midst of these dark conflicts feels vividly and keenly
that it is being wounded by a strong divine love, and it has a certain
feeling and foretaste of God. Yet it understands nothing in particular,
or as we said the intellect is in darkness.
This quotation hightlights the paradoxical condition of the soul.
It both perceives and knows while still remaining ignorant. In the
spiritual night the soul's intellectual rationalization is darkened and
therefore is rendered useless. Nevertheless, St. John characterizes
the soul's spiritual affective perceptions as a means of "seeing" in
the darkness. What the soul is feeling is emphasized; not only that
but "... the soul feels vividly and keenly that it is being wounded
by a strong and divine love." He describes this experience as "a
certain feeling and foretaste of God." The Spanish is clearer; in
each case St. John employs appropriate forms of the reflexive verb
sentir — to feel.
The passage proceeds to St. John's description of the soul's
love. This depiction exemplifies the soul's pure capacity for an
intensive, spiritual, aflFective experience. The mystic writes, "The spirit
herein experiences [siéntese-ieeìs itself] an impassioned and intense
love, because this spiritual inflaming engenders the passion of love."
Thus the loving experience itself has become a means of perception
and understanding of God.
This overwhelming passion is a gift from God. The saint insists,
"Since this love is infused, it is more passive than active..." This
gratuity underscores the fact that it is God at work and not the
soul; God "generates in the soul a strong passion of love."
Then the mystic introduces the concept of union with God. He
remains indeterminate, however, as to the precise moment of this
union. He says, "This love is now beginning to possess something
of union with God and thereby shares to a certain extent in its
properties." A soul's union with God, although sometimes manifested
in a single instance, is most often the result of a long and gradual
development. That is why St. John's hesitates at pinpointing a
particular moment for its occurrence.
By contrast, St. John, while emphasizing its force, carefully notes
that this union does not occur without the soul's full participation.
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God lovingly woos, advances and, in the end, overwhelms, but only
with the soul's willful consent. St. John asserts, "These properties
are actions of God more than of the soul and they reside in it
passively, although the soul does give its consent."
The same theme of the active and passive role of the soul is
further developed when St. John discusses the soul's love. In a
vibrant description, the author once again insists that this passion
can only come from God since "only the love of God which is being
united to the soul imparts the heat, strength, temper, and passion
of love, or fire, as the soul terms it here." Yet St. John does not
fail to also note the soul's participation in this infusion. This echoes
an earlier spiritual principle: the measure in which the soul disengages itself from disoriented attachments is the measure to which
it can be disposed to focus its energies and respond to this divine
love.
This love finds that the soul is equipped to receive the wound
and union in the measure that all its appetites are brought into
subjection, alienated, incapacitated, and unable to be satisfiea by any
heavenly or earthly thing.
St. John reviews the processes of detachment, but on the
spiritual plane. "This happens very particularly in this dark purgation," observes St. John. He clearly sees the soul's inability to
find satisfaction in objects as a particular sign of maturity in this
spiritual purgation. The author explains:
This happens very particularly in this dark purgation, as was said,
since God so weans and recollects the appetites that they cannot find
satisfaction in any of their objects.
The process of "recollecting" the appetites includes the spiritual
appetites:
God proceeds thus so that
objects and recollecting them
gives it the capacity for this
to accord by means of this

by withdrawing the appetites from other
in Himself, He strengthens the soul and
strong union of love, which He begins
purgation.

St. John repeats a familiar theme when he says, "In this union
the soul will love God intensely with all its strength and all its
sensory and spiritual appetites." But in comparison to the first night,
where the shift was from the sense to the spirit, we now see that
the present shift is to God Himself. The love that St. John characterizes is only possible when all the appetites, instead of being
scattered by various disorienting objects, sensory and spiritual, are
united.
In order to receive the strength of this union of love, David
proclaimed to God: I will keep my strength for You [Ps. 58:10], that
is, all the ability, appetites, and strength of my faculties, by not desiring
to make use of them or find satisfaction in anything outside of You.
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So unique and intense is this love that St. John wonders about
the soul's capacity to so love. He answers himself by returning to
a principle he discussed earlier:
One might, then, in a certain way ponder how remarkable and
how strong this enkindling of love in the spirit can be, God gathers
together all the strength, faculties, and appetites of the soul, spiritual
and sensory alike...
Earlier St. John centered upon the sensory faculties when
speaking of this recollection; now the emphasis is certainly upon
spiritual faculties and the interacting of the two faculties is St. John's
next point of emphasis. He says, "the energy and power of this
whole harmonious composite may be employed in tnis love." The
sensory and spiritual faculties form this "harmonious composite."
Only now can the central refrain of Ascent III. 16., in which St.
John quoted the first commandment as the summation of all his
teaching, reach its full resonance. St. John cites the first religious
commandment with new depth, in this profound context,
The soul consequently arrives at the true fulfillment of the first
commandment which, neither disdaining anything human nor excluding it from this love states: You shall love your God with your
whole heart and with your whole mind and with your whole soul and
with all your strength. [Dt. 6:5]
By allowing the dynamic of the recollection of the appetites
to apply to all the faculties, the soul's united energies become
disposed to the passive inflow of God's love. The undistracted soul
is thus consumed with longing for God. "When the soul is wounded,
touched, and impassioned, all its strength and its appetites are
recollected in this burning love."
St. John poses the question, "How will we be able to understand
the movement and impulses of all this strength and these appetites?"
He writes, "They [the appetites] are roused when the soul becomes
aware of the fire and wound of this forceful love and still neither
possesses it nor gets satisfaction from it."
With recollected appetites, the entire soul longs for God. Yet
God leaves the soul "in darkness and doubt," so that the darkness
which began the transformation might bring it to completion. St.
John invoices David's own longing, 'Doubtless, suffenng hunger like
dogs, as David says, these souls wander about the city ana howl
and sigh because they are not filled with this love." [Ps. 58:7,15-16]
The passage continues to characterize this night with various descriptions of the soul's sorrowful affliction.
The touch of this divine love and fire so dries up the spirit and
so enkindles the soul's longing to slake its thirst for this love that
a person will go over these longings in his mind a thousand times
and pine for God in a thousand ways. David expresses this state very
well in a psalm: My soul thirsts for You; in how many ways does
my flesh long for You. [Ps. 62:2]
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2.5.1. Conclusion
While the first chapter characterized the soul's relation with
the sensual as a straining process of disengagement, this chapter
has centered on the harmonization of the soul with itself, particularly
its faculties of sense and spirit. This process results in the unification
and redirection of the energies of the soul to God by means of
a conversion of the will to charity accomplished through contemplation. Each individual text has added a layer of explanation of
this process, with the final text serving as a summary; together a
tableau of the soul's conversion as it unfolds in the spiritual realm
has been presented.
Ascent III. 16. introduces and outlines the entire conversion
process of the will, although it focuses on the active portion of
that process. St. John sees the conversion of the will as pivotal
to the soul's ascent, since the will is governor of all the soul's
faculties; particularly the appetites, passions and affections. The
intellect's conversion to faith and the memory's conversion to hope
are rendered hollow without the corresponding transformation of
the will accomplished through charity. Quoting Deuteronomy 6:5,
St. John states that the directing of the energies of the soul's entire
heart, soul and mind in charity is the summation of his mystical
doctrine.
Night II. 3. explains the state of the proficient soul as it passes
through the intermediate state he characterized as nurturing preparation for the dark night of the spirit. Ironically, the very spontaneity of his style which makes this text so fresh and immediate
also poses several technical complications. With seemingly little
differentiation, St. John speaks of three kinds of different union:
Intrinsic union is the natural relatedness and connectedness between
ordinary inner operations. Directed union is the focusing of all the
energies of the inner operations towards God. Union with God,
alluded to in this chapter, will be examined more in depth in the
next.
The second complication is the question of proper understanding
of St. John's concept of the senses. At first it seemed strange to
discuss the senses in the spiritual night, but this very peculiarity
brings precisely into full view St. John's true understanding of them.
Beyona the exterior and interior sense, the mystic affirms the
existence of a spiritual sense. Thus the senses do extend and exist
in both the physical and spiritual realm. These senses become more
acute as the soul progresses. The developed faculty becomes more
unified and thus makes the distinction between physical and spiritual
sense less explicit. This text also outlines how deeply the soul needs
further spiritual strength to endure the second night. Finally, by
downplaying the soul's advancement and referring to the first night
as a mere 'restraint," St. John places the soul's progress in its true
perspective without downplaying the purgative nature of the second
night.
The transformation of the will is the key to the soul's conversion.
Since this is accomplished through charity, our discussion requires
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some examination of God's inflow of love, which St. John presents
as the contemplative experience.
Night II. 5. §§1-2. introduces this experience. In these brief
texts St. John presents numerous facets of contemplation. Primarily,
contemplation both illuminates and purges the soul. While the saint
clearly emphasizes the purgative aspect of this experience as it
transforms the soul of imperfections and instructs it, this takes place
with secrecy and mystery in divine love. Passages which followed
Night II. serve as a fine illustration of the drama and intensity of
the experience, a devastating purgation in the complete darkness
of the spiritual night.
The final text, Night II. 11. §§1-5. reflected the dynamic spiralling
ascent of the soul in which attraction, self-confrontation, painful
detachment and freedom for God arc repeated, but on a new level.
These repetitions are no mere defect or literary style, but express
the mystical experience as it moves forward to a new and more
profound expression. The repetitiveness of St. John's themes, the
admixture or technical with poetic language, and the malleability
of his vocabulary all reflect his reaching out for words to express
a subtle, varied and challenging experience. The interweaving and
recurrence of dynamics is not only St. John's medium, but an
important part of the message. This text echoes St. John's refrain
of the spiritual night: "You shall love the Lord your God, with all
your heart, with all your soul, with all your strength." 47 We close
with one observation. As the soul moves closer to union with God,
there is a convergence of dynamics; sense and spirit unite, active
and passive join, and so forth. This movement towards simplification
in the thrust towards God builds momentum as the soul's many
forces consolidate into a single drive. With this solidarity comes
an increasing difficulty to label, categorize or make distinctions as
was done in earlier phases. The technical terminology become
increasingly inept. Many of the distinctions and terms, having served
their purpose, must now fade into the background and be seen as
secondary in importance. This is especially true of the technical,
terms. Conversely St. John s symbolic and poetic
[)hilosopnical
anguage become more communicative, nuanccd and far-reaching.
Yet, one point must remain clear. Despite the departure from certain
forms of expression, St. John remains, as always, consistent, clear
and directed with the same means to the same goal, even when
dealing with the most elevated, complex and intangible realities. He
remains a teacher trying to clearly direct his disciples. St. John's
doctrine is consistent, though its expression may vary.

Dt. 6:5; Mk. 12:30.

Chapter Three:
THE SOUL IN UNION WITH GOD

"The Bride has entered into the pleasant garden of her desire,
And at her pleasure rests. Her neck reclining on the gentle arms of
the Beloved."
Spiritual Canticle, verse 27.
"Love is never idle, but in continual motion..."
Living Flame of Love 1 § 8.

3.0.1. Introduction
This chapter treats how the Spiritual Canticle and The Living
Flame of Love characterize the soul in a state of union with self
and with God. Although each work contains a vast amount of
spiritual teaching, worthy of detailed consideration, we give only
a general survey of the soul's unitive state by choosing several
well-known texts. From the Canticle we comment upon the in
troductory exposition of Stanzas 13/14, which treat Spiritual Be
trothal. We also examine Chapter 27 in its entirety, which discusses
Spiritual Marriage. Both texts beautifully sketch an analogical de
piction of the soul's transformation in union. This transformation
is described as the soul's movement from the restless searching of
a Bride to the marital state of the restful and sublime union of
partners.
We complete the survey with the Flame 2. §§2-7.: "O Sweet
Cautery, О Delightful Wound.." This text captures the central imagery
of the Flame, fire as both an infinitely purgative process and a sign
of the endless transforming love of God.
One expects St. John to bring all the elements of his doctrine
to a concordant harmony when his topic is the soul reaching
perfection, but this is not the case. Instead, the dynamic nature
of his doctrine impelís him to hightlight the irresolvable opposition
and tension which this union brings about. Because of this, this
chapter clearly raises more questions than it resolves.
For example, the soul supposedly reaches rest and repose when
in union with the Beloved, for He is the fulfillment of every desire.
This is the state of union in Spiritual Marriage seen in the first
two texts from the Canticle. Yet immediately following, the text from
the Flame presents an ongoing purgation of the already unified soul.
The soul's desire for God continues on to infinity, since God Himself
is infinite. Is the state of union a condition of rest and repose because
the soul's desires have been fulfilled, or is it a dynamic ongoing
tension of continued desire and longing?
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Rather than attempting to impose a solution on these conflicts,
it is precisely the contention of this study that St. John's genius
is revealed when these seeming contradictions prove to be the point
of penetration into a richer understanding of the mystical experience.
In describing the transformation process at this ultimate state of
union, the tensions of St. John's doctrine come into their full
dimensions; it is here that the paradoxes contained therein become
most evident.
The texts for this survey of the soul's union with God are:
3.1. Canticle 13/14 §§ 1-5.: Spiritual Betrothal
3.2. Canticle 27: "The Bride has Entered": Spiritual Marriage
3.3. Flame 3. §§2-7.: "O Sweet Cautery, О Delightful Wound"
3.1.1. Orientation to the Text:
Canticle 13/14. §§1-5. Spiritual Betrothal 1
In the first portion of the Canticle the Beloved hides Himself
from His Love, leaving the soul wounded, longing and searching:
"Whither has thou hidden thyself, And has left me, О Beloved to
my sighing?" Searching for the Beloved in various pastoral locations,
the soul says, "Seeking my love, I will go o'er yonder mountains
and banks..." To each or these places the soul addresses her inquiries.
Have they seen Him? Do they conceal Him? Can they lead the
soul to Him? 2
1
How were the texts chosen for this chapter? Three things had to be
accomplished in this chapter: 1) A characterization of Spiritual Betrothal, 2) a
characterization of Spiritual Marriage and 3) an exposition presenting St. John's
notion of ongoing transformation. Thus texts which concisely and best presented
these aspects were the chosen. For example the first texts. St. John discusses
Spiritual Betrothal from stanzas 12 to 27. Yet scholars agree that stanzas 13
and 14, which form one chapter, and particularly the "Annotation," "synthesize
the effects which the Betrothal causes in the soul," as Peers puts it (cf. intro.
vol. IL, p. 5). We agree with Peers' evaluation and therefore take the first portion
of stanza 13/14 for commentary upon the state of Spiritual Betrothal. Criteria
for selection of the other texts will be given.
2

"¿Adonde te escondiste,
Amado, y me dejaste con gemido?
Como el ciervo huíste
habiéndome herido;
salí tras ti clamando, y eras ido.
Pastores los que fuerdes
allá por las majadas al otero
si por ventura vierdes
aquel que yo más quiero
decilde que adolesco, peno, y muero.
Buscando mis amores
iré por esos montes y riberas
ni cogeré las flores
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For example in Stanza 4 the soul addresses "woods and thickets
and the meadow of verdure":
О woods and thickets Planted by the hand of the Beloved! О
meadow 3 of verdure, enamelled with flowers, Say if he has passed
by you.
Since we have already considered the soul's state of searching
in the Ascent-Night corpus, we pass over the details of these stanzas
in the first portion of the Canticle. We focus on the Canticle
mid-stream, where the lovers are in the state of Spiritual Betrothal.
In Spiritual Betrothal the soul, weary from her search, finally
encounters her Beloved. He visits her, adorning her with gifts, and
prepares her for Spiritual Marriage. Spiritual Betrothal is funda
mentally the visitations of the Bridegroom, preparing His bride for
her Spiritual Marriage.
Stanzas 13 and 14 form a single chapter. In addition to the
text of the poem, the annotation and exposition of this chapter that
St. John provides, detail the state of Betrothal. St. John's own
introduction, in effect, provides what is necessary for the reader to
know in order to interpret the verses concerning the soul's Spiritual
Betrothal.
3.1.2. The Text of Canticle:
Stanzas 13/14. §§ 1-5.: Spiritual Betrothal
My Beloved, the mountains, The solitary, wooded valleys, The
strange islands, the sonorous rivers, The whisper of the amorous
breezes.
The tranquil night. At the time of the rising of the dawn. The
silent music, the sounding solitude. The supper that recreates and
enkindles love.
ANNOTATION
Before we enter upon the exposition of these stanzas, it is necessary
to explain, for the better intelligence thereof and of the stanzas which
follow them, that by this spiritual flight which we have just described
is denoted a lofty estate and union of love wherein after much spiritual
exercise God is wont to place the soul, which is called spiritual
betrothal with the Word, the Son of God. And at the beginning, when
this is done for the first time, God communicates to the soul great
ni temeré las fieras
y pasaré los fuertes y fronteras.
(.Canticle, verses 1-3. 863.)
« ¡O bosques y espesuras
plantadas por la mano del Amado!
¡Oh prado de verduras
de flores esmaltado
decid si por vosotros ha pasado!"
(Canticle, verse 4. 863.)
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things concerning Himself, beautifying it with greatness and majesty,
decking it with gifts and virtues, and clothing it with knowledge and
honour of God, just as if it were a bride on the day of her betrothal.
And upon this happy day, not only is there an end of the soul's former
vehement yearnings and plaints of love, but, being adorned with the
good things which I am describing, she enters into an estate of peace
and delight and sweetness of love, as is described in the present
stanzas, wherein she does naught else but relate and sing the wonders
of her Beloved, which she knows and enjoys in Him, by means of
the aforementioned union of the betrothal. And thus, m the remainder
of the stanzas following, she speaks not of pains or yearnings as she
did aforetime, but of the communication and exercise of sweet and
peaceful love with her Beloved, since in this estate all those other
things are now ended. And it is to be noted that in these two stanzas
is contained the most that God is wont to communicate to a soul
at this time. But it is not to be understood that to all such as arrive
at this estate He communicates all that is expounded in these two
stanzas, nor that He does so according to one single way and degree
of knowledge and feeling. For to some souls He gives more and to
others less; to some after one manner and to others after another;
though souls belonging to either category can be in this estate of
the Spiritual Betrothal. But we set down here the highest that is
possible because in this is comprehended all else. And the exposition
follows.
EXPOSITION OF THE TWO STANZAS
Now as this little dove, which is the soul, was flying on the breezes
of love above the waters of the flood (namely, those her fatigues and
yearnings of love which she has described up to this point) and found
no rest for her foot, upon this last flight which we have described,
the compassionate father Noe put forth the hand of his mercy and
caught her, and brought her into the ark of his charity and love,
and this was at the time when, in the stanza that we have just
expounded, the Spouse said: Return thou, dove.'
And it is to be noted that, even as in the ark of Noe, as the
Divine Scripture tell us, there were many mansions for many different
kinds of animal, and every kind of food which they could eat, even
so, in this flight which it makes to this Divine Ark of the bosom
of God, the soul not only sees therein the many mansions which His
Majesty described in Saint John, saying that they were in His Father's
house, but sees and knows that all kinds of food are there — that
is, all the grandeurs which can please the soul, which are all the
things that are contained in the two stanzas above-mentioned, and
are signified by those words used in common parlance, the substance
of which is as follows.
In this Divine union the soul sees and tastes abundance and
inestimable riches, finds all the rest and the recreation that it desires,
and understands strange kinds of knowledge and secrets of God, which
is another of those kinds of food that it likes best. It feels likewise
in God an awful power and strength which transcends all other power
and strength: it tastes a marvelous sweetness and spiritual delight,
finds true rest and Divine light and has lofty experience of the
knowledge of God, which shines forth in the harmony of the creatures
and the acts of God. Likewise it feels itself to be full of good things,
and empty of evil things and far withdrawn from them; and, above
all, it experiences, and has fruition of, an inestimable feast of love,
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which confirms it in love, and this is the substance of that which
is contained in the two stanzas aforementioned.
In these stanzas the Bride says that her Beloved is all these things,
both in Himself and also for her; for in that which God is wont
to communicate in such excesses, the soul feels and knows the truth
of that saying which the holy Francis uttered, namely: God mine,
and all things.' Wherefore, since God is all things to the soul, and
the good of them all, the communication of this excess is explained
by the similitude of the goodness of the things in the said stanzas,
which we shall expound line by line. It must be understood that all
that is expounded here is in God in an eminent and an infinite manner,
or, to express it better, that each of these grandeurs which are spoken
of is God, and they are all of them God; for inasmuch as in this
case the soul is united with God, it feels that all things are God
in one simple being, even as Saint John felt when he said: Quod
factum est, in ipso vita erat. That is to say: That which was made
in Him was life. It is not to be understood that, in that which the
soul is here said to feel, it is, as it were, seeing things in the light,
or creatures in God, but that in that possession the soul feels that
all things are God to it. Neither is it to be understood that, because
the soul has such lofty feelings concerning God in that which we
are saying, it sees God essentially and clearly, for this is no more
than a powerful and abundant communication, and a glimpse of that
which He is in Himself wherein the soul feels this goodness concerning
the things which we shall expound in these lines... 4

4

« Mi Amado las montañas
los valles solitarios nemorosos
las ínsulas extrañas
los ríos sonorosos
el silbo de los aires amorosos
la noche sosegada
en par de los levantes de la aurora
la música callada
la soledad sonora
la cena que recrea y enamora.

ANOTACIÓN
Antes que entremos en la declaración de estas canciones, es necesario
advertir, para más inteligencia de ellas y de las que después de ellas se siguen,
que en este vuelo espiritual que acabamos de decir se denota un alto estado
y unión de amor en que, después de mucho ejercicio espiritual, suele Dios poner
al alma, al cual llaman desposorio espiritual con el Verbo Hijo de Dios. Y al
principio que se hace esto, que es la primera vez, comunica Dios al alma grandes
cosas de sí hermoseándola de grandeza y majestad y arreándola de dones y
virtudes y vistiéndola de conocimiento y honra de Dios, bien así como a desposada
en el día de su desposorio. Y en este dichoso día no solamente se le acaban
al alma sus ansias vehementes y querellas de amor, que antes tenía, mas,
quedando adornada de los bienes que digo, comiénzale un estado de paz y deleite
y de suavidad de amor, según se da a entender en las presentes canciones;
en las cuales no hace otra cosa sino contar y cantar las grandezas de su Amado,
las cuales conoce y goza en él por la dicha unión del desposorio. Y así en
las demás canciones siguientes ya no dice cosas de penas ni ansias, como antes
hacía, sino comunicación y ejercicio de dulce y pacifio amor con su Amado,
porque ya en este estado todo aquello fenece.
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Commentary on Canticle 13/14. §§ 1-5.

3.1.3.1. Canticle 13/14. §1. "The Annotation"
We begin with St. John's description of "Spiritual betrothal with
the Word, the Son of God." He insists upon a proper understanding
of the state of Spiritual Betrothal before an explanation of his poetic
Y es de notar que en estas dos canciones se contiene lo más que Dios
suele comunicar a este tiempo a una alma; pero no se ha de entender aue
а todas las que llegan a este estado se les comunica todo lo que en estas dos
canciones se declara, ni en una misma manera y medida de conocimiento y
sentimiento, porque a unas almas se les da más y a otras menos; y a unas
en una manera y a otras en otra, aunque lo uno y lo otro puede ser en este
estado del desposorio espiritual; mas pónese aquí lo más que puede ser porque
en ello se comprehende todo, y sigúese la declaración.
DECLARACIÓN DE LAS DOS CANCIONES
Pues como esta palomica del alma andaba volando por los aires de amor
sobre las aguas del diluvio de las fatigas y ansias suyas de amor que ha mostrado
hasta aquí, no hallando donde descansase su pie, a este último vuelo que habernos
dicho extendió el piadoso padre Noé la mano de su miericordia y recogióla,
metiéndola en el arca de su caridad y amor (Gn 8,8-9). Y esto fue al tiempo
que en la canción que acabamos de declarar dijo: ¡vuélvete, paloma!
Y es de notar que así como en el arca de Noé, según dice la divina Escritura,
había muchas mansiones para muchas diferencias de animales, y todos los
manjares que se podían comer (Gn 6,14-21), así el alma en este vuelo que hace
a esta divina arca del pecho de Dios, no sólo echa de ver en ella las muchas
mansiones que su Majestad dijo por San Juan (14,2) que había en la casa de
su Padre, mas ve y conoce ver allí todos los manjares, esto es, todas las grandezas
aue puede gustar el alma, que son todas las cosas que se contienen en las
dos sobredichas canciones, significadas por aquellos vocablos comunes; las cuales
en sustancia son las que se siguen.
Ve el alma y gusta en esta divina unión abundancia y riquezas inestimables
y halla todo el descanso y recreación que ella desea y entiende secretos e
inteligencias de Dios extrañas, que es otro manjar de los que mejor le saben,
y siente en Dios un terrible poder y fuerza que todo otro poder y fuerza priva;
y gusta allí admirable suavidad y deleite de espíritu; halla verdadero sosiego
y luz divina; y gusta altamente de la sabiduría de Dios, que en la armonía
de las criaturas y hechos de Dios reluce; y siéntese llena de bienes y vacía
y ajena de males; y, sobre todo, entiende y goza de una inestimable refección
de amor, que la confirma en amor. Y ésta es la sustancia de lo que se contiene
en las dos canciones sobredichas.
En las cuales dice la esposa que todas estas cosas es su Amado en sí, y
lo es para ella; porque, en lo aue Dios suele comunicar en semejantes excesos
siente el alma y conoce la verdad de aquel dicho que dijo el santo Francisco,
es a saber: « ¡Dios mío y todas las cosas! ». De donde, por ser Dios todas las
cosas al alma y el bien de todas ellas, se declara la comunicación de este exceso
por la semejanza de la bondad de las cosas en las dichas canciones, según
en cada verso de ellas se irá declarando. En lo cual se ha de entender que
todo lo que aquí se declara está en Dios eminentemente en infinita manera
o, por mejor decir, cada una de estas grandezas que se dicen es Dios y todas
ellas juntas son Dios; que, por cuanto en este caso se une el alma con Dios,
siente ser todas las cosas Dios en un simple ser, según lo sintió San Juan cuando
dijo: quod factum est in ipso vita erat, es a saber: lo que fue hecho, en él era
vida (Jn 1,4). Y así no se na de entender que en lo que aquí se dice que siente
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verses can be given. The mystic sees this state as the final preparation
of the soul's union with God, called Spiritual Marriage. Yet, it is
not so easy to distinguish between Betrothal and Spiritual Marriage,
especially when these states are reduced to purely a metaphysical
condition.
First, St. John refers to both states as union. This confusion
is present from the very beginning of the discussion of Spiritual
Betrothal in Stanzas 13-14. St. John refers to Spiritual Betrothal
as the "lofty estate of union of love." If Spiritual Betrothal is the
union of love, then what is Spiritual Marriage? This question is
considered throughout the discussion of this chapter.
Next, we observe the manner in which St. John refers to the
soul and God. Though embodying the same doctrine, the particular
manner of expression in the Ascent-Night corpus and the Canticle
is strikingly different. While the prior texts of Ascent-Night occasionally alluded to "The Beloved" and "The Bridegroom," not until
the Canticle does St. John fully develop this classic mystical characterization. The soul is the betrothed or the bride; Christ is the
soul's Beloved or Lover, the Bridegroom, the Word, the Son of God.
Nevertheless, while there are real differences between the AscentNight corpus and the Canticle and Flame, the fundamental dynamics
of his doctrine remain the same. The mystic still addresses the same
issues: detachment, transformation and the soul's progress towards
union with God. The backdrop of these dynamics has changed; they
now operate on a new plane. There are more similarities than
differences. We hightlight the differences precisely so that the unique
manner in which St. John deals with the same dynamics may be
illuminated.
In the Ascent-Night treatise, the God that the soul searches for
is obscured by darkness; He is a nebulous and ineffable presence
which calls for a kind of Spartan faith. The soul must learn to
trust that this enigmatic God is present and has not abandoned
it. Dark faith is the very means to encountering and eventually
reaching this distant God.
In the Canticle, St. John depicts a relationship in the richest
and most intimate sense of the term. This rapport between the
Beloved and the Bride is expressed with deeply personal, intimate
and even sexual overtones. When once He makes Himself known,
the Beloved is by no means distant; He is personally present and
highly involved in the relationship with His Bride.
In the Ascent-Night corpus, it seemed as if only the soul was
impassioned; God remained distant and dark. Now, in the Canticle,
el alma es como ver las cosas en la luz o las criaturas en Dios, sino que en
aquella posesión siente serle todas las cosas Dios. Y tampoco se ha de entender
que, porque el alma siente tan subidamente de Dios en lo que vamos diciendo,
vea a Dios esencial y claramente; que no es sino una fuerte y copiosa comunicación y vislumbre de los que él es en sí, en que siente el alma este bien
de las cosas que ahora en los verso declararemos, conviene a saber..." (Canticle
13/14. verses. §§1-5. 900-902.)
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we see God Himself characterized with equal, if not greater passion
and personal investment than the soul itself. He longs, strives
andburns for His bride. He visits her, attends to her desires, bringing
her gifts and preparing her for the wedding. The two are enamored
with one another and there is a developing mutuality and love
between them.
This new depiction of God differs severely from St. John's earlier
characterization. The Canticle answers those who criticise St. John
for portraying God as a Deity of relentless insensitivity, unfeeling
and solely inflicting punishment upon those who love Him. It puts
the harsh admonitions of the prior texts into proper perspective
and a balance is reached.
With this spiritual anthropology as the backdrop, the relational
drama of the Beloved and the lover takes center-stage. Now, at
last, the soul encounters her Beloved. Rejoicing in His presence,
the soul enjoys rest and delight. Referring to this encounter, St.
John says.
And upon this happy day, not only is there an end to the soul's
former vehement yearnings and plaints of love, but, being adorned
with the good things which I am describing, she enters into an estate
of peace and delight and sweetness of love... she does naught else
but relate and sing the wonders of her Beloved...
Spiritual Betrothal brings the longing to an end with the arrival
of the Beloved; the sweet and peaceful love of this encounter will
occupy the rest of St. John's discussion.
And thus, in the remainder of the stanzas following, she [the soul]
speaks not of pains or yearnings as she did aforetime, but of communication and exercise of sweet and peaceful love with her Beloved,
since in this estate all those other things are now ended.
In Spiritual Betrothal, God communicates with the soul, endowing it with knowledge and bestowing upon His Betrothed divine
virtues. "God communicates to the soul great things and majesty,"
says St. John. "[The Bridegroom] decks the soul with gifts and
virtues, and clothing it with knowledge and honour of God..." These
gifts are given, says St. John, "as if it were a bride on the day
of her betrothal."
Stanzas 13-14 celebrate St. John's depiction of the wondrous
love which come with the arrival of the Bridegroom. While insisting
that "two stanzas" contain "the most that God is wont to communicate to a soul at this time," the mystic adds that these
communications "[are not given] according to one single way and
degree of knowledge and feeling." Each soul experiences this love
uniquely. To some the Lord gives more and to others less; to some
according to one manner and to others according to another, though
all are in the state of Betrothal.
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3.1.3.2. Canticle 13/14. §§ 2-5. The Exposition of the Two Stanzas
St. John uses the image of the dove, borrowed from the story
of the great flood in Genesis 5, to develop his analogical presentation
of Spiritual Betrothal. He begins, "Now as this little dove, which
is the soul, was flying on the breezes of love above the waters of
the flood..." Although we seem to meet the image mid-thought, the
text is actually a continuation from the previous chapter. Chapter
12 presented the dove's spiritual flight in two senses 6: a metaphor
of searching for the Beloved and an analogy of the experiences of
rapture and ecstasy. 7 The present text develops the first sense, the
dove searching for the Beloved.
Likened to the dove who served as Noe's scout, the dove
represents the soul entering the state of Spiritual Betrothal after
the long search for dry land. The dove flies on the breezes of love
and contemplation, soaring above the floodwaters which represent
the soul's weary desires for the Beloved. Fatigued with yearning,
the dove returns to the ark where it secures a reception of mercy
and charity when Noe extends his hand to receive it. Like the dove
whose searching flight comes to an end, in Spiritual Betrothal the
soul's quest reaches its destination. The rest and delights of the
Beloved are represented by Noe's merciful hand. "Return thou,
dove," means, "Return, soul, from your searching; the Beloved you
pursued discloses Himself."
On its return, the dove finds the ark (understood as the "Divine
Ark of the bosom of God"), a home of many mansions and all kinds
of food. St. John concludes this comparision with one further
application of this analogy to the state of Betrothal. After long
searching, the fatigued soul encounters rest, experiences delight and
is given many spiritual gifts. The dove enjoys the riches of the ark.
5
6

Genesis 8 6-14.

"Vuélvete, paloma.
De muy buena gana se iba el alma del cuerpo en aquel vuelo espiritual,
pensando que se le acababa ya la vida y que pudiera gozarse con su Esposo
para siempre, y quedarse al descubierto con él; mas atajóle el Esposo el paso,
diciendo vuélvete, paloma, como si dijera paloma en el vuelo alto y ligero que
llevas de contemplación y en el amor con que ardes y simplicidad con que
vas — porque estas tres propiedades tiene la paloma —, vuélvete de ese vuelo
alto en que pretendes llegar a poseerme de veras, que aún no es llegado ese
tiempo de tan alto conocimiento, y acomódate a este más bajo que yo ahora
te comunico en este tu exceso. " (Canticle 12. § 7 898-899 )
7
With reference to rapture and ecstasy, we note St John's famous mention
of St. Teresa of Jesus He writes - "Lugar era éste conveniente para tratar de
las diferencias de raptos y éxtasis y otros arrobamientos y sutiles vuelos de
espíritu que a los espirituales suelen acaecer, mas, porque mi intento no es
sino declarar brevemente estas canciones, como en el prólogo prometí, quedarse
ha para quien mejor lo sepa tratar que yo, y porque también la bienaventurada
Teresa de Jesús, nuestra madre, dejó escritas de estas cosas de espíritu admirablemente, las cuales, espero en Dios, saldrán presto impresas a luz ."
(Canticle 12. § 6 898)
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First St. John sketched the outline of Spiritual Betrothal in his
"Annotation," then this outline is enriched with his explanation of
the analogy of the dove. Now St. John offers a more detailed and
direct presentation of this state. He lists the various gifts of betrothal.
First among them is "Divine union."
"In this Divine union," asserts St. John, "the soul sees and tastes
abundance and inestimable riches." We should take careful note of
the listing. First among the gifts of Betrothal is the refreshment
and delight of God's visitation which quenches the soul's long tested
desire. "[The soul] finds all the rest and the recreation that it desires."
Second the soul "understands strange kinds of knowledge and
secrets of God." This knowledge, though veiled in darkness, the soul
prefers to other types of objective comprehension because it is the
intimate understanding between two lovers. St. John simply calls
it the knowledge "the soul likes best." The mystic emphasizes that
affective understanding or "feeling comprehension" characterizes this
relational state. As the soul draws closer to God, it experiences "an
awful power and strength which transcends all other power and
strength..." says St. John. Thus, wisdom and a powerful affective
comprehension of this relation is the second gift of the Beloved.
Third the soul finds divine repose while experiencing these divine
attributes. It encounters "Divine light" and has "lofty experiences
of God." How are we to interpret these expressions? St. John is
very specific: they are not apprehensions of the extraordinary, but
the soul's keen apprehensions of the ordinary. The soul develops
what we call an appreciative apprehension of the divine reality that
was always present. Through the normal experience of material and
spiritual reality the soul now perceives God's presence in a new
manner because the soul's vision has been transformed; these lofty
experiences of knowledge of God "shine forth in the harmony of
creatures and the acts of God." In the soul's prior condition, it
was absorbed in disorienting attachments to the created world which
blinded it. Further, the soul withdrew from the material world
because it posed the potential danger of corruption. Now healed
of its blindness and aware of God in all things, the soul sees only
the goodness, harmony and beauty of a created world resplendent
with God's presence and action. It "shines forth." This new perception extends interiorly to the soul itself, which experiences the
wonder of its own worth and goodness. "It feels itself to be full
of good things, and empty of evil things and far withdrawn from
them," observes the saint.
This notion of the soul's transformed perception grounds St.
John's subsequent discussion. The next paragrapn opens with the
words, "The Bride says that her Beloved is all these things, both
in Himself and also for her." "All these things" refers to the images
of nature found in the two poetic verses of this chapter. The soul
sings of its Beloved as the mountains, the solitary wooded valleys,
the strange islands, the sonorous rivers, the whisper of the amorous
breezes and so on. The poet seems to search for words to describe
Spiritual Bethrothal; he calls it "an inestimable feast of love" in
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which the soul and the Beloved rejoice in one another and in the
love they share. To appreciate this dynamic, we must recall that
neither the appetites, passions and affections, nor the created world,
nor even spiritual experiences themselves cause harm to the soul.
Of themselves, these drives, objects and experiences are good. Rather,
it was the soul's disorienting attachment to them that caused harm.
When oriented toward itself, the soul is incapable of establishing
real relationships with others. Yet, to gain liberty from them, the
soul underwent a rigorous detachment from all of these disorientations and a simultaneous cultivation of the interior unity of its
faculties. Thus were the soul's energies able to be focused toward
the single and divine Object. We examined this development of the
soul in the Ascent-Night corpus.
The state of Spiritual Betrothal enables the soul to rediscover
the goodness of creation and of its own spiritual worth. Objects
no longer pose the threat of corruption; in fact, quite the opposite
dynamic occurs. With energies focused toward God, interior repose
leaves the soul freely deposed to joyously apprehend the goodness
and beauty of the world and of itself, without threat or harm. Thus
a harmonious accord with nature, with the spiritual realm, with
self and with God permeates the soul's existence. The Bride can
truly see her Beloved in all things.
St. John writes, "God is all things to the soul, and the good
of them all." This statement has vast implications. He explains,
. . . all that is expounded here is in God in an eminent and an
infinite manner, or, to express it better, that each of these grandeurs
which are spoken of is God, and they are all of them God...
To the degree in which the soul is one with God, it is able
to experience its unitive rapport with all things. The more complete
the soul's union with God, the more profound its apprehension of
His presence in the created and spiritual realm. "It feels that all
things are God in one simple being."
The implication of this logic is that the soul's experiences go
beyond mere apprehension, since the soul itself discerns that it is
in union with creation. This occurs because God, with Whom it
is in union, is also present in the work of His hands. The soul
not only beholds but is one with God in creation. John of the Cross
quotes John the evangelist, [This is what] Saint John felt when he
said: Quod factum est, in ipso vita erat." To the betrothed, all creation
exudes God's life as the soul enters into union with God.
Only now does St. John's portrayal of creation and the role
it plays in the soul's rapport with the Beloved come into perspective.
St. John characterizes the soul not only as possessing an acute
appreciative perception of reality, but also naving an intimate
relation with it. This makes the incamational mystery present within
the soul itself.
Now we can see clearly how the Canticle complements the
Ascent-Night corpus. It deals with the same dynamic out brings it
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to completion. The detachment St. John calls for in the Ascent-Night
corpus facilitates an appreciative and non-threatening rapport with
objects or desires during the Spiritual Bethrothal of the Canticle.
Their detachment must be understood in terms of progression, not
as opposition. The key to this progressive detachment dynamic is
love itself. While detachment without love begets only a hollow and
righteous asceticism, detachment with love gives birth to the liberating union St. John describes so vividily in the verses of the
Canticle.
St. John insists that the soul's unitive relation with God's
presence in creation is genuine. Care must be taken to understand
exactly what St. John means by this rapport. For him, this relation
is more than a perception or insight which leads the soul to meditate
upon God in creation; it is more than an element of accelerated
perception. St. John is very clear. What the soul experiences in
all these creatures is union with them, nothing less, because God
is in them and the soul is united with God. From a different
perspective it can be understood this way. When overtaken by God,
the soul itself is becoming divine. It sees the world as God sees
it — divinely. In other words, the divinity of God's presence in
the soul itself brings the soul to union with the world. Thus, creation
has a new, wondrous and divine meaning.
St. John is equally insistent, as always, that no perception or
experience can possibly capture the totality of the Divine presence.
He notes, "Neither is it to be understood that, because the soul
has such lofty feelings concerning God in that which we are saying,
it sees God essentially and clearly." Even these vivid experiences
by which the soul apprehends God's presence are, in the end, merely
distant impressions when compared with the infinite reality of God
Himself. The mystic describes these apprehensions of God in creation
as "no more than a powerful and abundant communication, and
glimpse[s] of that which He is in Himself..."
Our selected text draws to a close with a sobering reminder:
there is nothing which can take the place of God Himself; any
apprehension or experience, no matter how sublime, is only a passing
shadow, a faded resemblance. Futhermore, this comment illustrates
St. John's continual exhortation, even at this level, that the soul
must leave present attachments and strive for the ever greater God.
We close by observing that the dynamic of St. John's interior
itinerary moves toward completion as God penetrates evermore
deeply into each level of the soul. All the soul's desires, its feelings,
ana its will are coming into a single focus: the soul's rapport with
God. Betrothal serves as a final preparation for a still more interior
transformation: union with God.
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3.2.1. Orientation to the Text:
Canticle Stanza 27. "The
Marriage 8

Bride

Has

Entered":

Spiritual

St. John's exposition of the state of Spiritual Marriage presents
a vast host of complexities. We have chosen to comment on the
introductory portion of Stanza 27, where for the first time St. John
presents the state of Spiritual Marriage. This text consists of a series
of images and depictions chosen by the mystic author to give
expression to the sublime and the transcendent, which refuse to
be weighted down with mere words, systematic presentation or even
analogical representations. While one is struck with the beauty of
the imagery and the awesome implications of the mystic's words,
St. John certainly would be the first to insist that the text lacks
precision and pales in comparison to the original experience of
union. In the end what can best be said of Spiritual Marriage is:
"The Bride has entered into the pleasant garden of her desire...
Her neck reclining on the gentle arms of the Beloved."
We treat Stanza 27 in its entirety. In no way do we pretend
to exhaust the mystical wealth present in this renowned chapter,
we only highlight those points that are significant and relevant to
our study.
3.2.2. The Text of Canticle, Stanza 27.
"The Bride Has Entered": Spiritual Marriage
The Bride has entered Into the pleasant garden of her desire,
And at her pleasure rests, Her neck reclining on the gentle arms of
the Beloved.
EXPOSITION
The Bride having now done all in her power that the foxes may
be driven away and the north wind may depart, and the nymphs
be stilled, since these have been hindrances and inconveniences
impeding the perfect delight of the estate of the Spiritual Marriage;
and having likewise invoked and obtained the breeze of the Holy Spirit
(as has been described in the preceding stanzas), which is the proper
disposition and means for the perfection of this estate: it now remains
to treat, in this stanza, of this estate, wherein the Spouse now speaks
to the soul, calling her His Bride, and says two things. He says, first,
that the soul, having issued forth victoriously, has now attained to
this delectable estate of the Spiritual Marriage which both He and
she had so greatly desired. The second thine that He does is to
enumerate the properties of the said estate, of which properties the
soul now has fruition in Him, and these are for her to rest at her
8

St. John's discussion of Spiritual Marriage is extensive. It covers every
nuance of this mystical state. A complete treatment of this state is impossible.
We have chosen St. John's introductory chapter where it is first presented, once
again agreeing with the Sanjuanist tradition, that sees stanza 27 as key for
understanding Spiritual Marriage. Taking this chapter in its entirety, we sketch
an overview of this state.
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pleasure and for her neck to recline upon the gentle arms of the
Beloved, even as we shall now go on to show in our exposition.
THE BRIDE HAS ENTERED
In order that we may expound the arrangement of these stanzas
the more exactly, and describe the soul's habitual progress ere it reach
to this estate of the Spiritual Marriage, which is the highest estate
that, by divine favour, we have now to describe, and to which the
soul has now come, it is to be noted that, ere the soul reaches this
estate, it exercises itself first of all in the trials and bitterness of
mortification, and in meditation, as the soul said at the beginning
from the first stanza down to that which says: Scattering a thousand
graces.' Afterwards it passed through the pain and strain of love which
have been described in the stanzas following, as far as that which
says: Withdraw them, Beloved.' And in addition to this, the soul then
relates how it has received great communications and many visits from
its Beloved, wherein it has reached ever-increasing perfection and
knowledge in His love, so much so that, passing beyond all things,
and even beyond itself, it has surrendered itself to Him through union
of love in Spiritual Betrothal, wherein, as one that is now betrothed,
it has received from the Spouse great gifts and jewels, even as it
has described in its song, from the stanza wherein this Divine betrothal
was made, and which says. Withdraw them, Beloved,' a spiritual
[estate] the properties whereof it has been describing down to this
place, wherein the Spouse makes mention of it; wherefore its properties
are being described down to this present place, which begins The
Bride has entered...' It now remains for the Spouse to make mention
of the said Spiritual Marriage between the soul aforementioned and
the Son of God, her Spouse, which is far greater than the Betrothal
because it is a total transformation in the Beloved (and thus I think
that this estate is never without confirmation in grace, because the
faithfulness of both is confirmed, that of the soul being confirmed
in God), wherein on either side there is made surrender, by total
possession, of the one to the other in consummate union of love, as
far as may be in this life, wherein the soul is made Divine and becomes
God by participation, in so far as may be in this life, and thus this
is the highest estate which in this life is attainable. For, even as in
this consummation of marriage according to the flesh the two become
one flesh, as says the Divine Scripture, even so when this Spiritual
Marriage between God and the soul is consummated there are two
natures in one spirit and love of God. It is as when the light of
the star or of the candle is joined and united with the sun, so that
which shines is not the star or the candle but the sun, which has
absorbed the other lights in itself. And of this estate the Spouse treats
in the present line, saying: The Bride has entered' — that is to say,
has gone out from all that is temporal and from all that is natural,
and from all spiritual manners and modes and affections, and, having
left behind and forgotten all temptations, disturbances, griefs, anxiety
and cares, is transformed in this sublime embrace. Of this following
line goes on to treat, namely:
INTO THE PLEASANT GARDEN OF HER DESIRE
This is as though she were to say: She has been transformed in
God, Who it is that is here called a pleasant garden, by reason of
the delectable and sweet repose which the soul finds in Him. The
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soul does not come to this garden of complete transformation (which
is the joy and delight and glory of the Spiritual Marriage) without
first passing through the Spiritual Betrothal and through the mutual
and loyal love of those that are betrothed. For, after the soul has
been for some time the Bride of the Son of God, in love which is
sweet and perfect, God calls her and sets her in this His flowering
garden for the consummation of this most happy estate of marriage
with Him, wherein is effected such union of the two natures and
such communication of the Divine nature to the human, that, while
neither of them changes its being, each of them appears to be God.
Although in this life this thing cannot come to pass perfectly, yet it
surpasses everything that can be described or conceived.
This is very clearly expressed by the Spouse Himself in the Songs
where He invites the soul, now made His Bride, to this estate, saying
Veni in hortum mewn sóror mea Sponsa, messui myrrham meant cum
aromatibus mets. Which signifies: Come and enter into My garden,
My sister, My spouse, for I have now gathered My myrrh with My
fragrant spices. He calls her sister and spouse because this she was
in the love and surrender of herself which she had made to Him
before He called her to this estate of the Spiritual Marriage, where
He says that He has now gathered His fragrant myrrh and aromatic
spices, which are the fruits of the flowers, now ripe and made ready
for the soul, the which fruits are the delights and grandeurs that He
Himself communicates to her in this estate — that is. He communicates
them to her in Himself; for the which cause He is to her the pleasant
garden of her desire. For the whole desire and aim of the soul, and
mat of God in all the works of the soul, is this consummation and
perfection of this estate, wherefore the soul never rests until she
reaches Him; for in this estate she finds much greater abundance
and fullness of God, and peace more sure and stable, and a sweetness
more perfect without compare than in the Spiritual Betrothal, since
she is now placed in the arms of such a Spouse. Of the soul in
this estate is to be understood that which Saint Paul says to the
Galatians, in these words: Vivo autem, jam non ego, vivit vero in me
Christus. That is: I live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me. Wherefore,
since the soul lives a life so happy and blessed as this life of God,
let each one consider, if he can, what a life of the soul this will
be, wherein neither can God perceive aught that is displeasing to Him,
nor does the soul perceive it, but the soul enjoys and perceives the
delight of the glory of God in its very substance, wnich is now
transformed in Him. Wherefore the stanza continues:
AND AT HER PLEASURE RESTS, HER NECK RECLINING...
The neck, as has been said above, denotes strength, for, by means
of this strength, which the soul in this estate now possesses, is wrought
this union; for the soul is incapable of receiving so close an embrace
if it be not strong, which strength is that wherewith the soul works,
and practices the virtues, and conquers the vices; wherefore it is just
that the soul should take its repose and rest after it has laboured,
with its neck reclining

...ON THE GENTLE ARM OF THE BELOVED
For the neck to recline on the arms of God is for it to have
its strength now united — or rather, its weakness — in the strength
of God; for the arms of God signify the strength of God; wherein
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our weakness, reclining upon Him and transformed in Him, has now
strength of God Himself. Wherefore it is very convenient to denote
this estate of the Spiritual Marriage by this reclining of the neck on
the gentle arms of the Beloved, since God is now both the strength
and the gentleness of the soul, in Whom it is defended and protected
from all evils and given the savour of good things. Hence the Bride
in the Songs, being desirous of this estate, said to the Spouse: Quis
dei te mihi fratrem meum, sugentem ubera mains meae, ut inveniam
te solum /ons, et deosculer te, et iam me nemo despiciat? As though
she were to say: Who would give Thee to me, my brother, that Thou
mightest suck the breast of my mother, so that I might find Thee
alone without and might kiss Thee, and none would then despise me?
By calling Him her brother, she denotes the equality which there is
in the betrothal of love between the two before they attain to this
estate. By saying 'that Thou mightest suck the breasts of my mother,'
she means, mat Thou mightest quench and dry up in me the desires
and passions, which are the breasts and the milk of Mother Eve in
our flesh, and are a hindrance to this estate. And thus, she continues,
when this is done, I might find Thee alone without' — that is: I
might go out from all things, even from myself, in solitude and
detachment of spirit, when once the aforementioned desires are dried
up; and there I, being alone, might kiss Thee,' Who art alone —
that is to say: My nature, now that it is alone and detached from
all impurity, temporal, natural and spiritual, might be united with
Thee alone, with Thy nature alone, and without any other intermediaries, which alone comes to pass in the Spiritual Marriage, which
is the kiss of God by the soul, where none despises it or assaults
it; for in this estate neither devil nor flesh nor world nor desires
molest it. For herein is fulfilled that which is said in the Canticle:
lam enim hiems transiti, imber abiti et recessit, flores apparuerunt, etc.
Which signifies: The winter is now past and the rain nas gone and
the flowers have appeared in our land. 9

9

« Entrado se ha la esposa
en el ameno huerto deseado,
y a su sabor reposa,
el cuello reclinado
sobre los dulces brazos del Amado
DECLARACIÓN

Habiendo ya el alma puesto diligencia en que las raposas se cazasen y el
cierzo se fuese, que eran estorbos e inconvenientes que impedían el acabado
deleite del estado del matrimonio espiritual; y también habiendo invocado y
alcanzado el aire del Espíritu Santo, como en las dos precedentes canciones
ha hecho, el cual es propia disposición e instrumento para la perfección de
tal estado, resta ahora tratar de él en esta canción, en la cual habla el Esposo
llamando ya esposa al alma, y dice dos cosas:
La una es decir cómo ya, después de haber salido victoriosa, ha llegado
a este estado deleitoso del matrimonio espiritual, que él y ella tanto habían
deseado.
Y la segunda es contar las propiedades del dicho estado, de las cuales el
alma goza ya en él, como son reposar a su sabor y tener el cuello reclinado
sobre los cíulces brazos del Amado, según ahora iremos declarando.
Entrado se ha la esposa.
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3.2.3. Commentary on Canticle, 27.
The text itself has an introductory exposition, followed by
commentary on the individual poetic verses. We follow these divisions m our presentation: 1) The Exposition, 2) "The Bride Has
Para declarar el orden de estas canciones más abiertamente y dar a entender
el que ordinariamente lleva el alma hasta venir a este estado de matrimonio
espiritual, que es el mas alto de que ahora, con ayuda de Dios, habernos de
hablar, al cual ha venido ya el alma, es de notar que primero se ejercito en
los trabajos y amarguras de la mortificación y en la meditación, que al principio
dijo el alma desde la primera canción hasta aquella que dice mil gracias
derramando y después paso por las penas y estrechos de amor que en el suceso
de las canciones ha ido contado, hasta la que dice apártalos,, Amado
Y allende de esto, después cuenta haber recibido grandes comunicaciones
y muchas visitas de su Amado, en que se ha ido perfeccionando y enterando
en el amor de él, tanto que, pasando de todas las cosas y de sí misma, se
entregó a él por unión de amor en desposorio, que dice apártalos Amado, [en
que se hizo el desposorio] espiritual, de cuyas propiedades ha ido tratando hasta
aquí, donde el Esposo hace mención de el — y por eso se trata aquí de sus
propiedades en ésta — hasta esta de ahora que comienza Entrado se ha la
esposa, donde restaba ya hacer el Esposo mención del dicho matrimonio espiritual
entre la dicha alma y el Hijo de Dios, Esposo suyo, el cual es mucho más
que el desposorio, porque es una transformación total en el Amado, en que
se entregan ambas las partes por total posesion de la una a la otra con consumada
union de amor, cual se puede en esta vida, en que esta el alma hecha divina
y Dios por participación, en cuanto se puede en esta vida Y asi pienso que
este estado nunca es sin confirmación en gracia, porque se confirma la fe de
ambas partes, confirmándose aquí la de [ella en] Dios, y asi es el mas alto
estado a que en esta vida se puede llegar Porque, asi como en la consumación
del matrimonio camal son aos en una carne, como dice la divina Escritura
(Gn 2,24), así también, consumado este espintual matrimonio entre Dios y el
alma, son dos naturalezas en un espíritu y amor de Dios, bien así como cuando
la luz de la estrella o la de la candela se junta y une con el sol, y ya el que
luce no es la estrella ni la candela sino el sol, teniendo en sí difundidas las
otras luces
Y de este estado habla en el presente verso el Esposo, diciendo Entrado
se ha la esposa, es a saber, de todo lo temporal y de todo lo natural y de
todas las afecciones y modos y maneras espirituales, dejadas aparte y olvidadas
todas las tentaciones, turbaciones, penas, solicitud y cuidados, transformada en
este alto abrazo
Por lo cual se sigue el verso siguiente, es a saber
en el ameno huerto deseado
Y es como si dijera Transformado se ha en sw Dios, que es el que aquí
llama huerto ameno por el deleitoso y suave asiento que halla el alma en él
A este huerto de llena transformación, el cual es ya gozo y deleite y gloria
de matrimonio espiritual, no se viene sin pasar primero por el desposorio
espiritual, y por el amor leal y común de desposados, porque, después de haber
sido el alma algún tiempo esposa en entero y suave amor con el Hijo de Dios,
después la llama Dios y la mete en este huerto suyo florido a consumar este
estado felicísimo del matrimonio consigo, en que se hace tal junta de las dos
naturalezas y tal comunicación de la divina a la humana, que, no mutando
alguna de ellas su ser, cada una parece Dios Aunque en esta vida no puede
ser perfectamente, aunque es sobre todo lo que se puede decir y pensar
Esto da muy bien a entender el mismo Esposo en los Cantares (5,1), donde
convida [al] alma, hecha ya esposa, a este estado, diciendo Veni in hortum
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Entered"; 3) "Into the Pleasant Garden of Her Desire", 4) "And
At Her Pleasure Rests, Her Neck Reclining... "; and 5) " .. On the
Gentle Arm of the Beloved."
meum, sóror mea sponsa, messui myrrham meam cum aromatibuus meis, que
quire decir Ven y entra en mí huerto, hermana ι esposa, que ya he segado mi
mirra con mis olorosas especias Llámala hermana y esposa, porque ya lo era
en el al mor y entrega que le había hecho de sí antes que la llámese a este
estado de espiritual matrimonio, donde dice que tiene ya segada su olorosa mirra
y especias aromáticas, que son los frutos de las flores ya maduros y aparejados
para el alma, los cuales son los deleites y grandezas que en este estado de
si la comunica, esto es, en sí mismo a ella, y por eso el es ameno y deseado
huerto para ella
Porque todo el deseo y fin del alma y de Dios en todas las obras de ella,
es la consumación y perfección de este estado, por lo cual nunca descansa el
alma hasta llegar a él, porque halla en este estado mucha mas abundancia y
henchimiento de Dios, y más segura y estable paz, y más perfecta suavidad
sin comparación que en el desposono espiritual, bien asi como ya colocada
en los brazos de tal Esposo Porque de esta tal alma se entiende lo que dice
San Pablo a los de Galacia (2,20), diciendo Vivo autem, tam non ego, vivtt
vero m me Chnstus, esto es Vivo, ya no yo, pero vive en m( Cnsto
Por tanto, viviendo el alma vida tan feliz y dichosa, como es vida de Dios,
considere cada uno, si puede, qué vida será esta del ánima, en la cual, así
como Dios no puede sentir algún sinsabor, ella tampoco le siente, mas goza
y siente deleite y gloria de Dios en la sustancia del alma ya transformada en
él
Y por eso se sigue
y a su sabor reposa,
el cuello reclinado
Reclinar el cuello en los brazos de Dios es tener ya unida su fortaleza, o,
por mejor decir, su flaqueza, en la fortaleza de Dios, porque los brazos de Dios
significan la fortaleza de Dios, en que reclinada y transformada nuestra flaqueza
tiene ya fortaleza del mismo Dios
De donde muy cómodamente se denota este estado del matrimonio espiritual
por esta reclinación del cuello en los dulces brazos del Amado, porque ya Dios
es la fortaleza y dulzura del alma, en que está guarecida y amparada efe todos
los males y saboreada en todos los bienes
Por tanto, la esposa en los Cantares (8,1), deseando este estado, dijo al Esposo
Quis det te mihi fratrem meum sugentem ubera mains meae, ut invemam te solum
fons, et deosculer te, et tam me nemo despiciat1, como si dijera iquien te me
diese, hermano mio, que mamases los pechos de mi madre, de manera que te
hallase yo solo afuera y te besase, y ya no me despreciase nadie* En llamarle
hermano, da a entender la igualdad que hay en el desposorio de amor entre
los dos antes de llegar a este estado En lo que dice que mamases los pechos
de mi madre, quiere decir que enjugases y apagases en mí los apetitos y pasiones
que son los pechos y leche de la madre Eva en nuestra carne, los cuales son
impedimiento para este estado Y así, esto hecho, te hallase yo solo afuera, esto
es, fuera yo de todas las cosas y de mí misma en soledad y desnudez de espíritu,
lo cual viene a ser enjugados los apetitos ya dichos Y allí te besase sola a
ti solo, es a saber, se uniese mi naturaleza, ya sola y desnuda de toda impureza
temporal, natural y espiritual contigo solo, con tu sola naturaleza, sin otro algún
meaio Lo cual sólo es en el matrimonio espiritual, que es el beso del alma
a Dios, donde no la desprecia m se le atreve ninguno, porque en este estado,
ni demonio, m carne, ш mundo, ni apetitos molestan Porque aquí se cumple
lo que también se dice en los Cánticos (2,11) lam emm hiems transnt, imber
abut et recessi!, flores apparuerunt, etc , que quiere decir Ya pasó el invierno,
y se fue la lluvia, y parecieron las flores en nuestra tierra " {Canticle 27 945-948 )
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3.2.3.1. The Exposition
The introductory exposition sketches the entire chapter by introducing most of the imagery developed in the subsequent discussion. It situates the text in reference to what has already been
presented and explains the two calls of the Beloved to His Bride.
Close observation of this introduction discloses St. John's approach.
He opens his discussion on Spiritual Marriage by looking back
to earlier phases of the soul's transformation. "The soul having now
done all in her power that the foxes may be driven away and the
north wind may depart... and having likewise invoked and obtained
the breeze of the Holy Spirit..." What does St. John mean by "the
foxes," "the north wind" and the "breeze of the Holy Spirit?"
"The foxes" refers to the poetic line, "Catch us the foxes," found
in Stanza 25. St. John describes these little foxes as the various
disturbances of the soul as it approaches perfection. They fall into
two classes: those which come from the soul itself and those which
evil spirits introduce into the soul. These clever foxes are, so to
speak, the last stand of the forces opposing the soul's union with
God. Since the particular emphasis of study has been the soul's
developing rapport with its drives and the focusing of the soul's
energies, we quote St. John's explanation in full:
At this season there are wont to resort to the memory and fancy,
at certain times, many and various forms and imaginations, and to
the sensual part of the soul many and various motions and desires
which, as we have said, by their great subtlety and agility, trouble
the soul and cause it to lose that inward tranquility and sweetness
wherein it was rejoicing. And besides this the evil spirits, who are
very envious of the inward recollection and peace of the soul, are
wont to introduce into the spirit horrors and disturbances and fears.
All these things the Bride here calls foxes, for even as shrewd and
agile little foxes, with their subtle bounds, are in the habit of tearing
down and ruining the blossom of the vineyards at the season when
they are in flower, even so do the shrewd and malicious evil spirits,
with like speed, by means of these disturbances
and motions aforementioned, assail the devotion of holy souls.10
The vivid exemplification of the image of the foxes expresses
the wily means of these disturbances. The "little foxes" are, then,
10
"Y a este tiempo suelen algunas veces acudir a la memoria y fantasía
muchas y varias formas e imaginaciones, y en la parte sensitiva muchos y varios
movimientos y apetitos, que, como habemos dicho, con su mucha sutileza y
viveza molestan y desquietan al alma de la suavidad y quietud interior de que
goza; y, allende de esto, los demonios, que tienen mucha envidia de la paz
y recogimiento interior, suelen ingerir en el espíritu horrores y turbaciones y
temores. A todas las cuales cosas llama aquí raposas, porque, así como las ligeras
' astutas raposillas con sus sutiles saltos suelen derribar y estragar la flor de
Ías viñas al tiempo en que están floridas, así los astutos y maliciosos demonios
con estas turbaciones y movimientos ya dichos, saltando, turban la devoción
de las almas santas." (Canticle 25. §2. 940.)
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the various mental images: troubled desires and temptations from
evil spirits. The recollected soul can now control them.
The image of the "north wind" refers back to Stanza 26. St.
John there nkens spiritual dryness which destroys the spiritual
sweetness and substance of the soul to a wind that kills the flowers.
The verse begins, "Stay thee, dead north wind." St. John explains:
Desiring to maintain herself in the sweetness of her love, the Bride
commands this dryness to stay itself: by this is to be understood that
she takes care to do such things as may stay it, preserving and keeping
the soul aught that may arouse it. "
The "south wind" averted to in the subseauent line of our present
text, by contrast, comes to enkindle life a n a refresh. This peaceful
southern breeze blows upon the Spouse and the Bride, awakening
love for each other. St. John understands this south wind as the
Holy Spirit, the breath which passes through the garden. "Breathe
through my garden," requests the poet.
The south wind is another wind, which is commonly called ábrego;
this is a peaceful breeze, which brings rain and makes grass and
plants to grow and flowers to open and scatter their fragrance; its
effects are contrary to those of the north wind. And thus by this breeze
the soul here denotes the Holy Spirit, Who, as she says, awakens
love; for, when this Divine breeze assails the soul, it enkindles it wholly
and refreshes it and revives it and awakens the will and upraises
the desire which aforetime had fallen and were asleep, to the love
of God, in such a manner that it may well be said thereof
that it
awakens the love of both the Spouse and of the Bride. I2
St. John has been pointing out those last hindrances and
inconveniences that impede "the perfect delight of this estate of
Spiritual Marriage." His imagery characterizes the last steps prior
to Spiritual Marriage: the soul must overcome a final onslaught of
disorienting drives and evil temptations and the spiritual dryness
which chills the sweetness and substance of the soul.
At this point the soul then must "invoke and obtain the breeze
of the Holy Spirit," St. John's "south wind." Once this gentle wind
has awakened the love between Bride and Bridegroom, the soul
is in "the proper disposition and means for the perfection of"
Spiritual Marriage.
11
"Y, deseando la esposa conservarse en la suavidad de su amor, dice a
la sequedad que se detenga, lo cual se ha de entender que este dicho es cuidado
de hacer obras que la detengan, conservando y guardando el alma de las
ocasiones." (Canticle 26. § 2. 942.)
12
"El austro es otro viento, que vulgarmente se llama ábrego; éste es aire
apacible, causa lluvias, y hace germinar las yerbas y plantas y abrir las flores,
y derramar su olor; tiene los efectos contrarios a cierzo. Y así, por este aire
entiende aquí el alma al Espíritu Santo, el cual dice que recuerda los amores;
porque, cuando este divino aire embiste en el alma, de tal manera la inflama
toda y regala y aviva y recuerda la voluntad y levanta los apetitos, que antes
estaban caídos y dormidos, al amor de Dios, que se puede bien decir, que recuerda
los amores de él y de ella." (Canticle 26. §3. 942-943.)
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Hindrances cast off, proper disposition taken up, all is prepared
for the moment of Spiritual Marriage, the moment "wherein the
Spouse now speaks to the soul, calling her His Bride..." Our text
focuses on two things the Beloved says to His Bride.
The Bridegroom calls to the soul and declares "that the soul,
having issued forth victoriously... has now attained to this delectable
estate of Spiritual Marriage... The bridegroom declares His beloved
has reached the end of her arduous spiritual ascent and now receives
the delights found at the summit of perfection. What is that delight?
Interestingly enough this is the first time St. John treats the soul's
and the Lord's unique desire for one another. He treats this desire
as one where the two parties are upon an equal footing by calling
Spiritual Marriage something "both He and she had so greatly
desired." This theme of equality between the two lovers recurs in
various expressions and dynamics.
The second utterance of the Bridegroom is in two parts. In
the first part, "He [the Beloved] enumerates the properties of the
said estate, of which properties the soul now has fruition in Him."
That is, St. John describes Spiritual Marriage by explicating the
gifts which come from this state.
Here we see St. John return to a principle he employed earlier:
explaining a spiritual dynamic by presenting the effects of that
dynamic. St. John often employs it when confronted by a difficulty
to articulate a dynamic: for 13example, we observed this in his
resentation of contemplation. This method may appear deceptive
ecause it may seem to distinguish the dynamic and its effect.
However, St. John's understanding of God's grace and its effects
is unitive; that is, they are one. Although he necessarily speaks of
the effects individually and differentiates among them, in the end
all the effects serve to reflect a single multi-faceted image of their
cause. This is particularly true of the union of Spiritual Marriage.
The second part of the Beloved's call comes when he invites
the soul to lay her neck upon His arm. "These are for her to rest
at her pleasure and for her neck to recline upon the gentle arms
of the Beloved..." He uses this tender, poetic, image to focus the
rest of this chapter's explanation of Spiritual Marriage.

E

3.2.3.2. "The Bride Has Entered"
St. John highlights the ascent by which the soul arrives at
Spiritual Marriage by citing brief selections from the poetic verses
of the Canticle which illustrate various moments in the soul's
development. This manner of presentation underscores St. John's
vision of the soul's encounter with God as a progressive and
developmental experience, and Spiritual Marriage as the summit of
that ascent. Only after this contextualization does St. John begin
13

Cf. Chapter One.
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to explain what he means by "the bride has entered." He refers
to Spiritual Marriage as "the highest estate... to which the soul has
now come."
He contrasts the states of Spiritual Betrothal and Spiritual
Marriage by stating that Spiritual Marriage is simply "a far greater"
union than the other. St. John speaks of both as the union of the
soul with the Beloved and does not seem very concerned about
any possible confusion between the two states. However Spiritual
Marriage is a supremely more intimate union and a careful study
of our text is crucial at this point:
[Spiritual Marriage] is a total transformation in the Beloved...
wherein on either side there is made surrender, by total possesssion,
of the one to the other in consummate union of love as far as may
be in this life, wherein the soul is made Divine and becomes God
by participation, in so far as may be in this life, and thus this is
the highest estate which in this life is attainable.

The complexity of the mystic's thought is immediately evident.
Many new questions arise: What is the nature of the soul's union
with God? What is meant by "total transformation," "total possesion,"
and "surrender" to God? What is the consummate union of love?
By focusing upon the soul's transformation and union with God,
we aim at illuminating these questions.
We will first consider two phrases from his statement: "total
transformation" and "total possession." What does St. John mean
by the word "total? " Totality of transformation and surrender is found
in the complete, entire and absolute giving of the soul to God. In
what may come as a bold and shocking surprise, it also means
God's giving of Himself to the soul. This daring statement of equality
is characteristic of the loving rapport of Spiritual Marriage and is
at the heart and the complexity of the whole matter. Thus two issues
present themselves: the nature of this total transformation and the
mutual surrender of the soul and God.
At this point of introduction St. John refrains from a metaphysical explanation. Instead, the saint employs an affective and
analogical vocabulary and imagery. He will later use such images
as the candle and the sun, but the central image of the Canticle
itself is the relationship of marriage likened to the rapport of the
soul and God. St. John defines transformation as the "consummate
union of love," a phrase which denotes relationship and rapport
rather than metaphysical change. Therefore, when the mystic refers
to total transformation and possession, this must be understood first
and foremost in terms of a relationship.
Yet the word "total," so characteristic of Sanjuanist exuberant
expression, leads to confusion. St. John call this "consummate union
of love" a state "wherein the soul is made Divine and becomes
God by participation." The key term is "participation." The soul does
become divine, and likewise the Divine becomes the soul, yet they
remain distinctly themselves. St. John's emphasis on "total transformation" does not free the soul from the human condition. The
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change is the culmination of a profoundly interior and sublime
relational development between the soul ana God. Therefore, transformation and surrender are "total" to the extent that the relational
participation allows the union of the Divine and human where God
remains God, and the soul remains the soul, each participating
according to its own nature.
Thus this unitive state is not a metaphysical change. When St.
John adverts to "this life," the immediate implication is, of course,
that the soul has not become so "totally" divine that it lives no
longer subject to the conditions of earthly existence. No such change
takes place. Thus, the "totality" of the union between the soul and
God is a participational union of love. Though the soul is "totally"
transformed, its nature remains the same.
Let us now consider the nature of this equality and surrender
at closer range. St. John's fundamental premise throughout his
doctrine is that we come to resemble that which we desire and
love. Operating from that stance, the mystic saint exhorts the soul
to detach itself from all created things and self-interested spiritual
experience, because "an attachment to a creature makes a person
equal to that creature; the firmer the attachment, the closer the
likeness to the creature, and the greater the equality." I 4 The detached
soul, by the same premise, can thus come to resemble and conform
to the object of its concentrated desire: God. "For love effects a
likeness between the lover and the object loved," says the mystic. 1 5
Thus can St. John dare to place such a bold emphasis upon the
soul achieving a unique equality and resemblance with its Lover
- God.
St. John also applies this premise in reverse; by applying it
to God. By virtue or His love for the soul, God comes to resemble
it and, in a certain manner, is even subject to it. The soul posseses
its Lover, just as it is possessed. St. John calls this a state of mutual
"surrender... of one to the other." God comes to equality with and
resemblance of the soul by virtue of the incarnational mystery
re-enacted within the soul. Equality and resemblance are progressively developing fundamental dynamics of love: as lovers increase
in their love so does their resemblance and equality. 16 In the Canticle
14
" que la afección y asimiento que el alma üene a la criatura iguala
a la misma alma con la criatura, y cuanto mayor es la afición, tanto más la
iguala y hace semejante " (Ascent I. 4 § 3 174)
15
" poi que el amor hace semejanza entre lo que ama y es amado " Ibid.
16
The mutuality in mystical union which St. John addresses may seem a
daring departure from a modern notion of man's relation with God This concept
actually echos the Fathers of the Church For example, St Gregory the Great
speaks very forcefully of mutuality and equality in the relationship between God
and the human person in contemplation, not just as an inebriating possibility
for the soul, but as a requirement for the relationship
"Nam quod gregum nomine imperiti popuh designatur, sponsi verba testantur,
qui sponsam suam alloquitur dicens' Nisi cognovens te, o pulchra inter mulleres,
egredere et abi post vestigia gregum (Cant 1 7, Pat, Cant 5 [6]), id est nisi
honorem tuum, quo ad simihtudinem Dei es condita, bene vivendo cognovens,
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the Beloved takes residence within the soul and is subject to the
soul's willingness to respond to His loving invitation. The Beloved
also resembles the soul in terms of the likeness of wills that they
now share as one will.
St. John then gives an analogical expression to this relational
condition. He draws out the central analogy of the marriage relationship to its logical and rightful conclusion:
For, even as in this consummation of marriage according to the
flesh the two become one flesh, as says the Divine Scripture, even
so when this Spiritual Marriage between God and the soul is consummated there are two natures in one spirit and love of God.
This quotation likens the union of soul and God to the sexual
union. The consummation of the marriage between the Bridegroom
and His Bride emphasizes the nature of each and the oneness they
share: " ...the two become one flesh... there are two natures in one
spirit." This use of the image of the sexual union underscores the
incarnate nature of God's love with His bride.
St. John applies another analogy:
It is as when the light of the star or of the candle is joined and
united with the sun, so that which shines is not the star or the candle
but the sun, which has absorbed the other lights in itself.
This analogy shifts the emphasis from equality to inequality.
When the great light of the sun and the meager light of a candle
or a star are combined with one another, the lesser light, the soul,
is joined to the far greater light, God. When observed, only one
light is apprehended. Such is the union of Spiritual Marriage.
St. John underscores the repose found in the sublime embrace
of Spiritual Marriage: the soul enjoys a wonderful liberty and
tranquility in its relation with God, free at last from the disturbances
and temptations that St. John called the "little foxes."
And of this estate the Spouse treats in the present line, saying:
The Bride has entered' — that is to say, has gone out from all that
is temporal and from all that is natural, and from all spiritual manners
and modes and affections, and having left behind and forgotten all
temptations, disturbances, griefs, anxiety and cares, is transformed in
this sublime embrace.
a conspectu meae contemplationis egredere, et imperitorum vitam imitare populorum." (Moralia in lob XVI, 56 [CCL CXLIII, 832].)
"Now, that the inexperienced crowds are designated by the name flocks'
is shown by the words of the Bridegroom who addresses his Bride saying "If
you don't know yourself, most beautiful of women, then leave and follow the
trail of the flocks."; that is, if you don't know your own honor, living up to
it, created as you are according to likeness with God, then leave the view of
me in contemplation and imitate the life of the inexperienced crowds." (unpublished trans, by a colleague, Austin Doran, S.T.L.)
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3.2.3.3. "Into the Pleasant Garden of Her Desire"
St. John now takes up the poetic line: "Into the pleasant garden
of her desire." The garden is symbolic of the soul s fulfillment of
all desires, longing, operations and struggles brought to completion.
Like a natural garden, resplendent with beauty, tranquility, and
refreshment, so too this garden is where the soul is "transformed
in God..." He calls the garden "the joy and delight and glory of
Spiritual Marriage." Yet St. John goes further. It is not just the
location where lovers meet; he calls God Himself "a pleasant garden,
by reason of the delectable and sweet repose which the soul finds
in Him."
This garden recalls the time of perfection in Eden, when God
provided abundantly for His children and walked with them in
tranquility. In the image of the garden several dynamics converge.
The garden is the fulfillment of the soul's desires, where tranquility
and peace abound; it is the place of complete transformation; and
it also is representative of tne Beloved Himself, with Whom the
soul is united by residing in it.
The distinction between Spiritual Marriage and Betrothal, although always relative to each soul, comes into better focus. St.
John writes,
For, after the soul has been for some time the Bride of the Son
of God, in love which is sweet and perfect, God calls her and sets
her in this His flowering garden for the consummation of this most
happy estate of marriage with Him.
After a period of Spiritual Betrothal, the soul is called into
the Beloved's garden of repose. While St. John commonly refers
to the Betrothal as the union of the soul and God, this period is
characterized only as "visitations" of the Beloved. 17 These individual
encounters bring gifts to the Bride to prepare her for the still more
profound and permanent bond of Spiritual Marriage. Spiritual Marriage is a continued repose of the soul with her Beloved Spouse.
This garden effects "such union of the two natures and such
communication of the Divine nature to the human." The Divine flow
of love so encompasses and surrounds the soul that it breathes,
consumes, absorbs Divinity; as St. John describes: "each of them
[the soul and God] appears to be God..." The differentiation between
them exists but is difficult to discern; like a star or a candle to
the sun. While Divinity respects human nature, at the same time
It outshines it. In the same way the soul possesses a divine
appearance but is outshined by It.
St. John is quick to qualify his description by noting that "in
this life this thing cannot come to pass perfectly." Despite the soul's
shared intimacy with God, despite his calling this "a state of
perfection," St. John means this in a relative way. The soul in this
17

Cf. 124-142.
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life cannot achieve complete perfection; this transformation seems
perfect in this life because it "surpasses everything that can be
described or conceived."
St. John describes the invitation to the Bride to enter the garden:
This is very clearly expressed by the Spouse Himself in the Songs
where He invites the soul, now made His Bride, to this estate, saying
Veni in hortum meum sóror mea Sponsa, messui myrrham meam cum
aromatibus meis. Which signifies: Come and enter into My garden,
My sister, My spouse, for I have gathered My myrrh with My fragrant
spices.
The allusion to the soul as both "spouse" and "sister" can be
misleading. St. John refers to her as both "sister" and "Spouse,"
because their relationship has progressed from one state to the other.
"My sister" refers to an earlier state when the soul did, in fact,
surrender to the Lord, when the soul shared a rapport so close
that it might be thought of as a sibling or blood relationship. But
the Bridegroom calls the soul from the relation of "sister" to the
even more intimate relation of bride. This distinction between the
rapport shared with a close, blood relation, and that of two lovers
provides a way to appreciate what is different from Betrothal and
Marriage. The poet explains, "He [the Bridegroom] calls her sister
and spouse because she was in the love and surrender of herself
which she had made to Him before He called her to this estate
of Spiritual Marriage."
St. John sees the "fragrant myrrh and aromatic spices, which
are the fruits of the flowers, now ripe and made ready for the soul..."
gathered by the Bridegroom as the delights and grandeurs that the
Beloved communicates to the soul in this state. These fruits are
expressions of the presence of the Bridegroom Himself and the bride
rejoices in His self-giving. St. John explains, "He communicates
[these gifts] to her in Himself..." In the end, the Bridegroom is
all things to the soul. He is the soul's Lover, gifts and garden of
delight. Here again St. John employs multiple dynamics and distinctions to explicate one point: Spiritual Marriage.
The fulfillment of the soul's single-hearted desire results, as St.
John notes, in an abundance and fullness of God. St. John uses
this focus to contrast Betrothal with the sweet repose of Spiritual
Marriage:
For the whole desire and aim of the soul, and that of God in
all the works of the soul, is this consummation and perfection of this
estate, wherefore the soul never rests until she reaches Him: for in
this estate she finds much greater abundance and fullness of God,
and peace more sure and stable, and a sweetness more perfect without
compare than in the Spiritual Betrothal, since she is now placed in
the arms of such a Spouse.
St. John gives an example of the wonders of Spiritual Marriage.
Quoting St. Paul in Galatians, John of the Cross gives a simple,
clear explanation of this Spiritual Marriage.
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Of the soul in this estate is to be understood that which Saint
Paul says to the Galatians,
in these words: Vivo autem, jam non ego,
vivit vero in me Christus.I8 That is: I live, yet not I, but Christ liveth
in me.
He closes his remarks about the poetic line "Into the pleasant
garden of her desire," by inviting his reader to consider for himself
or herself the sublime wonders of Spiritual Marriage.
Wherefore, since the soul lives life so happy and blessed as this
life of God, let each one consider, if he can, what a life of the soul
this will be, wherein neither can God perceive aught that is displeasing
to Him, nor does the soul perceive it, but the soul enjoys and perceives
the delight and glory of God in its very substance, which is now
transformed in Him.
3.2.3.4. "And at Her Pleasure Rests Her Neck Reclining..."
The author divides his comments on the final line of the poetic
verse into two portions. In discussing the first portion of the line
St. John says, The neck denotes strength, for, by means of this
strength, which the soul in this estate now possesses, is wrought
this union..." Strength has been that constant gift of the Lord, given
at each phase of the soul's progress, according to the severity of
the trial. The reason the soul requires strength in Spiritual Marriage,
asserts the mystic, is that the soul "is incapable of receiving so
close an embrace if it be not strong." Strength is needed for love,
not for struggle.
St. John is quite specific about the nature of this strength. It
is the ability by which "the soul works, and practices the virtues,
and conquers the vices." The symbol of the neck also takes on a
secondary meaning. Like the garden, it is an abode of refreshment
after the soul's long journey. St. John keeps enouraging, "... the soul
should take its repose and rest after it has laboured with its neck
reclining." The symbol of the reclining neck prepares the way for
the next major focus: St. John's commentary on the second portion
of the poetic line.
3.2.3.5. " ... On the Gentle Arm of the Beloved"
"Wherefore it is very convenient to denote this estate of Spiritual
Marriage by this reclining of the neck on the gentle arm of the
Beloved," says St. John. He employs this intimate scene of the soul
reclining as the portrait of spiritual marriage par excellence. The
symbolic posture of the soul at rest upon the gentle arm of the
Beloved brings to the forefront another aspect 01 union with God:
the harmonious blending of strength and weakness. He writes, "For
Galatians 2:20.
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the neck to recline on the arms of God is for it [the soul] to have
its strength now united — or rather its weakness — in the strength
of God..." St. John explains further, "[the soul] reclining upon Him
and transformed in Him, has now strength from God Himself."
Surrender and resignation to God bring the soul in contact with
its strength. Or as St. Paul would say, in weakness power reaches
perfection. 1 9
"God is now both the strength and the gentleness of the soul,"
St. John observes. The polarities of the soul's motivating forces, its
strength and weakness, after such extended formation, are not merely
in accord and seeking God, but are themselves in God and He in
them. The soul's energy and drives now reside and emerge from
the relational reservoir of the Bridegroom and the bride, no longer
two forces but one, because the two wills are one. From this single
force springs all action, motivation and operation. Thus this reclining
posture represents the completion of Spiritual Marriage. The Bridegroom has become the soul's strength and gentleness and this ideal
harmony is a key hallmark of Spiritual Marriage.
Finally, the image of the soul resting on the arm of the Beloved
depicts one further essential dynamic of Spiritual Marriage: the
necessary passivity of the soul. It is a beautiful, sublimely tranquil
image or security and rest, reminiscent of the Beloved Disciple who
rested upon the breast of the Master. 20 In reclining, the soul's only
responsibility is to be disposed to the intervention of its Beloved..
The soul placidly enjoys delights and blessings in a state of hallowed
passivity.
As the Beloved called His Bride both "sister" and "Spouse,"
so too the Bride now refers to the Beloved as "Brother.
Hence the Bride in the Songs, being desirous of this estate, said
to the Spouse: QMIS dei te mihi fratrem meum, sugentem ubera matris
meae, ut inveniam te solum (oris, et deosculer te, et iam me nemo
despiciat? As though she were to say: Who would give Thee to me,
my brother, that Thou mightest suck the breast of my mother, so
that I might find Thee alone without and might kiss Thee, and none
would then despise me?
We see the same dynamic now operating in reverse. The Beloved
is first brother, then husband. "By calling Him her brother," notes
St. John, "she denotes the equality which there is in the betrothal
of love between the two before they attain to this estate [of Spiritual
Marriage]."
The "breast of mother Eve" represents all corrupted human
passion and desire. The drying up of tne milk of the breast of mother
Eve is a powerful sensual image for the end of disoriented passions
19

"Therefore I am content with weakness, with mistreatment, with distress,
with persecutions and difficulties for the sake of Christ; for when I am powerless,
it is then that I am strong." (2 Cor. 12:10.)
20
Jn. 13:22-29.
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and desires that are quenched and dried up by God as a result
of His loving embrace.
St. John then describes the resulting state: a condition of
profound and resounding solitude. "I might find Thee alone without..." This "alone without" depicts the sublime detachment from
all distractions, even unto the distraction of and preoccupation with
further spiritual advancement. To characterize this state of solitude,
St. John repeatedly employs the expression: "go out from..." 21 For
example he says, "I might go out from all things, even from myself,
in solitude and detachment of spirit." This expression indicates
poverty and emptiness, the prerequisite for the sublime moment of
intimacy between the Bridegroom and the bride. "When once the
aforementioned desires are dried-up," exaults the Bridegroom, then,
"there I, being alone, 'might kiss Thee,' Who art alone..."
What is this kiss? St. John explains:
My nature, now that it is alone and detached from all impurity,
temporal, natural and spiritual, might be united with Thee alone, with
Thy nature alone, and without any other intermediaries, which alone
come to pass in the Spiritual Marriage, which is the kiss of God
by the soul, where none despises it or assaults it: for in this estate
neither devil nor flesh nor world nor desires molest it.
These words offer a final analogical explanation of Spiritual
Marriage. Detached from disorienting distractions the soul finds its
two parts ordered: the natural and the spiritual. This leads to the
most staggering and difficult point to communicate of this marital
bond. All intermediary means of communication or expression are
foregone. The soul directly experiences God, i.e., without any mediation. St. John says simply, united with Thee alone, without any
other intermediaries." His insistence on absolute detachment and
the necessity of absolute solitude now come into clear focus. The
soul must go out from all objects, attachments, images, experiences
and even completely out of self, if it hopes to experience a direct,
unmediated encounter with God.
This direct experience is not limited to Spiritual Marriage. This
is what St. John means by the term contemplation. St. John teaches
that the soul experiences these direct encounters in greater and lesser
degrees, and in a manner particular to each soul. In this text, St.
John characterizes the mystical kiss as the most pure and uncluttered
encounter of God and the soul.
St. John emphasizes the soul's security in Marriage; he describes
it as a condition where "none despise it [the soulj or assault it;
for in this estate neither devil nor flesh nor world nor desire molest
it." The soul is free, detached, alone, secure and immediately one
with the Beloved.
21
By way of example we take only the most famous reference, which comes
from the first verse of the poem, "The Dark Night." "salí sin ser notada/ estando
ya mi casa sosegada." The going out" and the 'now stilled" refer to the cessation
of all distractions.
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St. John closes Chapter 27 with a quotation from the scriptural
Canticle that expresses the joy and wonder of Spiritual Marriage.
It likens the arrival of Spiritual Marriage to the coming of the spring
season after a prolonged winter.
For herein is fulfilled that which is also said in the Canticle: lam
emm tramili,
tmber abut et recesnt, flores appamerunt, etc Which
signifies The winter is now past and the ram has gone and the flowers
have appeared in our lanci.
3.3.1. Orientation to the Text:
22

Flame 2 §§2-7. "O Sweet Cautery, О Delightful W o u n d "
Flame 2 §§ 2-7. characterizes the dynamic and endless trans
formation of the unitive state. It therefore stands in contrast to the
previous texts, which portrayed union as a restful and delightful
state of repose after a long and arduous journey. This may at first
seem contradictory, but in reality the same dynamics of purgation
and transformation, desire and fulfillment, are here played out in
their most elevated state. One must put aside the assumption that
the soul's journey has come to an end with the state or Spiritual
Marriage. On the contrary, like human marriage. Spiritual Marriage
begins a new sharing in the infinite dynamic of God's transforming
love.
The soul in union with God is, of course, also in union with
each person of the Trinity: Father, Son and Spirit touch the soul,
bestowing upon it the favors and blessings of union. While St. John
is quick to point out that these touches come from the same God
and are substantially the same touches, he does attribute each favor
and blessing to a particular person of the Trinity. The first favor
is the delightful wound of the Holy Spirit, designated "a sweet
cautery." The second is the taste of eternal life attributed to the
Son, "a delicate touch." The third is the payment of all debts, labeled
« a gentle hand. » 2 3 For our purposes, the gift of the Spirit, "sweet
cautery," requires our attention.
22
Flame 2. § 1 outlines how the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit "change
death to life" in the soul "transforming it in the Tnmty " This takes place in
three phases 1) the delightful wound, attributed to the Holy Spirit, 2) the taste
of eternal life, attributed to the Son, and 3) a gift by which all debts are fully
paid, attributed to the Father The first of these discussions, Flame 2 §§ 2-7
gives a vivid explanation of the endless transformation of the delightful wound
which typifies St John's notion of infinite conversion. This is our selected text
21
"En esta canción da a entender el alma cómo las tres personas de la
Santísima Trinidad, Padre e Hno y Epíntu Santo, son los que hacen en ella
esta divina obra de unión Así la mano, y el cauterio, y el toque, en sustancia,
son una misma cosa, y pónelos estos nombres, por cuanto, por el efecto que
hace cada una, les conviene
El cauterio es el Espíritu Santo, la mano es el Padre y el toque que es
el Hijo, y así engrandece aquí el alma al Padre, Hijo y Espíritu Santo,
encareciendo tres grandes mercedes y bienes que en ella hacen por haberla
trocado su muerte en vida, trasformandola en sí
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T h e c o m m e n t a r y is d i v i d e d i n t o t w o s e c t i o n s : " 0 S w e e t C a u t e r y "
" O Delightful W o u n d "

3.3.2. T h e Text of Flame 2. §§ 2-7.:
"O S w e e t C a u t e r y , О Delightful

Wound!"

О sweet cautery,
This cautery, as we mentioned, is the Holy Spirit. For as Moses
declares in Deuteronomy, Our Lord God is a consuming fire [Dt. 4:24],
that is, a fire of love, which being of infinite power, can inestimably
consume and transform into itself the soul it touches. Yet He burns
each soul according to its preparation: He will burn one more, another
less, and this He does insofar as He desires, and how and when
He desires. When He wills to touch somewhat vehemently, the soul's
burning reaches such a high degree of love that it seems to surpass
that of all the fires of the world; for He is an infinite fire of love.
As a result, in this union, the soul calls the Holy Spirit a cautery.
Since the heat of a cautery is more intense and violent and produces
a more singular effect than do other fires, the soul calls the act of
this union a cautery in comparison with the others, for it is the outcome
of a fire so much more aflame than all the others. Because the soul
in this case is entirely transformed by the divine flame, it not only
feels a cautery, but has become a cautery of blazing fire.
It is a wonderful thing and worth relating that, since this fire
of God is so mighty it would consume a thousand worlds more easily
than the fire of this earth would burn up a straw, it does not consume
and destroy the soul in which it so burns. And it does not afflict
it; rather, commensurate with the strength of the love, it divinizes
and delights it, burning gently.
And this is so on account of the purity and perfection with which
the spirit burns in the Holy Ghost. Similarly, as told in the Acts of
the Apostles, this fire came with great vehemence and enkindled the
disciples [Acts 2:3], who, as St. Gregory affirms, burned interiorly and
gently with love. [Homilia 30 in Evang.: PL 76, 1220] This is the
Church's meaning when as regards the same subject, it says: Fire
came from Heaven, not burning but emitting light; not consuming but
giving illumination.
[Roman Breviary, Thursday within the Octave of
Pentecost (First Response of Matins)] Since God's purpose in granting
these communications is to exalt the soul, He does not weary and
restrict it, but enlarges and delights it; He does not blacken it and
convert it to ashes as fire does to coal, but He brightens and enriches
it. Hence it calls Him a sweet cautery.
The happy soul that by great fortune reaches this cautery knows
all things, tastes all things, does all it wishes, and prospers; no one
IM primera es llaga regalada, y ésta atribuye al Espíritu Santo; y por eso
le llama cauterio.
La segunda es gusto de vida eterna, y ésta atribuye al Hijo, y por eso le
llama toque delicado.
La tercera es haberla transformado en sí, que es la deuda con que queda
bien pagada el alma, y ésta atribuye al Padre, y por eso le llama mano blanda.
Y aunque aquí nombra las tres por causa de las propiedades de los efectos,
sólo con uno habla, diciendo: en vida la has trocado, porque todos ellos obran
en uno, y así todo lo atribuye a uno, y todo a todos. {Flame 2. § 1. 793.)
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prevails before it and nothing touches it This is the soul of which
the Apostle speaks The spiritual man judges all things and he is judged
by no one [1 Cor 2 15] And again The spint searches out all things,
unto the deep things of God [1 Cor 2 10] This is love's trait to examine
all the goods of the Beloved
Oh, the great glory of you who have merited this supreme fire'
It is certain that, though it does not destroy you (for it has the infinite
force to consume and annihilate you), it does consume you immensely
in glory Do not wonder that God brings some souls to this high
peak The sun is distinguished by some of its marvelous effects, as
the Holy Spirit says, it burns the mountains (that is, the saints) in
three ways [Ecclus 43 4]
Since this cautery is sweet, then, how delighted will be the soul
it touches 1 The soul, desiring to speak of it, does not do so, but keeps
the esteem in its heart and only expresses exclamation vocally through
the use of "O," saying "O sweet cautery,"
О delightful

wound'

Having addressed the cautery, the soul now speaks to the wound
caused by the cautery The cautery was sweet, and the wound must
logically conform to the cautery Thus the wound issuing from a sweet
cautery is a delightful wound Since the cautery is a cautery of love,
the wound is a wound of sweet love and is both delightful and sweet
To understand the nature of this wound the soul is addressing,
it should be known that the cautery of material fire always leaves
a wound where it is applied And it possesses this property If applied
to a wound not made by fire, it converts it into a wound caused
by fire Whether a soul is wounded by other wounds of miseries and
sins or whether it is healthy, this cautery of love immediately effects
a wound of love in the one it touches, and those wounds due to
other causes become wounds of love
Yet there is a difference between this loving cautery and the one
generated by material fire The wound left by material fire is only
curable by other medicines, whereas the wound effected by the cautery
of love is incurable through medicine, for the very cautery that causes
it, cures it, and by curing it, causes it As often as the cautery of
love touches the wound of love, it causes a deeper wound of love,
and thus the more it wounds, the more it cures and heals The more
wounded the lover, the healthier he is, and the cure love causes is
to wound and inflict wound upon wound, to such an extent that the
entire soul is dissolved into a wound of love And now all cauterized
and made one wound of love, it is completely healthy in love, for
it is transformed in love
This is what is understood by the wound of which the soul (all
wounded and all healthy) speaks Even though the soul is all wounded
and all healthy, the cautery of love does not fail to fulfill its task,
which is to touch and wound with love Since it is wholly delightful
and completely sound, the wound brings delight, just as a good doctor
usually does As a result the soul says "O delightful wound 1 "
Oh, then, wound so much the more delightful the higher and more
sublime is the fire of love which causes it1 The Holy Spirit produces
it only for the sake of giving delight, and since His will to delight
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the soul is2 4 great, this wound will be great, for it will be extremely
delightful
3.3.3. Commentary on Flame 2 §§2-7.
"O Sweet Cautery, О Delightful Wound!"
3.3.3.1. "O Sweet Cautery."
St. John uses his opening exposition to accentuate the "infinite
power" of God through the image of fire, a fire which can "in
estimably consume" the soul. Twice St. John directly refers to this
24

« lOfe cauterio suave*
Este cauterio, como habernos dicho, es aquí el Espíritu Santo, porque, como
dice Moisés en el Deuteronomio nuestro Señor es fuego consumidor (4,24), es
a saber fuego de amor El cual, como sea de infinita fuerza, inestimablemente
puede consumir y transformar en sí el alma que tocare, pero a cada una la
abrasa y absorbe como la halla dispuesta a una más y a otra menos, y esto
cuanto él quiere y cómo y cuando quiere Y, como él sea infinito fuego de
amor, cuando él quiere tocar al alma algo apretadamente, es el ardor del alma
en tan sumo grado de amor, que le parece a ella que esta ardiendo sobre todos
los ardores del mundo Que por eso en esta junta llama ella al Espíritu Santo
cauterio porque así como en el cauterio está el fuego más intenso y vehemente
y hace mayor efecto que en los demás ígnitos, así el acto de esta unión por
ser de tan inflamado fuego de amor más que todos los otros, por eso le llama
cauterio respecto de ellas Y, por cuanto este divino fuego en este caso tiene
transformada toda el alma en si, no solamente siente cauterio, mas toda ella
esta hecha cauterio de vehemente fuego
Y es cosa admirable y digna de contar que con ser este fuego de Dios
tan vehemente consumidor, que con mayor facilidad consumiría mil mundos
que el fuego de acá una raspa de lino, no consuma y acabe el alma en que
arde de esta manera, y menos la dé pesadumbre alguna, sino que antes a la
medida de la fuerza del amor la endiose y deleite, abrasando y ardiendo en
él suavemente Y esto es así por la pureza y perfección del espíritu en que
arde [en el Espíritu Santo], como acaeció en los Actos de los Apóstoles (2,3),
donde viniendo este fuego con grande vehemencia abrasó a los discípulos, los
cuales, como dice San Gregorio, interiormente ardieron en amor suavemente
Y eso es lo que da a entender la Iglesia cuando dice al mismo propósito inno
fuego del cielo, no quemando, sino replandeciendo, no consumiendo sino alumbrando Porque en estas comunicaciones, come el fin de Dios es engrandecer
al alma, no la fatiga y aprieta, ыпо ensánchala y deleítala, no la oscurece ni
enceniza como el fuego hace al carbón, sino clarifícala y enriquécela, que por
eso le dice ella cauteno suave
Y así, la dichosa alma que por grande ventura a este cauteno llega, todo
lo sabe, todo lo gusta, todo lo que quiere hace y se prospera y ninguno prevalece
delante de ella, nada le toca, por que esta alma es de quien dice el apóstol
el espiritual todo lo juzga y él de ninguno es juzgado (1 Cor 2,15) Et iterum
el espíritu todo lo rastrea, hasta los profundos de Dios (1 Cor 2,10), porque ésta
es la propiedad del amor escudriñar todos los bienes del Amado
iOh gran gloria de almas que merecéis llegar a este sumo fuego, en el
cual pues hay infinita fuerza para os consumir y aniquilar,
está cierto que no
consumiéndoos, inmensamente os consuma en gloria1
No os maravilléis que Dios llegue algunas almas hasta aquí, pues que el
sol se singulariza en hacer algunos efectos maravillosos, el cual, como dice el
Espíritu Santo, de tres maneras abrasa los montes, esto es de los santos
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fire as infinite, but there are also numerous other indirect allusions
to the inconceivable power and effects of fire.25 This Almighty force
is not the rage of anger or jealousy however, 26 but a "fire of love"
which touches the soul so that it first becomes all wound, then
is transformed into that very same fire of love. Our text opens by
incorporating a quote from Moses:
Siendo, pues este cauterio tan suave, como aquí se ha dado a entender,
\cuán regalada creeremos que estará el alma que de él fuere tocada! Que,
queriéndolo ella decir no lo dice, sino quédase con la estimación en el corazón
y el encarecimiento en la boca por este término ¡ой!, diciendo: \Oh cauterio
suave\
\Oh regalada llaga]
Habiendo el alma hablando con el cauterio, habla ahora con la Haga que
hace el cauterio. Y, como el cauterio era suave, según ha dicho, la llaga, según
razón, ha de ser conforme el cauterio. Y así llaga de cauterio suave será llaga
regalada, porque, siendo el cauterio de amor ella será llaga de amor suave y
así será regalada suavemente.
Y para dar a entender cómo sea esta llaga con que aquí ella habla, es
de saber que el cauterio de fuego material en la parte do asienta siempre hace
llaga, y tiene esta propiedad: que si sienta sobre llaga que no era de fuego,
la nace que sea de fuego. Y eso tiene este cauterio efe amor, que en el alma
que toca, ahora esté llagada de otras llagas de miserias y pecados, ahora esté
sana, luego la deja llagada de amor, y [y-]a las que eran llagas de otra causa
quedan hechas llagas de amor.
Pero en esto hay diferencia de este amoroso cauterio al del fuego material:
que éste, la llaga que hace no la puede volver a sanar si no se aplican otros
medicables, pero la llaga del cauterio de amor no se puede curar con otra
medicina, sino que el mismo cauterio que la hace la cura, y el mismo que
la cura, curándola la hace; porque cada vez que toca el cauterio de amor en
la llaga de amor, hace mayor llaga de amor, y así cura y sana más por cuanto
llaga más. Porque el amante, cuanto más llagado, está más sano, y la cura
que hace el amor es llagar y herir sobre lo llagado, hasta tanto que la llaga
sea tan grande que toda el alma venga a resolverse en llaga de amor. Y de
esta manera, ya toda cauterizada y hecha una llaga de amor, está toda sana
en amor, porque está transformada en amor.
Y en esta manera se entiende la llaga que aquí habla el alma toda llagada
y toda sana. Y porque, aunque está toda llagada y toda sana, el cauterio de
amor no deja de hacer su oficio que es tocar y herir de amor, por cuanto
ya está todo regalado y todo sano, el efecto que hace es regalar la Haga, como
suele hacer el buen médico. Por eso dice aquí bien el alma: \oh llaga regalada'.
iOh, pues, llaga tanto más regalada cuanto es más alto y subido el fuego
de amor que la causó, porque habiéndola hecho el Espíritu Santo sólo a fin
de regalar, y como su deseo y voluntad de regalar sea grande, grande será
esta llaga, porque grandemente sea regalada." (Flame 2.2-7. 793-796.)
2
^ By way of example we cite only the references in the first paragraph
of our texts. St. John says this fire of love is of "infinite power," wnich "can
inestimably consume and transform." He explains that it is a fire which "surpasses
that of all the fires of the world; for He is an infinite fire of love." And the
saint states that it is the "outcome of a fire so much more aflame than all
the others."
26
The scripture citation to which St. John refers in the text refers more
>roperly to the danger of idolatry and the rage of a jealous God, which is
ike a fire. "For the Lord your God, is a consuming fire, a jealous God." [Dt.
4:24.]
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This cautery, as we mentioned, is the Holy Spirit. For as Moses
declares in Deuteronomy, Омг Lord is a consuming fire [Dt. 4:24],
that is, a fire of love, which being of infinite power, can inestimably
consume and transform into itself the soul it touches.
These words establish the central dynamic and image of the
text: the transformation of the soul into the very fire of love which
effects this transformation.
St. John returns to his belief that each soul is dealt with in
a unique manner. "He [God] will bum one more, another less..."
says the saint, and declares that this burning transformation is itself
a love that prepares the soul for ever greater love. Although already
in union with God, the soul continues to move forward toward a
more perfect state. "He bums each soul according to its prepa
ration..." states St. John.
God directs and acts upon soul; it is the soul which awaits
and responds. Thus this burning takes place according to God's
desire for the soul, not to the soul's own wishes. The soul is in
a passive condition, though actively disposed. God determines not
only the manner and the moment, but also the intensity of these
burning touches. This is a love so intense it exceeds worldly
comprehension: "When He [God] wills to touch somewhat vehe
mently," warns St. John, "the soul's burning reaches such a high
degree of love that it seems to surpass that of all the fires of the
world."
St. John pushes the image of fire to the furthest possible extent.
He employs one superlative after another, in both description and
explanation.
St. John identifies the fire with God: "He [God] is an infinite
fire of love." Just as the garden was God, the fire that burns the
soul is also God. He futher identifies the fire of love as the Holy
Spirit. Therefore, when St. John speaks of the fire of love or the
spiritual cautery, we recall that he is actually speaking of the Holy
Spirit.
Here we encounter again an explanation in which the cause
and its effects at first appear to be differentiated, but aim to make
the same point. St. John discusses the presence of the Spirit and
the effects of the Spirit, the spiritual fire and the effects of the
fire, but, in the end, the effects of Spirit and fire serve to reveal
the nature of each. By its effects, the presence is more keenly seen.
In sum, the fire which acts as a cautery, which in turn wounds
the soul, and the Spirit which these symbols represent are the same.
The action of this spiritual fire is likened to the material process
of a cauterization. A material cautery is an instrument employed
in the burning or searing of dead tissue or wound. The purificative
nature of this painful drama is self-evident. Yet the pain of a material
cautery is secondary to its primary purpose: to facilitate the healing
process by destroying dead skin and preventing the spread of
infection. Cautery has various progressive movements. The burning
touches a wound or infection; this causes burning pain and a new
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wound, but also facilitates the natural healing process. The fire of
divine love causes a spiritual cautery to the soul. The analogy's
purpose is to describe divine action with both immediate and far
reaching effects.
St. John begins by contrasting the extreme heat needed for a
cautery to that of other fires. In this way he highlights both the
elevated state of the soul's condition and the severity of the purification:
Since the heat of a cautery is more intense and violent and
produces a more singular effect than do other fires, the soul calls
the act of this union a cautery in comparison with the others, for
it is the outcome of a fire so much more aflame than all the other.
St. John follows these remarks with a the key statement,
"Because the soul in this case is entirely transformed by the divine
flame, it not only feels a cautery, but has become a cautery of blazing
fire." St. John's spiralling logic again comes into play. God sets
the soul aflame with Himself and the soul itself becomes the flame.
In this sense the soul becomes God.
In the Canticle the focus of union was the intimacy of the Bride
and the Bridegroom, the passivity of the soul, and the various
relational interactions of the soul and God. In the Flame we see
a change of focus. Here the force and intensity of the transformation
experience and the continuing divinization process become the center
of attention.
The central dynamic of the Flame is this: although already one
with God through the transformation process, the soul continues
to advance to an ever more intimate and burning union. Because
God is infinite, the potentiality for transformation into the living
flame is also infinite. Ultimately, the soul always has the possibility
for an ever-increasing union. Thus soul experiences the mystical
paradox of satisfaction and desire, purification and illumination, the
end of its journey and eternal aspiration. 27
27
The dynamic interplay between satisfaction and desire is not only a
reflection of the necessity for purgation in this life, but goes on infinitely in
heaven and is an essential structure in, for example, St Gregory the Great's
notion of the creature, human or angel, enjoying and beholding the Creator.
"Sed quia de Deo per primum Ecclesiae praedicatorem dicitur: 'In quem
desiderant angeli prospicere; sunt nonnuli qui nequáquam Deum videre vel
angelos suspicantur, et tarnen dictum, per Veritatis sententiam scimus: Angeli
eorum in caelis semper vident faciem Patris mei qui in caelis est. Numquid
ergo aliud veritas, aliud praedicator insonat veritatis? Sed si sententia utraque
confertur, quia sibi nequáquam discordet agnoscitur. Deum quippe angeli et
vident, et videre desiderant; et intueri sitiunt et intuentur. Si enim sic videre
desiderant ut efiectu sui desidera minime perfruantur, desiderium sine fruetu
anxietatem habet et anxietas poenam. Beati vero angeli ab omni poena anxientatis
longe sunt, quia numquam simul poena et beatitudo conveniunt. Rursum cum
eos dicimus Dei visione satiari, quia et psalmista ait: Satiabor dum manifestabitur
gloria tua, considerandum nobis est quoniam satietatem solet fastidium subsequi.
Ut ergo recte sibi utraque conveniant, dicat Veritas: 'Quia semper vident'; dicat
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E v e n after t h e soul h a s a c h i e v e d s o m e f u n d a m e n t a l u n i o n w i t h
God t h e r e is t h e h a b i t u a l r e c u r r e n c e of purification, i l l u m i n a t i o n
a n d u n i o n t h r o u g h o u t t h e s o u l ' s e x p e r i e n c e . St. J o h n p o i s e s t h e s o u l
b e t w e e n t h e i m m i n e n t God W h o is u n i t e d w i t h t h e soul a n d t h e
t r a n s c e n d e n t G o d W h o purifies, i l l u m i n a t e s a n d u n i t e s t h e s o u l in
ceaseless, d y n a m i c loving t r a n s f o r m a t i o n .
W i t h o u t c o n t r a d i c t i n g h i m s e l f St. J o h n also e x p r e s s e s this fire's
s i m u l t a n e o u s l y g e n t l e a c t i o n u p o n t h e soul:
It is a wonderful thing and worth relating that, since this fire
of God is so mighty it would consume a thousand worlds more easily
than the fire of this earth would burn up a straw, it does not consume
and destroy the soul in which it so burns. And it does not afflict
it; rather, commensurate with the strength of the love, it divinizes
and delights it, burning gently.

preadicator egregius: 'Quia sempre videre disderant.' Ne enim sit in desiderio
anxietas, desiderantes satiantur; ne autem sit in satietate fastidium, satiati
desiderant. Et desiderant igitur sine labore, quia desiderium satietas comitatur;
et satiantur sine fastidio, quia ipsa satietas e desiderio semper accenditur. Sic
quoque et nos erimus quando ad ipusm fontem vitae venerimus. Erit nobis
delectabiliter impressa sitis simul atque satietas. Sed longe abest a siti nécessitas,
longe a satietate fastidium, quia et sitientes satiabimur, et satiari sitiemus.
Videbimus igitur Deum ipsumque erit praemium laboris nostri, ut post mortalitatis
huius tenebras, accessa eius luce gaudeamus." (Moralia in Job XVIII, 91 [CCL
CXIIIA, 953-954]).
"But because it is said concerning God by the first preacher of the Church,
'Whom the angels desire to look upon,' (1 Peter 1,12) there are some who imagine
that even the Angels never see God; and yet we know that it is spoken by
a sentence of Truth, 'In heaven their Angels do always behold the face of My
Father, Who is in heaven' (Mat. 18,10). Does, then. Truth sound one thing and
the preacher of truth another? But if both sentences be compared together, it
is ascertained, that they are not at all at variance with one another. For the
Angels at once see and desire to see God, and thirst to behold and do behold.
For if they so desire to see Him that they never at all enjoy the carrying out
of their desire, desire has anxiety without fruit, and anxiety has punishment.
But the blessed Angels are far removed from all punishment of anxiety, because
never can punishment and blessedness meet in one. Again, when we say that
these Angels are satisfied with the vision of God, because the Psalmist too says,
'I shall be satisfied when I awake with Thy likeness,' (Ps. 17,15) we are to consider
that upon satisfying there follows disgust. So then, that the two may rightly
agree together, let Truth say, 'that they always see'; and let the excellent Preacher
say, 'that they always desire to see. For that there be not anxiety in desire,
in desiring they are satisfied, and that there be not disgust in their satisfying,
whilst being satisfied they desire. And therefore they desire without suffering,
because desire is accompanied by satisfying. And they are satisfied without disgust,
because the very satisfying itself is ever being inflamed by desire. So also shall
we too one day be, when we shall come to the fountain of life. There shall
be delightfully stamped upon us at one and same time a thirsting and a satisfying.
But from the thirsting necessity is far absent, and disgust far from that satisfying,
because at once in thirsting we shall be satisfied, and in being satisfied we
shall thirst. Therefore we shall see God, and it shall be the very reward of
our labor, that after the darkness of this mortal state we should be made glad
by His light being approached unto." (Fathers of the Catholic Church, Volume
2, 390-391.)
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The Holy Spirit is the cause of this intersection of human
gentleness and divine power. St. John uses examples to explain.
. . . as told in the Acts of the Apostles, this fire came with great
vehemence and enkindled the disciples, who as St. Gregory affirms,
burned interiorly and gently with love. This is the Church's meaning
when, as regards the same subject, it says: Fire came from Heaven,
not burning but emitting light; not consuming but giving illumination. 28
Although the purification is painful, St. John emphasizes its
benefits; that is wnat makes the cautery sweet.
Since God's purpose in granting these communications is
the soul. He does not weary and restrict it, but enlarges and
it; He does not blacken it and convert it to ashes as fire
coal, but He brightens and enriches it. Hence it calls Him
cautery.

to exalt
delights
does to
a sweet

The author details the blessings of this cautery, "The happy soul
that by great fortune reaches this cautery knows all things, tastes
all things, does all it wishes, and prospers..." In contrast to earlier
depictions of the soul's traumas, in the Ascent-Night corpus, notable
here is the absence of any complaint on the part of the soul in
reaction to this pain. The veteran soul does not simply endure this
cautery, but exults in its burning, understood now as a process of
spiritual healing.
The soul is now so grounded in God's love that it experiences
a liberty from all things, "no one prevails before it [the soul] and
nothing touches it." The soul also embodies the very precept of all
morality — love. Thus it exercises right discernment and is itself
above judgement. John of the Cross quotes St. Paul "The spiritual
man judges all things and he is judged by no one." 2 9
The soul can scrutinize all matters, touching even the most
sublime divine mysteries. This desire to search out, ponder and know
the object of its love is the very nature of love itself. St. John puts
it this way, "This is love's trait: to examine all the goods of the
Beloved." Invoking St. Paul once again, the mystic states, "The spirit
searches out all things, unto the deep things of God." 3 0
Praising the wonder of the soul which experiences this fire,
St. John exclaims, "Oh the great glory of you who have merited
this supreme fire!" This transforming fire does not damage the soul,
however, but brings it into God's glory: "It is certain that, though
28
The citation from Acts reads: "Suddenly from up in the sky there came
a noise like a strong, driving wind which was heard all through the house where
they were seated. Tongues as of fire appeared, which parted and came to rest
on each of them." [Acts 2:2-3.] St. Gregory explains, XHomilia 30 in Evange.:
PL 76. 1220].
29
"The spiritual man, on the other hand, can appraise everything, though
he himself can be appraised by no one." (1 Cor. 2:15)
30
1 Cor. 2:10.
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it [the supreme fire] does not destroy you (for it has the infinite
force to consume and annihilate you), it does consume you immensely in glory."
St. John uses the image of the "marvelous effects" of the sun.
The saints are those who have reached the summit of perfection,
and are therefore characterized as mountains that "the Holy Spirit
says it burns." After their ascent, they experience the sun's infinite,
sweet, burning effects.
The soul is unable to give proper explanation of this great
blessing. St. John says, "Since this cautery is sweet, then how
delighted will be the soul it touches! The soul, desiring to speak
of it, does not do so, but keeps the esteem in its heart...' The soul
only expresses itself by sighing 'O.' The mystic incorporates this
exclamation into the poetic verse "O sweet cautery and thus
expresses the wonder of the Divine flaming touch.
3.3.3.2. "O Delightful Wound!"
St. John now explains the wound that this b u m inflicts upon
the soul. This is his explanation of the subsequent line of the poetic
verse, "O delightful wound!"
As the cautery is sweet, bringing great blessing to the soul,
so too the wound it causes, "a wound of sweet love" and "a delightful
wound," in St. John's exultant terms. As this burning purification
draws the soul into more intimate union, so does the wound this
cautery inflicted.
To grasp the implications of the spiritual dynamic, St. John
begins by making an important distinction between the spiritual
cautery of love and one generated by material fire. He says, "The
wound, left by material fire is only curable by other medicines,
whereas the wound effected by the cautery of love is incurable
through medicine..." The relief for the wound of the spiritual cautery
is to Be wounded again. St. John explains, "... the very cautery that
causes it [the wound], cures it, and by curing it, causes it." Thus
St. John characterizes the spiritual experience of union as a dynamic
spiraling process:
As often as the cautery of love touches the wound of love, it causes
a deeper wound of love, and thus the more it wounds, the more it
cures and heals.
St. John proceeds to the topic of the soul's spiritual health.
For the mystic, "health" takes on an ironic meaning when health
is possible only by means of a continual process of wounding. The
soul becomes all wound.
The more wounded the lover, the healthier he is, and the cure
love causes is to wound and inflict wound upon wound, to such an
extent that the entire soul is dissolved into a wound of love. And
now all cauterized and made one wound of love, it is completely
healthy in love, for it is transformed in love.
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The more intensive the infliction, the "higher and more sublime
is the ñre of love." In the end, this wound, though bringing pain,
is inflicted so that the Holy Spirit might fulfill His desire to delight
the soul. St. John closes the paragraph with the poetic exclamation
of this wondrous infliction; the soul cries out, "O delightful wound!"
3.4.1. Conclusion
This chapter gives a survey of St. John's teaching on the three
moments of the unitive state: Spiritual Betrothal, Spiritual Marriage
and the on-going transformation of union. St. John refers to all
three states as union. Although distinct, they overlap. The Canticle
and Flame both present this union in an analogical context, characterizing union in terms of a progressively deepening relationship
of love, not a metaphysical state with precise distinctions. These
texts must be understood in that analogical context lest serious
confusion arise.
For St. John Spiritual Betrothal comprises two movements: the
searching for the Beloved and finding the Beloved. Our text focused
upon the second movement. Stanzas 13/14, characterize this encounter as the engagement of two promised lovers. The Canticle
(particularly in Stanzas 13/14) revealed both differences and similarities with the Ascent-Night. While certainly employing the same
dynamics as before, St. John now offered a fresh meaning in the
context of the Spiritual Engagement. For example, before Betrothal,
God seemed distant and dark; in the unitive state, the two lovers
move towards a loving presence of equality and mutuality. The
analogical description of the dove received by Noe represented the
Beloved's reception of the soul, able now to rest after its long search.
The Beloved adorned His Bride with gifts and lofty experiences of
divine love. These gifts were the final preparation for the soul's
total transformation and union with God. Thus, speaking analogically, Betrothal was a period of the visitations by the Bridegroom
in preparation for Spiritual Marriage. This love affair re-enacted
the divine incarnation; the soul became transformed and infused
with divinity and God dwelt within the soul. This was a soul's
itinerary of interiority which touched an ever deeper level.
Canticle 27. was divided into various sections. "The Exposition,"
reviewed the soul's long journey to the summit of perfection. The
"little foxes," the "north wind" and the "south wind" were analogical
characterizations of the various processes of detachment and advancement which the soul had undergone. The themes of equality
and mutuality recurred throughout the text and tipified these transformational and incarnational processes.
"The Bride Has Entered," was the second section. It characterized union as a condition of total surrender and transformation.
It required the complete, entire and absolute giving of the soul to
God and (the bold and shocking surprise) of the total gift of the
Beloved of Himself to the soul. Textual analysis carefully interpreted
the meaning of this total giving in terms of a relational commitment,
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not a metaphysical change. The love between the two lovers fostered
this equality and mutuality. The analogical approach of the Canticle
was brought into completion with St. John likening the union of
God to the soul to the physical union of marital love.
Comprehension of the next section, "Into the Pleasant Garden
of Her Desire," requires an understanding of the identity of the
Beloved. The garden is the Beloved and thus the symbolic fulfillment
of all of the soul's desires. The soul entered the garden and
experienced the joys and fulfillment of Spiritual Marriage. But the
Beloved is also the lover, the gifts, the encounter itself and the
completion of the soul. He is all things to the soul. Thus, in this
portion of the stanza, St. John touched upon the key of all mysticism:
an unmediated experience of God. While the soul experiences God
in all things and is joined with all things in harmony and peace,
in the end, the soul experiences divinity directly without mediation
of any sort. This divinity with which the soul is enamored became
the bond in which the two are joined in the consummation of their
love. The Spouse referred to His lover as both sister and bride,
demonstrating the highly nuanced and progressive nature of their
rapport. Both appellations refer to the intimacy of the relationship.
"And At Her Pleasure Rests Her Neck Reclining": this symbolic
posture embodied an harmonious blending of surrender and strength.
On both parts there was giving up and nurturing. The soul gave
up its resistance and, in turn, the Beloved strengthened it in love
so that the soul might endure the awefulness of this divine union.
This posture was also interpreted as the soul peacefully resting in
the arms of the Beloved after the long journey.
The phrase, "On the Gentle Arm of the Beloved," completed
the marital image. The union of strength and surrender meant a
union of the soul's and God's desire into a single force: their wills
become one. The reclining position of the soul suggested the passive
nature of this mystical encounter. The Bride referred to the Beloved
as both Brother and Spouse. The end of sucking at the breast of
mother Eve meant the quenching of all disoriented passion and
drives which allowed the soul to go out from itself, to be free from
all exterior and interior distraction, and exist in utter solitude. In
this way the soul became free to experience the unmediated encounter with God as symbolized in the kiss of the Beloved for His
Bride.
Flame 2, paragraphs 2 to 7, presented the state of union from
a very different vantage point. While the prior texts focused upon
the completion of the soul's journey and the rest and delight of
that state, this text illuminated the dynamic nature of the soul's
relation with God and the continuous transformation involved in
this divine relationship. The image of fire expressed this on-going
process of purification and transformation. The soul was not just
set aflame but became the flame itself, consuming itself into white-hot
burning perfection. The soul experienced in this flame the wound
of purification, cured only by further burning. The soul called it
"the sweet cautery" and the delightful wound." This text may be
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understood as the epitome of St. John's doctrine inasmuch as it
contained all the previously studied dynamics.
One might expect that when the soul reached union, all of the
elements of St. John's doctrine would also reach a concordant
harmony, but this is not the case. The irresolvable opposition and
tension remain.
Since God is the fulfillment of every desire, the soul supposedly
reaches rest and repose in union with the Beloved. Yet, the text
from the Flame contrasts with the two from the Canticle in presenting an on-going purgation of the already unified soul; the soul's
desire for God goes on to infinity, as God Himself is infinite. Is
the state of union a condition of rest and repose, or is it a dynamic
on-going tension of continued desire and longing? Rather than
dismissing this conflict or attempting to impose a solution which
is not in accord with St. John's doctrine, it is precisely the contention
of this study that such seeming contradictions prove to be the point
of penetration into a richer understanding of St. John's mysticism.
In describing the transformation process at this ultimate state of
union, St. John stretches taut the fabric of his doctrine to its full
dimensions and its seeming paradoxes become most apparent.

Chapter Four:

THE DYNAMISMS OF ENDLESS TRANSFORMING
LOVE
"Love is never idle, but in continual motion..."
Living Flame of Love 1 § 8.
4.0.1 Introduction
In St. John's teaching on the soul's union with God there remain
some loose ends — untied threads — so to speak, in his mystical
weave. This chapter considers these "ends" under four particular
headings: 1) The operations of the soul's faculties; 2) the nature
of infused knowledge and love; 3) the nature of the spiritual senses;
and 4) the substance of the soul.
Because so much attention has been given to renunciation and
transformation of the soul's lower and higher faculties, so important
to the soul's affective rapports and to the transformation processes,
we must examine the operations of these faculties when the soul
is in a perfected state of union. This is accomplished through
presenting various Sanjuanists texts. The first text is a selection of
various quotations from Canticle 29-31. In these selections, St. John
gives pastoral images for the different faculties of the soul: he
compares birds to the imagination; lions and harts represent the
soul s motivations of irascibility and concupiscence; mountains, valleys and river-banks portray the operations of the intellect, memory
and will. Through this use of analogy St. John characterizes each
faculty both before and after its transformation.
The second text, Flame 2. §§ 34-35, gives an even more detailed
and scientific presentation of the transformed state of the superior
faculties. In this St. John's text discusses the particular faculties
operating in union with one another, and each in union with God.
The third text shifts focus of this chapter to the soul's reception
of knowledge and love. St. John's classic approach of the mystic
experience is a very relevant concern to the present study or the
affect. Flame 3. §§49-51 characterizes the process of detachment
from particular acts of love. This need for detachment may come
as a surprise, since once the soul has already reached the perfected
state of union.
In the fourth place Flame 3. § 69. responds to the question:
What is the faculty of spiritual apprehension? It deals with the
manner in which mystical experience is apprehended by describing
the deep interior feelings of the soul. This text is central to our
consideration of the affect.
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Flame 2. §§9-13., the last text of this study, treats St. John's
understanding of the substance of the soul in the unitive state. His
consideration gives insight into the nature of the soul's union with
God.
An apparent contradiction is brought into full view in this
chapter. In Flame 3. § 69. St. John teaches that the soul must detach
itself from particular acts and feelings of knowledge and love. Yet
in Flame 3. §§49-50. the mystic dramatically speaks of the deep
caverns of feeling that the Lord fills with His infinitude. How can
spiritual feeling and non-feeling co-exist? We do not dismiss this
question or other apparent conflicts of St.John's teaching in this
chapter. Neither do we attempt to impose a solution on them
contrary to the mystic's teaching. We ponder the significance of
these tensions as they come into undeniable focus.
4.1.1. Orientation to the Text: Canticle 29-31 (selections):
Harmony of the Soul's Faculties '
So far our study has traced St. John's teaching on the transformation of the soul's lower and higher faculties, inasmuch as they
function as mediators between the soul's rapport with the material
and spiritual planes, and between the soul itself and God. Once
the soul has reached perfection its faculties are in accord, operating
harmoniously, recollected and enjoying the delights of the union with
God. In Canticle 29-30. St. John gives a symbolic description of
each of these faculties, noting both the soul's former and its
transformed condition. Though the text extends for many pages, our
intention is solely to highlight brief portions of these three chapters,
underscoring the status of the transformed faculties. Therefore the
following is not a textual analysis per se, but solely an illumination
of the texts which speak of the transformed faculties.
The text chosen for this exposition comprises primarily the poetic
verses of stanzas 29 and 30, which form one chapter. We also cite
the introductory exposition to Chapter 29 and 30. We quote briefly
from Chapter 31.

1
This commentary is an overview treatment of the three chapters which
give symbolic representation to the state of the superior faculties before and
after conversion. The subsequent text (4.2.) gives a more technical description
of the superior faculties. The selection of this text is easily explained by the
fact that Chapters 29-31 are the chapters in the Canticle where St. John discusses
the transformation of these faculties. A more pressing problem for this consideration was how to limit the size of the text taken for commentary since
the discussion extends for more or less three chapters. A compromise is reached
by a brief survey of the entire discussion.
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4.1.2. T h e Text of Canticle
29 a n d 3 0 (selections):
H a r m o n y of t h e S o u l ' s F a c u l t i e s ; 2
Birds of swift wing, Lions, harts, leaping does,
Mountains, valleys, oanks, waters, breezes, heats,
And terrors that keep watch by night.
By the pleasant lyres And by the sirens song, I conjure
you,
Cease your wrath and touch not the wall. That the Bride may
sleep more securely.
EXPOSITION
The spouse continues, and, in these two stanzas, describes how;
as by means of the pleasant lyres, which here signify the sweetness
that is habitually enjoyed in this estate, and likewise by the sirens'
song, which signifies the delight that He has ever in the soul. He
has just brought to an end and conclusion all the operations and
assions of the soul which aforetime were a certain impediment and
indrance to peaceful pleasure and sweetness. These things, Hesays
here, are the digressions of the imaginative fancy, and He conjures
them to cease. Furthermore, He brings into control the two natural
faculties which formerly to some extent afilicted the soul and which
are the irascible and the concupiscible. And likewise, by means of
these lyres and this song, He declares how in this estate, in so far
as may be in this life, the three faculties of the soul — understanding,
will and memory — are brought to perfection and set in working
order. And likewise it is described herein how the four passions —
namely: grief, hope, joy and fear — are mitigated and controlled by
means of the satisfaction which the soul possesses, and which is
denoted by the pleasant lyres and the sirens' song, as we shall now
explain. All these hindrances God desires to cease, so that the soul,
at her will and without any interruption, may have fruition of the
delight, peace and sweetness of union. 3

E

2
3

We employ the Peers translation of this text.
"A las aves ligeras,
leones, ciervos, gamos saltadores,
montes, valles, riberas,
aguas, aires, ardores
y miedos de las noches veladores.
Por las amenas liras
y cantos de serenas, os conjuro,
que cesen vuestra iras,
y no toquéis al muro,
porque la esposa duerma más seguro.
DECLARACIÓN

Prosigue el Esposo y da a entender en estas dos canciones cómo por medio
de las amenas liras, que aquí significan la suavidad de que goza ordinariamente
en este estado, y también en el canto de sirenas que significa el deleite que
en el alma siempre tiene, acaba de poner fin y remate a todas las operaciones
y pasiones del alma que antes la eran algún impedimento y sinsabor para el
pacífico gusto y suavidad, las cuales dice aquí que son las digresiones de la
fantasía imaginativa, las cuales conjura que cesen; y también pone en razón
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4.1.3. Commentary on Canticle 29-30 (selections):
Harmony of the Soul's Faculties
The introductory exposition sets the theme for Chapter 29-31
describing how God has brought closure to the disorienting operations and passions of the soul; prior impediments now are
mediators of the sweetness of union. This has been accomplished
by means of the pleasant lyre, which represents the habitual sweetness enjoyed in this state, and likewise the sirens' song, which
signifies the delight He gives the soul. More specifically, God conjures
the imaginative fancy to cease and brings the4 two natural faculties,
irascibility and concupiscence, under control. Intellect, memory and
will, are brought to perfection and the four passions — sorrow,
hope, joy and fear — are tempered and controlled by means of
the satisfaction they possess in this union. With distractions cast
off, the soul enjoys the fruition of delight without interruption, peace
and sweetness comes from this union.
With this sketch of the transformation of the soul's various
faculties we move rapidly through St. John's symbolic and poetic
descriptions.
Birds of swift wing, are the digressions of the imagination. When
uncontrolled they become like birds that are light and subtle in
their flight, darting first in one direction then another. The Beloved
conjures these bird-like imaginations by the pleasant lyres so that
they "cease their restless flight, their impetuousities and their excesses." Then with abundance and frequency and strength the soul
enjoys sweetness, delight, and rich satisfaction. The imagination,
completely 5filled, no longer wanders erratically searching for some
indulgence.
a las dos potencias naturales, que son irascible y concupiscible, que antes algún
tanto la afligían.
Y también por medio de estas liras y canto da a entender cómo en este
estado se ponen en perfección y medio de obra según se puede en esta vida,
las tres potencias del alma, que son: entendimiento, voluntad y memoria; y
también se contiene cómo las cuatro pasiones del ánima, que son: dolor,
esperanza, gozo y temor, se mitigan y ponen, en razón por medio de la
satisfacción que el alma tiene, signiñeada por las amenas lires y canto de sirenas,
como luego diremos.
Todos los cuales inconvenientes quiere Dios que cesen, porque el alma más
a gusto y sin ninguna interpolación goce del deleite, paz y suavidad de esta
unión." (Canticle 29/20, verse, § 1. 950.)
4
The two faculties of irascibility and concupiscence are classically the two
motivational forces of the soul related to affectivity, particularly in the Thomistic
understanding. Though St. John recognizes their importance, as seen in this
passage, he gives only passing reference to them. In fact, this is one of the
few passages where they are mentioned at all. Certainly there has been no direct,
systematic consideration of their transformation. We see that St. John's treatment
of the affective life centers upon the appetites, passions and affections, and the
transformation ofthe superior faculties, particularly the will.
5
"Llama aves ligeras a las digresiones de la imaginativa, que son ligeras
y sutiles en volar a una parte y a otra; las cuales, cuando la voluntad está
gozando en quietud de la comunicación sabrosa del Amado, suelen hacerle
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There are three images of animals in the next description: lions,
harts and leaping does. The "acrimonies and impetuosities of the
irascible faculty" are bold and daring as lions. Harts and the leaping
does represent the faculty of concupiscence, understood as the power
of desire. Concupiscence has different effects. It acts with cowardice
when things are inconvenient and withdraws timidly like a hart
which is very unassertive and retiring. It acts with boldness when
things are convenient, in which case it does not retire, but aggressively advances in its desires and affections. And it acts like
the leaping6 doe, which does not just run, but "leaps" after what
it desires.
The Beloved tames all these animal-like disorientations. He
conjures the lions by restraining their impetuosities and excesses
of wrath. He strengthens the hart-like cowardly and feeble-minded
concupiscible faculty. He satisfies and subdues the restless leaping
does of desire, bringing them to rest. These creatures the Beloved
satisfies with pleasant lyres and the sirens' song; they enjoy and
feed upon its sweetness. Finally, St. John notes that it is not the
faculties of irascibility or concupiscence themselves that are at issue,
but their troublesome and disorderly acts. 7
The mountains, valleys and river-banks portray "the vicious and
disorderly acts" of intellect, memory and will in a condition of
disorientation and self-interest. The mountains, as lofty peaks, represent these faculties carried to a disordered extreme. Valleys, being
very low, signify acts which are "less extreme than is fitting." The
sinsabor y apagarle el gusto con sus vuelos sutiles A las cuales dice el Esposo
que las conjura por las amenas liras, etc , esto es, que, pues ya la suavidad
y deleite del alma es tan abundante y frecuente y fuerte que ellas no lo podían
impedir, como antes solían por no haber llegado a tanto, que cesen sin inquietos
vuelos, ímpetus y excesos (Canticle 29/30 § 2 951 )
6
"Leones, ciervos, gamos saltadores.
Por los leones entiende Tas acrimonias e ímpetus de la potencia irascible, porque
esta potencia es osada y atrevida en sus actos, como los leones
Por los ciervos y los gamos saltadores entiende la otra potencia del ánima
que es concupiscible, que es la potencia de apetecer, la cual tiene dos efectos'
el uno es de cobardía y el otro de osadía. Los efectos de cobardía ejercita cuando
las cosas no las halla para sí convenientes, porque entonces se retira, encoge
y acobarda, y en estos efectos es comparada a los ciervos, porque, así como
tienen esta potencia concupiscible más intensa que otros muchos animales, así
son muy cobardes y encogidos los efectos de osadía ejercita cuando halla las
cosas convenientes para sí, porque entonces no se encoge y acobarda, sino
atrévese a apetecerlas y admitirlas con los deseos y afectos. Y en estos efectos
de osadía es comparada esta potencia a los gamos, los cuales tienen tanta
concupiscencia en lo que apetecen, que no sólo a ello van corriendo, mas aun
saltando, por lo cual aquí los llama saltadores " (Canticle 29/30 § 3 951.)
7
"De manera que en conjurar los leones, pone nenda a los ímpetus y excesos
de la ira; y en conjurar los ciervos, fortalece la concupiscencia en las cobardías
' pusilanimidades que antes la encogían; y en conjurar los gamos saltadores,
Î a satisface y apacigua los deseos y apetitos que antes andaban inquietos, saltando
como gamos de uno en otro, por satisfacer a la concuoiscencia, la cual está
ya satisfecha por las amenas liras, de cuya suavidad goza, y por el canto de
sirenas, en cuyo deleite se apacienta.
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river-banks, which are neither high nor low, but neither entirely
level, connote acts which "fail to reach that mean and level height
of what is just." All these acts, howevers light, are venial sins and
imperfections of the superior faculties. 8
Heights and depths and mediocrities are likewise wooed by the
pleasant lyres and songs of the siren. Sweet music brings these
faculties "perfection of efficiency." Completely occupied in the just
operation which pertains to them they avoid extremes. 9
Water, breezes, heats, and terrors that keep watch by night,
are the affections of the four passions: sorrow, hope, joy and fear.10
Water represents the affection of sorrow inflicting the soul entering
like water drowning it. That is why David cried out, "Save me,
my God, for the waters threaten my life!". " Breezes signify the
affections of hope flying to desire what is absent. Heats are the
affections of joy, which enkindle the heart like a fire. Terrors that
keep watch by night indicate the affections of fear, apt to be very
great in those who have not yet reached perfection. These fears
arise from what God may ask of the soul, or from temptations of
the devil. The soul must keep watch against these affections because
their effect is to awaken it from its sweet inward sleep of spiritual
recollection and readiness. 12
Y es de notar, que no conjura el Esposo aquí a la ira y concupiscencia,
porque estas potencias nunca en el alma faltan, sino a los molestos y desordenados
actos de ellas significados por los leones, ciervos, gamos saltadores, porque éstos
en este estado es necesario que falten." (Canticle 29/30. §4. 951)
8
"Montes, valles, riberas.
Por estos tres nombres se denotan los actos viciosos y desordenados de las tres
potencias del alma, que son memoria, entendimiento y voluntad, los cuales actos
son desordenados y viciosos cuando son en extremo altos y cuando son en extremo
bajos y remisos, o, aunque no lo sean en extremo, cuando declinan hacia alguno
de los dos extremos
Y así por los montes, que son muy altos, son significados los actos extremados
en demasía desordenada
Por los valles, que son muy bajos, se significan los actos de estas tres
potencias, extremados en menos de los que conviene
Y por las riberas, que ni son muy altas ni muy bajas, sino que por no
ser llanas participan algo de un extremo y del otro, son significados los actos
de las potencias cuando exceden o faltan en algo del medio y llano de lo justo;
los cuales, aunque no son extremadamente desordenados, que sería llegando a
pecado mortal, todavía lo son en parte, ahora en venial, ahora en imperfección,
por mínima que sea, en el entendimiento, memoria y voluntad.
A todos estos actos excesivos de lo justo conjura también que cesen por
las amenas liras y canto dicho, las cuales tienen puestas a las tres potencias
del alma tan en su punto de efecto, que están tan empleadas en la lusta operación
que las pertenece, que no sólo no en extremo, pero ni en parte ae él participan
alguna cosa" (Canticle 29/30 § 5 . 951-952.)
9
Ibid
10
Introduction, "The Passions," Ixxx.
11
Ps 69-2
12
"Aguas, aires, ardores,
y miedos de las noches veladores.
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Enchanting melodies of pleasant lyre and sirens' songs captivate
the affections of the four passions. Hence, neither do these passions
reign in the soul nor cause it the least degree of displeasure. The
soul does not sorrow because all its hopes are satisfied in the
Beloved. The soul habitually rejoices. And since it is so pure and
so strong and so firmly fixed
upon God, the terrors that keep watch
by night fail to disturb it. 13 Resting secure upon the bosom of the
También por estas cuatro cosas entiende las afecciones de las cuatro pasiones,
que, como dijimos, son dolor, esperanza, gozo y temor
Por las aguas se entienden las afecciones del dolor que afligen al ánima,
porque asi como agua se entran en el alma, de donde David (Sal 68,2) dice
a Dios, hablando de ellas, Salvum me fac. Deus, quomam intraverunt aquae usque
ad animam meam,
esto es [Sálvame, Dios mío, porque han entrado las aguas
hasta mi alma1 Por los aires se entienden las afecciones de la esperanza, porque
así como aire vuelan a desear lo ausente que se espera De donde también
dice David O5 meum aperui, et attraxi spintum, quia mandala tua desiderabam
(Sal 118,131), come si dijera Abrí la boca de mi esperanza y atraje el aire de
mi deseo, porque esperaba y deseaba tus mandamientos
Por los ardores se entienden las afecciones de la pasión del gozo las cuales
inflaman el corazón a manera de fuego, por lo cual el mismo David dice concaluit
cor meum intra me, et in meditatione mea exardescet ignis, que quiere decir
Dentro de mí se calentó mi corazón, y en mi meditación se encenderá fuego (Sal
38,4), que es tanto como decir en mi meditación se encenderá el gozo
Por los miedos de las noches veladores se entienden las afecciones de la
otra pasión, que es el temor, las cuales en los espirituales aue aun no han
llegado a este estado del matrimonio espiritual, de que vamos hablando, suelen
ser muy grandes, a veces de parte de Dios, al tiempo que les quiere hacer
algunas mercedes, como habernos dicho arriba, que fes suele hacer temor al
espíritu y pavor, y también encogimiento a la came y sentidos , por no tener
elfos fortalecido y perfeccionado el natural y habituado a aquellas mercedes de
Dios, a veces también de parte del demonio, el cual, al tiempo que Dios da
al alma recogimiento y suavidad en sí, teniendo el grande envidia y pesar de
aquel bien y paz del alma, procura poner horror y temor en el espíritu por
impedirla aquel bien, y a veces como amenazándola allá en el espíritu, y cuando
ve que no puede llegar a lo interior del alma, por estar ella muy recogida
y unida con Dios, a lo menos por de fuera en la parte sensitiva pone distracción
o variedad y aprietos y dolores y horror al sentido, a ver si por este medio
puede inquietar a la esposa de su talamo A los cuales llama miedos de las
noches por ser de los demomos, y porque con ellos el demonio procura difundir
tinieblas en el alma por oscurecer la divina luz de que goza Y llama veladores
a estos temores, porque de suyo hacen velar y recordar al alma de su suave
sueño interior, y también porque los demonios que los causan están siempre
velando por ponerlos estos temores que pasivamente de parte de Dios, o del
demomo, como he dicho, se ingieren en el espíritu de los que son ya espirituales
Y no trato aquí de otros temores temporales, o naturales, porque tener los tales
temores no es de gente espiritual, mas tener los espirituales temores ya dichos,
es propiedad de espirituales " {Canticle 29/30 § 6 952-953 )
13
"Pues a todas estas cuatro maneras de afecciones de las cuatro pasiones
del ánima conjura también al Amado, haciéndolas cesar y sosegar, por cuanto
él da ya a la esposa caudal en este estado y fuerza y satisfacción en las amenas
liras de suavidad y canto de sirenas de su deleite, para que no sólo no reinen
en ella, pero ni en algún tanto la puedan dar sinsabor
Porque es la grandeza y estabilidad del alma tan grande en este estado,
ue, si antes le llegaban al alma las aguas del dolor de cualquiera cosa y aun
e los pecados suyos o ajenos, que es to que más suelen sentir los espirituales,
y aunque los estima, no le hacen dolor ni sentimiento Y la compasión, esto
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Beloved,14 the soul is continually feasting with every kind of food
delectable to the palate and with the music sweet
and beautiful.15
16
Stanza 31 reads, "O nymphs of Judaea." Judaea represents
the lower sensory part of the soul. It is called "Judaea" because
it is "weak and carnal and of itself blind, even as are the Jewish
es, el sentimiento de ella no le tiene, aunque tiene las obras y perfección de
ella, porque aquí la falta al alma lo que tenia de flaco en las virtudes y le
queda lo fuerte, constante y perfecto de ellas, porque, a modo de los angeles,
que perfectamente estiman las cosas que son de dolor sin sentir dolor, y ejercitan
las obras de misericordia y compasión sin sentir compasión, le acaece al alma
en esta transformación de amor, aunque algunas veces y en algunas cosas
dispensa Dios con ella, dandoselo a sentir y dejándola padecer porque merezca
mas, como hizo con la Madre Virgen, pero el estado de suyo no lo lleva, y
con San Pablo
En los deseos de la esperanza tampoco pena, porque, estando ya satisfecha,
en cuanto en esta vida puede, en la unión de Dios, m acerca del mundo tiene
qué esperar, ni acerca de lo espiritual qué desear, pues se ve y siente llena
•e las riquezas de Dios, y así en el vivir y en el morir está conforme, ajustada
a la voluntad de Dios Y así el deseo que tiene de ver a Dios es sin pena
También las afecciones del gozo, que en el alma solían hacer sentimiento
de más o menos, ni en ella echa de ver mengua, m le hace novedad abundancia,
porque es tanta de la que ella ordinariamente goza, que a manera del mar,
ni mengua por los ríos que de ella salen, ni crece por los que en ella entran,
porque esta es el alma en que esta hecha la fuente, cuya agua dice Cristo por
San Juan que salta hasta la vida eterna (Jn 4,14)
Finalmente, ni los miedos de las noches veladores llegan a ella, estando ya
tan clara y tan fuerte y tan de asiento en Dios reposando, que ni la pueden
oscurecer con sus tinieblas, m atemorizar con sus terrores, m recordar con sus
ímpetus
Y así, ninguna cosa la puede ya llegar ni molestar, habiéndose ya ella entrado
como habernos dicho, de todas ellas en el ameno huerto deseado, donde toda
paz goza, de toda suavidad gusta, y en todo deleite se deleita, según sufre la
condición y estado de esta vida Porque de esta tal alma se entiende aquello
que dice el Sabio en los Proverbios (15,15), diciendo Secura mens quasi luge
convivium, esto es El alma segura y pacífica es como un convite continuo, porque
así como en un convite hay de todos manjares sabrosos al paladar y de todas
músicas suaves al oído, así el alma en este continuo convite que ya tiene en
el pecho de su Amado, de todo deleite goza y de toda suavidad gusta " (Canticle
29 §§7-8 953-954)
14
"porque la esposa duerma mas seguro,
es saber, porque mas a sabor se deleite de la quietud y suavidad de que goza
en el huerto donde se ha entrado, el cuello reclinado sobre los dulces brazos
del Amado Y así no hay para el alma ya puerta cerrada " (Canticle 29 § 13
955)
15
Canticle 29-30 § 8 143
16
"lOh ninfas de Judea'
Judea llama a la parte inferior del ánima, que es la sensitiva Y llámala
Judea, porque es flaca y carnal y de suyo ciega, como lo es la gente judaica
Y llama ninfas a todas las imaginaciones, fantasías y movimientos y afecciones
de esta porción inferior A todas éstas llama ninfas, porque así como las ninfas
con su afición y gracia atraen para si a los amantes, así estas operaciones y
movimientos de la sensualidad sabrosamente procuran atraer a sí la voluntad
de la parte razonal, sacándola de lo interior a que quiera lo exterior que ellas
quieren y apetencen, moviendo también al entendimiento y atrayéndole a que
se case y junte con ellas en su bajo modo sensual, procurando conformar a
la parte razonal y aunarla con la sensual " (Canticle 31 § 2 956 )
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people." 1 7 The nymphs are all the imaginations, fancies, motions
and affections of this lower part. St. John explains this imagery:
. . . even as the nymphs attract lovers to themselves by their
affectionate nature and their grace, so these operations and motions
of sensuality contrive to attract the will pleasantly to themselves from
the rational part of the soul, taking it away from that which is inward
and so making it to love that which is outward... I8
All lower sensual faculties and senses surrender to the music
of the Beloved. The soul recovers its innocence. The harmony and
ability of man's sensual part now "serve him for greater recreation
and as a help to a knowledge and love of God in peace and accord
with his higher part." 1 9
The transformation of the soul means the individual transformation of each of its faculties. Before when the soul remained
focused upon itself, under the pretext of spiritual progress it was
not establishing and nurturing its relationship with the Other. It
explored, engaged in and was subject to pleasures and consolations
which took the form of disoriented love; divided motivations fragmented the operations and dispersed the soul's strength. The search
for the Beloved was reduced to the soul's self-interest. Now the
soul is transformed into a single operation. The one love song of
the Beloved each faculty finds irresistable and enchanting. With that
song God woos the many faculties into an accord with one another
and unites the entire soul with God. They act with one single force
of love.

4.2.1. Orientation to the Text:
Flame 2. §§ 34-35. The Perfection of the Superior Faculties

20

Since in St. John's teaching the superior faculties control the
entire operation of the soul, their transformation implies a most
profound interior change. Flame 2. §§ 34-35. presents the perfected
state of the transformed intellect, memory and will. In this text
we see the three superior faculties in accord with one another in
a single operation directed away from self-interest and united with
God in the single motivating force of His divine love. A subsequent
text will specifically develop the role of these faculties in regard
to the affect.
17

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
20
Flame 2. §§34-35 presents a step by step technical treatment of each
of the superior faculties in their transformed state. This makes it an excellant
choice for commentary. It also serves well as a complement to the prior text,
where symbolic treatment of the same theme was considered.
18

19
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4.2.2. T h e Text of Flame
2. § 3 4 . :
T h e P e r f e c t i o n of t h e S u p e r i o r

Faculties

Since every living being lives by its operation, as the philosophers
say, and the soul's operations are in God through its union with Him,
it lives the life of God. Thus it changed its death to life, its animal
life to spiritual life.
The intellect, which before this union understood naturally by the
vigor of its natural light, by means of the natural senses, is now moved
and informed by another higher principle of supernatural divine light,
and the senses are bypassed. Accordingly, the intellect becomes divine,
because through its union with God s intellect both become one.
And the will, which previously loved in a base and death-like
fashion, only with its natural affection, is now changed into the life
of divine love, for it loves in a lofty way, with divine affection, moved
by the strength of the Holy Spirit in whom it now lives the life of
love. By means of this union, God's will and the soul's will are now
one.
And the memory, which by itself perceived only the figures and
phantasms of creatures, is changed through this union so as to have
in its mind the eternal years mentionecf by David. [Ps. 76:6]
And the natural appetite, which only had the ability and strength
to relish creatures (wnich causes death), is changed now so that its
taste and savor is divine, and it is moved and satisfied by another
principle: the delight of God, in which it is more alive. And because
it is united with Him, it is no longer anything else than the appetite
of God.
Finally all the movements, operations, and inclinations the soul
had previously; for the principle and strength of its natural life are
now in this union deacl to what they formerly were, changed into
divine movements, and alive to God. For the soul, like a true aaughter
of God, is moved in all by the Spirit of God, as St. Paul teaches
in saying that those who are moved by the Spirit of God are sons
of God Himself. [Rom. 8:14]
Accordingly, the intellect of this soul is God's intellect; its will
is God's will; its memory is the memory of God; and its delight is
God's delight; and although the substance of the soul is not the
substance of God, since it cannot undergo a substantial conversion
to Him, it has become God through participation in God, being united
to and absorbed in Him, as it is in this state. Such a union is wrought
in this perfect state of the spiritual life, yet not as perfectly as in
the next life. Consequently the soul is dead to all that it was in itself,
which WEIS death to it, and alive to what God is in Himself.
Speaking of itself, the soul declares in this verse: "In killing You
changed death to life." The soul can well repeat the words of St.
Paul: I live, now not I, but Christ lives in me. [Gal 2:20] The death
of this soul is changed to the life of God. We can also apply the
words of the Apostle, absorpta est mors in victoria, [1 Cor. 15:54] as
well as those the prophet Osee speaks in the person of God: О death,
I will beyour death. [Os. 13:14] In other words: Since I am life, being
the death of death, death will be absorbed in life. 2 1

21
"Y como quiera que cada viviente viva por su operación, como dicen
los filósofos, teniendo el alma sus operaciones en Dios por la unión que tiene
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4.2.3. Commentary on Flame 2. §34.
The Perfection of the Superior Faculties
Referring to all the faculties, St. John begins with the statement
that "every living being lives by its operation." He applies this
premise in the following manner: the operations of the transformed
soul in union with God are likewise in union with God's life which
is love. Operations which once brought death to the soul by pursuing
that which is other than God, have been changed; self-seeking
operations, adverted to as "animal life", have been transformed. This
makes the ordinary and natural operation of the soul's faculties act
as divine operations in perfect accord with the Almighty. The united
con Dios, vive vida de Dios, y así se ha trocado su muerte en vida, que es
su vida animal en vida espiritual
Porque el entendimiento, que antes de esta unión entendía natural [mente]
con la fuerza y vigor de su lumbre natural por la vía de los sentidos corporales,
es ya movido e informado de otro más alto principio de lumbre [sobre] natural
de Dios, dejados aparte los sentidos, y así se ha trocado en divino, porque por
la union su entendimiento y el de Dios todo es uno
Y la voluntad, que antes amaba baja y muertamente sólo con su afecto
natural, ahora ya se na trocado en vida de amor divino, porque ama altamente
con afecto divino, movida por la fuerza y virtud del Espíritu Santo, en aue
ya vive vida de amor, porque, por medio de esta unión, la voluntad de él y
la de ella [ya] sola es una voluntad
Y la memoria, que de suyo percibía sólo las figuras y fantasmas de las
criaturas, es trocada por medio de esta unión a tener en la mente los años
eternos que David dice (Sal 76,6)
El apetito natural, que sólo tenía habilidad y fuerza para gustar el sabor
de criaturas, que obraba muerte, ahora está trocado en gusto y sabor divino,
movido y satisfecho ya por otro principio donde está más a fo vivo, que es
el deleite de Dios y porque está unido con él, ya sólo es apetito de Dios
Y, finalmente, todos los movimientos y operaciones e inclinaciones que antes
el alma tenía del principio y fuerza de su vida natural, ya en esta unión son
trocados en movimientos divinos, muertos a su operación e inclinación y vivos
en Dios Porque el alma, como ya verdadera hija de Dios, en todo es movida
por el espíritu de Dios, como enseña San Pablo, diciendo que tos que son movidos
por el espíritu de Dios son hijos de Dios (Rom 8,14)
De manera que, según lo que está dicho, el entendimiento de esta alma
es entendimiento de Dios, y la voluntad suya es voluntad de Dios, y su memoria,
memoria eterna de Dios, y su deleite, deleite de Dios, y la sustancia de esta
alma, aunque no es sustancia de Dios, porque no puede sustancialmente convertirse en él, pero estando unida como está aquí con él y absorta en él, es
Dios por participación de Dios Lo cual acaece en este estado perfecto de vida
espiritual, aunque no tan perfectamente como en la otra Y de esta manera
está muerta el alma a todo lo que era en sí, que era muerte para ella, y viva
a lo que es Dios en sí
Y por eso, hablando ella de sí, dice bien en el verso matando muerte en
vida la has trocado De donde puede el alma muy bien decir aquí aquello de
San Pablo vivo yo, [ya] no yo, mas vive en mi Cnsto (Gal 2,20) De esta manera
está trocada la muerte de esta alma en vida de Dios, y le cuadra también el
dicho del apóstol, que dice absorta est mors in victoria (1 Cor 15,54), con el1
que dice también ef profeta Oseas en persona de Dios, diciendo, loh muerte ,
yo seré tu muerte (13,14), que es como si dijera yo que soy la vida, siendo
muerte de la muerte, la muerte quedará absorta en vida " (Flame 2 § 34 808-809 )
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operation of the soul's faculties is the organic rapport of a love
that is alive, or as St. John says, "aflame."
Prior, to its transformation the intellect understood only naturally and depended "upon its ordinary senses and the vigor of its
natural light." But since the natural senses cannot apprehend knowledge as sublime darkness, they are bypassed. The soul experiences
a direct, unmediated encounter with the Divine. The intellect unites
with God and is "moved and informed by another higher principle
of supernatural divine light..." The intellect has become divine
"because through its union with God's intellect both become one."
Thus, the intellect is moved and understands as God does. The way
of understanding is now through faith.
The will "previously loved in a base and death-like fashion,"
because it was drawn by and acted only out of its natural affections.
All this "is now changed into divine love..." The will's manner of
operating is now lofty because it is motivated by divine, rather than
natural affection. The moving force is God's divine love itself in
the form of strength given to it by Holy Spirit with Whom it is
united in a life of love. By means of this union "God's will and
the soul's will are now one."
The memory which formerly "perceived only the figures and
phantasms of creatures" is also transformed by this loving union.
Now it perceives the divine; in the words of the Psalm, the soul
now has in its memory eternal years. "I consider the days of old;
the years long past I remember." 22 United with God, the memory
extends into the divine realm and recollects itself in divine hope.
Before the natural appetite had only the capacity and strength
to relish creatures, which brought death to the soul. Now the natural
appetite through the long process of reorientation and transformation
has the capacity to taste and savor the divine. The motivating
principle which attracts and directs the natural appetite is its delight
in God. This brings new and divine life. The natural appetite has
become a proclivity solely for the divine "because it is united with
Him, it is no longer anything else than the appetite for God."
Finally, all the movements, operations and inclinations which
the soul had previously, have undergone a monumental change. The
disoriented and self-interested principles and strengths of the soul's
natural life die to what they were. Purged of imperfection, these
movements, operations and inclinations unite in their functions,
acting as one force and one sole desire for God. They are now
united with God: "changed into divine movements and alive to God."
Echoing St. Paul, John of the Cross refers to the soul in this state
as "a true daughter of God," since it is moved by the Spirit of
God. For, as St. Paul teaches 23in Romans, those animated by the
Spirit of God are sons of God. These movements, operations and
inclinations of the soul not only operate in accord with God, but
Ps. 77:6.
"All who are led by the Spirit of God are sons of God." (Rom. 8:14.)
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are in perfect harmony with one another, because they share the
same and single goal. Focused towards the Other, they reside in
union with God fostering divine life in the soul.
Each faculty united to God has become divine. Yet St. John
carefully distinguishes that the substance of the soul is not changed.
The soul remains the soul, and God prevails as God. He says, "... the
substance of this soul is not the substance of God, since it cannot
undergo a substantial conversion to Him." The key point is that
the soul has become God through participation in God. St. John
understands this participation as "being united to and absorbed in
Him," but remaining distinct in substance. This state of union is
never completely perfect until the next life.
St. John contrasts the death of the disoriented faculties and
the new life in Christ through the use of scriptural texts. He writes,
"Speaking of itself, the soul declares... In killing You changed death
to life.'" Emphasizing this paschal theme, he says that the soul
embodies the words of 24
St. Paul in Galatians: "I live, now not I,
but Christ lives in me." He also 25quotes St. Paul in Corinthians:
"death is swallowed up in victory." And finally citing the prophet
Hosea he says: "O death, I will be your death," 26 which he
understands as: "Since I am life, being the death of death, death
will be absorbed in life": meaning, God Who is life, bears death
and transforms it into divine life.
The premise for the transformation of all the faculties remains
the same. They are first drawn away from self and disorientating
interest. Focusing towards God they become themselves divine by
participation.
4.3.1. Orientation to the Text:
Flame 3. §§ 49-51. Loving Knowledge 27
A scholastic axiom contends that we can only love what we
know. Perfect love of God occurs, then, only through perfect
comprehension of Him. Hence the aim of the spiritual lire becomes
a perfected knowledge of God and self, inasmuch as that is possible
in this life.
Flame 3. §§ 49-51. responds to and breaks dramatically with
this scholastic logic. For St. John, God's holiness is a complete and
absolute gift. God infuses Himself into the soul through both
knowledge and love. But, unlike the scholastic notion, love and
24

Gal. 2:20
ICor. 15:54.
Hosea 13:14.
27
In considering St. John's commentary on the four stanzas of the Livtne
Flame of Love, Flame 3. §§ 49-53. discusses loving knowledge, that is, an infused
knowledge with no distinct apprehension. We have limited the commentary of
this discussion of Flame 3. §§ 49-51. which provides more than sufficient material
for the presentation of this theme.
25
26
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knowledge for St. John remain indistinct; they are vague, dark and
general, because God is unknowable. Flame 3. §§49-51. describes
the transition of the soul to a superlative kind of love which no
longer depends upon particular Knowledge. He offers practical
counsel for the reception of this love. And in so doing we see new
applications of the mystic's fundamental spiritual principles as they
apply on the elevated, level to union with God. Thus the following
text ponders the nature of that divine unknowablity and how it is
manifested in the way the soul loves. Finally, this text is a superb
example of the potentially infinite nature of St. John's doctrine.
4.3.2. The Text of Flame

3. §§ 49-51.: Loving

Knowledge

"Oh," you will say, "When the intellect does not understand
particular things, the will is idle and does not love (something that
must always be avoided on the spiritual road), because the will can
only love what the intellect understands."
This is true, especially in the natural operations and acts of the
soul, in which the will docs not love except what the intellect
understands distinctly. But in the contemplation we are discussing (by
which God infuses Himself into the soul), particular knowledge as
acts made by the soul are unnecessary, because God in one act is
communicating light and love together, which is loving supernatural
knowledge. We can assert that this knowledge is like light which
transmits heat, for that light also enkindles love. This knowledge is
general and dark to the intellect because it is contemplative knowledge,
which is a ray of darkness for the intellect, as St. Dionysius teaches.
[Pseudo-Dionysius Areopagita, Mystica Theologia, с 1: PG 3, 999]
Love is therefore present in the will in the manner that knowledge
is present in the intellect. Just as this knowledge God infuses in the
intellect is general and dark, devoid of particular understanding, the
love in the will is also general, without any clarity arising from
particular understanding. Since God is divine light and love in His
communication of Himself to the soul, He equally informs these two
faculties (intellect and will) with knowledge and love. Since God is
unintelligible in this life, knowledge of Him is dark, as I say, and
the love present in the will is fashioned after this knowledge.
Yet sometimes in this delicate communication, God wounds and
communicates Himself to one faculty more than to the other; some
times more knowledge is experienced than love, and at other times
more love than knowledge, and likewise at times all knowledge is
felt without any love, or all love without any knowledge.
Wherefore, I say that when the soul makes natural acts with the
intellect, it cannot love without understanding. But in the acts God
produces and infuses in it, as He does in these souls, there is a
difference: God can communicate to one faculty and not the other.
He can inflame the will with a touch of the warmth of His love even
though the intellect does not understand, just as a man can feel warmth
from a fire without seeing it.
The will often feels enkindled or tenderly moved or captivated
without knowing how or understanding anything more particularly than
before, since God is ordaining love in it; as the bride declares in
the Canticle: The king brought me into the wine cellar and set in order
charity in me. [Ct. 2:4]
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There is no reason to fear idleness of the will in this situation.
If the will stops making acts of love on its own and in regard to
particular knowledge, God makes them in it, inebriating it secretly
with infused love, either by means of the knowledge of contemplation
or without it, as we just said. These acts are much more delightful
and meritorious than the acts the soul makes on its own, just as
God, Who moves it and infuses this love, is much better.
God infuses this love in the will when it is empty and detached
from other particular, earthly or heavenly pleasures and affections.
It must take care, then to empty the will of its affections and detach
it from them. If it does not retrogress through the desire for some
satisfaction or pleasure, it advances, even though it experiences nothing
particular in God, by ascending above all things to Him. Although
it does not enjoy God very particularly and distinctly, nor love Him
in so clear an act, it does enjoy Him obscurely and secretly in that
general infusion more than it does all particular things, for it then
sees clearly that nothing satisfies it as much as that solitary quietude.
And it loves Him above all lovable things, since it has rejected all
the gratifications and pleasures of these things, and they have become
distasteful to it.
One, therefore, should not be disturbed, for if the will cannot dwell
upon the satisfactions and pleasures of particular acts, it makes
progress. For by not turning back in the embrace of something sensible,
it goes forward to the inaccessible, which is God; and so it is no
wonder if it does not feel Him.
To journey to God, the will must walk in detachment from every
pleasant thing, rather than in attachment to it. It thus carries out
well the commandment of love, which is to love God above all things;
this cannot be done without nakedness and emptiness concerning them
all. 2 8
28
«O dirás que, si el entendimiento no entiende distintamente, la voluntad
estará ociosa y no amará, que es lo que siempre se ha de huir en el camino
espiritual. La razón es porque la voluntad no puede amar si no es lo que entiende
el entendimiento.
Verdad es esto, mayormente en las operaciones y actos naturales del alma,
en que la voluntad no ama sino lo que distintamente entiende el entendimiento;
pero en la contemplación de que vamos hablando, por la cual Dios, como
habemos dicho, infunde de sí en el alma, no es menester que haya noticia distinta
ni que el alma haga actos de inteligencia, porque en un acto la está Dios
comunicando luz y amor juntamente, que es noticia sobrenatural amorosa, que
podemos decir que es como luz caliente, que calienta, porque aquella luz
juntamente enamora; y ésta es confusa para el entendimiento, porque es noticia
de contemplación, la cual, como dice San Dionisio, es rayo de tiniebla para
el entendimiento.
Por lo cual, al modo que es la inteligencia en el entendimiento, es también
el amor en la voluntad; que, como en el entendimiento esta notica que le infunde
Dios es general y oscura, sin distinción de inteligencia, también la voluntad
ama en general, sin distinción alguna de cosa particular entendida. Que, por
cuanto Dios es divina luz y amor, en la comunicación que hace de sí al alma,
igualmente informa estas dos potencias, entendimiento y voluntad, con inteligencia
y amor; y como él no sea inteligible en esta vida, la inteligencia es oscura,
como digo, y a este talle es el amor en la voluntad.
Aunque algunas veces, en esta delicada comunicación, se comunica Dios
más y hiere más en la una potencia que en la otra, porque algunas veces se
siente más inteligencia que amor, y otras veces más amor que inteligencia, y
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4 3.3. Commentary on Flame 3. §§49-51. Loving Knowledge
Early on in St. John's presentation he established that contemplation was acquired apart from particular knowledge Only
through the darkness of faith can the intellect grasp God and even
then this knowledge is vague, dark and general. In Flame 3. §§ 49-51.
St. John applies this principle to the will: as contemplative knowledge
is acquired apart from particular knowledge, so contemplative love
comes apart from particular knowledge and acts of love. It is through
a general and distinterested love that the will comes to relate most
fully to God: the soul, though in darkness, sees clearly and experiences satisfaction.
The text opens with St. John raising rhetorical objections
concerning the nature of mystical knowledge and love. "« On, » you
will say," he writes, "« when the intellect does not understand
particular things, the will is idle and does not love... because the
a veces también todo inteligencia sin ningún amor, y a veces todo amor sm
inteligencia ninguna
Por tanto, digo que, en lo que es hacer el alma actos naturales con el
entendimiento, no puede amar sin entender, mas en los que Dios hace e infunde
en ella, como hace en la que vamos tratando, es diferente, porque se puede
comunicar Dios en la una potencia sin la otra, y así puede inflamar la voluntad
con el toque del calor de su amor, aunque no entienda el entendimiento, bien
así como una persona podrá ser calentada del fuego aunque no vea el fuego
De esta manera, muchas veces se sentirá la voluntad inflamada o enternecida
o enamorada sin saber m entender cosa más particular que antes, ordenando
Dios en ella el amor, como lo dice la Esposa en los Cantares, diciendo Entróme
el rey en la cela vtnana y ordenó en mí la candad (2,4)
De donde no hay que temer la ociosidad de la voluntad en este caso, que
si de suyo deja de hacer actos de amor sobre particulares noticias, hácelos Dios
en ella, embriagándola secretamente en amor infuso, o por medio de la noticia
de contemplación o sin ella, como acabamos de decir, los cuales no tanto mas
sabrosos y mentónos que los que ella hiciera, cuanto es mejor el movedor e
infusor de este amor, que es Dios
Este amor infunde Dios en la voluntad, estando ella vacía y desasida de
otros gustos y afecciones particulares de arriba y de abajo, por eso, téngase
cuidado que la voluntad este vacia y desasida de sus afecciones, que si no vuelve
atrás, queriendo gustar algún lugo o gusto, aunque particularmente no le sienta
en Dios, adelante va, subiendo sobre todas las cosas a Dios, pues de ningua
cosa gusta Y a Dios, aunque no le guste muy particular y distintamente, ni
le ame con tan distinto acto, gústale en aquella infusión general oscura y
secretamente mas que a todas las cosas distintas, pues entonces ve ella claro
que ninguna le da tanto gusto como aquella quietud solitaria, y ámale sobre
todas las cosas amables pues que todos los otros jugos y gustos de todas ellas
tiene desechados y le son desabridos
Y asi no hay que tener pena, que si la voluntad no puede reparar en jugos
y gustos de actos particulares, adelante va, pues el no volver atrás, abrazando
algo sensible, es ir adelante a lo inaccesible, que es Dios, y así no es maravilla
que no le sienta
Y así, la voluntad, para ir a Dios, más ha de ser desarrimándose de toda
cosa deleitosa y sabrosa que arrimándose Y así cumple bien el precepto de
amor, que es amar sobre todas las cosas, lo cual no puede ser sin desnudez
y vacio en todas ellas " (Flame 3 §§ 49-51 831-833 )
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will can only love what the intellect understands. »" St. John's
response is the topic of the present consideration.
St. John first agrees that the scholastic premise is indeed
legitimate. He states that this is true, "especially in the natural
operation and acts of the soul, in which the will does not love
except what the intellect understands distinctly." But then he draws
an all-important distinction when he describes the infusion of
contemplation apart from the natural operation. When speaking of
the supernatural operation of contemplation, the scholastic axiom
does not apply. The will can love what it does not understand. We
ponder his position.
God remains indistinct because He cannot be contained in a
mere particular object; nor can He be bound to a particular form
or act. The issue that St. John stresses is not just that contemplation
stands apart from sensory mediation, but that contemplation may
or may not be infused apart from particular knowledge. Insofar as
the soul is able to receive, God presents Himself as He is, without
the veil of material objects or interior images. Infused contemplation
is a primary experience of God — a raw encounter, so to speak.
St. John stresses this divine unintelligibility. The knowledge the
soul acquires in contemplation remains indistinct and is described
as general, vague and dark. The soul must go through a systematic
process of renunciation of material and spiritual distractions to
dispose itself to a divine encounter apart from any particular object,
image or experience. In this way the soul intentionally prepares
for and exposes itself to the intervention of this direct experience
of God.
Since God communicates directly with the soul, particular
knowledge, as well as acts by the soul directed toward knowledge
of God associated with an image, object, experiences, are unnecessary. God now dominates the act of comtemplative infusion, while
the soul remains passively disposed. Since contemplation is an
infused gift and is apart from the natural sensory operation which
the soul rnight control, what else can the soul do but passively
dispose itself?
The differences between distinct and particular knowledge and
general, dark knowledge are intrinsically related to two different
ways of loving. Human love needs reasons, arguments and motivations, which are always distinct and particular because reasons
to love are always linked to fragmented ideas, images, desires and,
most especially, self-interests. Divine love needs no reasons and is
disinterested. Divine love is mere concentration on the Other as
such. It is a love without understanding, worthy of itself and devoid
of self-interest. This manner of loving totally focuses upon the Other.
It is the means by which the soul unites with God. The soul may
not entirely grasp the specifics of the objects it loves, yet that is
not to say it does not know. Loving-knowledge understands by
acceptance of the whole person in self-surrender; it knows organically through relation; it knows holistically. This loving-knowl-
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edge is a kind of relational or affective comprehension 29 By loving,
the soul is m relation with God and has knowledge of Him, though
this knowledge is, as St John says, "vague, dark and general."
29
The concept of knowledge aquired through the relationship, (i e , love)
rather than the sense, St John refers to as loving-knowledge This concept come
from solid spiritual parentage For example, St Gregory the Great refers to
love which enkindles the heart and gives knowledge
"« Forsitan vestigia Dei comprehendes, et usque ad perfectum. Omnipotentem
repenes » Quid Dei vestigia nisi bemgmtatem ilhus visitatioms vocat' Quibus
mmirum progredì ad superna provocamur cum eis Spiritus afflatu tangimur et,
extra camis angustias sublevati, per amorem agnoscimus auctoris nostri contcmplandam speciem, quam sequamur Nam cum mentem nostram spintahs
patriae amor infiammai, quasi sequentibus inter insinuât, et substrato cordi velut
quoddam vestigium Dei gradientis impnmitur, ut ab eo rectis cogitationum
gressibus via vitae teneatur " (Moraha in lob X, 13 [CCL 143, 545 546])
"« Canst though find out the footsteps of God 5 Canst thou find out the
Almighty unto perfection' » (Job 11,7) What does he call the footsteps of God'
save the loving kindness of His visitation' by which same we are stimulated
to advance forward to things above, when we are influenced by the inspiration
of His Spirit, and being carried without the narrow compass of the flesh, by
love we see and own the likeness of our Maker presented to our contemplation
that we may follow it For when the love of the spiritual Land kindles the
heart, He as it were gives knowledge of a way to persons that follow it, and
a sort of footstep of God as He goes is imprinted upon the heart laid under
it, that the way of life may be kept by the same in right goings of the thoughts *
(Morals in ¡ob Fathers of the Catholic Church, vol 1 Oxford, 1844, 587-588 )
St Gregory also refers to this loving-knowlege as bestowed by God to those
he loves as His friends
"Jam non dicam vos servos quia servus nescit quid faciat dominus ejus
Vos autem dixi amicos, quia omnia quaecunque audivi a Patre meo, nota feci
vobis " Quae sunt omnia quae audi vit a Patre suo, quae nota fien voluit servis
suis, ut eos efficeret amicos suos, msi gaudia intemae chantatis, msi illa festa
supernae patriae, quae nostns quotidie mentibus per aspirationem sui amons
imprimiP Dum enim audita supercaelestia amamus, amata jam novimus, quia
amor ipse notiti a est Omnia ergo eis nota fecerat, qui, a terrenis desidenis
immutati, amons summi tacibus ardebant (Homihae in Evangelia II, 27, 4 in
Patrologia Latina, ed J - Ρ Migne, vol 76, 1206d-1207a (Petit Montrouge, 1857)
"I no longer call you servants because a servant does not know what his
master does I call you friends, because all that I have hear from my Father,
I make known to you " What are all these things he has heard from his Father
which he wants to make known to his servants so as to form them into his
friends, if not the joys of interior chanty, the festal banquets of the heavenly
homeland, which he daily impresses upon our souls by tne inspiration of his
love' When we love the things of heaven we have heard about, having loved
them we know them, because love itself is knowledge Therefore, he made known
to them all things so that, cleansed of all worldly desires, they would be burning
for the sights of highest love (unpublished trans by colleague. Doran)
See also Robert Gillet, "Grégoire le Grand," Dictionnaire de Spiritualité, vol
6 col 872-910, Pans, 1967
St Augustine presents loving-knowledge as a kind of light of Truth known
by charity
"Et inde admonitus redire me metipsum, intravi in intima mea, duce te, et
potui, quoniam factus es adjutor meus Intravi, et vidi quaheumque oculo animae
meae, supra eundem oculum animae meae, supra mentem meam, lucem mcommutabilem, non hanc vulgarem et conspicuam omni carni nec quasi ex
eodem genere grandior erat, tanquam si ista multo multoque clanus claresceret,
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Therefore, by loving in this way the soul has a direct, unmediated
experience of God. St. John seems to present two contradictory
positions in his explanation of the infusion of knowledge and love.
First, St. John says that love and knowledge may be infused as
one. He states, "God in one act is communicating light and love
together, which is loving supernatural knowledge." He explains by
analogy: "We can assert that this knowledge is like light which
transmits heat, for that light also enkindles love." And St. John also
says, God "equally informs these two faculties [intellect and will]
with knowledge and love." Next, St. John clarifies that though
working in accord, love and knowledge may also be infused au
tonomously. The soul may experience, 'all love without knowledge."
This means that God can infuse love and knowledge independently.
St. John emphazises the bestowal of love without knowledge.
He likens infusion of love in the will to knowledge in the intellect;
"love present in the will is fashioned after this knowledge." Just
as God infuses dark knowledge, which is devoid of understanding,
into the intellect without the ordinary means of the sensual or
particular knowledge, so too He infuses divine contemplative love
in the will. St. Jonn also says, "sometimes in this delicate com
munication, God wounds and communicates Himself to one faculty
more than to the other."
. . . sometimes more knowledge is experienced than love, and at
other times more love than knowledge, and likewise at times all
knowledge is felt without any love, or all love without any knowledge...
St. John says, "The will often feels enkindled or tenderly moved
or captivated without knowing how or understanding anything more
particularly than before..." In this divine obscurity the soul only
knows that "God is ordaining love in it." The author quotes the
totumque occuparci magnitudine. Non hoc illa erat, sed aliud, aliud valde ab
istis omnibus Nee ita erat supra mentem meam sicut oleum super aquam, nee
sicut coelum super terram, sed supenor, quia ipsa fecit me, et ego infenor,
quia factus sum ab ea Qui novit ventatem, novit earn, et qui novit earn, novit
aeternitatem Chantas novit cam О aetema Veritas, et vera cantas, et cara
aeternitas " (Confessiones VII, 10, S Aurelius Augustinus Patrologia Latina, vol
32, 742 ed J.-P. Migne, [Pans, 1861])
"Being admonished by all this to return to myself, I entered into my own
depths, with You as guide, and I was able to do it because You were my helper.
I entered, and with the eye of my soul, such as it was, I saw Your unchangeable
Light shining over that same eye of my soul, over my mind It was not the
lignt of everyday that the eye of flesh can see, nor some greater light of the
same order, such as might be if the bnghtness of our daily light should be
seen shining with a more intense bnghtness and filling all things with its
;reatness Your light was not that, but other, altogether other than all such
ights Nor was it above my mind as oil above the water it floats on, nor as
the sky is above the earth; it was above because it made me, and I was below
because made by it He who knows the truth knows that light, and he that
knows the Light knows eternity Charity knows it О eternal truth and true love
and beloved eternity!" (The Confessions of St Augustine trans F.J. Sheed, New
York 1943. 145)
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scriptural Canticle in which the bride declares, "The king brought
me into the wine cellar and set in order charity in me. That is,
in darkness and hiddenness, the soul passively receives love without
understanding.
St. John carefully distinguishes the difference between natural
acts of love (which do require understanding) and acts in which
God infuses Himself into the soul (which do not require understanding):
Wherefore, I say that when the soul makes natural acts with the
intellect, it cannot love without understanding. But in the acts God
produces and infuses in it, as He does in these souls, there is a
difference: God can communicate to one faculty and not the other.
St. John is a practical man. He applies these spiritual theories
to the reality of the soul's experience. The soul experiences all the
major spiritual transitions in the same manner: without immediate
comprehension. The spiritual transition at hand is no exception. The
soul s formal acts of love come to an end. The infusion of love
without distinct understanding causes fear because the soul thinks
it may not be conducting itself properly, or not entirely responding
to God's action. The soul thinks because it does not understand
why it loves, or see the object of its love, that it is in fact not
loving and not progressing. Darkness is precisely the nature of this
divine love. Out of fear or self-interest, the soul may search out
and return to former satisfactions or attachments, or cling to the
false security of its feelings of love and the desire for particular
knowledge. St. John first counsels the soul to dismiss the notion
that it should be more actively engaging in loving acts of the will:
"There is no reason to fear idleness or the will in this situation"
for in this condition the will must discontinue its formal selfstimulated acts of love. Yet left dumbfounded by this change, the
soul begins self-questioning: Is it really loving? Has it become
completely lost? Is it really making progress? Should it turn back?
St. John offers reassurance:
One, therefore, should not be disturbed, for if the will cannot dwell
upon the satisfactions and pleasures of particular acts, it makes
progress. For by not turning back in the embrace of something sensible,
it goes forward to the inaccessible, which is God; and so it is no
wonder if it does not feel Him.
Just as the soul progressed in darkness leaving the comforts
and consolations of former material and spiritual attachments behind, now the soul must disengage itself from the seeing and
understanding ways of love. It must continue in the immeasurable
darkness of God's indistinct but loving infusion of contemplation.
St. John says, "God infuses this love in the will when it is empty
and detached from other particular, earthly or heavenly pleasures
and affections." He dispenses words of admonition, "Take care, then,
to empty the will of its affections and detach it from them."
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With St. John it is the same. There can be no compromise:
detachment advances the soul, attachment deters the soul and
eventually corrupts the entire spiritual project. If the soul "does not
retrogress through the desire For some satisfaction or pleasure, it
advances..." The soul must recall that this advancement takes place
even though it "experiences nothing in particular in God, by ascending above all things to Him." Thus a refined detachment takes
place. The particular acts of love effected by the will are relinquished;
any self-interested comfort they might have brought left behind. The
soul is "ascending above all things to Him," says St. John. In this
case, "all things" refers to the relinguished experiences of feeling,
seeing, and understanding love.
Although seemingly lost the soul is making superb progress.
The more inaccessible, clouded, obscure and dark God becomes,
the more difficult for the soul to attach itself to any exterior
experience of Him. Insofar as the soul can remove attachments to
particular knowledge and love, the more God overwhelms the soul.
St. John responds to the soul's questioning with a simple exclamatory
reasoning saying, "no wonder it [the soul] does not feel Him, '
because there is no longer any mediation of feelings or knowledge
left.
Leaving behind these formal acts of love results in a holy
>assivity, which provides a richer invitation and greater opportunity
or the intervention of God's action upon it.

Í

If the will stops making acts of love on its own and in regard
to particular knowledge, God makes them in it, inebriating it secretly
with infused love, either by means of the knowledge of contemplation
or without it, as we just said. These acts are much more delightful
and meritorious then the acts the soul makes on its own, just as
God, Who moves it and infuses this love, is much better.
The soul is learning to love as God loves, without reason and
in a general way. At human level of understanding the soul loves
but it knows not why. It only knows it is no longer motivated by
distinct (selfish) reasons, but merely by the Other.
Darkness of vision and understanding when loving has been
the focus of this text. No wonder it comes as a surprise when St.
John now says that the soul sees clearly. What does he mean? The
soul's affect has been purified. It no longer focuses upon its own
feeling or actions, it has learned to love in a way apart from knowing,
seeing or feeling. It no longer seeks or is dependant of these
experiences. A human evaluation of this condition would perceive
the soul's affect to be starving, because the soul no longer draws
on this or that satisfaction, but from a divine point of view the
soul's affect is actually feasting because the soul's relationship with
God has become the soul's only satisfaction. The soul entirely focused
upon that relationship is thus entirely satisfied. What the soul sees
clearlv, then, is that its relationship with God is all that matters
and the only thing that satisfies. What the soul remains in darkness
about are the particulars of that relationship.
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Moreover, this infused apprehension has of itself a special clarity
and fulfillment: the soul "sees clearly that nothing satisfies it as
much as the solitary quietude." St. John's understanding of that
"stillness, solitude and silence" gives insight to the soul's new clarity
of vision. For St. John these terms mean the absence of every kind
of interior distraction, not merely the exterior absence of persons,
activity, or noise, or the silence of personal recollection. It is the
abating of all self-interest; no want of logic or reasons for loving;
an end to expectation of profoud feelings; a liberty from needed
reassurance, consolation, or understanding; a stop to the focus upon
the particulars of love which distract the soul from its concentration
on the Beloved. This is the deep interior stillness, silence and quiet
of which St. John speaks. Free from these distractions the soul can
be alone and attentive to the Beloved.
The soul has a new rapport and manner of receiving and
expressing love. St. John emphatically stresses the intensity of the
rapport when he writes that the soul "loves Him above all lovable
things..." Greater love makes former ways of loving less than
acceptable and even distasteful. As meditation became intolerable
at the arrival of contemplation, so now the ways of particular
knowledge become unpalatable. St. John says that the soul "has
rejected all gratifications and pleasures of these things, and they
have become distasteful to it.'
As on every level of the soul's journey, St. John's teaching is
heard now with new relevance and application. "To journey to God,
the will must walk in detachment from every pleasant thing, rather
than in attachment to it." This poverty embodies the essence of St.
John's doctrine to love God entirely. Earlier, St. John taught that
loving God entirely with heart, mind, soul and strength was the
summation of his doctrine. In the final paragraph of our text he
underscores this point by saying that this "spiritual poverty of the
soul thus carries out well the commandment of love, which is to
love God above all things..." Our passage appropriately closes with
a final exhortation to this loving poverty. Tne love of God "cannot
be done without nakedness and emptiness concerning all." The soul
must detach itself from particular knowledge and from its own acts
and feelings of love, abandoning itself to the Nothing in order to
receive Everything.
4.4.1. Orientation to the Text:
Flame 3. § 69. The Soul's Interior Feelings 30
In Flame 3. § 69. the soul in union with God experiences an
infusion of joy in the grandeur of God's wisdom and excellence.
Our analysis focuses upon the filling of these deep caverns of feeling.
30
Beginning in Flame 3. §68. St. John comments upon a line from the
third verse of nis poem, "The deep cavern of feeling." Our text. Flame 3.
§ 69., is part of that discussion. It is choosen because here St. John directly
treats the affective elements of the soul's deep interior life.
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This highly affective e x p e r i e n c e l e a d s t o t h e s e c o n d p a r t of this
textual a n a l y s i s , a c o n s i d e r a t i o n of t h e n a t u r e of t h e s p i r i t u a l s e n s e ,
so i m p o r t a n t to t h e s o u l ' s t r a n s f o r m a t i o n .
4.4.2. T h e Text of Flame

3. § 69.. The Soul's Interior

Feelings

By the feeling of the soul, the verse refers to the power and strength
that the substance of the soul has for feeling and enjoying the objects
of the spiritual faculties, through these faculties a person tastes the
wisdom and love and communication of God The soul here calls these
faculties (memory, intellect, and will) the deep caverns of feeling
because through them and in them it deeply experiences and enjoys
the grandeur of God's wisdom and excellence It very appropriately
calls them deep caverns of feeling because, since it feels that the deep
knowledge and splendors of the lamps of fire fit into them, it knows
that its capacity and recesses correspond to the particular things it
receives from the knowledge, savor, joy, delight, etc , of God All these
things are received and seated in this feeling of the soul which, as
I say, is its power and capacity for experiencing, possessing, and tasting
them all And the caverns of faculties administer them to it just as
the bodily senses go to assist the common sense of the phantasy with
the forms of their objects, and this common sense becomes the
receptacle and archives of these forms Hence this common sense or
feeling of the soul, which has become the receptacle or archives of
God's grandeurs, is illumined and enriched accormng to what it attains
of this high and enlightened possession 3I

4 . 4 . 3 . C o m m e n t a r y o n Flame

3. § 69. The Soul's Interior Feelings

St. J o h n b e g i n s w i t h a very c l e a r definition of t h e s o u l ' s affective
e x p e r i e n c e . R e f e r r i n g to t h e line of p o e t i c v e r s e , "The d e e p c a v e r n s
of feeling" h e s t a t e s : "By t h e feeling of t h e soul, t h e v e r s e refers
to t h e p o w e r a n d s t r e n g t h t h a t t h e s u b s t a n c e of t h e soul h a s for
feeling a n d enjoying t h e objects of t h e s p i r i t u a l faculties." H e says,
31
"Por el sentido del alma entiende aquí la virtud y fuerza que tiene la
sustancia del alma para sentir y gozar los objetos de las potencias espirituales
con que gusta la sabiduría y amor y comunicación de Dios Y, por eso, a estas
tres potencias memoria, entendimiento, y voluntad, las llama el alma en este
verso cavernas del sentido profundas, porque por medio de ellas y en ellas siente
y gusta el alma profundamente las grandezas de la sabiduría y excelencias de
Dios Por lo cual harto propiamente las llama aquí el alma cavernas profundas,
porque, como siente que en ellas caben las profundas inteligencias y resplandores
de las lamparas de ruego, conoce que tiene tanta capacidad y senos, cuantas
cosas distintas recibe de inteligencias, de sabores, de gozos, de deleites, etc ,
de Dios Todas las cuales cosas se reciben y asientan en este sentido del alma,
que, como digo, es la virtud y capacidad que tiene el alma para sentirlo, poseerlo
y gustarlos todo, administrándoselo las cavernas de las potencias, así como al
sentido común de la fantasía acuden con las formas de sus objetos los sentidos
corporales, y él es receptáculo y archivo de ellas Por lo cual este sentido común
del alma, que está hecho receptáculo y archivo de las grandezas de Dios, está
tan ilustrado y tan neo, cuanto alcanza de esta alta y esclarecida posesion
(Flame 3 §69 841)
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"through these faculties a person tastes the wisdom and the love
and communication of God." Earlier, St. John has specifically
adverted to these faculties of intellect, memory and will as the font
of this spiritual affectivity. We review his presentation of this spiritual
faculty.
Thus far St. John has affirmed the soul's capacity for the
apprehension of spiritual feelings. This is not new. St. John has
at length discussed the disciplining of these faculties, so as to curb
disorienting distraction and attachments. If these spiritual sense
faculties did not exist, there would be no need for the saint's prior
teaching about the renunciation of particular knowledge and acts
of love. Furthermore, if the soul did not possess this capacity it
would not be able to recognize God's subtle action upon it. With
the existence of the soul's spiritual feeling established, what merits
our attention is the statement that the spiritual faculty is made up
of the superior faculties. St. John states specifically that the spiritual
faculties "the soul calls here memory, intellect and will" — poetically
expressed as the "deep caverns of feeling." St. John explains that
through the superior faculties and in them the soul "deeply experiences and enjoys the grandeur of God's wisdom and excellence."
At first this presentation seems forthright and uncomplicated. The
superior faculties apprehend the spiritual reality. Yet the resounding
implications of this statement, particularly with regard to the scholastic understanding of the superior faculties, cannot be overlooked.
We review the function of the superior faculties. Recall that
apprehension
is not an operation of memory and will, but of the
intellect. 32 The memory is the archive of the soul; the will is the
faculty of volition. Only the intellect has to do with apprehension.
Normally the intellect depends upon the faculties of the lower soul,
the exterior and interior senses, for its apprehension. Therefore,
strictly speaking, the intellect is no more capable of direct impression
than the memory or will. However, St. John insists that what these
deep caverns of feeling apprehend is a direct and immediate
experience (i.e., without the aid of the lower sense or any other
mediation). St. John emphatically states that the intellect, memory
and will "feel, taste, savor, delight and enjoy divine experiences.
These words force us to reconsider what the nature of this apprehension by the superior faculties is.
St. John maintains these deeply felt mystical apprehensions are
grasped directly by both the intellect and the will, though he always
carefully notes that these apprehensions remain indistinct, dark,
vague and general. The soul does not understand these feelings or
know why or how they are experienced. The soul only knows that
it experiences and responds accordingly. The manner and reason,
as well as the experience itself, remain incomprehensible and beyond
adequate description.
32

Introduction, "The Intellect," Ixxxi.
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This apprehension is the simple infusion of love into the soul,
which St. John understands as the very nature of the contemplative
experience. Whether this is experienced as dark knowledge (in the
intellect), or mystic love (in the will), or both, remains secondary.
The fact is that the soul does in some manner receive this infusion.
St. John defines this manner of reception as the direct apprehension
of the divine by and in the superior faculties. This means that
although we speak of "the spiritual sense" it is not a distinct or
separate faculty, but the transformed faculties of intellect, memory
and will. This concept is absolutely imperative to this study.
The transformation of the superior faculties through union with
God and their change into the faculty of spiritual sense takes place
through two processes. First, the superior faculties and the lower
faculties which they control and depend upon, are, without reservation, emptied of all distractions and attachment. Thus they focus
their entire energy, desire and strength towards God. Second, left
in a state of penetrating void and selflessness, they are able to
perceive and serve as a receptacle for the contemplative infusion.
These united and emptied faculties themselves are the spiritual sense.
The operation of the spiritual sense is primarily receptive. Empty
and void the superior faculties are poised, ready and attentive. Then
the most important moment arrives: God infuses Himself into this
void. This dynamic is not so much an apprehension on the part
of the soul, as an infusion of God. The soul is dynamically disposed,
though passive, while God acts upon it. While its is true that the
soul oecomes a receptacle of the divine, the soul is more than just
a container; it is united with God so intimately that, in a sense,
the subject-object terminology no longer applies. God and the soul
are one. Thus the perception of the spiritual sense must not be
understood
merely as the act of perception, but rather as a state
of being. 33 The spiritual sense emerges from and is itself the dynamic
relation of God and the soul perceiving one another. United to God
33

William of St. Thierry characterizes this spiritual sense as coming from
enlightened love.
"In dilectione quippe Dei, non alia ratio, non aha discretio est nisi, ut sicut
ille cum dilexisset nos, in finem dilexit nos, sic, si fieri potest, in infinitum
dihgamus eum nos, sicut beatus vir qui in mandatis ejus cupit mmis " (Guillame
de Saint-Thierry, Lettre aux frères de Mont-Dieu Lettre d'or, introduction, texte
critique et notes par Jean Dechanet, o.s b Sources Chetiennes (Pans· Les Editions
du Cerf, [1975] t. 233.)
"Wherein as the mind discerns by the bodily senses those things that are
bodily, so it may not discern those things that are rational or spiritual save
by itself. But the things that are of God the understanding may not seek or
except save from God. Albeit of some things which regard God, it is both lawful
and possible for a man that hath reason to think somethings and enquire; as
of the sweetness of His goodness, the power of His might, and other such.
But that which He is in Himself, and His essence, may in no manner be conceived
save in so far as the sense of love enlightened may reach thereto " {The Golden
Epistle of Abbot William of St. Thierry of the Carthusians of Mont Dieu, tran
Walter Shewring, ed. Dom Justin McCann, [London: Sheea and Ward, 1930]
117-118.)
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the soul perceives God as He moves interiorly in the soul itself,
'ust as we feel the internal changes within our own bodies. God
las become the center of the soul; therefore, mere self-perception
on the part of the soul means also a perception of the divine.
St. John likens the spiritual senses to the operation of the bodily
senses. He says,

1

. . . the caverns of the faculties administer them to it [the soul],
just as the bodily senses go to assist the common sense of the phantasy
with the forms of their objects, and this common sense becomes the
receptacle and archives of these forms.
As the common sense of phantasy supplies the form to objects
apprehended and becomes the receptacle for these physical ap)rehensions, so the superior faculties supply the caverns of reception
or this direct contemplative experience.

Ì

Hence this common sense or feeling of the soul, which has become
the receptacle or archives of God's grandeurs, is illumined and
enriched according to what it attains of this high and enlightened
possession.
The difficulty with the analogy is that the physical senses
apprehend the material world which results in an image or phantasm, while the apprehension and reception of God's infusion directly
in the superior faculties remain indistinct.
In summary, the spiritual sense is the process of transformation
of the superior faculties and the dynamic of the soul passively
receiving God's contemplative love. It is the very state of being in
which the soul and God perceive, know, and love one another.
4.5.1. Orientation to the Text:
Flame 1. §§9-13.: The Substance of the S o u l 3 4
St. John demonstrates a fluid usage of the term substance —
substancia — when referring to the soul. A close examination of
this usage reveals the mystic's understanding of the nature of the
soul, the interior conversion process and the force that compels
the soul to God. Futhermore, such a consideration clarifies the
unitive relation of God and the soul, because, as St. John explains
it, God is the soul's center. While these themes have been studied
previously, the present consideration examines them from the perspective of the unitive state from which St. John offers a new outlook
on these dynamics.
34

This consideration examines the third line of the first verse from the poem
"The Living Flame of Love": "In its deepest center!" adverting to the substance
of the soul. The explanation of this verse is found in Flame 1. §§ 9-13, our
selected text. This text represents the most concise and penetrating presentation
on the topic of the soul's deepest center.
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4.5.2. The Text of Flame 1. §§ 9-13.:
The Substance of the Soul
In its deepest center!
This feast takes place in the substance of the soul, where neither
the center of the senses nor the devil can reach. Therefore, it is the
more secure, substantial, and delightful, the more interior it is, because
the more interior it is, the purer it is. And the greater the purity,
the more abundantly, frequently, and generously God communicates
Himself. Thus the delight and joy of the soul is so much the more
intense because God is the doer of all without the soul's doing anything.
Since the soul cannot do any work of its own save by the means
and aid of the corporal sense, from which in this event it is very
free and far removed, its sole occupation now is to receive from God,
Who alone can move the soul and do His work in its depths. Thus
all the movements of this soul are divine. Although they belong to
it they belong to it because God works them in it and with it, for
it wills and consents to them.
Since saying that the flame wounds in the deepest center of the
soul indicates that the soul has other centers less profound, we ought
to explain what is meant by these words.
First it should be known that, being a spirit, the soul does not
)ossess in its being the high or the low, the more profound or the
Íess profound as do quantitative bodies. Since it has no parts, there
is no difference as to the inward and outward; it is all of one kind
and does not have degrees of quantitative depth. It cannot receive
greater illumination in one part than in the other like physical bodies,
but all of it is illumined equally in a degree of greater or lesser
intensity, like the air that is illumined or not illumined according to
degrees.
The deepest center of an object we take to signify the farthest
point attainable by that object's being and power and force of operation
and movement. So fire or a rock have the natural power ancf motion
necessary to reach their center, but they cannot pass beyond it, not
fail to reach it and remain there, unless on account of a powerful
impediment contrary to their movement.
Accordingly, we assert that when a rock is in the earth, it is after
a fashion in its center, even though it is not in its deepest center,
for it is within the sphere of its center, activity, and movement; yet
we do not assert that it has reached its deepest center, which is the
middle of the earth. Thus it always possesses the power, strength,
and inclination to go deeper and reach the ultimate and deepest center;
and this it would do if the hindrance were removed. When once it
arrives and has no longer any power or inclination towards further
movement, we declare that it is in its deepest center.
The soul's center is God. When it has reached God with all the
capacity of its being and the strength of its operation and inclination,
it will have attained to its final and deepest center in God, it will
know, love and enjoy God with all its might. When it has not reached
this point (as happens in this mortal life, in which the soul cannot
reach God with all its strength, even though in its center — which
is God and His communion with it), it still has movement and strength
for advancing further and is not satisfied. Although it is in its center,
it is not yet in its deepest center, for it can go deeper in God.
It is noteworthy, then, that love is the soul's inclination, strength
and power in making its way to God, for love unites it with God.
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The more degrees of love it has, the more deeply it enters into God
and centers itself in Him. We can say that there are as many centers
in God possible to the soul, each one deeper than the other, as there
are degrees of love of God possible to it. A stronger love is a more
unitive love, and we can understand in this manner the many mansions
the Son of God declared were in His Father's house. [Jn. 14:2]
Hence, that the soul be in its center — which is God, as we
have said — it is sufficient for it to possess one degree of love, for
by one degree alone it is united with Him through grace. Should
it have two degrees, it will have become united and concentrated in
God in another deeper center. Should it reach three, it will have
centered itself in a third. But once it has attained the final degree,
God's love will have arrived at wounding the soul in its ultimate and
deepest center, which is to transform and clarify it in its whole being,
power and strength, and according to its capacity, until it appears
to be God.
When light shines upon a clean and pure crystal, we find that
the more intense the degree of light, the more light the crystal has
concentrated within it and the brighter it becomes; it can become
so brilliant due to the abundance of light it receives, that it seems
to be all light. And then the crystal is undistinguishable from the
light, since it is illumined according to its full capacity, which is to
appear to be light. 3 5
35
"Porque en la sustancia del alma, donde ni el centro del sentido ni el
demonio puede llegar, pasa esta fiesta del Espíritu Santo; y or tanto, tanto más
segura, sustancial y deleitable cuanto más interior ella es porque cuanto más
interior es, es más pura; y cuanto hay más de pureza, tanto más abundante
y frecuente y generalmente se comunica Dios. Y así, es tanto más el deleite
y el gozar del alma y del espíritu, porque es Dios el obrero de todo, sin que
el alma haga de suyo nada. Que por cuanto el alma no puede obrar de suyo
nada si no es por el sentido corporal, ayudada de él, del cual en este caso
está ella muy libre y muy lejos, su negocio es ya sólo recibir de Dios, el cual
solo puede en el fondo del alma, sin ayuda de los sentidos, hacer obrar y mover
al alma en ella. Y así, todos los movimientos de tal alma son divinos; y aunque
son suyos, de ella lo son, porque los hace Dios en ella con ella, que da su
voluntad y consentimiento.
Y por que decir hiere en el más profundo centro de su alma da a entender
que tiene el alma otros centros más profundos conviene advertir cómo sea esto.
Y cuanto a lo primero, es de saber que el alma, en cuanto espíritu, no
tiene alto y bajo, y más profundo, y menos profundo en su ser, como tienen
los cuerpos cuantitativos; que, pues en ella no hay partes, no tiene más diferencia
dentro que fuera, que toda ella es de una manera y no tiene centro de hondo
y menos hondo cuantitativo; porque no puede estar en una parte más ilustrada
que en otra, como los cuerpos físicos, sino todo en una manera en más o en
menos, como el aire, que todo está de una manera ilustrado y no ilustrado
en más o en menos.
En las cosas, aquello llamamos centro más profundo, que es a lo que más
puede llegar su ser y virtud y la fuerza de su operación y movimiento, y no
puede pasar de allí; así como el fuego o la piedra que tiene virtud y movimiento
natural y fuerza para llegar al centro de su esfera, y no puede pasar de allí
ni dejar de llegar ni estar allí, si no es por algún impedimento contrario y
violento.
Según esto, diremos que la piedra, cuando en alguna manera está dentro
de la tierra, aunque no sea en lo más profundo de ella, está en su centro en
alguna manera, porque está dentro de la esfera de su centro y actividad y
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4.5.3. Commentary on Flame 1. §§9-13.:
The Substance of the Soul
Flame 1. §§9-13. explains the poetic line, "In its deepest center!"
which refers to the most interior point of the soul, the center which
St. John understands as the substance of the soul. He begins by
stressing the profound interiority of this center, saying that it is
so detached that neither senses nor the devil can reach it. With
the senses far removed from this center there is no distraction, only
silence and quiet. Thus the soul can rest secure in God's love and
is liberated and disposed to His action. The saint describes this
center as "secure," "substantial" and "delightful." Cultivation of
interiority is the requisite for God's communication. The more
interior the soul, the purer it is and the more abundantly, frequently
and generously God communicates Himself to it. This gives new
expression to St. John's view of the spiritual life as a progressively,
inwardly moving dynamic. The deeper the soul goes toward its own
movimiento; pero no diremos que está en el más profundo de ella, que es el
medio de la tierra; y así siempre le queda virtud y fuerza e inclinación para
bajar y llegar hasta este más último y profundo centro si se le quita el
impedimento de delante; y cuando llegare y no tuviere de suyo más virtud e
inclinación para más movimiento, diremos que está en el más profundo centro
suyo.
El centro del alma es Dios, al cual, cuando ella hubiere llegado según toda
la capacidad de su ser y según la fuerza de su operación e inclinación, habrá
llegado al último y más profundo centro suyo en Dios, que será cuando con
todas sus fuerzas entiende y ame y goce a Dios. Y cuando no ha llegado a
tanto como esto, cual acaece en esta vida mortal, en que no puede el alma
llegar a Dios según todas sus fuerzas, aunque esté en este su centro, que es
Dios, por gracia y por la comunicación suya que con ella tiene, por cuanto
todavía tiene movimiento y fuerza para más y no está satisfecha, aunque está
en el centro, no empero en el más profundo, pues puede ir a más profundo
de Dios.
Es, pues, de notar que el amor es la inclinación del alma y la fuerza y
virtud que tiene para ir a Dios, porque mediante el amor se une el alma con
Dios; y así, cuantos más grados de amor tuviere, tanto más profundamente entra
en Dios y se concentra con él. De donde podemos decir que cuantos grados
de amor de Dios el alma puede tener, tantos centros puede tener en Dios uno
más adentro que otro; porque el amor más fuerte es más unitivo, y de esta
manera podemos entender las muchas mansiones que dijo el Hijo de Dios haber
en la casa de su Padre (Jn 14,2).
De manera que para que el alma esté en su centro, que es Dios, según
lo que habernos dicho, basta que tenga un grado de amor, porque por uno
solo se une con él por gracia. Si tuviere dos grados, habrá unídose y concentrádose se con Dios otro centro más adentro; ν si llegare a tres, concentrarse
ha como tres; y si llegare hasta el último grado, llegará a herir el amor de
Dios hasta el último centro y más profundo del alma, que será trasformarla
y esclarecerla según todo el ser y potencia y virtud de ella, según es capaz
de recibir, hasta ponerla que parezca Dios. Bien así como cuando el cristal
limpio y puro es embestido de la luz, que cuantos más grados de luz va recibiendo,
tanto más de luz en él se va reconcentrando y tanto más se va él esclareciendo;
y puede llegar a tanto por la copiosidad de luz que recibe, que venga él a
parecer todo luz, y no se divise entre la luz, estando él esclarecido en ella
todo lo que puede recibir de ella, que es venir a parecer como ella. (Flame
1. §§9-13. 778-780.)
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center the more intimately it experiences God. Moreover, the soul
possesses within itself an infinity of divine interiority. Thus in this
text the mystic develops parallel themes: first, the nature of the
substance of the soul as divine; second, the endless interior journey.
The soul experiences God's endowment passively because God
alone can move and act at this depth; not even the soul itself can
control this level of interiority, although the soul does consent and
participates in these mysterious works. In this way the joy of the
soul is more intense because the soul rejoices at God's action in
it rather than employing its energy to achieve it. God has completely
overtaken the soul, acting as one within its most interior center.
The soul neither understands or preoccupies itself with understanding
this divine action.
St. John explains in greater detail what he means by the center
of the soul. St. John speaks of various centers of the soul, each
one deeper than the next. Furthermore in his explanation he uses
various terms referring to the substance of the soul: "the flame,"
"the center," "its depths," "its deepest center," "an object's being,"
"power and force of operation and movement," and "God."
St. John says, "First it should be known that, being a spirit,
the soul does not possess in its being the high or the low, the
rofound or the less profound as do quantitative bodies." The soul
as no parts and there is no differentiation between inward and
outward. While not negating his system of faculty psychology, St.
John insists upon the unity of the soul and its spiritual nature. The
soul is all of one kind and does not have degrees of quantitative
depth.

E

It cannot receive greater illumination in one part than in the other
like physical bodies, but all of it is illumined equally in a degree
of greater or lesser intensity, like the air that is illumined or not
illumined according to degrees.
By the deepest center of any object St. John means, "the farthest
point attainable by that object's being and power and force of
operation and movement." Giving a concrete example of what he
means by substance, St. John uses the example of a rock:
Accordingly, we assert that when a rock is in the earth, it is after
a fashion in its center, even though it is not in its deepest center,
for it is within the sphere of its center, activity, and movement; yet
we do not assert that it has reached its deepest center, which is the
middle of the earth.
The center for St. John is the most interior point of being at
which an object may arrive, to which it is naturally inclinated {i.e.,
as a rock is naturally drawn downward by the force of gravity).
Thus it [the rock] always possesses the power, strength, and
inclination to go deeper and reach the ultimate and deepest center;
and this it would do if the hindrance were removed. When once it
arrives and has no longer any power or inclination towards further
movement, we declare that it is in its deepest center.
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Here St. John defines substance. First we note that for St. John
substance is "the natural center of any object." Second, the inclination of any object to reach that center is the drive and power
of its being to become itself by being lost in its own being. This
is accomplished when all hindrances to that drive are removed.
The theory having been presented in terms of an inanimate
object, St. John now applies this teaching to the soul. He begins
by adding a third notion to the meaning of the substance of the
soul: the soul's center is God. How are we to understand this? St.
John explains that by removing all the hindrances, through the long
process of renunciation, the soul reaches its center by the force
of its natural inclination, desire for God. This force as a kind of
spiritual gravitational pull, draws the soul ever inward:
When it
the strength
its final and
with all its

has reached God with all the capacity of its being and
of its operation and inclination, it will have attained to
deepest center in God, it will know, love and enjoy God
might.

Since the substance of the soul is spiritual, it reaches its deepest
center in the One who is most spiritual and transcendent: God.
The soul is its most complete self when, forgetting self, it knows,
loves and enjoys God with all its might focusing its faculties toward
Him. The mystic reflects upon the struggle to reach that center:
When it has not reached this point (as happens in this mortal
life, in which the soul cannot reach God with all its strength, even
though in its center — which is God and His communion with it),
it still has movement and strength for advancing further and is not
satisfied. Although it is in its center it is not yet in its deepest center,
for it can go deeper in God.

As the rock is moved by the force of gravity, so the soul's
love impels it toward its own center. The more degrees of love
it has, the more deeply the soul enters into God and centers itself
in Him. Now we can see how there exist many centers to the soul
in God who is infinite in love. The stronger the love, the more
unitive and the more centered is the soul's existence: thus St.John
characterizes the interior journey as a series of concentric circles.
The soul passes through each circle to an ever more profound
encounter with God. With each new level the soul focuses less upon
itself and is more directed toward God. The subject-object relation
comes to an end because God is the soul itself, its deep center,
with Whom the soul is in intimate union. 3 6
36

William of St. Thierry also characterizes the soul's relation with God as
a progressively interior journey motivated by love that extends unto infinity.
"In quibus, sicut quae corporalia sunt, discemit animus per corporis sensum,
sic quae rationabilia sunt, vel spiritualia, discemere non potest, nisi per semet
ipsum, quae vero sunt Dei, nonnisi a Deo quaerat, vel expectet intellectum. Et
quidam de nonnuUis quae ad Deum spectant, fas est et possibile homini rationem
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By way of depiction of these many centers, St. John refers to
Jesus' teaching of the heavenly kingdom containing many mansions.
"In my Father's house there are many dwelling places; otherwise,
how could I have told you that I was going to prepare a place
for you?" 37
Simply being in a state of love with God is sufficient for the
soul to be in its center. Through one degree of love the soul is
united to God. With two degrees it becomes even more united and
concentrated in God. The centering goes on infinitely. When the
soul attains the deep degrees of this concentric interiority, God's
love will wound the soul in its ultimate and deepest center. The
author has devoted his mystical treatise to this level of love.
In closing St. John offers still another analogical explanation.
When light shines upon a clean and pure crystal, we find that
the more intense the degree of light, the more light the crystal has
concentrated within it and the brighter it becomes, it can become
so brilliant due to the abundance of light it receives that it seems
to be all light. And then the crystal is undistinguishable from the
light, since it is illumined according to its full capacity, which is to
appear to be light.
The soul like a crystal is illuminated by God's love in such
a way that it remains entirely itself but appears to be God, brilliant
and iridescent with divine love.
In summary, we understand the substance of the soul to be
it's deepest center, which is God Himself. The soul is naturally
inclined to this center, which it reaches when it removes all
hindrances. Love is the force which pushes the soul onward through
the journey of concentric circles. As the soul penetrates one center
after another it is engaged in the endless dynamic of love. With
God as its center, the subject-object relation disappears because the
soul and God are one. The substance of the soul nas become God.
4.6.1. Conclusion
The union of the soul with God means also the like union of
all of its faculties. This chapter began with two texts which review
the transformed state of the faculties. Canticle 30 §§ 29-30. gives
an analogical description before and after transformation, while
habenti, aliquando cogitare et disquirere, sicut de dulcedine bomtatis ejus, de
potentia virtutis, et alus hu)usmodi; ipsum vero, idipsum quod est id quod est,
cogitan omnino non potest, nisi quantum ad hoc sensu illuminati amoris attingi
potest." (Letter of Gold #292 [SC. 233] 378)
"But in the love of God there is no other intent and no other discretion
than this, that as He, when He loved us, loved us unto the end, so, if it be
possible, we should endlessly love Him, even as the blessed man who dehghteth
in His commandments without measure " (Golden Espistle of Abbot William, 96.)
37
Jn 14 2.
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Flame 2 §§ 34-35. focuses upon the perfection of the superior
faculties which are in union with God and are divine by right of
participation.
The text from Flame 3. §§ 49-51. distinguishes between particular
knowledge and knowledge which is vague, dark and general. St.
John affirms that the soul may love and experience God without
a clear understanding of Him. An indication of a sublime love of
God is the soul's detachment from all its self-interest associated with
particular knowledge. Leaving behind this particular knowledge
poises the soul in a ready state of receptivity, which St. John sees
as holy, interior poverty. This yields a rich contemplative life,
contemplation being understood as the unselfconscious concentration
upon the Other as such. The soul can develop truly authentic
relations because now it focuses completely upon the object of its
love without the distraction of its own self-interest. This is the
solitude in which the soul goes out from itself, as St. John would
say. He further notes that God instills knowledge and love totally
at His discretion; the soul is passive in this condition and God may
touch one faculty and not another. This state produces terrible
confusion because the soul feels as if it is not loving God. The
soul does not feel love and is passive, yet no particular acts of
love are needed and can be a distraction and even a temptation.
St. John offers instruction and encouragement for this spiritual
trauma.
Flame 3. § 69. presents a reflection upon the spiritual faculties.
The spiritual senses are not a distinct faculty but are the transformed
superior faculties which experience God directly. A proper understanding of this transformed faculty means a reconsideration of the
nature of apprehension and the careful scrutiny of the operation
of these faculties in their divine participation. Passivity, again,
becomes the central dynamic in this condition because what the
soul experiences is infused by God rather than sought after by the
soul. Finally, the spiritual senses must ultimately be understood in
the context of the soul's unitive state. They are not so much a
function or action of the soul as they are a state of being in which
the soul perceives the One with Whom it is in union.
Flame 1. §§9-13. introduces a final image of the endless
transformation process, a dominant theme of the unitive state. The
passage, through concentric circles of transformation, represents the
soul entering its deepest center, which is God. At every level of
conversion the soul is in union with God, yet the deeper the soul's
entrance, the more penetrating its rapport and the more authentically
the soul becomes itself. In this progressively interior journey to its
own center, the soul becomes focused away from itself and directed
towards God until the subject-object dichotomy no longer applies.
The main theme of this text is the substance of the soul understood
as God Himself Who dwells in the soul's center.
Finally, like all of St. John's doctrine, these texts, when viewed
as a whole, give the appearance of apparent contradiction: one text
speaks of not feeling, while another of deep interior emotion; one
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text addresses the darkness of mystical experience, yet another speaks
of profound interior and affective comprehension. We understand
these tensions as dynamic. They are like the mystical experience
itself which is present and real, filled with contradiction and, in
that way, never completely explainable.

CONCLUSIONS
A SUMMARY OF AFFECTIVITY
IN THE DOCTRINE OF ST. JOHN OF THE CROSS

5.1. A Summary of Affectivity in the Doctrine of St. John of the
Cross
Affectivity in St. John of the Cross concerns the soul's relation
with itself, with the material and spiritual realms and with God.
This study examined three key moments in the process of conversion
of the affect: 1) the untransformed affect: the soul's rapport with
the sensory; 2) the affect in transformation: the soul's rapport with
the spiritual; 3) the transformed affect: the soul's union with God.
We now summarize the results of our investigation of the teaching
of St. John of the Cross on the transformation of the soul according
to its dynamic structures and affective relations.
5.1.1. Untransformed Affect: Rapport with the Sensory
The desires and faculties of the untransformed affect are characterized by disorder, disunity and lack of focus. Appetites and senses
all go their own way in seeking material or spiritual satisfactions;
the four passions waste themselves upon immediate gratifications.
The result is weariness, restlessness and a continual desire for further
indulgence. Since the intellect does not perceive, discern or know
clearly, the faculties informed by it, namely memory and will, are
also in disarray. Its desire for God thus weakened by dispersed
energies and disordered faculties, the soul remains trapped in
confused self-interest and is incapable of giving itself over to
relationship with Him. The soul with untransformed affect cannot
love God.
5.1.2. Affect in Transformation: Rapport with the Spiritual
The transformation of the affect is a simultaneous surrender
of the old self and realization of the new self which is effected
primarily by God's action, though not without the soul's effort. The
soul experiences this transformation process as a crucible of pain,
a dark night: there is appetitive darkness as these drives no longer
yield the accustomed satisfactions; sensory darkness as the soul
experiences apprehensions without interior or exterior senses; darkness of the passions as former joys, hopes, sorrows and fears lose
their motive force; intellectual darkness as the rational faculties begin
to be by-passed by God's secret and dark communication; spiritual
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darkness as the formerly fruitful habit of meditation becomes an
impossible burden; finally, that worst darkness, as the soul senses
its own sinful state and feels cast off and rejected by the One it
has begun to desire. An intense and tumultuous sense of loss and
confusion accompanies this radical reorientation of the soul's faculties and drives.
Transformation takes place in this darkness. As appetites and
senses cease to pose the threat of corruption, there is a new
appreciation of both material and spiritual goods. The desires which
were conflicting and disordered are now forged into a single longing
for God. The four passions commanded by the will now act in accord:
the soul rejoices only in God, hopes only for Him and is sorry
for or fears only that which keeps Him away. In contemplation
the intellect acquires knowledge through faith. In hope memory
becomes a pure longing for God. Will is transformed by charity.
So intense is the convergence on God of all its capacity to desire,
that the soul feels it will die of yearning. As conversion takes root
and self-focus is left behind, the soul learns to give itself over to
the Other in an authentic relationship of love. The deepening rapport
is accompanied by that increasing receptivity and docility on the
part of the soul which is holy passivity, and it begins to develop
a new means of perception and discernment called the spiritual
sense.
5.1.3. Transformed Affect: Union with God
The transformation of the affect is God's powerful instruction
and formation of the soul in His ways of love. Loving knowledge
is infused into the soul and the spiritual sense perceives beyond
what it can apprehend. All faculties and energies of its being focused
toward the Other, the soul now finds its satisfaction not in its reasons
for loving nor in the gifts of its lover, but in its immediate
articipation in the relationship itself. The soul is satisfied only by
eing for its Beloved. This being for the Beloved seems like notning
and is, for the soul, everything. Thus the transformed affect seems
to be starving and without satisfaction, but, in fact, it feasts on
the inexplicable joy of simply being for its Beloved. This union of
the soul with God is full of paradox, for it is both stable and firm
and, at the same time, ordered toward infinite transformation and
increase. While detached from sensory and spiritual indulgence, the
soul also experiences spiritual delight which pours forth from the
caverns of deep feelings. With desire now resting and delighting
in the garden of the Beloved, a relentless purification still continues.
Divine love is as a wound to the soul. It is as a fire of love, which
is both affliction and cure. The soul itself becomes like a living
flame of love, in endlessly increasing, transforming love.
Reflecting the very mystery of the Incarnation, mystical union
with God is a participation in His divinity. If one understands this
union in terms of the love relationship between bride and Bridegroom, then clearly the two lovers must meet on some ground of
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equality and mutuality: the soul becomes divine and God Himself
becomes subject to the soul. In this mystic union, even the mediation
of the subject-object distinction is lost as God is perceived as the
very center and substance of the soul.
5.2. Evaluation of the Structural-Dynamic Method of Interpreting
the Doctrine of St. John of the Cross
This inquiry takes the structural-dynamic method as presented
in Spintualiteit en Mystiek in Dynamisch-Structureel Perspectief and
adapts it to the study of the affect in the doctrine of St. John of
the Cross. The philosophy and operation of this methodology in this
work is now reviewed in brief and evaluated. This methodology's
contribution to the Sanjuanist field of study is also considered.
First we review the structural-dynamic method as it stands on
its own apart from the doctrine of St. John. This method is based
upon its notion of the spiritual life as a journey to an infinite God
in which the soul finds its identity, meaning and fulfillment. The
purification of the soul is seen as a group of continual processes
in which God instills Himself into the soul that is forever being
purified. The method refers to these processes of transformation as
dynamic, and proceeds by observing the order of these processes
and interpreting the texts of the mystic from that vantage point.
The same method refers to this order as "structuring" and thus the
appellation: the structural-dynamic method. It sees these transforming processes as tension filled. This tension results from the
imperfections and limits of a soul that strives for the perfect and
infinite God. The tension should not to be interpreted as a dualistic
vision of the spiritual life, but rather the creative stress which comes
with the harmonization of the human and divine.
Next we consider the application and operation of the structuraldynamic method as it applies to the doctrine of St.John. Based upon
the premises of this method its steps are four: First, it perceives
the seeming conflicting and apparent contradictions in the text.
Second, it structures or logically orders these, though it is essential
to keep in mind that this logic is not sequential. Third, it interprets
this logic as a positive indication of the transcendent nature of St.
John's doctrine. Fourth, having grasped the working order of the
doctrine it applies the same logic to the reading and interpreting
of the texts. This interpretation is accomplished through an informed
commentary. The commentary is more expository than argumentative.
We now consider the advantages and contributions of the
structural-dynamic method as applied to Sanjuanist study. The
dynamic-structural method effectively gives an overview of the doctrine as well as focus upon a specific theme. Since this method
seeks the mystic's own logic, the starting point of the method is
a comprehensive, probing and insightful overview of the doctrine,
then a specific theme within that overview. In this way the structuraldynamic method successfully studied, as in this inquiry, the role
of the affect in the doctrine of John of the Cross.
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The most unique quality of this method is that it employs St.
John's own logic for the interpretation. The structural-dynamic
method operates from the inside out. Rather than conforming the
doctrine to an outside system, this method of interpretation conforms
to the doctrine. What other methodologies see as problems and
conflicts in the doctrine this methodology perceives as an indication
of the transcendent nature of the doctrine and integral to under
standing St. John's teaching. Therefore the method offers original
insights into the meaning and significance of the text and how they
fit into the whole doctrine of St. John.
The same method presents a consistent interpretation of Sanjuanist doctrine. The observations made in the informed commentary
are verified by a simple reading of the texts. There is no manipulation
or extrapolation. One only has to read the text to see and judge
for oneself. All these observations remain clearly within the Sanjuanist tradition. The way in which the structural-dynamic focuses
upon the processes and the way that it structures or orders these
processes presents a fresh and original interpretation of St. John's
doctrine. Most important, this interpretation fits all the pieces
together to form a whole; one text builds upon another to form
a consistent and workable, therefore valid, presentation.
The above means that once this structuring of processes has
been understood, or in other words, once the internal logic of St.
John has been discovered, it can be applied to any text. St. John's
logic is not linear, moving from point A to point В sequentially.
His logic is spiralling. He circles around, describes various moments
of conversion, applying the same principle in each moment, though
each time nuanced, adapted and developed. Once you have the key
for understanding this repetition the doctrine may be unfolded from
any place in spiral. This is the beauty of St. John's doctrine and
the beauty of the structural-dynamic method which preserves this
special mystical logic. This study has demonstrated the presence of
the circular logic and the necessity of understanding it for a proper
interpretation of the mystic.
The validity of the structural-dynamic method's interpretation
raises questions which other methods of Sanjuanist interpretation
must consider. How does the scholastic method of interpretation,
for example, which bases itself upon the principle of knowledge
coming from the senses, explain that the vast majority of St. John's
discussion of spiritual experience comes apart from any sensory
experience? How does a systematic theological/philosophical San
juanist method deal with the non-linear development of the mystic's
entire presentation? How does this method effectively present the
role of the affect in the doctrine of St. John without reducing it
to a system? How does strictly systematic methodology deal with
elusive and unpredictable processes of spiritual development?
We believe that after considering the presentation of this study
there is simply no returning to a strictly theological/philosophical
interpretation of St. John's mysticism; that is, returning to a system
of interpretation that works from an external strategy and ignores
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the internal workings of St. John's doctrine. True, St. John's teaching
offers a vast doctrinal reservoir for consideration, but, as has been
illustrated by this study, interpretation of this doctrine requires a
great sensitivity to his unique methodological presentation and
treatment of spiritual experience.
We consider the structural-dynamic method's relation to other
Sanjuanist methodologies. Quite straightforward, the structural-dynamic method builds upon and, in the end, excels specifically in
the doctrinal and pedagogical area of Sanjuanist study. But the
structural-dynamic method does not stand alone. Other methodologies work together with and greatly contribute to the structuraldynamic method. It can be said that the structural-dynamic method
is even dependent upon these other methods. For example, this study
is closely related to, although also quite distinct from, the thematic
method of interpretation. The best explanation of the structuraldynamic method s relation to other methodologies comes from the
discipline of scripture study: other Sanjuanist methodologies form
the exegesis so mat the structural-dynamic method can make the
hermeneutic. Or, other studies are the platform this method can
stand upon to interpret and teach.
The structural-dynamic method is not without its limitations.
The first of these is, of course, its newness. This method which
focuses upon process is itself still in process. It still seeks the
parameter of its own territory. The structural-dynamic's effective,
fresh and consistent interpretation establishes it as a valid scientific
tool for the study of spirituality, even as we anticipate its frequent
and wide spread employment, as well as its refinement, throughout
all areas of spirituality in the future.
The impression of subjectivity is the second drawback of the
structural-dynamic method. Because it operates out of general principles rather than a specific and fixed system there is a definite
quality of "one person s opinion" in its procedure. This apparent
subjectivity is kept in balance by the orthodoxy of the interpretation.
The interpretation always strictly remains within standard Sanjuanist
tradition; it does not invent new significations for the texts, rather
it puts that which we have always known about the doctrine together
in a new way.
The structural-dynamic method may be accused of being illogical
or non-deductive and therefore not scientific. The impression of
irrational procedure emerges from that problem innate to the study
of spirituality: how to express the experience of the transcendent.
Most mystics grasp at every possible means of invention to do so.
The structural-dynamic method attempts to understand and interpret
those various means. Since this method employs the mystic's own
logic to interpret the text, we insist that this method is as deductive
and systematic as the mystic it interprets. Furthermore, the structural-dynamic method is determined by its premises which guide
its method of interpretation.
We make only one closing remark. The structural-dynamic
method is new and even experimental. We trust that a study which
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has employed this method might be appreciated with the intention
with which it was written, stated quite simply: to let St. John of
the Cross and his doctrine be just what they are so as to observe
and learn from this great saint the ways of the mystical life. We
trust that the methodology will be of help to those who study St.
John's doctrine and especially to those who seek to follow his
mystical way.
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SUMMARY

This dissertation offers a contemporary interpretation of the
mystical doctrine of Saint John of the Cross by tracing the transformation of the soul's affect. Its methodology is unique because
it seeks to reveil and interprete the text by using the inner logic
of the author rather than by imposing an external philosophical
system. I argue that the transformation of the will, the seed of the
affect, is superior to that of the intellect and memory, and imperative
to the entire conversion process. This study makes a significant
contribution to the field of spirituality and mysticisme.
Affectivity in St. John of the Cross concerns the soul's relation
with itself, with the material and spiritual realms and with God.
This study examined three key moments in the process of conversion
of the affect: 1) the untransformed affect: the soul's rapport with
the sensory; 2) the affect in transformation: the soul's rapport with
the spiritual; 3) the transformed affect: the soul's union with God.
We now summarize the results of our investigation of the teaching
of St. John of the Cross on the transformation of the soul according
to its dynamic structures and affective relations.
The desires and faculties of the untransformed affect are characterized by disorder, disunity and lack of focus. Appetites and senses
all go their own way in seeking material or spiritual satisfactions;
the four passions waste themselves upon immediate gratifications.
The result is weariness, restlessness and a continual desire for further
indulgence. Since the intellect does not perceive, discern or know
clearly, the faculties informed by it, namely memory and will, are
also in disarray. Its desire for God thus weakened by dispersed
energies and disordered faculties, the soul remains trapped in
confused self-interest and is incapable of giving itself over to
relationship with Him. The soul with untransformed affect cannot
love God.
The transformation of the affect is a simultaneous surrender
of the old self and realization of the new self which is effected
primarily by God's action, though not without the soul's effort. The
soul experiences this transformation process as a crucible of pain,
a dark night: there is appetitive darkness as these drives no longer
yield the accustomed satisfactions; sensory darkness as the soul
experiences apprehensions without interior or exterior senses; darkness of the passions as former joys, hopes, sorrows and fears lose
their motive force; intellectual darkness as the rational faculties begin
to be by-passed by God's secret and dark communication; spiritual
darkness as the formerly fruitful habit of meditation becomes an
impossible burden; finally, that worst darkness, as the soul senses
its own sinful state and feels cast off and rejected by the One it
has begun to desire. An intense and tumultuous sense of loss and
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confusion accompanies this radical reorientation of the soul's faculties and drives.
Transformation takes place in this darkness. As appetites and
senses cease to pose the threat of corruption, there is a new
appreciation of both material and spiritual goods. The desires which
were conflicting and disordered arc now forged into a single longing
for God. The four passions commanded by the will now act in accord:
the soul rejoices only in God, hopes only for Him and is sorry
for or fears only that which keeps Him away. In contemplation
the intellect acquires knowledge through faith. In hope memory
becomes a pure longing for God. Will is transformed by charity.
So intense is the convergence on God of all its capacity to desire,
that the soul feels it will die of yearning. As conversion takes root
and self-focus is left behind, the soul learns to give itself over to
the Other in an authentic relationship of love. The deepening rapport
is accompanied by that increasing receptivity and docility on the
part of the soul which is holy passivity, and it begins to develop
a new means of perception and discernment called the spiritual
sense.
The transformation of the affect is God's powerful instruction
and formation of the soul in His ways of love. Loving knowledge
is infused into the soul and the spiritual sense perceives beyond
what it can apprehend. All faculties and energies of its being focused
toward the Other, the soul now finds its satisfaction not in its reasons
for loving nor in the gifts of its lover, but in its immediate
articipation in the relationship itself. The soul is satisfied only by
eing for its Beloved. This being for the Beloved seems like nothing
and is, for the soul, everything. Thus the transformed affect seems
to be starving and without satisfaction, but, in fact, it feasts on
the inexplicable joy of simply being for its Beloved. This union of
the soul with God is full of paradox, for it is both stable and firm
and, at the same time, ordered toward infinite transformation and
increase. While detached from sensory and spiritual indulgence, the
soul also experiences spiritual delight which pours forth from the
caverns of deep feelings. With desire now resting and delighting
in the garden or the Beloved, a relentless purification still continues.
Divine love is as a wound to the soul. It is as a fire of love, which
is both affliction and cure. The soul itself becomes like a living
flame of love, in endlessly increasing, transforming love.
Reflecting the very mystery of the Incarnation, mystical union
with God is a participation in His divinity. If one understands this
union in terms of the love relationship between bride and Bridegroom, then clearly the two lovers must meet on some ground of
equality and mutuality: the soul becomes divine and God Himself
becomes subject to the soul. In this mystic union, even the mediation
of the subject-object distinction is lost as God is perceived as the
very center and substance of the soul.

E

SAMENVATTING

Deze dissertatie wil, middels het traceren van de omvorming
van het affekt van de ziel, een hedendaagse interpretatie van de
mystieke leer van Sint Jan van het Kruis zijn. De daarbij toegepaste
methode kan als uniek gekarakterisseerd worden vanwege haar
streven bij de tekstinterpretatie enkel gebruik te maken van de
innerlijke logica van de auteur zelf. Dit om te voorkomen dat de
tekst ondergeschikt gemaakt wordt aan een extern, dat wil zeggen
van buitenaf opgelegd, filosofisch systeem. Ik stel dat de omvorming
van de wil, het zaad van het affekt, superieur is aan de omvorming
van het intellekt en het geheugen, alsmede imperatief voor het hele
bekeringsproces. Deze studie vormt een significante bijdrage aan het
veld van spiritualiteit en mystiek.
Affectiviteit in Sint Jan van het Kruis betreft de relatie van
de ziel met zichzelf, met het materiele en spirituele bereik, en met
God. Onze studie was gericht op drie sleutelmomenten in het
bekeringsproces van het affekt: 1) het niet-omgevormde affekt: de
relatie van de ziel met het zintuiglijke; 2) het affekt in de omvorming:
de relatie van de ziel met het spirituele; 3) het omgevormde affekt:
de unio van de ziel met God. In het navolgende geven we een
korte samenvatting van de resultaten van ons onderzoek naar Sint
Jan's onderwijzing betreffende de omvorming van de ziel, en wel
naar de dynamische structuren en affectieve relaties daarvan.
De verlangens en vermogens van het niet-omgevormde affekt
worden gekenmerkt door wanorde, gebrek aan eenheid en focus.
Begeerten en zinnen gaan elk een eigen weg in hun zoeken naar
bevrediging op materieel of spiritueel vlak; de vier passies doen
zichzelf teniet in hun streven naar onmiddellijke voldoening. Het
resultaat is lusteloosheid, rusteloosheid en een voortdurend verlangen
naar verder genot. Aangezien het intellekt geen heldere waarnemingen doet, noch in staat is tot het maken van onderscheid of
tot kennis, verkeren ook de door dit intellekt geïnformeerde vermogens — geheugen en wil — in onzekere staat. Haar verlangen
naar God aldus verzwakt ten gevolge van wegvloeiende energie, van
vermogens in wanorde, blijft de ziel gevangen in een confuus
zelfbelang en is niet in staat zichzelf over te geven aan de relatie
met Hem. De ziel met haar niet-omgevormde liefde, is niet in staat
God te beminnen.
De omvorming van het affekt betekent tegelijk het zich overgeven
van het oude zelf alsook de realisatie van het nieuwe zelf, voornamelijk bewerkstelligd door Gods handelen, echter niet zonder
inspanning van de kant van de ziel. De ziel ervaart dit omvormingsproces als een pijnlijke kruistocht, als een donkere nacht: wat
betreft de begeerten is er duisternis aangezien deze aandriften
weigeren nog langer toegemoet te komen aan hun oude bevredi-
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gingen; van zintuiglijke duisternis is sprake, omdat de ziel inzichten
opdoet los van de innerlijke of uiterlijke zinnen; duisternis van de
passies omdat vroegere vreugde, hoop, angst, vroeger verdriet hun
motiverende kracht verliezen; intellektuele duisternis aangezien de
rationele vermogens voorbij gestreefd beginnen te worden door Gods
geheime en duistere communicatie; spirituele duisternis omdat de
eerder vruchtbare gewoonte van meditatie een onmogelijke last
wordt; tenslotte, de ergste duisternis, wanneer de ziel haar eigen
zondige toestand beseft en zich afgewezen en verworpen voelt door
de Ene, welke ze was gaan begeren. Intens en tumultueus besef
van verlies en verwarring begeleiden deze radicale heroriëntatie van
de vermogens en aandriften van de ziel.
Omvorming vindt in deze duisternis plaats. Aangezien begeerten
en verlangens ophouden een dreiging tot corruptie te vormen, is
er plaats voor een nieuwe waardering van zowel de materiele als
de spirituele goederen. De verlangens die onderling strijdig en
ongeordend waren, worden nu gesluisd tot één enkel verlangen naar
God. De vier passies handelen, onder bevel van de wil, in overeenstemming met elkaar: de ziel verheugt zich enkel in God, hoopt
enkel op Hem en heeft slechts spijt ván of angst vóór dat wat haar
van Hem verwijderd houdt. In de contemplatie verkrijgt het intellekt
kennis door geloof. In hoop wordt het geheugen één enkel verlangen
naar God. De wil wordt omgevormd door de liefde. Zó intens richt
de ziel zich op God met heel haar verlangend vermogen, dat zij
voelt te sterven aan dit verlangen. Door worteling van de bekering
en achterlating van het gericht zijn op zichzelf, leert de ziel zich
over te geven aan de Ander binnen een authentieke liefdesrelatie.
Deze zich verdiepende relatie wordt begeleid door een toenemende
ontvankelijkheid en dociliteit van de kant van de ziel, die een totale
passiviteit betekenen. De ziel begint nieuwe middelen te ontwikkelen
voor haar waarneming en het aanbrengen van onderscheid.
De omvorming van het affekt is Gods machtige onderwijzing
van de ziel in zijn liefdeswijzen. Minnende kennis wordt in de ziel
gestort en de geestelijke zinnen doen waarnemingen voorbij alle
begrip. Alle vermogens alsmede energieën van haar wezen gericht
op de Ander, vindt de ziel haar bevrediging niet meer in de redenen
om lief te hebben, noch in de giften van haar Geliefde, maar in
haar onmiddellijke participatie in de relatie zelf. De ziel wordt
bevredigd enkel in haar bestaan voor de Geliefde. Dit bestaan voor
haar Geliefde lijkt niets, maar is alles voor de ziel. Aldus schijnt
het omgevormde affekt hongerend en zonder bevrediging, maar,
feitelijk, viert zij de onverklaarbare vreugde van het simpelweg
bestaan voor haar Geliefde. Deze unio van de ziel met God is
paradoxaal, want stabiel en bestendig, is zij tegelijkertijd gericht op
oneindige transformatie en groei. Los van zintuiglijke en spirituele
genieting, ervaart de ziel het spiritueel genot dat uitstroomt uit de
diepten van haar gevoelens. Het verlangen tot rust gekomen en zich
verblijdend in de tuin van de Geliefde, gaat de purificatie onophoudelijk voort. De goddelijke liefde is de ziel tot wond. Het is
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als een liefdesvuur, tegelijk een aanslag en genezing. De ziel zelf
wordt een levende liefdesvlam, oneindig toenemende, omvormende
liefde.
De mystieke unio met God, als weerspiegeling van het mysterie
van de incarnatie, is een participatie in Zijn godheid. Begrijpt men
de unio in termen van de liefdesrelatie tussen de bruid en de
bruidegom, dan is het duidelijk dat de twee geliefden elkaar op
grond van wederkerigheid en gelijkheid dienen te ontmoeten: de
ziel wordt goddelijk en God Zelf wordt subject van de ziel. In deze
mystieke unio, gaat zelfs de mediatie van het onderscheid tussen
subject en object verloren: God wordt ervaren als het centrum en
de substantie zelf van de ziel.
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